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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
One of management's most important and vital functions is the 
utilization of scarce resources to achieve the immediate and long-run 
goals of an organization. Comprehensive budgeting, as presented in 
management, finance, and accounting textbooks, should provide management 
with an essential and powerful tool to plan, coordinate, and control the 
. i . f . . h' h d 1 actlv tles o an organlzatlon to ac leve t ese en s. The budget, '1. 
unfortunately, often falls far short of this role and all too often 
managers regard the budget as a "necessary evil" rather than a powerful 
3 
aid to the most crucial decisions of top management. This managerial 
attitude has probably evolved for various reasons. 
First, the cost and time involved in preparing the budget using 
conventional manual techniques, results in an inflexible management 
4 tool. If top management does not like the "look" of the budget, little 
facility is available to explore the consequences of different alter-
natives. If, for example, top management wants to investigate the 
simple alternative of increasing the selling price of product Red by 
five dollars, it will be necessary to revise the sales budget (in 
dollars of revenue)~ the projected income statement, the cash budget, 
and the projected balance sheet. If the change in selling price is 
anticipated to affect projected unit sales of product Red, then it will 
also be necessary to revamp the sales budget (in units), the production 
1 
2 
budget, the materials budget, the raw materials purchase budget, the 
labor budget, and the overhead budget. In many cases, therefore, the 
cost and time involved in modifying the budget to reflect an alternative 
solution is perceived by managers to exceed the benefits. 
As modern organizations continue to increase in complexity, manage-
ment decisions have far-reaching consequences and involve potentially 
large risks. Managers cannot afford to operate on a hunch, intuition, 
or guesswork but must better predict the consequences of their decisions, 
correctly choose among alternative solutions, and respond quickly to 
changing economic conditions. Therefore, as Ansoff and Brandenburg point 
out, there is a great need for an improved budget model that is flexible 
and will allow managers to vary assumptions with little cost or loss of 
time. 5 Some large firms have gained this flexibility by building 
computerized budget models to meet the needs of their particular firms. 6 
"With a computerized budget model the input variables are easily 
changed, and within minutes the revised version of the budget is printed 
7 
out by the computer." However, most small manufacturing companies do 
not have such models available. 8 
A second reason why managers are disillusioned with the budget as 
a useful management tool is that the environment in which they operate 
is always changing--and probably at a faster rate than ever before. 
"The usefulness of financial budgets depends mainly on the degree to 
which they are flexible to changes in [environmental] conditions."9 
The typical budget is frequently inaccurate and out of date soon after 
it is completed and as Richard Ma ttessich states: ''The 'revision of a 
budget' under conventional conditions is a nightmare of the contoller 
or budget director ..• " 10 
Apart from the fact that such revisions cause consider-
able expenses, the calculations involved are sufficiently 
elaborate and are time consuming enough to create a delay of 
weeks or months. Thus, the revised budget may become avail-
able at a time when it is already obsolete and when a new 
revision is called for--a process rarely leading to a satis-
factory solution and ultimately defeating the purpose of 
budgetary control.ll 
3 
Mattessich contends that a computerized budget model would overcome 
the problem of delay of information and obsolescence of data due to 
. 12 
recomputat1.on. 
The third, and perhaps most important reason managers regarq the 
budget as a necessary evil is that they fail to understand the potential 
13 
of the budget as a management tool. In part, this problem can be 
traced to their early introduction to the budgetary process in university 
management, finance, and accounting courses. The typical textbook uses 
14 
"higly simplified examples" which bear little resemblance to "real 
world situations." 15 Using conventional manual techniques, ·students tend 
to become "bogged down" with the mechanics of the budget and therefore 
often fail to gain an understanding of the budget as a plan of action to 
achieve the goals of a real "live" manufacturing company. The time 
involved in revising the budget does not encourage students to experiment 
with numerous alternative solutions and therefore too many of these 
future managers and management consultants finish their university pro-
grams with little feeling for how a change in one or more of the budget 
variables can affect the outcome of the plan. Richard Mattessich con-
tends that a computerized budget model could considerably lessen the 
limitations of present textbook examples by providing a more realistic 
16 illustration of a budget system. Such a model would also be amenable 
to experimentation in laboratory courses. 17 
4 
Objective of Study 
The objective of this study was to design a flexible, computerized, 
budget model for small manufacturing companies that provides decision 
makers (students and managers) with meaningful information at minimum 
cost and loss of time. This model was built so that it could be readily 
adapted to a classroom situation thus providing students with a flexible 
tool for experimenting and assessing the impact of changes in the basic 
budget variables. The budget model was also built to help the managers 
of small manufacturing companies plan and coordinate the activities of 
their companies in order to achieve their short-run financial goals. 
Significance of the Study 
The needs of two particular groups of users were considered in 
designing the model. The primary group consists of students studying 
the budgetary process in management, finance, and accounting courses. 
A teaching tool is needed to supplement existing textbooks and permit 
future managers and management consultants (students) to manipulate the 
basic variable(s) of the budget and analyze its impact on the plan of 
action. This experimentation with a complex of "real world" type 
example should allow students to look beyond the mechanics of the budget 
and hopefully gain an understanding of the budget as a useful planning 
18 
tool. . 
The second group of users considered in this study were the managers 
of small manufacturing companies. These individuals require a tool that 
permits them to experiment with alternative courses of action and that 
allows them to update their plan, in the form at budgets, as 
environmental conditions change. As Mattessich points out: 
. . . budget simulation is by no means reserved to the indus-
trial giants, but is applicable to small-scale or medium-sized 
enterprises which have no electronic computers available at 
their own premise. In such cases, the help of an interme-
diary--like a consulting firm, independent data processing 
center, etc.-~will be indispensable.l9 
The Budget: A Planning Tool 
5 
The term "budget" is used by different people to mean somewhat dif-
ferent things. Therefore, this section will clarify and explain how the 
term is used in this study. 
Purpose of Budget 
The most comprehensive use of the term "budget" is exemplified by 
the following definition by Eric Kohler: 
1. Any financial plan serving as an estimate of and a cohtrol 
over future operations. 
2. Hence, any estimate of future costs. 
3. Any systematic plan for the utilization of manpower, 
material, or other resources.20 
Thus, the budget serves two purposes: (1) it serves as a plan 
indicating how scarce resources are to be acquired and used over some 
future operating period and (2) it may also serve as a control tool, 
containing criteria of cost or performance which may be compared with 
actual data of operations. 
Although both planning and control are major functions of manage-
ment and are not mutually exclusive, this study deals only with the 
planning aspects of the budgetary process. 
Planning 
21 Planning is usually regarded as a basic function of management. 
In fact, some authors contend that " .•• the essence of management is 
planning, and all other functions are derived from planning." 22 
Koontz and O'Donnell refer to planning as " ... the selection of 
future courses of action for the enterprise as a whole and for each 
6 
d . h" "t .. 23 epartment w1t 1n 1 • These authors go on to state that "The purpose 
of every plan and all derivative plans is to facilitate the accomplish-
f . b. . .. 24 ment o enterpr1se o JeCtlves. 
At all levels of an organization managers plan in advance what has 
to be done, who has to do it, when it has to be done, and how it is to 
be done. Their success depends upon how well they plan because planning 
is the bridge from where the manager or firm is to where the manager or 
firm wants to go. 
Donnelly, Gibson, and Ivancevich distinguish the following four 
distinct and interrelated phases of the management planning function: 
Phase 1--Establishing goals and fixing their priority. 
Phase 2--Forecasting future events which can affect goal 
accomplishment. 
Phase 3--Making the plan operational through budgeting. 
Phase 4--Stating and implementing policies which direct 
activities toward the desired goals.25 
In Phase 3 above, the budget is used as a fundamental planning 
instrument to purposefully direct the activities of an organization 
toward its desired objectives. 
~of Budget 
Budgets may be divided into two main classes: (1) capital budgets 
and (2) operating budgets. Capital budgets are "directed toward 
7 
proposed expenditures for 'project' activities and often require special 
f . . .,26 1.nanc1.ng. For example, planning a new plant or a new product would 
involve capital budgeting. Operating budgets, on the other hand, "are 
d • d d 1 • d 11" I I • • • .,27 1.recte towar p ann1.ng an contra 1.ng program actl.Vl.tl.es. The 
sales budget, the production budget, and the overhead budget are 
examples of operating budgets. This study is concerned only with the 
construction of operating budgets as an aid to management decisions. 
Planning Horizon of Budget 
Budgets are often classified according to the length of the planning 
horizon. Short-range budgets are plans of action for a relatively short 
period of time (usually one year). As D. H. MacAllen points out, the. 
manager or planner accepts the environment as it is today and considers 
the physical and human resources currently available as fixed. The 
problem thus becomes one of trying to meet the immediate market of sup-
1 d 1 . . 28 p y an og1.st1.cs. For example, the plant manager attempts to maximize 
the efficiency of the firm's existing plant in planning for the current 
year (i.e., the manager does not consider changing plant capacity). 
Long-range planning or budgeting, on the other hand, covers a period 
of time that is long enough so that physical and human resources are 
flexible. In this type of planning management has the opportunity to 
anticipate future plans and has greater freedom of action to resolve 
them in an orderly fashion. 29 For example, the decision to build a 
fully automated plant affects production capacity 10 to 20 years in the 
future. 
Both short-range and long-range budgeting are essential if the 
goals of the organization are to be achieved. However, this study is 
concerned only with the short-range budgetary process. 
Definition of Budget 
For purposes of this study the term "budget" will be defined as a 
comprehensive, coordinated plan of action for the operations of a small 
manufacturing company for a specific (relatively short) period ·of time 
expressed in dollars. 
As the definition implies, it is important that the budget include 
the activities of all the organization's subunits or divisions. For 
example, the budget would be useless if it failed to recognize and plan 
for the research and development activities of the organization. 
8 
It is also important that the activities of each subunit be coor-
dinated with the activities of all other subunits in the organization. 
The budget would be useless, for example, if the sales budget reflected 
a plan to sell 900,000 units of product Red while the production depart-
ment can only produce 100,000 units. 
Choice of Budget Model 
Starr defines a model as "a simplified representation of reality."30 
Models are useful in that they permit us to solve complex problems by 
focusing on only a portion of the key features of the real worid instead 
of every detail. In constructing models, only the relevant var~ables, 
and frequently only the relevant variables that have a major impact on 
the decision situation, are considered. There are many forms of models 
in use. The particular form selected should depend upon the purpose. 31 
In this section, the budget model selected for this study is outlined. 
9 
Optimization vs. Case-Study Model 
In designing the budget model it was necessary to choose between an 
optimization (algorithmic) model and a case study (heuristic) model. 
Optimization Model. Optimization models utilize algorithms to 
select one alternative out of available alternatives whichsatisfies the 
constraints and maximizes or minimizes the objective function. 32 
"Whether relatively simple or extremely complex, 'an algorithm guarantees 
optimal solutions to any complete set of data and any problem as posed 
33 by the model'." Techniques such as linear programming, quadratic 
programming, calculus, and queuing theory are examples of optimization 
models utilized by operations researchers. Such models require that a 
single predetermined objective be expressed as a value function which 
can be maximized or minimized. The objective value function for a budget 
model could be expressed in various forms: maximization of contribution 
or loss, maximization of net profit or loss, maximization of gross profit 
or loss, or even maximization of cash or liquid funds. An optimization 
model can maximize only one value function at a time. 
Case-Study Model. A case-study (heuristic) model on the other hand 
searches for a satisfactory solution rather than an optimum solution. 
A case-study model is a simulation model which allows the decision maker 
to view the implications of two or more possible courses of action. The 
user searches through alternative courses of action on a trial and error 
basis until an alternative is found that is expected to produce the 
desired goals (i.e., a satisfactory solution). 
A case-study model was selected for this study for the following 
reasons. 
10 
1. Human problem solvers do not typically optimize. 34 This state-
ment is supported by the work of Simon, 35 March and Simon, 36 Newell and 
S . 37 d h 1mon, an ot ers. Simon's work will be reviewed below. 
According to economic and statistical theory, a rational decision 
maker will choose that course of action, from all possible courses of 
action, which will maximize expected payoff (utility). This model makes 
three important demands on the decision maker. It assumes that (1) all 
the alternatives are considered, (2) that all the consequences of each 
alternative are known, and (3) that the decisiorr maker has a complete 
utility ordering. In Simon's words these demands are "powers of 
prescience and capacities for computation resembling those we usually 
attribute to God." 38 
Simon's concept of bounded or limited rationality is based on the 
fact that human beings have physical and psychological bounds or limits 
in generating alternatives, processing information, and solving problems. 
Therefore, they require simplified models that extract the main features 
of the problem without capturing all of its complexity. Satisficing is 
used instead of maximizing or optimizing by human problem solvers in 
order to simplify the decision process. In choosing, human beings 
search for alternatives until they find a course of action that is "good 
enough"--that satisfies. They are happy to find a needle in the hay-
stack rather than searching for the sharpest needle in the haystack. 
From the above it can be seen that the case-study (heuristic) model 
is consistent with human problem solving. 
2. Optimization models are built upon certain basic assumptions. 
For example, a linear programming model assumes there is a linear rela-
tionship between the variables. If the problem to be solved violates 
11 
these assumptions (i.e., budget variables are nonlinear) then completely 
unreliable solutions may result. "The temptation of fitting problems to 
available techniques will usually inhibit the careful modeling of 
behavioral systems and impede future progress because the foundations 
39 
are unstable. 
3. Optimizat.ion models require a predetermined objective function 
to be maximized. Unfortunately, accounting is not an exact science and 
"the notion of profit maximization itself is vague ,40 
... to put it bluntly, we do not know precisely what to 
maximize, nor would we know where the maximum is located. If 
some experts of traditional budgeting believe in their ability 
to minimize costs, maximize profits, or optimize the product-
mix, they are deceived by the vagueness of their own concep-
tual apparatus. The optimization concepts have a precise 
mathematical meaning and should not be confused with notions 
like 'reducing costs,' 'increasing profits,' or 'improving the 
product-mix' to satisfactory levels.41 
As Mattessich points out, " •• this 'satisficing procedure' might 
42 be all we can ever expect from budgetary control." 
4. The case-study model should be easier to develop. Optimization 
models typically require a great deal of analysis and mathematical 
calculations. Because of this, the case-study model should cost less to 
develop than an optimization model. 
5. The case study model is generally easier for students and man-
agers to understand. The statements produced by the case-study model 
are those with which they are familiar--Sales Budget, Production Budget, 
etc. The solution using an optimization model is generally unfamiliar 
to management and in many cases difficult for them to interpret and use. 
Furthermore, the details that caused the result are not spelled out (the 
black box approach). As Hinkle and Kuehn point out, 
... the computer, perhaps, unfortunately has made it easy 
for individuals to use analytic methods that they do not 
understand and models that do not fit the problem. Every 
model that is not a reasonably true representation of reality 
introduces distortions, and the best safeguard against such 
distortions is a sound knowledge of the technique being uzed 
and its assumptions as well as experience in applying it. 3 
Thus, the cost involved in training management to use an optimization 
model would probably be greater, 
12 
6. The cost of operating an optimization model may be considerably 
more than that of a case-study model. Hinkle and Kuehn give an example 
of a small- to medium-size warehousing problem--using heuristics and 
an IBM 704 computer they reached a solution in less than one minute. 44 
On the other hand, if the same problem had been solved using integer 
programming it would have probably taken at least three months to reach 
a solution if the computer had sufficient capacity to store the 
45 problem. 
the availability of machine time clearly becomes a 
crucial factor in the choice among models and methods of 
solution ••.. Sizable savings in computational time and 
cost are possible with heuristic programming, savings that 
are further enhanced by larger machines.46 
7. There is a danger that users may be less critical of the output ~> 
of an optimization model than the complexities of the planning process 
require. As Alfred North Whitehead has said, "there is no more common 
error than to assume that, because prolonged and accurate mathematical 
calculations have been made, the application to some known fact of nature 
is absolutely certain."47 
Deterministic vs. Probabilistic Model 
In designing the model it was also necessary to decide whether the 
model would be deterministic or probabilistic. 
13 
Deterministic Model. A deterministic model is one in which "for a 
specific set of input values, there is a uniquely determined output that 
represents the solution of a model under conditions of 'certainty' " 48 
For example, Contribution Margin = Revenue minus Variable Costs. 
Probabilistic Model. A probabilistic model is one in which prob-
ability distributions are specified for inputs or processes. Such models 
generate a range of values and associated probabilities for one or more 
output variables. 
A deterministic model was selected for this study for the following 
reasons: 
1. A deterministic model is easier to develop and should, there-
fore, cost less to install than the probabilistic model. 
2. In many cases it will be easier for managers to understand a 
deterministic model because conventional manual techniques are 
deterministic--therefore, it should cost considerably less to 
train managers to use a deterministic model. 
3. It is generally easier to secure the variables for the 
deterministic model and, therefore, such a model should cost 
less to operate. 
4. A deterministic model with a sufficient number of cases can be 
used to produce information similar to the probabilisitc model. 
Other Characteristics of the Model 
In addition, the model used in this study possesses the following 
characteristics. The model is predictive--a model that indicates that 
" •.. if this occurs, then that will follow . [such models] relate 
14 
dependent and independent variables and permit trying out 'what if' 
questions." 49 In addition, the model is symbolic. "Symbolic models use 
symbols to describe the real world."5° Finally, the model is dynamic--
a model that has time as an independent variable. 51 
Assumptions of Model 
As previously stated, the purpose of this study is to develop a 
budget model to be used as a planning tool. As McFarland has stated: 
• • costs and revenues relevant to the decision are 
incremental costs and revenues • . . Other costs and revenues 
\vhich are not changed in total amount by the decision proposed 
are irrelevant to it because they do not affect the compar-
ison. 52 
Therefore, in this study a direct cost approach is assumed, i.e., only 
those costs (variable or fixed) that can be traced to a planning 
'd 'f' d . h h 53 segment, are 1 ent1 1e w1t t at segment. It is also assumed that 
companies using the budget model produce discrete products; they do not 
produce joint products. 
Methodology 
The method of study included (1) library research, (2) the de~elop-
ment of a conceptual framework for the budget model, and (3) the 
development of the computerized budget model. 
1. Library research. The relevant organization, management, and 
accounting literature was reviewed for the following reasons: (a) to 
provide the writer with a comprehensive background in the theory and 
techniques related to the study, (b) to determine the essential charac-
teristics of a budget model as a planning tool for a small manufacturing 
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company, and (c) to provide a basis for the formulation of the conceptual 
framework. 
2. Conceptual framework. The conceptual framework for the 
budget model was developed as follows: (a) the typical small manufactur-
ing company was defined as a formal organization and as a system, (b) a 
generalized model of a typical small manufacturing company was developed, 
(c) the role and functions managers perform within such organizations 
were studied and (d) a theoretical model for the management planning 
function and the budgetary process was developed. 
3. Computerized budget model. The computerized budget model was 
developed as outlined below, in three phases. The first involved the 
careful definition of the output of the budget by examining contemporary 
accounting and budget textbooks to determine the kinds of budget 
schedules usually produced. 
During the second phase, the computerized budget model was devel-
oped. The program was written in COBOL (Common Business Oriented 
Language) and every effort was made to document the model so that a 
student or manager unfamiliar with COBOL programming would be able to 
understand the model's operation. The model was designed to make data 
input as easy as possible for the user and to allow the user to change 
the basic variables with a minimum of time and effort. This flexibility 
allows users to investigate the implications of alternative courses of 
action and update the budget as environmental conditions change. 
The final phase involved testing the·model. Because of limited 
financial resources, this researcher was unable to secure budget data 
from actual small manufacturing companies. Therefore, realistic 
hypothetical data were developed to include every conceivable real world 
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situation. The researcher began with a very simple textbook example and 
after the budget schedules had been verified, the data was elaborated 
upon to include every conceivable modification. The budget schedules 
(budget model output) were tested at every step for accuracy. As a 
result of this evolutionary process, it is probable that the data input 
cards included more unusual conditions and constraints than the typical 
data of several actual small manufacturing companies. 
Limitations of Study 
One of the main limitations of this study is that a simple model is 
used to explain a complex real world situation. Yet, simplicity has 
value. As Hinkle and Kuehn have pointed out, 
It may be easily surmised from reading current management 
literature that model builders feel compelled to increase the 
complexity of all models on the assumption that intricacy is· 
positively correlated with usefulness. While this premise is 
valid for some systems, we believe that it is a mistake to 
ignore simpler approaches which frequently will serve as well 
or almost as well. Furthermore, elaborate models are likely 
to be useful only when they are the result of a long-term 
program of research and development.54 
Another limitation of this study is that other models have been 
developed and successfully applied by some large companies who were will-
ing to expend the resources necessary to develop them. However, such 
models are not publicly available for educators and the managers of small 
companies. 
Organization of Study 
This study contains an introductory chapter setting forth the 
problem, the objective, significance, and limitations of the study. The 
second chapter reviews and summarizes the relevant literature relating 
to organization and management theory and previous budget models. 
The third chapter establishes a theoretical framework for the 
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small manufacturing company and the role and function managers perform 
within such organizations. The systems approach is utilized to in-
tegrate the ideas and concepts of organization and management theorists. 
In Chapter IV, the management planning function is discussed in detail 
as a basis for developing a framework for the budgetary process and the 
budget model which is discussed in Chapter V. 
In Chapter V, the budget case-study model, a decision model, is 
discussed: the characteristics of the computer program, its input, and 
its output. The final chapter summarizes the study. 
Appendixes to the study include (a) a detailed users manual for the 
budget model, (b) a computer printout of the computer program, and (c) 
examples of the various budget schedules. 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction 
As discussed in Chapter I, the purpose of this study is to design a 
flexible computerized budget model for small manufacturing companies that 
will (1) provide students, future managers, and management consultants 
with a tool for developing the budget and assessing the impact of changes 
in the basic budget variables and (2) provide the managers of such firms 
with a tool for planning and coordinating the activities of their compa-
nies in order to achieve their short-run financial goals. The founda-
tions or basic building blocks for this budget model were developed as 
follows. 
First, since the budget model was designed for small manufacturing 
companies, formal organizations, it was essential to have a basic under-
standing of the behavioral characteristics of such organizations. 1 
Further, since the comprehensive budget is "generally accepted" as an 
essential and powerful management tool, and management is inherently 
involved in organized human activity, it was essential to have an under-
standing of the role and functions managers perform within small manu-
f . . 2 actur1ng compan1es. Therefore, the relevant organization and 
management theory literature was reviewed and is discussed briefly in 
the first section of this chapter. 
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Second, since the systems approach permits the integration of the 
numerous and diverse ideas, concepts, and approaches to the study of 
organizations and management, the relevant systems theory literature was 
reviewed. This literature is discussed briefly in the second section of 
this chapter. Third, since (a) models are the basic operating tool 
utilized by systems analysts, (b) the comprehensive budget is the best 
approximation of a formal model of the total organization, and (c) the 
purpose of this study is to design a computerized budget model, the 
literature relating to budget models was reviewed. The third section of 
this chapter summarizes the results of this analysis and the final sec-
tion of this chapter summarizes the literature reviewed. 
Organization and Management Theory 
In order to establish a setting in which the budgetary process can 
be examined, the relevant literature pertaining to organization and man-
h . d' db . fl . h' . 3 agement t eory 1s 1scusse r1e y 1n t 1s sect1on. Essentially, 
organization theory focuses on the human organization while management 
theory focuses on the process of acquiring and efficiently and effec-
tively utilizing scarce human, material, and financial resources. 
What ~ an Organization 
Organizations pervade our society and their importance cannot be 
denied: 
• the need for organizations--both formal and informal--
lies both in the psychological and social needs of human be-
ings and their desire to accomplish objectives. In a complex 
world, those significant things which can be accomplished by 
a single person become increasingly rare. Moreover, even 
those things which could be done by an individual cannot be 
efficiently done in such a fashion. This is reflected in our 
tendency toward increased specialization in virtually every 
field of human endeavor.4 
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Organizations are of many types, ranging from families; to informal 
work groups; to formal organizations such as General Motors, the 
Teamsters Union, the U. S. Department of Agriculture, the U. S. Navy, 
and the United Nations. It is frequently convenient to consider or-
ganizations as falling on a continuum ranging from individual activity 
on one end to highly formalized organization on the other end with a 
wide variety of organizations in between. 
Organizations have numerous properties, bo·th physical and abstract. 
For example, Ford Motor Company has many physical assets but also has 
many relational and social aspects that cannot be seen. In spite of 
these complexities, however, organizations have certain common elements: 
••• organizations are (1) goal oriented, people with pur-
pose; (2) psychosocial systems, people working in groups; (3) 
technical systems, people using knowledge and techniques; and 
(4) an integration of activities, people coordinating their 
efforts.5 --
For the most part, organization and management theorists have been 
concerned with formal large-scale organizations. The fundamental 
justification for formal organizations is effectiveness and efficiency. 
. . . an organization is differentiated from other systems by 
its purposeful behavior--its pursuit of objectives. Some 
goals can be achieved only by the concerted action of a group 
of people who make use of nonhuman resources. When multiple 
goals are involved, problems of resource allocation come into 
play. For instance, the group must allocate their time, 
energies, and other resources to those activities where the 
greatest effect can be produced with the least expenditures, 
since a scarcity of resources is an economic fact of life. 
No organization or individual possesses adequate resources to 
pursue all of its or his possible goals at the highest level 
of intensity; to assign an individual to one task is to make 
him unavailable for other tasks, to spend limited money on 
increased salaries to perclude the possibility of using it in 
the hiring of additional workers. Thus, the basic economic 
question of the allocation of scarce resources is at the heart 
of the need for formal organizations. This is so because 
even though the natural tendency of human beings to organize 
might well lead to the same allocation of resources as is 
attained via a formal organization structure, it would do so 
very, very slowly. For an enterprise to function and prosper 
in an organized world, it must organize itself and seek effi-
ciency.6 · 
Organization Defined 
Defining the term "organization" has been the focus of much con-
troversy between organization and management theorists. Organization 
theorists view an organization as a mechanism for promoting human 
collaboration, that is, for facilitating interpersonal relations. The 
following definitions have been formulated by scholars in the field: 
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1. ". . . a system of consciously coordinated personal activities 
or forces." 7 
2. 
3. 
" • • any cooperative system in which people are able to com-
municate with each other and are willing to contribute action 
toward a conscious common purpose."8 
" a mechanism having the ultimate purpose of offsetting 
those forces which undermine human collaboration."9 
4. " .•• a coalition having a series of more or less independent 
goals imperfectly rationalized in terms of more general 
10 goals." 
Management theorists, on the other hand, contend that an organiza-
tion is the formal, rational framework defining the roles and environ-
ment within which people perform in order to achieve or accomplish the 
known objectives of the enterprise. The following definition by Mundell 
is an example: 
Organization is the pattern of authority and responsibil-
ity between and among people, aiding them in acting in an 
integrated and orderly fashion. The purpose of formally 
setting forth this pattern of relationships is to assist 
people in understanding the role they must play to perform the 
work of the plant in the most economical manner consistent 
with social restrictions. The usual way of portraying the 
pattern of relationships between and among people takes two 
forms: the first an organization chart, and the second, an 
organization manual.11 
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Given the above definitions, organization will be defined for pur-
poses of this study as: " . . a system of structural interpersonal 
relations [such that] . individuals are differentiated in terms of 
authority, status, and role with the result that interaction is pre-
scribed."12 This definition incorporates both the interpersonal and 
structural aspects of organizations. It is also assumed that the term 
"organization" will refer to an administered organization as opposed to 
organizations used broadly to refer to any group of persons associated 
together. As Anthony has pointed out, administered organizations 
possess the following four characteristics: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
they exhibit sustained collective action, 
they are integral parts of a larger system, 
they have specialized, delimited goals, and 
they are dependent upon interchange with the larger 
system.l3 
Importance ~ the Management Function 
Because organizations pervade our society, and management is 
inherently involved in organized activity~ it is not surprising that the 
management activity is important to everyone. In fact, as Max Ways has 
stated: " what industrialization was to the nineteenth century, 
management is to the twentieth. Almost unrecognized in 1900, management 
h b h 1 . . . . 1" . . "14 as ecome t e centra act1v1ty to our c1v1 1zat1on. Another author, 
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Peter Drucker, has referred to management as "the most important activ-
ity in our society."15 From the above statements, it is obvious that 
the topic of management has received considerable attention from 
university scholars, practitioners, and the public at large. What, then, 
is management? 
Management Defined 
The term "management" is used in different contexts to mean differ-
ent things. L. Urwick, for example, quotes a sentence wherein the word 
" " . d f. . . h f. . d. ff . 16 management 1s use 1ve t1mes w1t 1ve qu1te 1 erent mean1ngs. 
Used in the general sense, nearly everyone manages, that is, everyone 
makes decisions allocating their time and energy to carry out actions to 
~ things done. For example, the housewife manages her household, stu~ 
dents manage their study time, children manage their allowances, and all 
wisely or unwisely manage their time. In the words of Joseph McGuire: 
"People who don't manage are either too young, too old, or are found in 
i f h . "17 institut ons or t e 1ncompetent. 
For purposes of this study, however, management will be used in a 
more specific sense, that is, as it relates to coordinating human effort 
to achieve the goals of a formal organization. Used in this context, 
the following definitions of management have been proposed by scholars 
in the field: " ..• management refers to 'activities undertaken by one 
or more persons in order to coordinate the activities of others in the 
18 pursuit of ends which could not be achieved by any one person'." 
McGuire stated: 
'Management' involves the coordination of human and 
material resources toward objective accomplishment •.• Man-
agement is the primary force within organizations which 
coordinates the activities of the subsystems and relates them 
to the environment.l9 
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"Essentially, management is the process whereby these unrelated resources 
[people, machines, and money] are integrated into a total system for 
objective accomplishment." 20 According to the American Accounting 
Association: "Basically, the task of management can be described as that 
of allocating the system's resources to its subsystems such that its 
goals are achieved." 21 Koontz and O'Donnell stated: 
• • . it is the task of the manager to establish and maintain 
an internal environment in which people working together in 
groups can perform effectively and efficiently toward the 
attainment of group goals. 22 
Given the above definitions, management will be defined for purposes 
of this study as the effective and efficient utilization of scarce 
economic resources such as information, materials, money, labor, and 
facilities, in order to achieve the immediate and long-run goals of a 
23 
small manufacturing company. Management refers to the coordinated 
group effort of the entire management team, effectiveness refers to the 
24 degree to which a goal or objective is attained or an end met, and 
25 
efficiency refers to the optimum relationship between input and output. 
Evolution of Organization and 
Management Thought 
Management has been practiced throughout history. Humans in all 
ages have encountered physical, biological, and psychic limitations in 
attaining many of their personal goals and have therefore found it 
advantageous to join together in groups in order to accomplish these 
26 goals. _ The literature of ancient civilization refers to such man-
agerial functions as planning, staff assistance, division of labor, 
control, and leadership. 27 The beginnings of organization and manage-
ment theory can also be traced back to ancient civilizations: 
• • • the antecedents of modern organization and management 
theory are numerous and impressive. There is hardly a major 
philosopher, historian, or biographer who has not written of 
the management of organizations; among the more notable are 
Aristotle, Thucydides, Caesar, and Aquinas. Writings of the 
Egyptians extending as far back as 1300 B.C. indicate a 
relatively sophisticated knowledge of management and its use 
in the administration of the bureaucratic states of that 
time. It is also evident that the affairs of the Greek and 
Roman empires could not have been conducted in such efficient 
fashion without an understanding and use of some principles 
of administration. The church, the army, and the state had 
to be managed. 28 
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Unfortunately, until recent times, there was no effort to accumulate 
such knowledge and develop a theory of organization and managetrtent. 
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Koontz and O'Donnell give several possible reasons for this delay. 
1. For centuries business was regarded as a degrading occupation. 
Aristotle referred to retail trade as ". a kind of exchange which is 
justly censured, for it is unnatural and a mode by which men gain from 
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one another." Adam Smith referred to certain managers as " .•• an 
order of men, whose interest is never the same with that of the public, 
who have generally an interest to deceive and even to oppress the 
public • As Koontz and O'Donnell state: "Indeed, one can say 
that only in the past half century has the businessman begun to hold a 
32 place of respect." 
2. Economists, who have made major contributions to organization 
and management theory, were until recently primarily concerned with 
political economy and the non-managerial aspects of business (macro-
economics). "The modern treatment of the economics of the individual 
firm [micro-economics] is largely a development of the past three 
decades." 33 
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3. Political scientists have also made major contributions to 
modern organization and management thought but like the economists were 
until recently primarily concerned with policy making at the national 
and international level. 
4. Until recently there was a tendency to compartmentize the 
disciplines within the broad field of social science. Some of the most 
important advancements in modern organization and management theory has 
resulted from the research of sociologists and psychologists. 
5. In the past managers themselves tended to discourage the 
development of organization and management theory. "Too often their 
emphasis has been on technology, price, and the balance sheet--an 
orientation hardly conducive to the understanding of, and inquiry into, 
34 the job of the manager." 
Modern Organization and Management Theory 
The following milestones in the development of modern organization 
and management theory are frequently highlighted by scholars in the 
field: 
1. Frederick~· Taylor, who was largely responsible for 
'scientific management' and for the beginning of the 
modern management movement. 
2. Henri Fayol, the 'universalist' whose universal 
managerial functions became the forerunner of the man-
agement process school, the most prevalent among 
today's managers. 
3. The Hawthorne Experiments, which ushered in a new era of 
concern for people in organizations. This extraordinary 
event resulted in the Neoclassical theory of organizations 
and the 'human relations' approach to management. 
4. The electronic computer, which is profoundly affecting, 
the manner in which firms are managed and organized. It 
is also accelerating the systems approach. 
5. Modern organization theory, a development of very recent 
years characterized by the behavioral movement, an 
interest in interdisciplinary approaches to organiza-
tions, and a conceptual--analytical--empirical approach 
embodied in the behavioral sciences.35 
Each of these milestones will be discussed briefly below. 36 
Frederick~· Taylor. Frederick W. Taylor's research and wr~tings 
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have made major contributions to modern management thought and practice. 
His famous work, The Principles ~Scientific Management, was published 
in 1911 at a time in United States history when business was expanding 
at a tremendous rate as new products and new markets were being 
created. 37 Labor, however, was in short supply and management tried to 
offset this shortage by (1) substituting capital for labor and (2) using 
labor efficiently. 38 Taylor's book resulted directly from the more 
tvaste he had observed and deplored as foreman of the Midvale Steel 
Company: 
• Taylor believed that this great waste was due to ignor~ 
ance of what constituted a 'fair day's work' • Taylor's 
personal dislike for waste caused him to rebel at what he 
interpreted as inefficient management practice which was 
based largely on hunch, rule of thumb, conventional wisdom, 
and ignorance. Taylor believed that ignorance on the part 
of both management and labor accounted for the great waste of 
resources. 39 
Taylor's concern with waste and inefficiency lead to his observation of 
the lathe workers under his supervision. He identified each element of 
the worker's job and measured everything that was measurable (time and 
motion studies). Taylor was convinced that: 
•. the key to harmony was to discover the 'one best way' to 
perform a task, determine the optimum daily pace of the task, 
train workers to do the task in the prescribed way and at the 
prescribed pace, and reward successful completion of the task 
• if workers and managers know what is expected and know 
the positive consequences of achieving mutual experiences, 
a close harmony between management and labor should result 
40 
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Taylor, who was primarily concerned with applying the scientific method 
at the lower levels of management, i.e., the shop level, proposed the 
following as the functions of managers: 
1. Scientific determination of each element of a man's job. 
2. Scientific selection and training of workmen. 
3. Collaboration of management and labor to accomplish work 
in accordance with the scientific method. 
4. Equal division of responsibility between managers and 41 
workers, with managers planning and organizing the work. 
Undoubtedly, Taylor's major contribution to modern management theory 
was his insistence that scientific methods were appropriate. His ideas 
also formed the conceptual framework for advances made by other manage-
ment theorists: the use of standards for budgetary control, the separa-
tion of planning from execution, the functional organization, and the 
. . i 1 42 except1on pr1nc p e. 
Henri Fayol. Henri Fayol's classic work, Administration 
Industrielle et Generale, published in French in 1916, resulted from 
his observations during 50 years as managing director of a large French 
coal-mining company. His book was translated into English in 1929 but 
was not generally available in the United States until 1949. 43 Fayol's 
contribution to modern management theory and practice "cannot be over-
emphasized."44 As Koontz and O'Donnell state: 45 
•.. Fayol's monograph, with its practical and clear approach 
to the job of the manager and its perception of the universal-
ity of management principles, discloses an extraordinary 
insight into the basic problems of modern business manage-
ment . . • one regrets that few serious students of business 
management [before 1949] had the advantages of Fayol's 
analysis.46 
Indeed, "the fact that this book was not widely available .•• until 
1949 indicates the delay in the development of a modern management 
theory. " 47 
In his book, Fayol classified the activities of all industrial 
enterprises (regardless of size) into six groups: (1) technical 
(production); (2) commercial (buying, selling, and exchange); (3) 
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financial (search for optimum use of capital); (4) security (protection 
of property and persons); (5) accounting (including statistics); and 
(6) managerial (planning, organization, command, coordination, and 
48 
control). Fayol contended that the first five activities were known 
and, therefore, devoted most of the book to the sixth. As he observed, 
the most important ability of the worker is technical and as an indi-
vidual moves up through the organization hierarchy, the relative 
importance of managerial ability increases until at the highest levels 
managerial ability becomes the most important skill. 
Fayol's major contribution to management theory was to derive a 
conceptual framework for management analysis composed of 14 general 
principles of management and five elements of administration. Fayol's 
management principles49 were "to guide the thinking of managers in 
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resolving concrete problems" and were universal, that is, principles 
of management apply not only to business but also to religious, 
military, political, philanthropic, and all other types of organizations. 
Fayol also believed that management was universal; all managers at 
all levels of any type of organization performed essentially the same 
tasks or "elements of administration." According to Fayol, these 
elements are: 
1. Planning includes all those activities of a manager which 
result in a course of action. The manager should make the 
best possible forecast of future events that affect the 
firm and draw up an operating plan that guides future 
decisions. 
2. Organizing includes all activities which result in a 
structure of tasks and authority . 
3. Commanding is directing the activities of subordinates 
4. Coordinating activities are those which bind together all 
individual efforts and direct them toward a common 
objective • • . 
5. Controlling activities are those which assure that actual 
activities are consistent with planned activities • . ,51 
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Fayol devoted a large part of his book to a discussion of these elements 
or functions of management and " . his observations are, on the 
whole, still valid, after more than five decades of study and experience 
52 
of others in the field." 
Henri Fayol's conceptual framework was derived from his personal 
managerial experiences and although some theorists have criticized his 
work for lacking logical clarity, 53 it is still widely in use today, and 
has " •.. provided a platform upon which modern management theory has 
54 developed." In fact, Henri Fayol is commonly referred to as the father 
55 
of modern management. 
The Hawthorne Experiments. Early management theorists accepted 
the concept of economic man, which assumed individuals are rational and 
pursue economic objectives. Therefore, early theorists hypothesized 
that a system of rewards (e.g., wage incentives) and sanctions would 
result in increased productivity and " ... if the industrial engineer 
could properly design a job and if management could devise the right 
kind of incentive, then productivity would be maximized." 56 
A new approach to the study of management, the Human Relations 
approach, began when a group of Harvard University researchers were 
invited to the Hawthorne plant of Western Electric to conduct studies, 
35 
investigating the effects of illumination, rest periods, length of work 
day, wage incentives, fatigue, and monotony on employee satisfaction and 
d . i 57 pro uct1v ty. 
• • . the sequence or chain of reactions began when management 
experimentally increased the amount of light at the workplace. 
The observed reaction was greater productivity. Management 
reacted by increasing the light again; worker response was 
further increased productivity. When the experiment was con-
sidered concluded and management removed the new lights, the 
surprise was that the workers reacted by further increasing 
productivity ,58 
Researchers found that the productivity of workers was greatly influ-
enced by the human factors, that is, 11 the way workers feel about 
their interaction with others in the group, their attitudes, and their 
59 
sense of recognition by peers and superiors." In fact, human factors 
have a much greater influence on productivity than wage incentives, 
i d h . 1 k' d' . 60 sanct ons, an p ys1ca wor 1ng con 1t1ons. The study showed that 
workers who felt isolated and anonymous because their jobs were insig-
nificant and contributed negligibly to the final product, were likely 
61 
to be poor producers. 
The Hawthorne studies have made a major contribution to organiza-
tion and management theory. Although their methodology has been the 
subject of much criticism, their focus on the human aspects of the 
workplace opened the door for other researchers, including psychologists 
and sociologists, to study the human behavior in organizational 
settings. 
The Electronic Computer. "What the Industrial Revolution was to 
the nineteenth century, the computer will be to the twentieth, which may 
very well come to be known as the century of ~he computer revolution." 62 
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The computer has opened up new areas of management thought and enlarged 
the scope of management and organization theory, including management 
sciences, systems theory, etc. Quantitative tools such as linear 
programming, modeling, simulation, and so forth, have made possible a 
new approach to the solution of management problems and achievement of 
organization goals. "The increasing availability, understanding, and 
-
use of the computer have made it possible to turn heretofore theoretical 
mathematical models into everyday, here-and-now, practical decision 
'd ,63 a1 s. The advent of the computer was, of course, crucial to the 
successful completion of this dissertation. 
Modern Organization Theory. During the late 1940's and early 
1950's, the literature relating to organization and management theory 
began to reflect exciting new dimensions which have continued at an 
accelerated rate. Some of the changes that have become evident are 
highlighted below. 
1. The literature began to reflect a conceptual, analytical, and 
empirical approach to the study of organization and management. Prior 
to this time most of the literature was descriptive, that is, it was 
based largely on experience and observation (for example, the writings 
of Taylor and Fayol). 
2. An interdisciplinary and cross-disciplinary approach became 
evident in the literature. Authors of other disciplines began to 
express an interest in the study of business organizations. Similarly, 
organization and management theorists began to utilize the concepts and 
theories of a number of other disciplines such as anthropology, biology, 
geography, economics, mathematics, philosophy, political science, 
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h 1 d . 1 64 psyc o ogy, an soc1o ogy. As a result, the body of knowledge relat-
ing to organization and management theory was greatly enriched. 
3. The literature also began to reflect the interest of researchers 
in the processes involved in organized activity. Theorists began to 
realize that the managerial functions of planning, organizing, control-
ling, etc. could not be performed effectively without considering the 
. 1 f h . . 65 soc1a system o t e organ1zat1on. Researchers began and continue to 
study: 
.. the effect of different social systems, goals and envi-
ronmental factors on the administrative process. Study is 
directed to: (a) identifying the individuals and groups who 
achieve the power to give direction to the organization) and 
(b) the conditions under which power is made effective.o6 
It was observed that " .•• an inextricable relationship exists between 
organizational (not necessarily managerial) goals and the social 
67 
system." 
The increased awareness of the behavioral sciences lead to research 
on such behavioral topics as motivation, leadership, groups, organiza-
tional design, and organizational change and development. Sociologists, 
social psychologists, and psychologists have made major contributions to 
our understanding of the human organization and management process. 
4. Finally, the literature reflects an interest in the techniques 
of decision making. Researchers have become interested in the decision-
making process as well as decision models and mathematical techniques. 
Current Organization and Management Thought 
As outlined above, modern organization and management theory is a 
development of relatively recent years. Because of the importance of 
formal organizations and the management function in our society, many 
38 
practitioners and scholars have contributed to a growing body of knowl-
edge. The current literature represents the viewpoints of a wide, 
68 diverse group of authors, covering a wide range of topics . 
. . . what was formerly the province of the practitioner, 
later to be shared with management scholars, has now become 
fair game for a variety of persons interested in quite a 
number of related disciplines. The psychologist, the 
sociologist, the anthropologist, the statistician, the 
mathematician, the economist, and the political scientist 
are just a few of those who espouse particular and specific 
approaches to the study of management.69 
Although this diversity has greatly enriched the literature, it has also 
II 
• resulted in much confusion as to what management is, what manage-
ment theory and science are, and how management should be studied."70 
Therefore, numerous scholars have attempted to classify the numerous 
71 
approaches according to their similarities into schools of management. 
A review of the current management textbooks, however, indicates that 
each author uses a slightly different classification. For example, 
Haynes and Massie use (1) quantitative, (2) managerial economics and 
managerial accounting, (3) universals of management, (4) scientific man-
(5) h 1 . d (6) b h . 1 . 72 agement, uman re at1ons, an e av1ora sc1ences. 
Koontz and O'Donnell use (1) operational, (2) empirical, (3) human 
73 behavior, (4) social system, and (5) management process. Other 
h h . . 1 "f" . 74 aut ors use t e1r own un1que c ass1 1cat1ons. Table I, page 39, out-
lines the schools of management presented by Koontz and O'Donnell. 
A review of the existing literature and analysis of the various 
schools of organization and management theory, emphasizes the fact that 
good management practice can utilize all the schools of organization and 
management thought; that is, each school has something to offer to 
further the understanding of the organization and the management process. 
School 
Operational 
Empirical 
Human Behavior 
Social System 
TABLE I 
SCHOOLS OF MANAGEMENT 
Characteristics 
Management can best be studied by focusing on the 
managerial tasks of planning, organizing, staffing, 
directing, and controlling. 
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Management can best be studied through experience, 
sometimes with intent to draw generalizations, but 
usually merely as a means of transferring knowledge to 
the student. Case studies are utilized with this ap-
proach. 
Advocates of this approach contend that since managing 
involves getting things done with and through people 
the study of management should focus on the individual 
and his motives as a socio-psychological being. They 
emphasize that human relations is an art that the man-
ager should understand and practice. 
This school is closely related to the human behavior 
school. Advocates of this school contend that the 
study of management should focus upon the organization 
as a social system, that is, a system of cultural 
interrelationships. 
Decision Theory Management can best be studied by concentrating on ra-
tional decisions--the selection, from among possible 
alternatives, of a course of action. Decision the-
orists may deal with the decision itself, with the per-
sons or organized group making the decision, or with an 
analysis of the decision process. 
Communication Management can best be studied by viewing/accepting the 
Center manager as a communications center and building the 
knowledge of managing around this concept. See role of 
manager as that of receiving information, storing, and 
processing it, and disseminating it. 
Mathematical Management can best be studied by a system of math-
ematical models and processes. The most widely known 
of these theorists are the operations researchers. 
Source: Compiled from a discussion of schools of management by Harold 
Koontz and Cyril O'Donnell, Principles of Management: An 
Analysis£[ Managerial Function (New York, 1972), pp. 34-42. 
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For example, advocates of the management process or operational school 
approach the study of management by focusing on the nature of the 
managerial tasks: planning, organizing, controlling, and so forth. 
Since these entrepreneurial functions must be performed if management 
is to successfully achieve the objectives of the organization, students 
will benefit by studying the literature of those who espouse this ap-
proach. Advocates of the human relations school subscribe to the study 
of management by focusing on interpersonal relationships, motivation, 
leadership, and the like. Few will deny that the successful manager 
must have a knowledge of these topics and concepts as well and, there- · 
fore, students will benefit from studying the literature of those who 
follow this approach. Similar justifications can be made for each of 
the other schools of organization and management thought. 
Like the widely differing and often contentious denominations 
of the Christian religion, the various patterns of management 
analysis all have essentially the same goals and deal with 
essentially the same world.75 
Need for Integrated Framework for 
Organization and Management 
Thought 
Since each of the numerous approaches or schools is based on con-
cepts and ideas relevant to the study of formal organizations and the 
management process, there is a need for a framework that permits a 
synthesis of all of them. Advocates of the systems approach to organiza-
tion and management contend their theory is: 
. the logical one to integrate the various ways of looking 
at management and also to provide a method for combining the 
research results of other viewpoints into a total theory of 
organization and management.76 
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The systems approach permits the analysis of the subsystems of 
organizations to management, the interrelated variables, constraints, 
and parameters. Further, all theories can be explained in terms of the 
systems approach. Therefore this approach is compatible with the 
numerous schools of organization and management thought. 
~1ile systems theory is not a panacea, it has led to an increased 
sophistication and understanding of formal organizations and the man-
77 
agement process. Therefore, the systems approach will be adopted for 
purposes of this study for, 
. in order to gain a sophisticated concept of profit 
planning and control [budgeting] one must realize that it 
approaches the total systems concept which integrates a1178 
the functional and operational aspects of the enterprise. 
The Systems Approach: An Integrated Framework 
for Organization and Management Thought 
The systems approach to organization and management is built upon 
the work of general systems theorists who have attempted to develop a 
systematic, theoretical framework for describing general relationships 
of the empirical world. In the words of Buckley: 
• . general systems theory seeks to classify systems by 
the way their components are organized (interrelated) and to 
derive the 'laws,' or typical patterns of behavior, for the 
different classes of systems singled out by the taxonomy. 79 
In other words, general systems theorists searched for common charac-
teristics (principles) in the operations of systems wherever they are 
found, whether in business, physics, biology, or society. For years 
scholars have used the term "system" in learned discussions on diverse 
topics ranging from philosophy to engineering. What, then, is a system? 
42 
The System Concept 
The following are some of the definitions formulated by scholars 
studying systems: 
1. II . a system may be described as a set of elements joined in 
2. 
80 
some way for the purpose of attaining connnon, mutual goals." 
II 
•• a system is 'an organized or complex whole; an assemblage 
or combination of things or parts forming a complex or unitary 
81 
whole'." 
3. ". . . a system [is] 'an array of components designed to 
accomplish a particular objective according to plan'."82 
4. 
5. 
" [a system is] a complex unit formed of many often diverse 
parts subject to a common plan or serving a common purpose."83 
II a system is a set of parts coordinated to accomplish a 
84 
set of goals." 
6. . a system is a complex of elements or components 
directly or indirectly related in a casual network, such 
that at least some of the components are in some way re-
lated to some others in a more or less stable way at some 
time.85 ---
As these definitions imply, the following characteristics are basic to 
all systems: (1) all systems have a purpose, objective, or basic goal 
to perform, (2) all systems are made up of individual parts or sub-
systems, which are often diverse, and (3) the components of a system are 
designed into a meaningful arrangement either because they are subject 
to a common plan or serve a common purpose. A system is also charac-
terized by synergism, that is, the simultaneous action of the system's 
separate and interrelated elements produce an effect greater than the 
sum of the elements' effects taken separately. 
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Systems vary greatly in their composition, appearance, size, 
attributes, and purpose. For example, the human body is a system com-
posed of organs, connective tissue, bone structure, nerve structure, and 
so forth. This complex system is designed in such a way that it 
successfully achieves homeostasis. A social club is a system composed 
of individuals for the purpose of recreation. Accounting is a system 
made up of journals, ledgers, computers, people, and so forth, for the 
purpose of providing information to decision makers. A small manu-
facturing firm is a system composed of departments, people, inventories, 
machines, and other scarce resources for the purpose of maximizing or 
earning satisfactory profits for the owners over the long run. 
Because of the great number and diversity of systems, it is 
frequently convenient to classify them according to their various 
characteristics and dimensions. For example, systems are frequently 
classified as: (1) conceptual or empirical; (2) natural or man-made; 
(3) open or closed; (4) social, man-machine, or machine; (5) permanent 
or temporary; (6) stationary or non-stationary; or (7) a system, sub-
system, or supersystem. The characteristics of each of these clas-
sifications is summarized in Table II, pages 44 to 47. This 
classification scheme will be explained in greater detail in Chapter 
III (see pages 82 to 83) when a small manufacturing firm is described 
as a system. 
The Systems Approach to Organization 
and Management 
The systems approach to organization and management grew out of the 
development of operations research during World War II and the concept 
Classification 
Conceptual 
vs. 
Empirical 
Natural 
vs. 
Man-Made 
TABLE II 
TYPES OF SYSTEMS 
Definition 
A system concerned with theoretical structures, which may 
or may not have any counterpart in the real world--com-
posed of ideas. 
Such systems are generally concrete operational systems 
made up of people, materials, machines, energy, and other 
physical things, although electrical, thermal, chemical, 
information and other such systems involving intangibles 
also fall into this category. 
A system that has evolved from natural phenomena. 
A system formed by people. 
Examples 
Economic theory, non-
Euclidean geometry· systems, 
organization theory. 
Business organization, 
production department, 
social club. 
Entire ecology of life, 
individual organism, water 
system, solar system. 
Business organization, 
national defense, trans-
portation system, telephone 
system. 
Classification 
Open 
vs. 
Closed 
Social 
vs. 
Man-Machine 
vs. 
Machine 
TABLE II (Continued) 
Definition 
A system that interacts with its environment. Such a 
system generally has little influence on its environment 
and must function with inadequate feedback from the 
environment. 
A system that does not interact with its environment. 
Whatever environment surrounds the closed system does 
not change, or if it does, a barrier exists between the 
environment and the system to prevent the system from 
being affected. 
A system viewed purely from aspects of interpersonal 
relationships and human behavior. 
A system composed of people and machines. 
A system containing only machines. For such a system 
to exist, the machines would have to obtain their owri 
inputs and maintain themselves--self healing. 
Examples 
Business enterprise inter-
acts with industry, 
national economy, govern-
ment, creditors, etc. 
Doubtful if such a system 
exists. Concept has 
important implications 
however. 
Business organizations, 
government agencies, 
political parties and any 
other social group. 
Most empirical systems are 
of this type as almost 
every system composed of 
man is also composed of 
equipment--even a philos-
opher writes and records. 
Such systems do not at this 
time exist. Some electrical 
power generating systems 
approximate such a system. 
---------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------------- ~ 
VI 
Classification 
Permanent 
vs. 
Temporary 
Stationary 
vs. 
Nonstationary 
TABLE II (Continued) 
Definition 
A system that endures for a time span that is long relative 
to the operations of humans in the system. 
A system designed to last a specified period of time and 
then dissolve. Such systems are important for the 
accomplishment of specific tasks in business and for 
research in science. 
A system whose properties and operations either do not 
vary significantly, or else vary only in repetitive 
cycles. 
A system that is not stationary, i.e., a system that is 
not repetitive. 
Examples 
Economic system, business 
policies (as far as year-
to-year operations are 
concerned). 
Venture, project, a televi-
sion system set up to 
record and transmit na-
tional political conven-
tion. 
Automatic factory, super-
market store operation, 
ferry system. 
Continental defense system 
research and development 
laboratory, human being. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--------
Classification 
System 
vs. 
Subsystem 
vs. 
Supersystem 
TABLE II (Continued) 
Definition 
The system in the hierarchy of systems that is being 
studied or controlled. 
A smaller system within the system being studied or 
controlled. 
A larger system than the one being studied or controlled 
of which the system is a subsystem. 
Examples 
The business firm is viewed 
as "the system" or the 
"total system" when focus 
is on production, the re-
sults of operations or the 
comprehensive budget. 
The production department 
is a subsystem of the 
business firm. 
The industry to which the 
business firm belongs is a 
supersystem. 
Source: Compiled from a discussion on classifications by Robert G. Murdick and Joel E. Ross, Information 
Systems for Modern Management (Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1971), pp. 279-282. 
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of weapons management after the war. It has been used increasingly 
since that time. In effect, the systems approach to organization and 
management involves the application of relevant concepts developed and 
utilized by general systems theorists in order to facilitate the under-
standing of formal organizations and the management process. This 
approach or way of thinking recognizes that every phenomena involves 
parts, components, or subsystems and emphasizes their interrelation-
ships. In fact, the expression "everything depends on everything else" 
is an appropriate way of thinking about the systems approach. A 
systems analyst is a decision maker or problem solver who utilizes the 
systems approach. Once a problem is recognized, the systems analyst 
identifies the relevant variables, analyzes and synthesizes the various 
factors, and utilizes a decision model to determine the optimal or best 
solution or courses of action. The basic operating tool utilized by 
systems analysts is a model. 
Models 
As previously defined, a model is a simplified representation of 
reality which permits the solution of complex problems by focusing on 
only a portion of the key features of the real world. For the systems 
analyst, a model provides the basis for studying and understanding the 
complex relationships and interrelationships of the system under study. 
Furthermore, a model provides a tool for assessing and predicting the 
effect of changes in certain aspects of the system on the performance 
of the system. 
Basically, the value £i.~ model lies in its substitut-
ability for the real system. The physical scientist might 
proceed toward the solution of a decieion problem by 
experimentation: i.e., he would try various combinations of 
controllables in a planned fashion and observe the results. 
In most problems of business and government, this procedure 
is either impossible or impractical. Who, for example, 
would propose that we simply 'try' a number of weapon 
systems? To do so, even on a restricted pilot-study basis, 
would obviously be too costly. Thus, the need in decision-
problem analysis is for a representation of the system 
which can be used in place of the real system. A model is 
such a device. In using a model, the analyst makes asser-
tions which express the relationship of various elements of 
the system with one another and, in turn, their effect on 
the performance of the system. In doing so, he creates an 
entity--the model--which he can use in lieu of the actual 
system. He can then experiment on the model and on this 
basis make his predictions of the effects which changes in 
the system will have on its performance.87 
For the systems analyst the decision process requires the construction 
of a model which accurately represents the key features of the system 
under study. 
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Figure 1, page 50, presents the modeling process. As illustrated, 
model building begins with the observation of real world phenomena and 
necessitates abstracting the key features or major variables, represent-
ing the behavior of the system. In the initial stages of the modeling 
process, the model deals with generalities. It is tested and refined by 
manipulating the basic variables and assessing, interpreting, and relat-
ing the test results to the real world phenomena. The model is made 
more realistic by adding additional variables or detail and through con-
tinued testing of the model. 
For purposes of this study, a particular type of system, a small 
manufacturing company, is to be considered. Many different models have 
been developed for such firms. For example, the traditional organiza-
tion chart is a model as it represents the organizational subunits and 
their interrelations. Similarly, Figure 2, page 51, presents a model 
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Figure 1. Modeling Process 
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Figure 2. Pictorial Model of Flow of Cash Through 
a Business Enterprise 
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of a business entity. This model focuses on the flow of a scarce 
economic resource, cash, through the organization. Although both of 
these are representative models, they are different because they focus 
as different aspects of the real system. In other words, each model 
incorporates certain features of the real world and simultaneously omits 
other aspects. The model developed by the systems analyst depends upon 
the decision to be made, that is, a good model is one which is useful in 
the decision process. 
The purpose of this study, of course, is to design a particular 
type of organization model, a flexible, computerized budget model for a 
11 f . f. 88 sma manu acturlng lrm. Therefore, the relevant literature relating 
to previous budget models is reviewed below. 
Budget Models 
The comprehensive budget has been referred to as " ..• the best 
approximation of a formal model of the total organization: ·its objec-
tives, its inputs, and its outputs."89 A study of the literature, how-
ever, reveals that formal business planning through systematic budgeting 
is a relatively new management tool. 
Evolution £f Budgeting 
The first real interest in budgeting in this country occurred in 
1921 when Congress passed the Budget and Accounting Act which led to the 
first national budget for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1923. 90 James 
0. McKinsey's book, Budgetary Control, which was published in 1922 was 
91 
one of the earliest publications on business budgeting and control. 
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Practically all the literature on budgeting at that time focused on the 
budget as an instrument of governmental administration. 
As a consequence of this . . . book, and under the pressure 
of increasing competition, management's interest in formal-
ized periodic budgeting increased and led to a series of 
further publications during the twenties.9 2 
In 1931 the National Conference Board surveyed 294 American companies 
with a production volume in excess of $100 million and found that 162 
93 
of these companies applied budgetary control. 
Three important developments in cost accounting during the 1930's 
greatly enhanced the "efficiency and significance of budgetary control": 
(i) The development of the break-~ chart94 which 
brought about, or at least invigorated, flexible 
budgeting. 
(ii) The development and the broader utilization of 
standard costing which complemented budgeting in a 
decisive way. 
(iii) The exploitation of national statistics, especially 
those of specific industrial sectors for the purpose 
of forecasting sales in individual firms.95 
During the 1950's, another important aspect of budgeting was intro-
duced and continues ·to be reflected in: 
(iv) "The systematic emphasis of psychological, and in particular 
motivational forces, in budgeting and controlling the 
activities within an enterprise."96 
During the early and mid 1950's, such pioneers as Green, Kami, 
Steiner, and Drucker devoted their efforts to selling businessmen on the 
advantages of formal planning. The rapid growth of budgeting is evidence 
of their success. The results of a 1960 survey of the chemical process-
ing industry showed that in 1948 very few of the firms in the industry 
used formal planning techniques. 97 However, in 1960 approximately 90 
percent were engaged in long-range planning. Comprehensive budgeting 
54 
is particulary evident in better-managed companies. A study by Sord and 
Welsch showed that 96 percent of the well-managed companies in the study 
utilized a comprehensive profit planning and control program on a con-
. . b . 99 t~nu~ng as~s. 
As Ansoff and Brandenburg point out, the challenge of budgeting is 
no longer "on the haws, and the whys, and the wonders of planning" but 
rather on pressing questions such as: 
•. how much planning is enough; what are the cost-benefit 
relationships in planning; what kinds of planning are appro-
priate to different firms, to different business conditions 
within firms; how should firms organize for planning; how is 
planning related to control; what is the role of computers in 
planning; how should planning practices differ among indus-
tries; how should uncertainty be handled?lOO 
What ~ the Role of Computers in Planning 
Of particular concern in this study is the question, "What is the 
role of computers in planning?" Many critics contend that researchers 
and businessmen have devoted too little attention to this challenging 
101 question. As pointed out in Chapter I, the cost and time involved in 
preparing and modifying the budget, utilizing conventional manual 
techniques, results in an inflexible teaching and management tool. The 
computer has the potential to add desired flexibility to the planning or 
budgetary process. However, in spite of this obvious fact, a 1969 study· 
of 12 companies with computer applications found that none of the 
102 
companies had a fully developed budget system. There is evidence 
that some large companies have developed at considerable cost their own 
budget models, however, very little public information is available to 
educators and the managers of small companies. 103 
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Computerized Budget Models 
In general, the literature relating to computerized budget models 
can be classified according to two main types: (1) optimization 
(algorithmic) models and (2) case-study (heuristic or simulation) 
models. 
0 . . . M d 1 104 pt1m1zat1on o e s. In his dissertation, Andrew Stedry devel-
oped a linear programming model for a single production department of a 
f i f . 105 manu actur ng 1rm. Stedry refers to his model as: 
. . . an attempt at devising a scheme for coordinating control 
efforts in a multidepartment situation. Developed specif-
ically for the purpose of studying the interrelationships of 
factors in logical grouping rather than individually, it lends 
itself naturally to the study of more or less separated 
collections of activities in a firm.l06 
U d • d • • 107 S d I d 1 ff 1" • d b n er certa1n con 1t1ons, te ry s mo e a ects 1m1te su-
stitution of the factors of production in determining the optimum 
product mix and profit maximization point. 108 Stedry admits certain 
limitations in his model and compares his approach with that typically 
encountered in economic analysis: 
In such a system there is no real problem of goal dis-
crepancies • . . and virtually everything reduces to the 
question of whether accuracy and felicity are present in the 
costs and benefits that have been calculated.l09 
Stedry at no time suggests that his model has practical applica-
tion. He presents it as an analytical model " •.• which more closely 
resembles the operation of an actual firm than the classical economic 
model of the firm." 110 Stedry also admits that optimization of a single 
department will not necessarily lead to optimization for the firm as a 
whole. 
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Ijiri, Levy, and Lyon also developed an analytical linear program-
i d 1 , i fi I d b 1 h ' ' 111 m ng mo e to opt1m ze a rm s year-en a ance s eet pos1t1on. The 
authors did not propose that their model had.practical application but 
rather treated it as an "experiment in applying modern mathematical 
h d t bl ' b d ' d f. ' 1 1 . 11112 met o s to managemen pro ems 1n u get1ng an 1nanc1a p ann1ng. 
While these works have made a major contribution to accounting 
literature by providing a starting point for the development of manage-
rial models in budgeting, there are serious questions as to whether such 
a model has practical application at this time in our historical devel-
opment. As Mattessich states: 
• at present no one has at his disposal an optimization 
model that is realistic enough for application to the firm as 
a whole. Indeed, the complexities of business life do not 
favor the prospects for creating such a model. The dilemma 
is worsened by the fact that the notion of profit maximization 
itself is vague and that the assumption of maximizing a 
monetary short-run profit as the basic goal of business 
activity is rejected by many theoreticians as well as practi-
tioners.113 
Mattessich's solution to this dilemma is a budget case-study, heuristic 
or simulation model. The literature relating to such models is reviewed 
next. 
114 Case-Study Models. 0 f h 1 ' bl' . 115 d 1' ne o t e ear 1est pu 1cat1ons ea 1ng 
with budget case-study models was written in 1961 by Richard 
M . h 116 atteSSlC . In this article, Mattessich presented the traditional 
budget in terms of a series of mathematical equations and expressed the 
conviction that periodic business budgeting could be enriched through 
computer simulation. In response to this article, C. Sprowls (UCLA) 
developed a computerized version of a traditional budget textbook 
example in 1963. 117 
In 1964 Mattessich published a book which included a chapter 
entitled Budget Models £i the Firm. 118 In this material he discussed 
a budget case-study model he had designed for a fictitious firm. A 
companion volume presented the computer program (written in FORTRAN) 
119 
and illustrative output consisting of nine subbudgets. 
Mattessich hypothesizes that his model provides " ... a skeleton 
f . l . . l . 11 120 or 1mp ementat1on 1n actua pract1ce. In his statement of objec-
tives he proposed: 
1. To present an integrated periodic budget system of a 
fictitious manufacturing enterprise in form of a 
comparatively simple mathematical model together with 
the pertinent computer program. 
2. To provide, thereby, a proto-~ that may serve in 
actual practice as a basis for constructing budget models 
and programs that satisfy the individual needs of partic-
ular firms.121 
~~ttessich's illustrative model assumes 10 products, three raw 
materials, four production departments, two service departments, 12 
factory overhead cost items, five operating expense items, and 12 sub-
periods (months). The model assumes an absorbtion process cost method 
of accounting and has been designed to incorporate historical data for 
the projection of sales transactions. The output of the budget model 
was designed to focus only on the highest organization level. For 
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example, no attempt was made to break sales data down by district, ter-
ritory, or salesperson. The budget model program was written in FORTRAN 
which makes it difficult for those unfamiliar with this computer 
1 d d . . 122 anguage to un erstan 1ts operat1on. Although Mattessich's model 
has made a major contribution to the accounting literature, it did not 
h h . M . h . . d 123 ave t e 1mpact attesslc ant1c1pate . 
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Budget case-study models, unlike optimization models have been 
developed and successfully applied in business firms. Two such models 
will be discussed briefly below. It is noted that these budget models 
were developed by private enterprises and, therefore, little public 
. f . . "1 bl 124 1n ormat1on 1s av'al a e. In addition, these models were designed to 
meet the needs of the enterprise involved only and probably would not be 
flexible enough to adapt to another firm if more detailed information 
were available. 
By 1965, Burroughs Corporation had developed a financial case-study 
model for their worldwide operations. 125 In discussing the model, the 
authors brought out two key points regarding their concept of financial 
simulation: 
The first is the concept of modular construction. The total 
Burroughs model is actually a set of submodels, one for each 
of the management units .••. Specifically, we constructed 
individual models for each of these management units, ex-
pressing their output in accounting terms, and aggregated this 
output to produce the accounting consolidations .... The 
second point . . . is that there is a logical sequence that 
must be followed. This sequence depends on the structure of 
the business. The output of certain models forms the input 
for others. The relationship thus created reflects the inter-
play between the divisions.l26 
The authors state that the "construction of a model is an expensive, 
time-consuming process " but that "the effort is worthwhile, for 
corporate planning .•• is a complex and difficult task."127 
In 1965, Sun Oil Company began construction of a budget case-study, 
deterministic model. In mid 1969, George W. Gershefski discussed the 
128 
model which was still undergoing change. ~he original emphasis of 
the model was long-range planning, although its value as a tool in short-
range p~anning was soon realized. The model incorporates historical 
data and projects forecasts through the utilization of regression 
' 
analysis. The model generates an income statement, capital investment 
schedule, statement of earnings employed and stockholders' equity, tax 
report, rate-of-return analysis, financial and operations summary and 
an additional 142 pages of output making up 61 specific reports, 
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Sun Oil Company considers the budget case-study model a powerful 
management tool and" ... extremely valuable for comparing and evaluat-
ing alternative courses of action that a company may take."129 
Summary 
In order to establish a setting in which the budgetary process 
could be examined, the relevant literature relating to organization and 
management theory was reviewed. The literature revealed that although 
organized human activity and manage~ent are as old as civilization, 
modern organization and management theory is a relatively recent devel-
opment. The current literature reflects a wide range of topics written 
by a diverse group of authors from many disciplines. Accordingly, 
numerous approaches to the study of organization and management have 
been advocated, each having merit. For purposes of this study, the 
systems approach will be utilized as it provides a basis for integrating 
the concepts and ideas of the various approaches to the study of 
organization and management. Basically, the systems approach recognizes 
that every phenomenon involves parts, components or subsystems, and 
emphasizes their relationships. Models, the basic operating tool of 
decision makers utilizing the systems approach (systems analysts), are 
simplified representations of reality and assist decision makers by (1) 
providing the basis of studying and understanding the complex relation-
ships and interrelationphips of the systems under study and (2) 
providing a tool for assessing and predicting the effect of changes in 
certain aspects of the system on the performance of the system. The 
real value of models is in their substitutability for the real system. 
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Numerous representative organization models have been developed, 
each focusing on different aspects of the organization. For purposes of 
this study a particular type of organization model, a computerized 
budget model, is to be considered. Therefore, the relevant literature 
relating to budget models was reviewed, revealing that planning through 
comprehensive budgeting is a relatively new management tool having 
reached popular acceptance during the mid and late 1950's. Today 
accountants and management are faced with the challenge of making 
budgeting a more effective management tool; computerized budget models 
provide the key for more effective business planning. Two main types 
of computerized budget models have been proposed: (1) optimization 
models and (2) case-study models. At this time in our historical 
development, only case-study models appear to have practical applica-
tion. 
There is evidence that models have been developed and successfully 
applied in some large business firms. However, such models are not 
public information and as a result are not available to educators and 
the managers of small companies. Furthermore, it is doubtful whether 
the complex specialized models would be appropriate for (1) teaching 
purposes or (2) use in small manufacturing concerns. The justification 
for this study, therefore, is to develop a flexible budget model that 
will meet these needs. 
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CHAPTER III 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR A SMALL 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Introduction 
This chapter, which presents a theoretical framework for a typical 
small manufacturing company, is divided into three parts. First, the 
typical small manufacturing company is described as a formal organiza-
tion using the systems approach. As this analysis indicates, the 
typical small manufacturing company is a complex system of interrelated 
and interdependent segments which can be viewed and analyzed on numerous 
dimensions. Therefore, to aid in understanding the operations of such 
an organization (system) and to assess and predict the effect of changes 
in certain aspects of the organization, a generalized model of a typical 
small manufacturing firm will be developed in this chapter's second 
part. 
Management performs a vital function within formal organizations, 
that is, managers coordinate the activities of the interrelated and 
interdependent segments and relate them to the environment in order to 
achieve the organization's objectives. Therefore, in the chapter's 
third part, the role and functions managers perform within typical small 
manufacturing companies is discussed. 
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The Typical Small Manufacturing Company: 
A Formal Organization 
The budget model developed in this study was designed for a 
particular type of formal organization, a small manufacturing company. 
In order to establish a setting or framework for the budget model, it 
was necessary to have an understanding of formal organizations and how 
they function and thus to describe the small manufacturing company. 
Illustrative Small Manufacturing Company 
For illustrative purposes, an assumed typical small manufacturing 
company, the Hypothetical Corporation, will be used throughout this 
study. An organization chart which depicts the assumed authority-
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responsibility relationships for the Hypothetical Corporation is 
presented in Figures 3, 4, and 5, pages 71 through 73·. (Assumptions 
will be made regarding each of these individuals in this study.) It is 
assumed that the Hypothetical Corporation produces three products: Red, 
Blue, and Green. Appendix C presents a portion of the comprehensive 
budget developed by the assumed managers of the Hypothetical Corpora-
tion. 
Social Role £f~ Typical Small 
Manufacturing Company 
As discussed in the previous chapter, organizations of all types 
pervade our society and have resulted because people have psychological 
and social needs and desires to accomplish objective(s) which cannot be 
achieved by a single person. For example, industrialization required: 
\ 
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(1) large accumulations of scarce human, material, and capital resources 
and (2) the development of special skills which could be acquired only 
after considerable training. No one person possessed all the necessary 
prerequisites to establish and operate a General Motors or General 
Electric and, therefore, in order to benefit from technological develop-
ments, large-scale formal organizations evolved. 1 The typical small 
manufacturing company fulfills a need that could not otherwise be 
achieved, that is, it converts scarce economic resources such as informa-
tion, materials, money, labor, and facilities (inputs) into a final 
2 product or products (output). 
The Typical Small Manufacturing Firm 
Defined ~ an Organization 
As pointed out in the previous chapter, organizations although 
varied, have certain common characteristics: 
... organizations are (1) goal oriented, people with pur-
pose; (2) psychosocial systems, people working in groups; (3) 
technical systems, people using knowledge and techniques; and 
(4) an integration of activities, people coordinating their 
efforts,3 --
Obviously, the typical small manufacturing firm possesses these charac-
tersitics. 
In Chapter II of this study, the organization was defined as 
" . a system of structural interpersonal relations [such that] 
individuals are differentiated in terms of authority, status, and role 
with the result that interaction is prescribed."4 As this definition 
implies, typical small manufacturing companies such as the Hypothetical 
Corporation, are characterized as follows. 
1. Small manufacturing firms represent a system of structural 
relations, that is, a formal organization structure exists that 
delineates authority-responsibility relationships within the organiza-
tion such that individual positions and roles are prescribed. Such 
relationships are frequently depicted in an organization chart. 
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2. The small manufacturing firm is also a system of interpersonal 
relations; the activities of the organization are performed by people 
who interact with each other and as a result relationships evolve that 
do not appear on an organization chart. These numerous relationships, 
frequently referred. to as the informal organization structure, result 
in unwritten rules of conduct and as a result influence the success or 
failure of a business entity. Informal relationships are of many types: 
the assembly department group, the engineering group, the morning-coffee 
regulars, the Friday-evening bowling gang, the water-cooler clique, and 
so forth. 
3. In small manufacturing firms individuals are differentiated in 
terms of authority, status, and role. Authority-responsibility posi-
tions are prescribed by the formal organization structure. "Authority 
is the legal right to command or direct the efforts of others; respon-
sibility is the obligation to respond to directions of other people."5 
For example, according to the formal organization structure for the 
Hypothetical Corporation, the Vice-President of Marketing (a) has the 
power and authority to enter into business transactions relating to the 
marketing of the firm's products and (b) is held accountable by the 
President for his actions and performance. Similarly, the manager of 
the Assembly Department (a) has the power and authority to utilize the 
scarce human, material, and capital resources at his disposal and (b) 
is held accountable for his actions and performance by the Vice-
President of Production. 
Status, on the other hand, is an organization position or rank 
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that is prescribed by the social or informal organization structure. 
Individuals in an organization hold status for various reasons. For 
example, 0. J. Simpson is the informal leader of the salespersons in the 
Southern Territory. He has been given this position by the other sales-
persons because he (a) has the ability to meet the job requirements, (b) 
is liked by the other salespersons, and (c) has had a degree of success 
in attaining and implementing his decisions in the past. 0. J. is shown 
respect commensurate ,.;rith his status leadership position. 
"Role has to do with the expected behavior pattern of a particular 
position."6 For example, the Vice-President of Production of the 
Hypothetical Corporation is expected to schedule production, provide 
adequate working conditions, establish performance expectations, and 
so forth. Similarly, 0. J. Simpson is expected to be a fantastic sales-
person, fun to be with, willing to listen to other employees, able to 
secure favorable responses from the Vice-President of Marketing, and so 
on. 
4. Both the formal and informal organization structures prescribe 
interactions among individuals within small manufacturing companies. 
The Systems Approach to the Study of 
Small Manufacturing Companies 
The systems approach to the study of organization and management 
was chosen for purposes of this study because it permits the integration 
of the numerous and diverse ideas, concepts, and approaches advocated 
by a widely diverse group of scholars. This approach to the study of 
small manufacturing companies such as the Hypothetical Corporation (a 
formal organization) is characterized as follows. 
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1. The systems approach views an organization as a complex of 
interrelated and interdependent segments. 7 To illustrate, the Hypothet-
ical Corporation is composed of a marketing function segment, a produc-
tion function segment, and a finance function segment (see Figures 3, 4, 
and 5, pages 71 through 73). In order for this company to achieve its 
objectives, these segments must interact and as a result are inter-
related and interdependent. For example, the production function 
segments must produce the products in order for the marketing function 
segments to sell them. Similarly, the marketing function segments must 
sell the products in order to justify the production function :segments' 
activity. 
2. The systems approach recognizes that no single segment can 
function effectively without the others. The production function 
segments of the Hypothetical Corporation, for example, could not operate 
effectively without the Machinery Department. 
3. The systems approach assumes that the actions of a single seg-
ment affects other segments in the organization as well as the environ-
ment in which it exists. To illustrate, the Hypothetical Corporation 
starts production of product Blue in the Machinery Department and 
finishes it in the Assembly Department, If the Machinery Department is 
unable to operate because of a machinery breakdown, the impact will be 
felt directly by the Assembly Department as well as by other segments 
within the organization. The breakdown will have an indirect impact on 
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environmental groups as well; the cost of such breakdowns will be 
reflected in the price of the product and thus will ultimately affect 
consumers. 
4. Under the systems approach, the actions and interactions of 
many organizational segments are assumed necessary to achieve desired 
objectives because no one person can be an expert in all aspects of the 
organization's operations. Therefore, specialization plays a vital role 
in small manufacturing firms; e.g., the activities of the production 
function segments are quite different from the activities of the market-
ing function segments and, therefore, individuals require different 
skills and attributes. 
5. The systems approach views the organization as ever-changing 
and dynamic; something is always happening that results in beneficial 
or detrimental repercussions for the organization. 
The Typical Small Manufacturing 
Company: A System 
Typical small manufacturing companies possess the following charac-
teristics, basic to all systems. 
1. All systems have a purpose, objective, or basic goal to 
h . 8 ac 1eve. For the typical small manufacturing company, the overall 
objective is to maximize or to earn satisfactory returns for the owners 
over the long run but this is not the only objective; maintanance of. 
market position, stabilization of employment, avoidance of undue risk, 
increased productivity, product leadership, personnel development, 
favorable employee attitudes, and a favorable public image are just a 
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few examples of other objectives frequently sought by the managers of 
such companies. Furthermore, a hierarchy of complex interrelated and 
interdependent subobjectives are also evident in the typical small 
manufacturing company; each organization segment as well as each person 
in the organization has a personal set of objectives. To illustrate, 
for the Hypothetical Corporation (a) the overall objective of the 
production function segment is to produce the firm's products effec-
tively and efficiently, (b) the marketing function segment's overall 
objective is to maximize or earn a satisfactory contribution margin, and 
(c) 0. J. Simpson's objectives are to achieve personal satisfaction, 
friendship, self-esteem, and to earn enough in commissions to provide 
adequately for his family. 
2. All systems are made up of individual parts of subsystems 
which are often diverse. To illustrate, the typical small manufac-
turing company, the Hypothetical Corporation, is made up of numerous 
segments: a marketing function segment, a production function segment, 
and a finance function segment. Each of these segments is likewise 
composed of segments. For example, the Finance Department of the 
Hypothetical Corporation is composed of people, machines, and so forth. 
3. The components of the system are designed into a meaningful 
arrangement either because they are subject to a common plan or serve a 
common purpose. The organizational structure of the typical small 
manufacturing firm, for example, intermeshes the technical and psycho-
social aspects of ·the organization in such a way that the tasks of the 
organization are divided (differentiated) and the activities are 
coordinated (integrated). Organizational structure provides a vehicle 
for achieving the objectives of the organization. 
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4. Systems are also characterized by synergism, that is, the out-
put of the organization's interrelated and interdependent segments 
produces an effect greater than the sum of the output of the individual 
elements functioning independently. This characteristic is of course 
the basis for specialization or labor which is an assumption of indus-
trialization. 
~ .2!_ System 
Because systems vary greatly in their composition, appearance, size, 
attributes, and purpose, it is frequently convenient to classify them 
according to their various common characteristics or dimensions. Using 
the classification scheme defined in Table II, pages 44 through 47, a 
small manufacturing firm can be classified as follows·. 9 
Conceptual vs. Empirical. A small manufacturing firm is a con-
ceptual system when it is analyzed using theoretical constructs, or 
depicted using organization charts or manuals. On the other hand, when 
the same organization is analyzed as a system of interrelationships and 
activities of people, materials, machines, and so forth, it is classified 
as an empirical system. 
Natural vs. Man-Made. A small manufacturing firm is a man-made 
system. 
Open ~· Closed. Small manufacturing firms are open systems as 
they interact with their unpredictable environment composed of numerous 
groups or systems with diverse interests and objectives which affect 
the organization. Examples of such groups or systems are: stockholders, 
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creditors, employees, customers, suppliers, governments, competitors, 
and numerous other special interest groups as well as the general 
public. 
Social vs. Man-Machine vs. Machine. Each small manufacturing firm 
is a social system made up of groups of people. The formal organiza-
tion, which is frequently depicted in an organization chart, illustrates 
the formal relationships between individuals and provides the basic 
framework for the social system. However, in analyzing a social system 
the informal organization is considered because it represents the 
actual interrelationships of people within the organization. As 
research has shown, the informal relationships among people determines 
who, what, when, and how individuals will perform within the organiza-
tion. Small manufacturing firms are also man-machine systems as both 
people and machines are necessary to achieve the objec-tive-s of the 
organization. 
Permanent vs. Temporary. For purposes of this study, it is assumed 
that the firms for which the budget model is being designed are 
permanent systems. It is recognized that this classification is 
relative and only appropriate in the short-run. 
Systems~· Subsystems vs. Supersystems. Herein the small manufac-
turing company is viewed as the system or the total system, that is, the 
system of interest for purposes of the study. The reader should, of 
course, realize that this total system is a subsystem of larger systems 
in the environment. For example, the Hypothetical Corporation is a 
subsystem of all firms in the industry, all firms in the United States, 
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and so forth. It is also important to realize that the small manufac-
turing firm is a supersystem. In fact, such a firm represents a 
hierarchy of systems and subsystems. The following are just a few of 
the organization segments or subsystems of the Hypothetical Corporation: 
(1) the firm is composed of a production function segment, a marketing 
function segment, and a finance function segment; (2) ·the marketing 
function segment is composed of an eastern territory segment, a western 
territory segment, and a southern territory segment; (3) the eastern 
territory is composed of salespersons Sam Snead and Lawrence Welk. 
Summary. As the above analysis indicates, a small manufacturing 
company represents a complex system which can be viewed and analyzed on 
numerous dimensions. To aid in understanding the operations of such a 
system and assess and predict the effect of changes in certain aspects 
of the system, a model of a small manufacturing firm is developed 
10 
next. 
Organization Model of a Small 
Manufacturing Company 
As previously defined, a model is a simplified representation of 
reality, permitting the solution of complex problems by focusing on 
only a portion of the key features of the real world. 
Value of Models 
Models permit decision makers to experiment with substitutes for 
the real system. This is important because in most cases it would be 
physically impossible or too costly to experiment with the real system. 
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For example, in planning sales and production activity for the coming 
budget period it would be impossible, because of the time and cost in-
valved, to experiment with alternative levels of actual sales and 
production activity. Models frequently reduce complex relationships to 
11 
a form that can be produced on paper, thus permitting decision makers 
to use " • techniques of logic and mathematics [to] consider inter-
relationships and combinations of circumstances that would otherwise 
be beyond the scope of any human being."12 A model provides a valuable 
tool for decision makers but does not replace decision making; manage-
ment judgment and intuition are still necessary. 
Development of Models 
"The process of model development may be usefully viewed as a 
process of enrichment and elaboration."13 
one begins with very simple models, quite distinct from 
reality, and attempts to move in evolutionary fashion toward. 
more elaborate models which more nearly reflect the complexity 
of the actual management situation.l4 
An evolutionary process will be used in this study. In thi's 
chapter a model of a basic system is presented and this model is then 
refined and elaborated upon until a generalized model of a typical small 
manufacturing firm is developed. This generalized model establishes the 
overall framework for (1) the discussion of the role and functions 
managers perform within such firms, (2) the theoretical model for the 
management planning function and budgetary process presented in Chapter 
IV, and (3) the computerized budget model presented in Chapter V. 
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Simple Model of Basic System 
A simple model of a basic system is presented in Figure 6, page 85. 
Such a model is frequently referred to as an input-output model because 
it relates inputs with outputs. Because of the complexity of the inter-
relationships and interdependencies involved in transforming the basic 
inputs into outputs, no attempt is made to trace the conversion process 
through the system. This approach to studying and measuring the rela-
tionship between inputs and outputs is frequently referred to as the 
black box approach. 
A typical small manufacturing firm can be explained using this 
simple model. Such a firm is a dynamic system that converts (transforms) 
scarce economic resources such as information, materials, money, labor, 
and facilities (inputs) into a final product or products (outputs). If 
the small manufacturing company (system) is effective, the output of the 
production process will achieve the overall objective of the organiza~ 
tion which is to maximize or earn satisfactory returns for the owners 
over the long run. 
Refinement £t the Simple Model 
In developing a generalized model for a typical small manufacturing 
firm, the following variables and th~ir implications are considered: 
(1) the overall environmental system and (2) the dynamics of small 
manufacturing firm. 
The Overall Environmental Systems 
The simple model of a basic system (Figure 6, page 85) do,es not 
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consider how the segments of the system interact with each other and the 
environment. The systems approach, 
. . . views the enterprise as the central agency of an ex-
tended open system, encompassing a peripheral membership that 
interacts with, supports, and constrains the agency in its 
central membership. Failure to take this peripheral member-
ship into account in modeling the significant pattern of 
energy exchange and transformation results in an over-
simplification that renders the model useless for practical 
purposes. The systems concept is the only scheme that en-
ables us to represent adequately the complexity of the inter-
relationships within a modern enterprise and establish or 15 
modify the understanding that must govern its performance. 
In other words, the systems approach recognizes that the typical 
small manufacturing firm is a subsystem of an overall environmental 
system; therefore, a generalized model should reflect those interaction 
effects. Cleland and King view the world as a complex of systems which 
can be described as part of: (1) the environmental system, (2) the 
competitive system, and (3) the internal system. 
Environmental System. The environmental system is defined as 
,, 
. the economic, political, and social milieu in which an organiza-
tion operates . . 1116 As this definition implies, business firms in 
the United States are influenced by numerous and powerful environmental 
forces. In a democratic society the activities and operations of a 
business firm are influenced by such fundamental beliefs as equality 
for all, humanitarianism, individualism, progress, majority rule, free-
dom of dissent, and so on. Such firms are also influenced by govern-
mental legislation such as the Fair Labor Standards Act, the Sherman 
Anti-Trust Act, the Robinson-Patman Act, and many others. Numerous 
governmental agencies such as the Securities and Exchange Commission, 
the Internal Revenue Service, and many others exert direct and/9r 
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indirect environmental forces. International organizations such as the 
Organization of American States, the European Economic Community, 
directly or indirectly influence the operations of business firms in the 
United States as well. The above are just a few of the powerful envi-
ronmental forces affecting the objectives and operations of typical 
small manufacturing firms. 
Competitive System. The competitive system is defined as " 
the complex of other organizations [systems] which compete for the 
distribution of scarce resources in a given environment."17 As this 
definition implies, every small manufacturing firm must function in a 
competitive environment as there is never enough of everything to go 
around: such firms must compete with a diverse group of organizations 
for scarce federal budget allocations; scarce human, material ani 
capital resources; scarce consumer dollars; and so forth. 
Internal System. The internal system " is what is generally 
thought of as the organization" and can be characterized in terms of 
its various segments. 18 To illustrate the internal system, the 
Hypothetical Corporation is composed of the following functional sub-
systems: a marketing function segment, a production function segment, 
and a finance function segment. This firm can also be described in 
terms of its various management subsystems, that is, " ..• subsystems 
that are designed to facilitate effective and efficient operation of 
19 the functional subsystems." 
. . • a production control subsystem is a set of interrelated 
policies, procedures, reporting requirements, decision rules, 
etc., for ensuring the proper control over the production 
process . . • A management information subsystem is a set of 
data collection elements, data processing devices, reports, 
etc., which provides managers with the information necessary 
to make decisions • A personnel management subsystem 
focuses on planning and controlling the development of 
personnel resources while a marketing information subsystem 
addresses itself to the collection and dissemination of 
market-based information.20 
Interrelationships~ Environmental Systems. A simple organiza-
tional systems model depicting the interrelationships between the 
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environmental systems is presented in Figure 7 ,' page 89. As this model 
illustrates, the environmental system establishes the overall framework 
which shapes the activities and operations of the competitive and 
internal subsystems. Similarly, the competitive system establishes the 
overall setting which limits and shapes the activities of the internal 
system. 
Organizational-Claimant Model. Defining the small manufacturing 
firm in systems terms means expanding its boundaries to include envi-
ronmental groups which have a claim or stake in the activities and 
future of the organization. An organization claimant is defined as 
" an individual, a group of individuals, or some institution in 
the society that has a demand for something due." 21 An organizational-
claimant model which focuses on some of a business firm's multiple 
claimants and the nature of their claims is presented in Table III, 
pages 90 and 91. As this model indicates, organizational claimants such 
. as stockholders, creditors, employees, customers, suppliers, govern-
ments, unions, competitors, local communities, the general public and 
many other special interest groups directly or indirectly, intentionally 
or unintentionally exercise powerful environmental forces affecting the 
operations and future of the typical small manufacturing firm. Such 
Source: Adapted from 
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Figure 7. Simple Organizational Systems Model 
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Claimant to the 
Business Firm 
Stockholders 
Creditors 
Employees 
Customers 
Supplier 
Governments 
Union 
TABLE III 
ORGANIZATIONAL-CLAIMANT MODEL 
General Nature of the Claim 
Participate in distribution of profits, additional 
stock offerings, assets on liquidation; vote of 
stock, inspection of company books, transfer of 
stock, election of board of directors, and such 
additional rights as established in the contract 
with corporation. 
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Participate in legal proportion of interest payments 
due and return of principal from the investment. 
Security of pledged assets; relative priority in 
event of liquidation. Participate in certain man-
agement and owner prerogatives if certain conditions 
exist within the company (such as default of inter-
est payments). 
Economic, social, and psychological satisfaction in 
the place of employment. Freedom from arbitrary and 
capricious behavior on the part of company officials. 
Share in fringe benefits, freedom to join union and 
participate in collective bargaining, individual 
freedom in offering up their services through an 
employment contract. Adequate working conditions. 
Service provided the product; technical data to use 
the product; suitable warranties; spare parts to 
support the product during customer use; R and D 
leading to product improvement; facilitation of 
consumer credit. 
Continuing source of business; timely consummation 
of trade credit obligations; professional relation-
ship in contracting for, purchasing, and receiving 
goods and services. 
Taxes (income, property·, etc.), fair competition, 
and adherence to the letter and intent of public 
policy dealing with the requirements of "fair and 
free" competition. Legal obligation for business-
men (and business organizations) to obey anti-trust 
laws. 
Recognition as the negotiating agent for the em-
ployees. Opportunity to perpetuate the uniou as a 
participant in the business organization. 
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TABLE III (Continued) 
Claimant to the 
Business Firm General Nature of the Claim 
Competitors Norms established by society and the industry for 
competitive conduct. Business statesmanship on the 
part of contemporaries. 
Local Communities Place of productive and healthful employment in the 
local community. Participation of the company 
officials in community affairs, regular employment, 
fair play, local purchase of reasonable portion of 
the products of the local community, interest in and 
support of local government, support of cultural and 
charity projects. 
The General Public Participation in and contribution to the govern-
mental process of society as a whole; creative 
communications between governmental and business 
units designed for reciprocal understanding; bear 
fair proportion of the burden of government and 
society. Fair price for products and advancement of 
the state-of-the-art in the technology which the 
product line offers. 
Source: David I. Cleland and William R. King, Management: A Systems 
Approach (New York, 1972), p. 104. 
environmental forces are often conflicting. For example, stockholders 
have the right to participate in the distribution of profits and, of 
course, expect to maximize or earn satisfactory returns. However, 
employees, customers, suppliers, governments and many other claimants 
' 
exert pressures on the organization which result in reducing distribut-
able profits. 
The Dynamics of Small Manufacturing Firms 
The simple model of a basic system (Figure 6, page 85) does not 
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provide for the ongoing nature of small manufacturing companies. The 
systems view of organization is a dynamic one which recognizes that 
continual interaction between the segments of the internal, competitive, 
and environmental systems is necessary if the objectives of the organiza-
tion are to be achieved. Therefore, the generalized model should pro-
vide for the dynamic nature of the system. 
Generalized Model £f Typical Small 
Manufacturing Company 
As discussed above, a small manufacturing company is a subsystem of 
larger systems in its environment and constitutes a collection or hierar-
chy of systems and subsystems. Figure 8, page 93, presents a generalized 
model of a typical small manufacturing firm, the Hypothetical.Corpora-
tion. The characteristics of this model are discussed briefly below. 
Environmental Forces. As previously discussed (see pages 86 and 
87) a small manufacturing firm is a subsystem of: (1) the environmental 
system and (2) the competitive system. As the generalized model 
illustrates, the small manufacturing firm continually interacts with 
other organizations and individuals within its environment: stock-
holders, creditors, employees, customers, suppliers, governments, 
competitors, other special interest groups, and the general public. 
These organizational claimants have a claim or stake in the activities 
and future of the organization and, therefore, directly or indirectly 
and intentionally or unintentionally exert powerful, often conflicting, 
environmental forces which shape the objectives and operations of the 
small manufacturing firm (see Table III, pages 90 and 91, for the nature 
of these claims). 
E N V I R 0 N M E N T A L F 0 R C E S 
Stockholders, Creditors, Employees, Customers, 
Suppliers, Governments, Competitors, Other 
Special Interest Groups and General Public 
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Figure 8. The Hypothetical Corporation as a System 
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Inputs. The typical small manufacturing firm secures scarce 
economic resources such as information, materials, money, labor, and 
facilities from other organizations and individuals in its environment. 
For example, (1) data required as a basis for management decisions is 
acquired as necessary from suppliers of such information in the envi-
ronment, (2) the raw materials required to produce the firm's products 
are secured from suppliers in the competitive environment, (3) the 
money required to meet current obligations and finance the firm's 
required plant, equipment, and other assets is secured from stockholders, 
bondholders, and other creditors, (4) the labor necessary to convert the 
basic raw materials into finished products is secured from the employees 
of the firm, and (5) facilities such as land, building, and equipment, 
which are required to produce and market the firm's products, are 
secured from other organizations or individuals in the environment. The 
above and numerous other transactions are necessary if the small 
manufacturing firm is to achieve its immediate and long-run goals. How-
ever, as noted above, these necessary transactions or interactions with 
other systems in the environment allow organizational claimants (e.g., 
stockholders, creditors, employees, suppliers, unions, competitors, 
local community, and the general public) to influence the activities of 
the organization (see Table III, pages 90 and 91, for the nature of 
their claims). 
Transformation. The organtzation is the vehicle through which the 
small manufacturing company's basic inputs are transformed or converted 
into finished products (output). 
Output. Finished products are the output of the small manufacturing 
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company's production process. In order for the company to achieve its 
objectives, these products must be sold to customers (e.g., wholesalers, 
retailers, and/or consumers). Such transactions or interactions with 
other systems in the environment, however, allow organizational 
claimants (e.g., customers, governments, competitors, local communities, 
and the general public) to influence the activities of the small manufac-
turing company (see Table III, pages 90 and 91, for the nature of these 
claims). 
Hypothetical Corporation. In this generalized organizational 
model, the Hypothetical Corporation is defined as the internal system 
(see page 87 for discussion). This typical small manufacturing com~any 
is a formal organization or 11 ••• a system of structural interpersonal 
relations such that . • . individuals are differentiated in terms of 
authority, status, and role with the result that interaction is pre-
scribed" (see pages 75 and 76 for a discussion). 22 As previously 
discussed (see pages 76 through 78), this typical small manufacturing 
company is: 
1. A complex of interrelated and interdependent segments. 
2. Structured in such a way that no single segment can function 
effectively without the others. 
3. Structured in such a way that the actions of a single segment 
affects other segments in the organization as well as the 
environment in which it exists. 
4. Structured to take advantage of specialization of labor. 
5. Ever-changing and dynamic. 
The Hypothetical Corporation is a conceptual, empirical, man-made, 
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open, social, man-machine, permanent system (see pages 80 and 81 for 
discussion) that is characterized as follows (see pages 78 through 80 
for discussion): 
1. It has a purpose, objective, or basic goal to achieve. 
2. It is made up of individual parts or subsystems which are 
diverse. 
3. Its components or segments are designed into a meaningful 
arrangement. 
4. It is characterized by synergism. 
Hierarchy~ Systems and Subsystems. The Hypothetical Corporation, 
a typical small manufacturing company, is the system under study and 
represents a hierarchy of systems and subsystems. As the generalized 
organizational model illustrates (see Figure 8, page 93), the Hypothet-
ical Corporation is composed of the following functional subsystems: 
. 
(l) a production function segment, (2) a marketing function segment, 
and (3) a finance function segment. Each of these functional segments 
is likewise a system composed of subsystems as discussed later in this 
section. 
Pervasive Management Function Subsystem. Within the Hypothetical 
Corporation, management is the primary force which coordinates the 
activities of the numerous interrelated and interdependent segments and 
relates to the environment in order to achieve the firm's objectives. 
In fulfilling their responsibilities, the managers of the Hypothetical 
Corporation perform certain major management functions: they plan, 
organize, direct, and control the activities of the firm. These man-
agerial functions pervade the entire internal system as indicated by 
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the grid lines in Figure 8, page 93. As this model illustrates, manage-
ment and the basic managerial functions influence the activities of all 
segments of the organization. The role of management in small manufac-
turing companies and the nature of the basic managerial functions is 
discussed in greater detail later in this chapter. 
Model ££ Subsystem ££ Typical Small 
Manufacturing Company 
A model for each of the Hypothetical Corporation's subsystems can 
also be developed. Figure 9, page 98, presents a model for the produc-
tion function segment of the Hypothetical Corporation, a typical small 
manufacturing company. The characteristics of this model are discussed 
briefly below. 
Environmental Forces. The production function segment of the 
Hypothetical Corporation is a subsystem of (1) the environmental system, 
(2) the competitive system, and (3) the internal system (i.e., the 
Hypothetical Corporation). As the model illustrates, the production 
function segment continually interacts with (1) other organizations and 
individuals in the environmental and competitive systems and (2) the 
marketing and finance function segments in the internal system. As a 
result of these necessary interactions, the following systems have 
·an influence on the activities of the production function segment: 
(1) organization claimants (see Table III, pages 90 and 91), (2) the 
marketing function segment, and (3) the finance function segment .• 
Inputs. The production function segment secures scarce economic 
resources from (1) other organizations and individuals in the 
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Figure 9. The Production Function Segment of the Hypothetical 
Corporation as a System 
environmental and competitive systems and (2) the other organization 
segments in the internal system. 
Transformation. The production function segment is the vehicle 
through which basic inputs are transformed or converted into finished 
products. 
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Outputs. Finished products are the output of the production func-
tion segment. These products become the basic input for the marketing 
function segment. 
Production Function Segment. The production function segment is a 
subsystem of a formal organization, the Hypothetical Corporation. 
Therefore, the characteristics of formal organizations and systems 
(discussed above under the heading "Hypothetical Corporation," page 95) 
applies to the production function segment. 
Hierarchy £f Systems and Subsystems. The production function seg-
ment represents a hierarchy of systems and subsystems. For example, 
the production function segment is composed of three service department 
segments (i.e., Power and Heat, Purchasing, and Maintenance) and three 
production department segments (i.e., Assembly, Grinding, and Machinery). 
Each of these segments is likewise composed of subsystems. To illus-
trate, the Grinding Department is composed of work groups, machines, 
materials, and other assets. 
Pervasive Management Function Subsystem. The managerial functions 
of planning, organizing, directing, and controlling pervade the entire 
production function segment as indicated by the grid lines in Figure 9, 
page 98. 
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Role of Management in Small 
Manufacturing Companies 
As previously discussed, the system approach to the study of 
organizations and management was chosen for purposes of this study. The 
systems concept views (1) the organization as a system made up of 
numerous interrelated and interdependent segments and (2) management as 
the primary force within such organizations, which coordinates the 
activities of the numerous segments and relates them to the environment 
in order to achieve the organization's objectives. 
The Systems Approach ~Management 
Management, as discussed in Chapter II, is defined by the writer 
for purposes of this study as the effective and efficient utilization of 
scarce economic resources such as information, materials, money, labor, 
and facilities, in order to achieve the immediate and long-run goals of 
the small manufacturing company. Management refers to the coordinated 
effort of the entire management team, effectiveness refers to the degree 
to which a goal or objective is attained or an end met, and efficiency 
refers to the optimum relationship between input and output. 
"The effectiveness with which an endeavor is managed has come to be 
recognized in most instances as perhaps the single most essential 
23 ingredient to long-range success for that endeavor." Advocates of the 
systems approach contend that: 
Today, more than ever before, the recognition and use of 
system interactions and interdependencies are virtually 
essential. The reasons for this are that the world is evolv-
ing so rapidly and that decisions must be made which have such 
momentous implications that 'simpler' approaches to manage-
ment, such as a reliance on intuition or the application of 
'principles,' will no longer produce satisfactory results 
Moreo.ver, the measurement of results is becoming easier 
and more stringent. Thus, bad management actions are more 
readily apparent than they have been in the past because of 
the advent of the computer and b~cause of better data collec-
tion and processing techniques.2 
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The systems approach recognizes that the management process involves 
(1) selecting appropriate organizational goals and (2) coordinating the 
25 
activities of the organization in order to accomplish these goals. 
Organizational Goals 
Systems theorists recognize that the small manufacturing firm 
represents a hierarchy of goals and subgoals, that is, the organization 
as well as each organizational segment has its own unique set of goals 
and subgoals (see pages 78 and 79 for discussion and examples). The 
successful management team selects and accomplishes the organization's 
overall objectives through knowledge and understanding of the entire 
system. This means that individual organization segments may not 
achieve their individual limited goals, for what is best for the whole 
may not necessarily be best for each segment of it. For example, the 
product mix that results in the greatest contribution margin for the 
Hypothetical Corporation as a whole necessitates the production of three 
products: Red, Blue, and Green. However, this means that the produc-
tion department's performance is less than optimal, that is, the produc-
tion department would be more efficient if only one product were 
produced. 
Accomplishment of Organizational Goals 
In coordinating the activities of the small manufacturing company 
to accomplish the firm's goals, 
. the manager plans the work of his subordinates and his 
own activity, selects and trains subordinates by staffing 
his operations, organizes the work and task relationships, 
directs the work, and controls results by measuring perform-
ance against plan.26 
The above statement highlights the traditional functions of the 
manager: planning, staffing, organizing, directing, and controlling. 
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As discussed in Chapter I, advocates of the management process or opera-
tional school approach the study of management by focusing on the nature 
of these managerial functions. This functional approach, which empha-
sizes what a manager does, provides a basic action framework for the 
oystems viewpoint. In other words, these management functions must be 
performed if the organization is to survive. 
Management Functions 
A management function is defined as a major activity of management. 
Since the time of Fayol, numerous management theorists have attempted to 
enumerate these functions. A review of the existing management litera-
ture, however, reveals that management functions have been classified or 
identified in a number of different ways as illustrated in Table IV, 
page 103. These differences are not significant for purposes of this 
study because a review of the literature reveals that there is little 
disagreement as to what a manager ought to do or what a manager does. 
The real issue is the relative importance attached to individual manage-
ment activities. In other words, the real difference between management 
theorists is the interpretation of the word "major" in the definition of 
a management function. For the purposes of this study, therefore, there 
seems to be no good reason to deviate from the practice most frequently 
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encountered in the management accounting literature, that is, giving 
primary emphasis to the following management functions: (1) planning, 
(2) organizing, (3) directing, and (4) controlling. 27 
Planning is concerned with selecting future courses of action and 
developing plans for the organization as a whole and for each segment 
of the organization in order to move the organization toward the 
accomplishment of its objectives. Planning is the mental process of 
thinking about what should be done, how it should be done, where action 
is to be effected, who is responsible, and why such action is necessary. 
Organizing is deciding how to put together the organization's 
scarce economic resources in order to carry out the organization's 
established planned course of action. Organization involves securing 
the necessary scarce economic resources, determining an orderly flow and 
structure of processes for converting these scarce resources, delineating 
authority-responsibility relationships to establish the formal organiza-
tion structure, and recognizing the authority-responsibility patterns 
existing between participants in the overall system. 
Directing involves the day-to-day activities taken by management to 
ensure that the organization functions smoothly. Direction involves 
" the face-to-face leadership between supervisors, subordinates, 
d . "28 peers, an assoc1ates. Directing is closely related to the 
psychological concept of motivation, which is defined as ". the 
perception of some want or goal together with the resulting drive toward 
achieving the want." 29 
•.. directing entails g1v1ng sympathy and encouragement, 
delineating instructions, doing counseling, interpretating 
policy, and related activities which set the organization 
into motion and keep it moving toward the objective.30 
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Controlling involves taking the necessary steps to ensure that 
actual activities are consistent with planned activities and that every 
segment of the organization is operating at maximum efficiency. The 
control process typically involves three steps: (1) the establishment 
of standards, (2) the appraisal of performance against these standards, 
and (3) the correction of deviations from plan. Control is largely a 
function of obtaining useful feedback on how well the organization is 
progressing toward its stated objectives. 
The Planning and Control Cycle 
These major functions follow a rather well-defined cycle--the 
planning and control cycle--as depicted in Figure 10, page 106~ As this 
model illustrates, management planning involves the selection of a 
course of action or plan(s) to achieve the goals and objectives of the 
organization. Such plans are frequently formalized in the form of 
budgets. These plans are then implemented by (1) organizing the firm's 
scarce economic resources (information, materials, money, labor, and 
facilities) into a meaningful arrangement or structure and (2) directing 
the day-to-day activities of the firm by supervising and motivating 
individuals within the organization to effectively and efficiently 
utilize the firm's scarce economic resources. Controlling the activities 
of the organization to conform to plan involves two steps: (1) measur-
ing actual performance and (2) periodically evaluating variances from 
plan, that is, differences between the planned course of action and 
actual performance. Variance analysis provides valuable feedback for 
the development and selection of new plans. 
Evaluat~ng Variances 
from Plan ~ 
(CONTROLLING) 
Selecting a Course 
of Action 
(PLANNING) 
• I 
I 
I 
I 
Decision 
Making 
I 
I 
I 
Measiing 
Actual Performance 
(CONTROLLING) 
106 
Implementing 
the Plan 
~(ORGANIZING AND 
DIRECTING) 
Figure 10. The Planning and Control Cycle 
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Decision Making and Management Functions 
A decision is a rational choice from among alternative courses of 
action. Although decision making is not generally regarded as a 
separate management function, per se, it is inextricably interrelated 
with planning, organizing, directing, and controlling (see Figure 10, 
page 106). 31 According to Starr, " .•• decision making is the root 
process of all managing. It is the generalized activity--common to all 
32 
management." 
.•• all managerial activity might be considered decision-
making . • . If all behavior results from decision making 
and if managing is a particular kind of behavior, then 
managing is decision making. Obviously there are other use-
ful ways to view management--concentration on process or 
functions, for example. But decision making is one of the 
most important tasks of managers. It pervades the perform-
ance of all managerial functions.33 
For example,. (1) when planning production activities for a future 
period, management must decide upon anticipated sales activity, (2) when 
organizing scarce economic resources to implement plans, management must 
make decisions relating to the best arrangement or structure, (3) when 
directing the activities of individuals within the organization, manage-
ment must decide the best supervisory and motivating techniques, and (4) 
in controlling the activities of the organizations, management must make 
decisions relating to the measurement of performance and decisions as to 
whether a variance from plan is significant. 
Complexity of Management Process 
The complexity of the management process is well illustrated in the 
"Management Process in 3-D" model presented in Figure 11, page 108. As 
this model illustrates the basic elements of the management process are 
Source: R. Alec MacKenzie, "The Management Process in 3-D," Harvard Business Review 
47 (November-December, 1969), p. 87. 
Figure 11. The Management Process in 3-D 
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(1) ideas, (2) people, and (3) things. Planning involves ideas, 
organizing involves things and (staffing), directing, and controlling 
involves people. 34 The model also suggests that the basic tasks 
performed by management are (1) conceptual thinking, formulating 
notions, (2) administration, managing details of executive affairs, and 
(3) leadership, influencing people to accomplish desired objectives. 
Planning involves conceptual thinking, organizing involves administra-
tion, and (staffing), directing, and controlling involve leadership. 
This model defines the continuous functions of management as (1) analyz-
ing problems, gathering facts, ascertaining causes, and developing 
alternative solutions, (2) making decisions, arriving at conclusions and 
judgments, and (3) communicating, ensuring understanding. Planning and 
organizing involve analyzing problems and making decisions. Directing 
and controlling involve communication. 
The 3D model also reveals that each management function is composed 
of many subfunctions. For example, planning involves (1) forecasting, 
establishing where the present course will lead, (2) setting objectives, 
determining desired end results, (3) developing strategies, deciding 
how and when to achieve goals, (4) programming, establishing priority, 
sequence and timing steps, (5) budgeting, allocating resources, (6) 
setting procedures, standardizing methods, and (7) developing policies, 
making standing decisions on important recurring matters. 
In practice, of course, the day-to-day world of the manager is 
much more complex than any of these simple models describe. In observ-
ing managers it becomes obvious that management functions are carried 
out more or less continuously and simultaneously--frequently under 
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considerably urgency, stress, and pressure. Managers seldom (if ever) 
stop to examine which function they are engaged in at a particular 
moment in time. Perhaps they could not tell even if they tried, since 
a specific activity might touch upon all of the management functions. 
In other words, although it is convenient to separate the major activ-
ities of management for discussion purposes, they are not completely 
separable in practice; management must: 
1. plan for organizing, 
2. plan for directing, 
3. plan for controlling, 
4. organize for planning, 
5. organize for directing, 
6. organize for controlling, 
7. direct planning, 
8. direct organizing, 
9. direct controlling, 
10. control planning, 
11. control organizing, and 
12. control directing. 
Universality of Management Functions. As discussed in the 
introductory chapter, Fayol contended that management was universal, 
that is, managers at all levels of any type of organization perform 
i 11 h k f . 35 essent a y t e same tas s or management unctlons. Scholars since 
the time of Fayol have generally agreed with this basic principle. 
Fayol and other theorists, however, recognized that the relative 
importance and time spent in the performance of each of the managerial 
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functions differed depending upon the manager's level in the organiza-
tion hierarchy and the types of decisions made by the manager. 36 For 
example, as a manager moves up the organizational hierarchy relatively 
more of the manager's time, is involved in the management planning func-
tion and less time is devoted to the other managerial functions. Because 
the manager's position in the organization hierarchy has an impact on the 
manager's major activities, the characteristics of management levels is 
discussed briefly below. 
Management Levels 
Formal organizations are almost always hierarchical in structure. 
In fact, complex systems are almost universally hierarchical; for 
example, the human body has a hierarchical structure. The frequency of 
hierarchical structures is explained as follows: (1) a hierarchical 
structure facilitates the effective and efficient utilization of scarce 
economic resources and, therefore, it is most likely to appear through 
an evolutionary process because it permits the organization to survive 
in a world competing for scarce economic resources, (2) a hierarchical 
structure facilitates the communication process, that is, much less 
information has to be communicated or transmitted among the segments. 37 
In recent years, numerous scholars have studied the implications 
of the manager's position in the organization hierarchy on (1) the 
relative importance of the tasks or functions the manager performs in 
the organization and (2) the nature of the decisions made by the manager 
in fulfilling his basic responsibilities. Two works relating to 
managerial levels are outlined briefly below. 
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Herbert Simon. In his work, Simon compares an organization to a 
38 three-layer cake. For the typical small manufacturing company, the 
bottom layer represents the basic work process involved in producing and 
marketing the firm's products. In other words, this layer of the organ-
ization is composed of production workers, salespersons, and so forth. 
The middle layer represents those processes that govern the day-to-day 
operations of the small manufacturing firms. Management decisions at 
this level of the organization typically involve programmed decisions; 
decisions that tend to be repetitive and routine. Definite procedures 
can be established for such decisions so that they do not have to be 
treated anew each time they occur. 
The top layer of the small manufacturing company is identified by 
Simon as those processes which are required to design and redesign the 
entire organization. Such processes establish the basic objectives for 
the small manufacturing company. Management decisions at this level 
typically involve non-programmed decisions; novel, unstructured, con-
sequential policy decisions. 
Fremont E. Kast and James ~· Rosenzweig. In their work, Kast and 
39 Rosenzweig view an organization as an open socio-technical system. 
They describe the hierarchical structure of a complex business organiza-
tion as composed of three managerial levels: (1) the technical level, 
(2) the organizational level, and (3) the institutional level. In 
general, these managerial levels coincide with the layers described by 
Simon. Kast and Rosenzweig characterize the three managerial levels as 
follows: 
The technical system is involved with the actual task 
performance in the organization. In the business firm, the 
technical functions involve the actual production and distribu-
tion of the products or services--the task performance activ-
ities of the organization. The technical system is not just 
involved with physical work but includes many types of tech-
nical activities utilizing knowledge. For example, research 
and development, production control, market research, opera-
tions research, and many accounting functions are part of the 
technical system •.. 
The second level, the organizational, coordinates and 
integrates the task performance of the technical system. A 
primary function of management at this level is to integrate 
the input of material, energy, and information to the tech-
nical level. 
The institutional level is involved in relating the 
activities of the organization to its environmental system. 
The organization must continually receive supporting inputs 
from the society in order to carry on its transformation 
activities. 40 
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As Kast and Rosenzweig point out, the managerial system spans the 
entire organization by directing the technology, organizing resources, 
and relating the organization to its environment. Kast and Rosenzweig 
explain the differences in emphasis at the three managerial levels as 
follows: 
. the technical level is concerned primarily with economic 
technical rationality and tries to create certainty by 'clos-
ing the technical core' to many variables. Thompson says, 
'under norms of rationality, organizations seek to seal off 
their core technologies from environmental influences. Since 
complete closure is impossible, they seek to buffer environ-
mental influences by surrounding their technical cores with 
input and output components.' The closed system view is 
applicable to the 'technical core' of the organization. 
By contrast, at the institutional level the organization 
faces the greatest degree of uncertainty in terms of inputs. 
Therefore, management at this level should have an open-
system view and concentrate on adaptive and/or innovative 
strategies. The organizational manager operates between the 
technical core and the institutional level and serves to 
mediate and coordinate the two. This level transforms the 
uncertainty of the environment into the economic-technical 
rationality necessary for input into the technical core.41 
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As the above statements indicate, the manager's level in the 
organization hierarchy has a definite impact on the role and functions 
42 performed by that manager. These differences are outlined in Table V, 
page 115, in terms of tasks performed, point of view, techniques em-
ployed, time horizon, and decision-making. 
Size~ Organization and Managerial Levels. It is, of course, 
obvious that the size of the organization determines the distinction 
between managerial levels and tasks, that is, the smaller the organiza-
tion, the more likely the various managerial activities will be carried 
out by one person--for example, in the single proprietorship, all 
managerial activities are carried out by the owner-manager. Similarly, 
the larger the organization, the more likely these managerial levels are 
identifiable and separable--for example, these managerial levels are 
readily identified in General Motors and General Electric. 
For the typical small manufacturing firm, therefore, the managerial 
levels may sometimes blend. For example (see Figures 3, 4 and 5, pages 
71 through 73), in some firms the functions of the Vice-President of 
Production and the Plant Manager may be performed by the same individual, 
the functions of the Vice President of Marketing and the manager of the 
sales territories may be performed by one person, and so on. 
Examples of Hypothetical Corporation's Managerial Levels. Each of 
the managerial levels described by Kast and Rosenzweig (see Table V, 
page 115) is explained below as they apply to the Hypothetical Corpora-
tion (see Figures 3, 4, and 5, pages 71 through 73). The reader should 
realize that the distinction between these managerial levels will vary 
Type of 
Manager 
Technical 
Organizational 
Institutional 
TABLE V 
THE MANAGERIAL SYSTEM: TECHNICAL, ORGANIZATIONAL, AND INSTITUTIONAL LEVELS 
Task 
Technical 
rationality 
Coordination 
Deal with un-
certainty, 
relate 
organization 
to environ-
ment 
Viewpoint 
Engineering 
Political 
Conceptual and 
philosophical 
Technique 
Scientific 
management, 
operations 
research 
Mediation 
Opportunistic 
surveillance, 
negotiate with 
environment 
Time Horizon 
Short run 
Short run and 
long run 
Long run 
Decision-
Making 
Strategy 
Computational 
Compromise 
Judgmental 
Source: Fremont E. Kast and James E. Rosenzweig, Organization and Management: A Systems Approach (New 
York, 1970). 
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between small manufacturing firms according to their size and organiza-
tion structure. 
The manager of the Assembly Department of the Hypothetical Corpora-
tion is classified as a technical level manager and is primarily con-
cerned with the technical aspects of producing the firm's products. In 
fulfilling this basic task, most of the manager's time is devoted to 
directing workers, controlling their performance, and effectively and 
efficiently organizing the department's scarce economic resources 
(materials, labor, facilities, etc.). This manager spends relatively 
less. time planning the department's activities. Managers at this level 
of the organization tend to take an engineering viewpoint, that is, they 
are concerned with the effective and efficient combination and utiliza-
tion of materials, people, and machines. This manager tends to utilize 
scientific management and operations research techniques--for example, 
time and motion studies, linear programming scheduling techniques, and 
so forth. Decisions tend to be for a relatively short period of time--
frequently decisions involving the immediate, daily, and weekly time 
frame. Decision-making strategies tend to be computational. 
The Vice-President of Production is classified as an organizational 
level manager. This manager is primarily concerned with coordinating 
and integrating the activities of the production function segments--the 
organization segments involved in the task performance activities of 
producing the firm's products. At this level of the organization the 
manager devotes relatively less time on the directing and controlling 
functions and relatively more time in organizing the scarce economic 
resources (information, materials, labor, facilities, and so forth). 
This manager spends relatively more time in the management planning 
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. function than the technical level manager but relatively less time than 
the institutional level manager. Managers at this level tend to take a 
political viewpoint, that is, they are concerned with getting people to 
work together in order to achieve the objectives of the production 
function segment. 
The Vice-President of Production tends to use mediation techniques 
in the performance of responsibilities by interpreting the basic objec-
tives of the institutional level of the organization into technical 
short-run performance criteria to be met by the technical level organiza-
tion segments. For example, this manager converts the sales budget into 
a production budget. The Vice-President of Production is concerned with 
both the short-run and long-run time frame. In the short run this 
manager is concerned with operations of the production function segment 
(this time span is generally relatively longer than at the technical 
level, for example, weekly, monthly, and yearly rather than immediate, 
daily, and weekly). The Vice-President of Production is also concerned 
with securing adequate labor, machines, and facilities in order to be 
able to meet the long-run objectives as established by the institutional 
level of the organization. 
Decision-making strategies at the level of the organization tend to 
involve compromise because the manager is faced with limited technical 
resources in fulfilling the objectives established at the institutional 
level. The Vice-President of Production must often compromise the 
objectives of the organizational and technical levels of the organiza-
tion. 
The activities of the Plant Manager of the Hypothetical Corporation 
have characteristics of both the technical and organizational level 
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managers and for this reason is discussed out of organizational structure 
sequence. This manager is concerned with both the technical aspects of 
producing the firm's products as well as coordinating and integrating 
the activities of the production and service departments. The Plant 
Manager spends relatively less time directing and controlling activities 
than does the Assembly Production Manager but relatively more than the 
Vice-President of Production. This manager is concerned with the effec-
tive and efficient organization of the available scarce economic 
resources and spends relatively more time planning than does the 
Assembly Department Manager but relatively less than the Vice-President 
of Production. 
The Plant Manager's viewpoint tends to have aspects of an engineer 
and politician; in other words, this manager is concerned with the 
effective and efficient combination and utilization of materials, 
people, and machines, as well as getting people to work together in 
order to achieve the objectives of the production function segment. 
The Plant Manager utilizes scientific management and operations 
research techniques and also uses mediation techniques, by interpreting 
and converting criteria established by the Vice-President of Production 
into criteria for each of the production and service departments (e.g., 
scheduling production for each of the production departments by 
interpreting the production budget). 
The Plant Manager is concerned primarily with short-run decisions; 
however, like the Vice-President of Production, is also concerned with 
long-run facilities. The decisions of the Plant Manager are computa-
tional and mediating in nature. 
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The President of the Hypothetical Corporation is classified as an 
institutional-level manager. The other members of the top management 
team--the Vice-Presidents of Marketing, Production and Finance--closely 
assist the President in the performance of managerial activities. 
At the institutional level of the organization, managers deal with 
uncertainty and relate the activities of the organization (internal 
system) to its environment (competitive and environmental systems). 
Management activities are concerned with adaptive and innovative 
strategies--as the environment changes so must the organization if it is 
to survive. Managers at this level of the organization spend ~elatively 
more time (if not most) of their time in the management planning func-
tion and relatively less on the other managerial functions of directing, 
controlling, and organizing. 
The viewpoint of managers at the top level of the organization tends 
to be conceptual and philosophical; they deal with ideas and basic 
principles of what "ought to be" for the organization. The basic tech-
niques utilized by the institutional level managers is opportunistic 
surveillance and negotiation with the environment, that is, they must be 
aware of opportunities in the environment and be able to facilitate ex-
change with claimants and adapt to change in the environment. Managers 
at this level of the organization tend to be concerned with the long-run 
activities of the organization and decision-making strategies are judg-
mental. Implications of managerial levels on the management planning 
function will be discussed in greater detail in the next chapter. 
Surrunary 
This chapter has presented a theoretical framework for the typical 
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small manufacturing company. Such an organization was defined and 
described as a formal organization and as a system. As this analysis 
highlighted, the typical small manufacturing firm represents a complex 
of interrelated and interdependent segments which can be viewed and· 
analyzed on numerous dimensions. To aid in understanding the operations 
of such a company and assess and predict the effect of changes in certain 
aspects of the system, a model of a small manufacturing company was 
developed. 
The modeling process can be viewed as a process of enrichment and 
elaboration. A simple model of a system (Figure 6, page 85) was pre-
sented and then refined until a generalized model of a typical small 
manufacturing company (Figure 8, page 93) was developed. This model 
views the small manufacturing company as a dynamic system continually 
interacting with its environment and converting scarce economic resources 
(inputs) into a final product or products (output). The typical small 
manufacturing company represents a hierarchy of systems and subsystems. 
A model of a subsystem of a typical small manufacturing company, the 
production function segment, was also developed and discussed. 
Management performs a vital function within small manufacturing 
firms, that is, managers coordinate the activities of numerous inter-
related and interdependent segments and relate them to the environment 
in order to achieve the organization's objectives. Therefore, the 
role and functions managers perform within small manufacturing companies 
were discussed. 
In fulfilling their responsibilities, all managers perform certain 
major activities--the management functions of planning, organizing, 
directing and controlling. Although it is frequently convenient to 
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analyze each manag'ement function separately, they are not mutually 
exclusive. These managerial functions which pervade the entire organiza-
tion are universa1 because managers at all levels of the organization 
perform essentiaLLy the same tasks. However, the relative importance of 
each of these major activities changes as a manager moves up the 
organization hierarchy. Managerial levels and their influence on the 
managerial functions were discussed in the last section of this chapter. 
This chapter has developed the basic framework for the development 
of a theoretical model for the management planning function and budgetary 
process presented in Chapter IV and the computerized budget model pre-
sented in Chapter V. 
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37s. 1mon, pp. 40-41. 
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39 Kast and Rosenzweig, pp. 120-130. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR PLANNING THE 
OPERATIONS OF SMALL MANUFACTURING 
COMPANIES. 
Introduction 
As discussed in Chapter III, management performs a vital function 
within small manufacturing companies by coordinating the activities of 
the numerous segments and relating them to the environment in order to 
achieve the firm's goals and objectives. In fulfilling their respon-
sibilities, managers perform certain major functions; they plan, 
organize, direct, and control the activities of the company. The most 
basic and fundamental management function is planning. 
As previously stated, this study is concerned with the planning 
aspects of the budgetary process. Therefore, a theoretical framework 
for planning the operations of small manufacturing companies will be 
developed in this chapter. The initial sections of the chapter are 
devoted to a brief analysis of the managerial planning function. These 
sections are then summarized and synthesized into a generalized 
theoretical framework for planning the operations of small manufacturing 
companies utilizing the comprehensive budget. The assumed typical small 
manufacturing company, the Hypothetical Corporation, will be used in 
this chapter for illustrative purposes (see page 70, for discussion). 
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Management Planning Function 
Few will deny the importance of the management planning function. 
Donnelly, Gibson, and Ivancevich have stated, 11 ••• the essence of 
management is planning, and all other functions are derived from 
planning. 111 Henri Fayol also viewed planning as a vital management 
function. In describing the planning process, he said: 
the maxim, 'Managing means looking ahead, 1 gives some 
idea of the importance attached to planning in the business 
world, and it is true that if foresight is not the whole of 
management, at least it is an essential part of it. To fore-
see, in this context, means both to assess the future and 
make provisions for it; that is foreseeing is itself action 
already. Planning is manifested on a variety of occasions 
and in a variety of ways, its manifestation, apparent sign 
and most effective instrument being the plan of action. The 
plan of action is, at one and the same time, the result of 
being envisaged, the line of action to be followed, the 
stages to go through, and methods to use. It is a kind of 
future picture wherein proximate events appear progressively 
less distinct, and it entails the running of the business as 
foreseen and provided against over a definite period.2 
Planning Defined 
The following are some of the definitions that have been proposed 
by other organization and management theorists: 
1. II planning means determining what shall be done. 113 
2. II planning is the selection of future courses of action 
for the enterprise and for each department within it. 114 
3. . planning is a process of collecting information and 
4. 
making decisions in order to narrow the range of alter-
native behaviors until the most desirable set of actions 
can be specified.s 
II planning is the process of establishing goals, allocating 
resources, and providing the guidance necessary for the opera-
tion of an organization. 116 
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5. " • . planning is the process of setting formal guidelines and 
constraints for the behavior of the firm." 7 
6. • .• planning is the process of thinking about the job 
to be done, considering what is needed to do it in terms 
of equipment, people, facilities and other resources, and 
coming up with the plans necessary to delineate how the 
job can best be accomplished."8 
As the above definitions imply, the following characteristics are 
basic to the planning process: (1) planning involves the future, (2) 
planning involves action, and (3) planning involves an element of per-
sonal or organizational identification or causation (i.e., the future 
course of action will be taken by the planner or by someone selected by 
the planner or for him within the organization). 9 
Decision-making is not planning. A decision involves the choice 
between alternative courses of action and does not necessarily involve 
action or the future. As discussed in reviewing the planning and con-
trol cycle (see page 10~, decisions occur at every step of the planning 
process and, therefore, are an integral part of planning. 
Forecasting is not planning. Forecasting involves anticipating or 
predicting some future condition or event affecting the organization. 
Although forecasting involves the future, it may or may not involve 
action. 
Programming is not planning. Programming is the management activ-
ity which translates management decisions into specific action patterns 
(plans) for implementation. Programs or plans result from the mental 
process of planning. 
planning is not an entity in itself--its primary purpose 
is to provide the guidelines necessary for the vital decision-
making processes throughout the organization. Planning, 
therefore, should be geared to obtaining, translating, under-
standing, and communicating information that will help to 
improve the 
upon future 
the process 
rationality of 
expectations. 
of forecasting 
Advantages of Planning 
current decisions which are based 
Expectations are developed through 
and predicting the future.lO 
If an organization is to survive in a competitive world, it is 
essential that planning be undertaken as a major management function. 
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Listed below are a few of the advantages of planning as they relate to 
the assumed typical small manufacturing company, the Hypothetical 
Corporation. 
1. Planning facilitates coordinated, purposeful action. In other 
words, planning makes it easier for the managers of the Hypothetical 
Corporation to integrate the activities of the production, marketing, 
and finance function segments in order to achieve the goals and objec-
tives of the company. For example, if the Vice-President of Production 
knows that the marketing function segment plans to sell 100,000 units of 
product Blue in the coming budget period, he can plan to produce the 
necessary quantity. 
2. Planning highlights inconsistencies in the organization's 
activities. For example, the Marketing Function segment of the 
Hypothetical Corporation originally planned to sell 150,000 units of 
product Green in the coming period. However, the Production Function 
segment is constrained by present facilities and, as a result, is only 
able to produce 75,000 units. Adequate planning will bring this obvious 
inconsistency to the attention of management and permit them to revise 
their plans in light of this constraint. 
3. Planning helps managers avoid delays. For example, the Plant 
Manager of the Hypothetical Corporation is able to effectively and 
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efficiently utilize scarce resources and avoid production "bottlenecks" 
by planning the activities of the production departments to avoid unused 
production facilities (production scheduling). 
4. Planning facilitates the effective and efficient utilization of 
scarce managerial resources. For example, those activities of the 
organization that are repetitive can be reduced to standing plans, such 
as policies, methods, and procedures. 11 Standing plans eliminate the 
need for managers to redecide the same issues. Planning also utilizes 
scarce management resources by stopping inconsistent courses of action 
before they get to the implementation or action phase. Managerial 
resources can also be utilized by delegating a portion of the planning 
function to individuals who can become planning experts. 
5. Planning facilitates the other managerial functions. In fact, 
a good plan is a necessary prerequisite for the accomplishment of the 
other managerial functions: organizing, directing, and controlling. 
6. Planning emphasizes the importance of goals and objectives in 
management planning decisions and, therefore, tends to encourage the 
development of sound organizational goals and objectives. 
7. Planning permits organizations to survive in an environment 
that is always changing. Management must accept change as an inevitable 
consequence of functioning in a dynamic world by adapting to change, 
influencing change in their environment, utilizi~g change to their 
advantage and taking advantage of opportunities, through planning. "The 
planning process can be considered as a vehicle for accomplishment of 
systems change • 
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Limitations ££ Planning 
Listed below are a few of the limitations of planning as they 
relate to a typical small manufacturing company, the assumed Hypothet-
ical Corporation. 
1. Planning takes time. In many cases the necessity of prompt 
action precludes planning. 
2. Planning is expensive. The costs of planning include (a) the 
time involved by managers and technical people, (b) the money expended 
to secure information external to the firm, (c) the physical resources 
required to facilitate the planning process, and so forth. Managers 
have a difficult time determining when a plan has gone far enough as 
both costs and benefits are usually difficult to measure. 
3. Plans tend to make an organization inflexible. Individual 
managers have a vested interest in developing and implementing plans. 
They do not like to admit they were wrong and are also hesitant to 
invest the time necessary to revise plans. 
4. Plans involve an uncertain future. They are based on assump-
tions and predictions of what will occur in the future. Therefore, 
plans are limited by the degree to which future conditions can be 
reliably forecast. 
5. Planning tends to limit innovative and creative responses by 
those who carry out plans. It has been shown that individuals who 
carry out highly detailed plans for long periods of time, tend to 
atrophy mentally. 13 
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The Planning Process 
It is frequently convenient to study the planning process by con-
sidering the nature of the steps taken in developing and implementing 
plans. The following are representative of the steps typically 
enumerated in the management literature: (1) discovering problems and 
opportunities, (2) setting planning objectives, (3) establishing planning 
premises, (4) determining alternative courses of action, (5) evaluating 
alternative courses of action, (6) choosing an alternative, and (7) 
implementing the plan. It is noted that the steps taken in the planning 
process are basically the same as those taken in decision making. 
Discovering Problems and Opportunities. Successful managers are 
continuously appraising their environment (the internal, competitive, 
and environmental systems) in an attempt to identify future problems and 
opportunities. Such knowledge allows managers to plan to minimize the 
impact of problems, and plan to exploit future opportunities. For 
example, assume the managers of the Hypothetical Corporation anticipate 
a strike in the steel industry in the coming budget period. Since steel 
is one of their basic raw materials, management plans to build up steel 
inventories to minimize this potential production problem. In addition 
the managers of the Hypothetical Corporation anticipate that 500,000 
units of a new product Purple can be sold, thus generating additional 
contribution margin of $1,000,000. Recognition of this opportunity 
allows management to plan for the necessary scarce economic resources 
(information, materials, money, labor, and facilities) in order to 
produce the new product Purple. 
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Setting Planning Objectives. Planning objectives, as opposed to 
overall organizational objectives, " .. indicate the end points of 
what is to be done, where the primary emphasis is to be placed, and what 
is to be accomplished by the network of policies, procedures, rules, 
b d d . ..14 u gets, programs, an strateg1es. For example, it is assumed that 
the managers of the Hypothetical Corporation have established a planning 
objective for the corning budget period--to generate net income of 
$500,000--by placing primary emphasis on the contribution margins 
generated by products Red, Blue, and Green. The necessary policies, 
procedures, rules, budgets, programs, and strategies will be developed 
in order to establish the necessary criteria and guidelines for 
accomplishing this planning objective. 
Establishing Planning Premises. Planning premises are assumptions 
made by business planners concerning variables that are expected to 
influence the alternative courses of action considered in reaching the 
planning objecti.ve(s). For example, business planners establish premises 
concerning external variables such as (a) opportunities and problems, 
(b) business conditions, (c) population growth, (d) price levels, (e) 
business cycles, (f) political philosophies, (g) economic conditions, 
and so on. In addition, business planners formulate premises concerning 
factors internal to the firm such as (a) organizational objectives and 
purposes, (b) values of top management, (c) strengths and weaknesses of 
the firm, (d) financial position, (e) employment level, (f) production 
level, and so on. 
The following are a few of the questions reviewed by the managers 
of the Hypothetical Corporation during this phase of the planning 
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process. What are the assumed markets for our products during the next 
five years? What are the assumed environmental conditions which will 
affect labor costs, material costs, equipment costs, facility costs, 
etc., during the next five years? What is the anticipated "political" 
environment and what effect will it have on the Hypothetical Corpora-
tion? What technological changes can be assumed, and what impact will 
they have on the Hypothetical Corporation? 
Determining Alternative Courses £i Action. During this phase of 
the planning process, management searches for alternative courses of 
action to achieve the plan's objective. For example, the managers of 
the Hypothetical Corporation investigate: (a) alternative product sales 
mixes, (b) alternative advertising campaigns and their anticipated 
impact on sales volume, (c) alternative selling prices, and so forth. 
Evaluating Alternative Courses of Action. During this phase of the 
planning process management weighs the desirability (anticipated out-
comes) of each alternative course of action in conjunction with the 
planning premises and objectives. In some cases alternatives can be 
evaluated by utilizing mathematical techniques while in other cases 
subjective evaluation must deal with intangibles and uncertainties. The 
budget model developed in this study will provide valuable assistance 
to managers during this phase of the planning process by permitting 
decision makers to change the basic budget variables at little cost and 
loss of time thus allowing them to evaluate the anticipated consequences 
of possible alternative courses of action. 
Choosing an Alternative. During this phase of the management 
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planning process, managers make a decision and select a particular 
course of action. The decision is arrived at after consideration of the 
basic premises, constraints, organizational goals and objectives, the 
anticipated adaptability of the plan, and the cost and time involved in 
implementing the plan. 
Implementing the Plan. Here management translates the selected 
course of action into plans and derivative plans (programming). These 
plans: (a) provide for the procurement and utilization of the necessary 
scarce economic resources and (b) schedule and coordinate the activities 
of the interrelated and interdependent organizational segments. For the 
plans to be successfully implemented, information about them must be 
communicated to and accepted by individuals responsible for making the 
plan(s) work. 
Dimensions ££ Planning 
The planning process and the resulting plans are multidimensional 
in nature. Thus, planning can be described in terms of the following 
dimensions: (1) horizontal, (2) vertical, (3) time and causality, and 
(4) action. 15 
Horizontal Dimension. The pianning process is dynamic in nature 
and, therefore, requires interaction and feedback along a horizontal 
time dimension. Successful managers approach the planning process on a 
continuous basis by (a) continually planning the organization's inter-
actions with the internal, competitive, and environmental systems and 
(b) continually assessing existing plans in light of signals emitted 
from the internal, competitive, and environmental systems. For example, 
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managers of the Hypothetical Corporation should recognize that the 
budgetary process must be approached on a continuous basis, that is, it 
is insufficient to prepare a budget once a year, rather the budget 
should be continually compared to actual results and revised as envi-
ronmental conditions change. For the managers of the Hypothetical 
Corporation, therefore, the budgetary or planning process is a 
continuous element of their activities. 
The management planning process is concerned with horizontal. 
planning for different degrees of futurity, that is, planning can be 
viewed on a continuum ranging from short-range to long-range planning. 
For example, it is assumed the managers of the Hypothetical Corporation 
are concerned with planning for relatively short-range operations and as 
a result develop relatively detailed monthly and yearly operating 
budgets. This management group is also concerned with planning for 
relatively longer operations and as a result prepares less detailed two 
and three year operating budgets. In addition, the managers of the 
Hypothetical Corporation recognize that if they are going to survive and 
succeed over the long run, they must be concerned with long-range plan-
ning as well and, therefore, prepare relatively long-range 5, 10, and 20 
year budgets • 
. • . generally, long-term planning deals with decisions re-
garding the broad technological and competitive aspects of 
the organization, the allocation of resources (human and 
material) over an extended period, and the long-run integra-
tion of the organization within its environment, that is, 
the internal, competitive, and environmental system.16 
Long-range planning is an important part of the total management 
planning process for an organization. Long-range planning establishes 
the overall framework for all shorter-range planning. Plans of various 
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time periods are, of course, interdependent. Therefore, it is obvious 
that there must be continuous interaction and feedback among the 
numerous time dimensions of planning, that is, long-range planning 
affects or limits all planning along the time dimension and vice versa. 
V i 1 Di . 17 ert ca mens1on. The planning process for an organization 
can be viewed on a vertical dimension as a hierarchy of planning levels 
and resulting plans. The top level of the planning hierarchy involves 
the establishment of the organization's overall objectives--the general, 
typically long-run end points toward which management directs the 
organization. For example, it is assumed that the managers of the 
Hypothetical Corporation have established the following objectives: (a) 
to maximize or earn satisfactory returns for the owners over the long 
run, (b) to capture a major share of the consumer market, (c) to produce 
high quality products, and so on. The second level of the planning 
hierarchy involves the establishment of goals--specific, typically 
short-run end points expressed in terms of explicit outputs or functional 
outcomes. To illustrate, it is assumed that the managers of the Hypothet-
ical Corporation have established the following goals in order to 
achieve the organization's objectives: (a) to earn a 10 percent return 
on owners' investment, (b) to capture 45 percent of the consumer market 
for product Red, 30 percent for product Blue, and 25 percent for product 
Green, and so forth. At this level of the planning process, the overall 
organizational objectives are assumed as given and, therefore, planning 
is concerned with making an optimal choice among possible alternatives. 
The third level of the planning hierarchy involves the translation 
of organizational goals into activities aimed at specific targets--fixed 
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attainable end points. For example, it is assumed that at the third 
level of the planning process the managers of the Hypothetical Corpora-
tion translate the organizational goal of 10 percent return on the 
owners' investment into the following targets: (a) to sell 44,915 units 
of product Red, 12,300 units of product Blue, and 67,710 units of 
product Green (see Schedule SB-1, page 243); (b) to produce 47,315 units 
of product Red, 14,700 units of product Blue, and 70,410 units of 
product Green (see Schedule PRB-1, page 347); (c) to incur maximum 
variable production costs of $74 for product Red, $60 for product Blue, 
and $50 for product Green (see Schedule SC-1, page 341); and so forth. 
At this level of the planning process, management is concerned with ef~ 
fective and efficient utilization of the organization's scarce economic 
resources in order to achieve the organization's objectives and goals. 
It is noted that the scope of the planning process narrows as 
business planners move down the planning hierarchy--at the top level of 
the planning hierarchy, planning tends to be comprehensive in nature 
(broad scope) and as business planners move down the planning hierarchy, 
planning tends to become more specific in nature (narrow scope). 
Successful planning necessitates continuous interaction and feed-
back among the planning levels because (a) organizational objectives 
guide or limit organizational goals, (b) organizational goals determine 
organizational targets, (c) organizational goals and the degree to which 
they are accomplished affect organizational objectives, and (d) organiza-
tional targets and the degree to which they are accomplished affect 
organizational goals and objectives. 
Planning levels are, of course, directly related to the organiza-
tion's managerial levels; at the top level of the organization, managers 
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are primarily concerned with establishing organizational objectives and 
at the lower levels of the organization, managers are primarily con-
cerned with establishing targets for current operations. The relation-
ship between managerial levels and the planning process will be 
discussed in greater detail on pages 140 through 152. 
Time and Causality Dimensions. Planning involves continuous 
feedback between exploratory forecasting and normative forecasting. 
Exploratory forecasting predicts future courses of action by extra-
polating the present. To illustrate, in the current period the Hypothet-
ical Corporation has sold 9,500 units of product Red, 8,400 units of 
product Blue, and 7,100 units of product Green. Sales have been increas-
ing at a rate of 10 percent per year. Therefore, an exploratory forecast 
would project sales of 10,450 units of product Red, 9,240 units of prod-
uct Blue, and 7,810 units of product Green for the coming period. 
Normative forecasting, on the other hand, structures future courses 
of action based on desired future states. For example, the managers of 
the Hypothetical Corporation desire to sell 50,000 units of each prod-
uct. 
Successful managers must constantly evaluate the future by con-
sidering and balancing both exploratory and normative forecasts. If a 
firm is to survive, it must be ready to take advantage of opportunities 
and adapt to change. It is not enough to plan the organization's future 
course of action based only on the firm's current activities. Likewise, 
it is unwise to plan the organization's future course of action based on 
unrealistic or idealistic desired future states. Actual performance 
provides valuable feedback for assessing the degree of confidence that 
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can be placed in exploratory and normative forecasts. 
Action Dimension. There is a continuous interaction between man-
agement planning and actions taken to implement plans. Planning deter-
mines the actions an organization will take in a fu·ture period. For 
example, the managers of the Hypothetical Corporation plan to sell 
44,915 units of product Red in the next period (see Schedule SB-1, page 
342). Therefore, during this period they will take actions to produce 
47,315 units of Red (see Schedule PRB-2, page 348); provide for 189,260 
feet of wood (47,315 units at four feet per unit, see Schedule SC-1, 
page 341); and so on. 
The consequences of the previous actions taken by the organization 
affect the planning process. For example, in the previous period the 
managers of the Hypothetical Corporation planned to sell 55,000 units 
of product Red. However, they only sold 40,000 units. This variance 
of 15,000 units will be analyzed and taken into consideration in for-
mulating plans for future periods. 
Summary. As the above discussion indicates, the management planning 
process is complex and can be viewed and analyzed on numerous dimensions. 
Robert N. Anthony, in his classic work, Planning and Control Syste:ms, 
reviewed the existing management planning and control literature and 
developed a useful conceptual framework which incorporates the systems 
approach ·and provides a basis for classifying management planning 
decisions according to type and managerial leve1. 18 
The Anthony Planning Framework 
The characteristics of Anthony's conceptual planning framework is 
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discussed brie£ly below. 
Management Planning and Control Functions. As previously discussed, 
planning involves deciding what management wants to happen and then 
developing plans to take the necessary steps to move the organization 
toward this desired future state (see page 104). Control, on the other 
hand, involves taking steps to ensure actual performance is consistent 
with planned performance (see page 105). In developing his basic frame-
work, Anthony points out that it is impossible to separate the manage-
ment control function from the management planning function, that is, it 
is impossible to have control without adequate planning. As discussed 
in Chapter I, however, this study is concerned only with the planning 
aspects of the budgetary process. Therefore, the Anthony conceptual 
framework will be discussed primarily as it relates to the management 
planning function. This approach is justified because (1) planning is 
possible without control and (2) a good plan is a necessary prerequisite 
of effective control. 
Planning and Control Levels. In his framework, Anthony identifies 
three levels in the planning and control hierarchy: (1) strategic plan-
ning, (2) management planning and control, and (3) operational 'planning 
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and control. Although Anthony distinguishes three levels in the 
planning and control hierarchy, he points out that they are not discrete 
entities but in fact represent a continuum, that is, strategic planning 
is at one end of the continuum (point A), management planning and control 
is approximately at the mid-point of the continuum (point B), and opera-
tional planning and control at the other end of the continuum (point C) 
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with numerous degrees of both (1) strategic planning and (2) management 
planning and control between points A and B on the continuum, and 
numerous degrees of both (1) management planning and control and (2) 
operational planning and control between points B and C on the continuum. 
In general, Anthony's planning and control levels highlight the vertical 
dimension of the management planning process (see pages 136 through 138) 
and coincide closely with the three managerial levels identified by Kast 
and Rosenzweig: (1) the institutional level, (2) the organizational 
level, and (3) the technical level (see pages 112 through 119 for a 
discussion). The characteristics of each of Anthony's planning and 
control levels are summarized in Table IV, pages 142 and 143, and 
discussed briefly below. 
Strategic Planning. Anthony defines strategic planning as: 
• • . the process of deciding on objectives of the organiza-
tion, on changes in these objectives, on the resources used 
to attain these objectives, and on the policies that are to 
govern the acquisition, use, and disposition of these 
resources. 20 
Strategic planning decisions occur primarily at the highest level of the 
organizational hierarchy, the institutional level (see pages 112 and 
113). As previously discussed, managers at this level are primarily 
concerned with relating the activities of the organization to its un-
predictable, uncertain environment (the competitive and environmental 
systems). Anthony defines a strategy as a decision on how to combine 
and employ scarce economic resources and, therefore, strategic planning, 
II is a process having to do with the formulation of long-range, 
strategic, plans and policies that change the character or direction of 
h . . 1121 t e organ1zat1on. Strategic planning establishes the overall tone, 
Characteristic 
Purpose of Planning 
Level 
Output 
Kast and Rosenzweig 
Managerial Level 
Role of Management 
Time Horizon 
Focus of Plans 
Judgment 
Degree of Structure 
Purpose of Estimates 
TABLE VI 
CHARACTERISTICS OF ANTHONY'S PLANNING AND CONTROL FRfu~WORK 
Strategic Planning 
Determine or change char-
acter or direction of 
organization 
Objectives, ,goals 
Institutional 
Relate activities of 
organization to envi-
ronment 
Relatively long 
One aspect at a time 
Relatively much, subjec-
tive decision 
Unstructured, irregular 
Show expected results 
Management Planning 
and Control 
Implementation of 
strategic plans 
Comprehensive budget, 
actions, precedents 
Organizational 
Integrates the input of 
given resources to tech-
nical level 
Current operations--week, 
month, year 
Entire organization 
Relatively less 
Recurring, rhythmic 
Lead to desired results 
Operational Planning 
and Control 
Carry out specific tasks 
Standard operating proce-
dures 
Technical 
Production and distribu-
tion of firm's products or 
services 
Day-to-day 
Single task or transaction 
Relatively little, rely on 
rules 
Highly structured, can be 
reduced to rules 
Follow directions 
TABLE VI (Continued) 
Management Planning Operational Planning 
Characteristics Strategic Planning and Control and Control 
c 
General Source of External Internal Internal 
Data 
Degree of Accuracy Imprecise Relatively precise Exact 
Source Discipline Economics Social psychology Economics and physical 
sciences 
Persons Primarily Top management and staff Top and line management Supervisors or none 
Involved 
Number of Persons Small Large Single or few 
Involved 
Communication Relatively simple Relatively difficult Simple, can be reduced to 
standard operating 
procedures 
Costs Committed Managed costs Engineered costs 
costs 
Source: Adapted primarily from Robert N. Anthony, Planning and Control Systems: A Framework for Analysis 
(Boston, 1965). Also, Sherman C. Bluementhal, Management Information Systems: A Framework for 
Planning and Development (Englewood Cliffs, 1969). 
and the physical, financial, and structural framework for the entire 
organization . 
. • • strategy is the pattern of objectives, purposes, or 
goals and major policies and plans for achieving these goals 
as stated in such a way as to define what business the 
company is or is to be in and the kind of company it is or 
is to be. A complete statement of strategy will define the 
product line (in functional, not literal, terms), the 
markets and market segments for which products are to be 
designed, the channels through which these markets will be 
reached, the means by which the operation is to be financed, 
the profit objective, and the size and kind of organization 
which is to be the medium of achievement.22 
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Management strategic planning decisions are typically characterized 
as follows. 
1. They tend to have relatively long-run consequences, that is: 
(a) the effects of strategic decisions are frequently irreversible in 
the short-run--for example, once a ma]or subsidiary has been purchased 
it usually takes a relatively long period of time to arrange to dispose 
of it and (b) strategic decisions usually take a relatively long time 
to implement--for example, the decision to build a new plant in Oklahoma 
City may take 5 to 10 years to implement. However, strategic planning 
is not a synonomous term for long-range planning. It is possible to 
have a long-range plan that is not a strategy--for example, a 5 to 10 
year operating plan. It is also possible to have a strategic plan that 
will be implemented in the short-run--for example, the acquisition of 
an important subsidiary is to be completed within one year. 
2. A segment of the organization rather than the entire organiza-
tion is usually involved in strategic planning; for example, the decision 
to acquire a major supplier. Usually this approach is necessitated by 
the fact that a single strategy involves so many unpredictable and 
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uncertain environmental decision variables that it would be humanly im-
possible for managers to deal with the impact of the strategy for the 
organization in total. 
3. Typically strategic planning is irregular and unstructured in 
nature. The discovery of problems, opportunities and innovative ideas 
does not result according to a regular time table. Management must be 
ready to take action to minimize the impact of problems and take 
advantage of opportunities and innovative ideas wherever they are dis-
covered; " ••. strategic planners work now on one problem, now on 
another, according to the needs and opportunities of the moment." 23 
Each strategic decision is more or less unique and, therefore, the 
appropriate analytical techniques depend upon each decision. No overall 
statistical technique or mathematical model has yet been developed which 
is useful in analyzing all types of strategic decisions. In fact, cur-
rent statistical and mathematical techniques have little to contribute 
for most types of strategical decisions--for example, decisions involv-
ing goals, what the company is to be, assessment of the environment, 
and selection of product market strategies. As Cyert and Dell point 
out, the task of strategic planning is primarily concerned with." .•• 
being imaginative and systematic in formulating alternatives from which 
the choice will be made." 24 
4. The estimates used by strategic planners are intended to show 
what the expected results will be. These estimates are neutral and im-
personal and in no way are intended to motivate managers to achieve 
desired results (as with management planning and control estimates). In 
strategic planning, managers are concerned about whether or not an 
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estimate is reasonable and the best estimate that can be made under the 
circumstances. 
5. Strategic planning relies primarily on data collected outside 
the organization (competitive and environmental systems). These external 
data are supplied on an ad hoc basis, and are specifically tailored for 
each problem or plan. 
6. Data relevant to strategic planners are relatively imprecise 
and contain a relatively high degree of uncertainty. 
7. Strategic planning is, essentially, applied economics and relies 
heavily on economic concepts such as marginal revenues, marginal costs, 
and opportunity costs. 
8. Strategic planning is highly staff oriented; line managers are 
not usually major participants in strategic planning. 
9. Relatively few persons are involved in strategic planning and, 
therefore, communication is simple. In many types of strategic decisions 
secrecy is important. 
10. Committed costs usually result from strategic planning deci-
sions. These costs typically arise from the possession of plant, of 
equipment, and of basic organization and affect the organization's 
ability to meet long-range goals and objectives. 
Management Planning and Control. Anthony defines management 
planning and control as " ... the process of assuring that resources 
are obtained and used effectively and efficiently in the accomplishment 
f h , , 1 b, • 1125 o t e organ~zat~on s o Ject~ves. Effectiveness refers to the 
degree to which a goal or objective is attained or an end met. In other 
words, whether or not what management desires to happen occurs. 
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Efficiency refers to the optimum relationship between input and output, 
that is, the performance of an activity at least cost. For example, the 
more units of output that are obtained from a given input, the more 
efficient is the machine or process and the less the cost per unit of 
output produced. 
Management planning and control decisions are carried on within the 
guidelines established by strategic planning and involve the implementa-
tion of strategic planning decisions. For example, the strategic plan-
ning process for the Hypothetical Corporation established a set of 
objectives and goals (see pages 136 and 137) which include the following: 
(1) an objective to earn a satisfactory return for the owners of the 
corporation over the long run and (2) a goal to earn a 10 percent return 
on the owners' investment in the coming budget period. The purpose of 
the management planning and control process, therefore, is to choose a 
course of action that will accomplish the organization's established 
objectives and goals (including the goal to generate a 10 percent return 
on the owners' investment) by effectively and efficiently utilizing the 
firm's existing scarce economic resources (information, materials, 
money, labor, and facilities). For the Hypothetical Corporation, a 
major output of the management planning and control process is a 
relatively detailed planned course of action, a comprehensive budget, 
for the coming budget period. 26 
Management planning and control occurs primarily at the second 
level of the management hierarchy, the organizational level (see pages 
27 112 and 113, 116 through 118). As previously stated, the major func-
tion of managers at this level is to integrate the input of scarce 
economic resource to the lowest level of organization, the technical 
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level. As a result of the differences in management emphasis, the fol-
lowing are characteristics of management planning and control decisions . 
. 1. These decisions typically relate to current operations and, 
therefore, the resulting plans are for a relatively shorter period of 
time than strategic planning--typically a week, month, quarter, or year. 
2. All aspects of the company's operations are typically taken 
into consideration in management planning and control decisions. 
• . . it needs to be a total system because an important man-
agement function is to assure that all parts of the operation 
are in balance with one another; and in order to examine 
balance,. management needs information about each of the 
parts.2t5 
The comprehensive budget represents a model for the entire organization. 
3. Management planning and control decisions tend to be re~urring 
and rhythmic in nature; they follow a somewhat regular timetable, month 
after month and year after year. For example, the managers of the 
Hypothetical Corporation have decided to review and update the budget 
each month. Therefore, they have established certain guidelines for its 
preparation; the steps to be taken, the dates when each step is to be 
completed, and so on. As Anthony points out, however, some management 
planning and control decisions are irregular in nature--for example, the 
decision by the managers of the Hypothetical Corporation to change the 
price of product Red, the decision to promote Harry Smith to foreman of 
the Assembly Department, and so on. 
4. The data utilized in management planning and control decisions 
are intended to motivate managers to take actions that will lead to 
desired results; rather than the neutral and impersonal data utilized 
in strategic planning .which is derived to show expected results. 
in more formal language, the objective of management 
[planning and] control is goal congruence, that is, the 
system should be set up so that actions that operating man-
agers take in their perceived self interest are also in the 
best interest of the whole organization.29 
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5. A substantial portion of the data needed for management plan-
ning and control decisions are generated internally and generally have 
an underlying financial structure. Much of these data are defined and 
accumulated similarly month after month. Therefore, successful managers 
establish uniform definitions for the basic decision variables. For 
example, in developing the comprehensive budget, the managers of the 
Hypothetical Corporation establish uniform definitions for basic budget 
variables--for example, product costs are calculated using a direct cost 
approach (i.e., to include direct materials, direct labor, and variable 
factory overhead). 
6. Management planning and control data are relatively more 
precise than that used in strategic planning. Furthermore, the data 
needed are relatively easier to identify and determine. However, man...; 
agement planning and control data are relatively less exact than opera-
tional planning and control data and decisions involve judgment. 
7. At this level of the planning hierarchy, managers are concerned 
with communicating, persuading, exhorting, inspiring, and criticizing; 
therefore, management planning and control is essentially applied social 
psychology. 
8. Management planning and control is heavily line oriented; tech-
nical level managers typically participate in decisions. In the words 
of Anthony, "they are the persons whose judgments are incorporated in 
the approved operating plans, a~d they are the persons who must influence 
others and whose performance is measured."3° For example, the production 
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manager of the Hypothetical Corporation's Assembly Department has an 
input into the preparation of the Product Standard Cost Sheets (Schedule 
SC-1, page 341), the Materials Budget--Unit Requirements (Schedule 
MAT-1, pages 349 and 350), the Direct Labor Budget (Schedule LAB-1, page 
358), and the Factory Overhead Expense Budget (Schedule OVH-1, pages 
360 and 361). Similarly, the salespersons and sales manager of the 
Eastern Territory of the Hypothetical Corporation have an input into the 
preparation of the Sales Budget (Schedules SB-1, SB-2, SB-3, and SB-4, 
pages 342 through 346), the Budgeted Contribution Statements (Schedules 
CONT-1, CONT-2, CONT-3, CONT-4, CONT-5, and CONT-6, pages 364 through 
375), and so on. 
9. A relatively large number of persons are typically involved in 
management planning and control decisions; therefore, the communication 
of objectives, goals, decisions, and results throughout the organization 
is relatively complex and extremely important. 
10. Management planning and control costs are managed; costs that 
arise from a periodic (usually yearly) appropriation directly reflecting 
top-management policies. 
Operational Planning and Control. Anthony defines operational plan~ 
ning and control as, "the process. of assuring that specific tasks are 
carried out effectively and efficiently."31 
Operational planning and control is carried on within the framework 
established by both strategic planning and management planning and con-
trol •. These decisions focus on individual tasks and transactions which 
in many cases are capable of being programmed, that is, rules and proce-
dures can be established which prescribe actions that are appropriate 
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for a given set of circumstances. For example, the Hypothetical Corpora-
tion has established a procedure that each time its inventory of raw 
material "deluxe kit" reaches 500 units (its reorder point), the purchas-
ing agent is to order 1,000 units (its economic order quantity). 
Operational planning and control occurs at the lowest level of the 
managerial hierarchy, the technical level. This level is, of course, 
concerned with the actual production and distribution of the firm's 
products or services and it is distinguished by these characteristics: 
1. Relies on day-to-day activities of the organization. 
2. Typically deals with a single task or transaction. 
3. Usually can be reduced to rules and procedures. 
4. The data utilized are rational in nature. Actions to be taken 
are decided by a set of logical rules--individuals follow 
directions. 
5. The data needed for decisions are generated internally. Engi-
neering studies, time and motion studies, and other scientific 
management and operations research techniques are utilized in 
operational planning and control decisions. Data is often non-
monetary; for example, labor hours, machine hours, pounds of 
material and so forth. 
6. Data are exact. For example, the managers of the Hypothetical 
Corporation order raw materials in specific quantities (see 
Schedule MAT-3, pages 353 and 354), direct laborers are paid 
the exact amount due (see Schedules LAB-2, page 359, and CB-1, 
pages 377 and 378), raw materials are used in specific 
quantities (see Schedule MAT-1, pages 349 and 350), and so on. 
7. Rely on mathematical models. "Mathematical models •.• are 
essential characteristics of the operational [planning and] 
32 
control process." 
8. Based on economics and the physical sciences. 
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9. Decisions are typically carried out automatically or by super-
visors. 
10. Decisions can be reduced to standard operating procedures and 
a single or few persons are generally .involved in carrying out 
the task. 
11. Costs are engineered; costs that have an explicit engendered or 
physical, relationship with volume. For example, the Hypothet-
ical Corporation has exact specifications for product Red: 
four feet of wood, two hours labor, and so forth (see Schedule 
SC-1, page 34~; there is a clear-cut and cause-and-effect 
interdependence between costs and production levels. 
The Budgetary Process: An Important 
Aspect of the Management 
Planning Function 
The preceding sections of this chapter discussed the basic char-
acteristics, complexity, and multidimensional nature of the management 
planning process and resulting plans. As this discussion revealed, the 
management planning function is broad in scope. For example, the man-
agers of the Hypothetical Corporation must plan for technological im-
provements, product research and development, product distribution 
channels, advertising campaigns, market strategy, recruitment programs, 
training programs, facilities, profits, and so forth. For purposes of 
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this study, however, only one aspect of the management planning function 
will be considered, that is, those management activities involved in 
planning the operations of small manufacturing companies in order to 
achieve their short-run financial goals. The formal plan resulting from 
this aspect of the management planning process is, of course, the 
comprehensive budget. Therefore, the purpose of this section is to 
relate the budgetary process and resulting comprehensive budget to the 
management planning function. Because of the important and direct rela-
tionship between the budgetary process and the management planning func-
tion, the discussion will frequently summarize and reference earlier 
material in this chapter. 
Budgetary Process Defined 
For purposes of this study the terms "budgetary process," "budget-
ing," and "comprehensive budgeting" will be used interchangeably to 
refer to those aspects of the management planning process involved in 
developing and utilizing the comprehensive budget. Budgeting is an 
important aspect of the management planning function and, therefore, 
involves the future, action, and an element of personal or organizational 
identification or causation. Decision-making, forecasting, and program-
ming are distinguished from budgeting (for a discussion see the section 
entitled "Planning Defined," pages 126 through 128). 
Comprehensive Budget Defined 
As discussed in the introductory chapter the terms "comprehensive 
budget" and "budget" are used interchangeably to refer to: a comprehen-
sive, coordinated plan of action for the operationp of a small 
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manufacturing company for a specific (relatively short) period of time 
expressed in dollars. As this definition implies, the budget model 
developed in this study is concerned with: 
1. A comprehensive plan of action; the activities of every segment 
of the organization or system are included. 
2. A coordinated plan of action; the interrelationships and.inter-
dependencies between segments of the organization or system are 
. d 33 recogn1ze . 
3. The planning aspects of the budgetary process; the control 
34 
aspects of the budget are not of primary concern. 
4. Planning the operations or activities of small manufacturing 
companies. In other words, the term "budget" refers to operat-
ing budgets and not capital budgets. 
5. Small manufacturing companies, formal organizations, arid complex 
systems. Although the model could probably be used in other 
types of companies, they are not considered. 
6. A relatively short period of time (usually one year). There-
fore, management considers existing physical and human resources 
as fixed or given. 
Advantages of Budgeting 
Comprehensive budgeting facilitates the preformance of the manage-
ment process. As previously defined by the writer, management involves: 
the effective and efficient utilization of scarce economic resources 
such as information, materials, money, labor, and facilities in order to 
achieve the immediate and long-run goals of a small manufacturing 
company. The comprehensive budget aids managers in planning for the 
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effective and efficient utilization of the organization's existing 
scarce economic resources, therefore, effective budgeting facilitates 
effective management. Budgeting also (a) facilitates coordinated, 
purposeful action, (b) highlights inconsistencies in the organization's 
activities, (c) helps managers avoid delays, (d) facilitates the effec-
tive and efficient utilization of scarce managerial resources, (e) 
facilitates managerial planning, organizing, directing, and controlling, 
(f) emphasizes the importance of goals and objectives, and (g) permits 
organizations to survive in an environment that is always changing (for 
a discussion see the section "Advantages of Planning," pages 128 and 
129). 
Limitations of Budgeting 
The benefits of budgeting are limited because budgeting (a) takes 
time, (b) is expensive, (c) tends to make an organization inflexible, 
(d) involves·an uncertain future, and (e) tends to limit innovative and 
creative responses by those who carry out budgets (for a discussion 
see the section entitled "Limitations of Planning," page 130). 
Budgetary Process 
The budgetary process involves (a) uncovering problems and 
opportunities, (b) setting budget objectives, (c) establishing budget 
premises, (d) determining alternative courses of action, (e) evaluating 
alternative courses of action, (f) choosing an alternative, and (g) 
implementing the budget (for a discussion see the section entitled "The 
Planning Process," pages 131 through 134). 
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Dimensions £f Budgeting 
As previously discussed (see pages 134 through 139), the planning 
process and resulting plans are multidimensional in nature and can be 
described in terms of (1) a horizontal dimension, (2) a vertical 
dimension, (3) a time and causality dimension, and (4) an action dimen-
sion. 
Horizontal Dimension. Management is concerned with planning and 
developing plans for different degrees ·of futurity; planning can be 
viewed on a continuum ranging from short-range to long-range planning. 
In this study budgeting is concerned with a relatively short period of 
time (usually one year). However, in developing the comprehensive 
budget managers must consider the implication of planning for all other 
degrees of futurity along the continuum; plans for the various time 
periods are interdependent. 
Vertical Dimension. The planning process can be viewed on a 
vertical dimension as a hierarchy of planning levels and resulting 
plans. Figure 12, page 157, illustrates the planning hierarchy and 
its relationship to the comprehensive budget. As illustrated, the high-
est level of the planning hierarchy involves the establishment of the 
organization's overall objectives. Decision variables at this level of 
the planning hierarchy include (a) the characteristics of top manage-
ment, (b) the political-legal system, (c) the sociocultural system, 
(d) the technological environment, (e) the economic system, and (f) 
the long-term emergent forces. 
At the second level of the planning hierarchy, specific goals are 
STRATEGIC 
PLANNING 
MANAGEMENT 
PLANNING AND 
CONTROL 
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Characteristics of top managem~nt - K~>k taking-cautious. 
al t ru istic-sel f~serving, goal-orien tt'd-org:a tl i1.: 
Technological Emerging systems 
of communication. transportation, 
..-----:-->---<::-::---''ncrgy supply, food supply 
Political-legal Environment concerning 
property ownership. re,lraint of trade•. 
human rights. right to wod;, taxation 
Snc·iomltural · Attitude'S about work. individuality. 
collectivism, family, people. nature 
Projected air, water, and sound pollution control 
and estimated costs of controlling 
Projected availability of needed 
raw materials and prices 
Projected gross national product 
and its distribution 
Projected competitors' products 
and selling prices 
· Projected health and safety requirements 
and estimated costs of sustaining them 
Projected energy availability and prices 
Projected competitor and industry sales 
patterns: distribution of market shares 
Prices of inputs (materials. labor. 
and supplies) 
Present skills and resources 
Competitors' products and 
selling prices: markets 
Stock market attractiveness. 
dividend payout 
Othn long-term 
emergent force:, 
Con~umer income. 
Projected managerial capability 
Projected R & D capability 
Projected production capacity 
Projected major tax changes 
Other projected issues 
Projected availability of funds: 
intermediate financial policy 
Projected union settlements, 
management compensation trends 
Projected minority and women hiring 
and retention requirements 
Expected orders for next twelve months 
Other information 
Plant maintenance 
Current tax regulations 
Composition of assets and liabilities 
Source: Adapted from Jack Gray and Kenneth S. Johnston, Accounting and 
Management Action (2nd ed., New York, 1977), p. 7. 
Figure 12. The Planning Hierarchy and its Relationship to the 
Comprehensive Budget 
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established. Decision variables at this level include (a) projected 
pollution controls and their associated costs, (b) projected availabil-
ity of needed raw materials and prices, (c) projected gross national 
product and its distribution, (d) projected competitors products and 
selling prices, and so on. 
At the third level of the planning hierarchy, organization goals 
are translated into specific activities aimed· at fixed attainable 
targets. These targets are summarized and formalized in the comprehen-
sive budget. Decision variables at this level include (a) prices of 
basic inputs--materials, labor, and supplies, (b) present skills and 
resources, (c) competitors' products and selling prices (markets), and 
so forth (see pages 136 to 138, for examples and a discussion of each 
planning level). 
As the double-headed, large arrows in Figure 12 indicate, success-
ful planning necessitates continuous interaction and feedback among the 
planning levels. As indicated, the comprehensive budget is developed 
within the overall framework of the organization's overall objectives, 
and specific goals. Further, the comprehensive budget and the degree 
to which it was attained influences the organization's overall objec-
tives and specific goals. 
Time and Causality Dimension. The budgetary process involves 
continuous interaction and feedback between exploratory forecasting and 
normative forecasting (for a discussion see pages 138 and 139). 
Action Dimension. There is a continuous interaction between 
comprehensive budgeting and the activities taken to implement the 
budget. The comprehensive budget determines the operating activities 
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undertaken by the small manufacturing company during the budget period. 
Similarly, the degree to which prior budgets were attained affects the 
budgetary process (for a discussion see page 139). 
The Budgetary Process and Anthony's 
Planning Framework 
It is useful to analyze the budgetary process utilizing the con-
ceptual planning framework developed by Anthony wherein he identified 
three levels in the planning hierarchy: (1) strategic planning, (2) 
management planning and control, and (3) operational planning and con-
trol (see pages 139 through 152 for a discussion). Anthony's framework 
coincides closely with the vertical dimension of the budgetary process 
discussed on pages 156 to 158, and summarized in Figure 12. As 
indicated, strategic planning involves the establishment of the organiza-
tion's overall objectives and specific goals. Management planning and 
control which is carried on within the guidelines of strategic planning 
involves translating the organization's goals and specific activities 
aimed at fixed attainable goals. Planning decisions derived at this 
level of the planning hierarchy are formalized in the comprehensive 
budget. The characteristics of Anthony's management planning and con-
trol decisions as summarized in Table VI (pages 142 and 143) are, 
therefore, characteristics of the budgetary process. 
Summary 
This.chapter has presented a basic framework for planning the 
operations of small manufacturing companies. The first section of 
this chapter discussed the basic characteristics~ complexity and 
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multidimensional nature of the management planning function. This over-
all framework was then related to a particular aspect of the management 
planning process; those planning activities involved in developing the 
comprehensive budget. The budget model developed in this study and 
described in the next chapter generates a comprehensive budget consistent 
with the overall framework discussed above. 
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CHAPTER V 
A FLEXIBLE, COMPUTERIZED BUDGET MODEL FOR 
SMALL MANUFACTURING COMPANIES 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to develop a flexible computerized 
budget model for small manufacturing companies that (1) provides stu-
dents, future managers and management consultants with a tool for 
assessing the impact of changes in the basic budget variables and (2) 
provides the managers of such firms with a tool for planning and 
coordinating the activities of their companies in order to achieve their 
short-run financial goals. 
This chapter describes the computerized budget model developed in 
this study and is divided into four main sections: (1) the overall 
framework of the budget model, a decision model, is presented, (2) the 
general characteristics of the budget model are discussed, (3) the 
computer program, the data input, and the budget output are described, 
and (4) the procedures taken to test the model are outlined. The 
assumed typical small manufacturing company, the Hypothetical Corpora-
tion, will be used for illustrative purposes in this chapter (see page 
70 for a discussion). 
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Overall Framework of Budget Model: 
A Decision Model 
As Horngren has suggested, the comprehensive budget is probably the 
best approximation of a formal model for a small manufacturing company. 1 
As previously discussed a model is a simplified representation of 
reality which permits the solution of complex problems by focusing on 
only a portion of the key features of the real world. 
Models of Small Manufacturing Companies 
A model of a typically small manufacturing company is useful to 
students and managers (decision makers) because it: {1) provides a 
basis for studying and understanding the complex relationships, inter-
relationships, and interdependencies of small manufacturing companies, 
(2) furnishes a tool for assessing and predicting the effects of changes 
in certain aspects of the small manufacturing company on the performance 
of the organization, and (3) substitutes for the real company thus 
allowing analysis that otherwise would be impossible or too time-
consuming or expensive. 
Many types of models for small manufacturing companies have been 
developed; for example, (1) the pictorial model of cash flowing through 
a business enterprise (see Figure 2, page 51), (2) the abbreviated 
organization chart for the Hypothetical Corporation, a typical small 
manufacturing company (see Figures 3, 4, and 5, pages 71 through 73), 
(3) the model of a basic system (see Figure 6, page 85), (4) the simple 
organizational systems model (see Figure 7, page 89), and (5) the model 
of the Hypothetical Corporation as a system (see Figure 8, page 93). As 
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is obvious, each of these models is representative of the typical small 
manufacturing firm, yet each is different because each model incorporates 
certain aspects of the real world and simultaneously omits others. 
The Budget Model: A Decision Model 
As advocated by authorities in model building, a model's usefulness 
depends upon the decision to be made. Therefore, the purpose of this 
section is to briefly discuss the overall framework for the budget 
model--a decision model. This discussion focuses on the nature of the 
decision to be made by users of the model, that is, the decision: (1) 
involves a formal organization, (2) facilitates the management process, 
(3) involves planning, (4) involves the operations of a small manufactur-
ing company, and (5) is part of the planning or budgetary process. 
1. Involves a formal organization. The budget model developed in 
this study is designed to assist in making decisions about the opera-
tions of small manufacturing companies, which as discussed in Chapter II 
are formal organizations and complex systems. The generalized model of 
a typical small manufacturing company (see Figure 8, page 93) establishes 
the overall framework for the budget model described in this chapter. 
This model depicts the typical small manufacturing company as a dynamic 
system, continually interacting with its environment by converting 
(transforming) scarce economic resources (inputs) into final products 
(outputs). As this model illustrates, the typical small manufacturing 
company is a subsystem of larger systems in its environment and 
. 2 
represents a complex of interrelated and interdependent segments. The 
following are examples of the interrelationships and interdependencies 
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built into the budget model. (The Hypothetical Corporation example will 
be used for illustrative purposes.) 
a. The relationship between the planned activities of the 
marketing function segments (projected sales) and the planned 
activities of the production function segments (planned production) 
is built into the budget model using the following mathematical 
equation: projected sales plus desired ending finished goods 
inventory minus beginning finished goods inventory equals planned 
production (see Schedule PRB-2, page 348). 
b. The relationship between the activities of the production 
department (direct labor costs) and the finance department (cash 
payments) is built into the budget or decision model using the 
following mathematical equation: direct labor costs equal increase 
in cash payments (see Schedule CB-1, page 377 and 378). 
c. For the Hypothetical Corporation the relationship (Sales 
Revenue) between Sam Snead, Lawrence Welk, and the Eastern 
Territory is expressed in the following equation: Sales Revenue 
(Sam Snead) plus Sales Revenue (Lawrence Welk) equals Sales 
Revenue (Eastern Territory) (see Schedule SB-4, pages 345 and 
346). 
2. Facilitates the management process. The budget model developed 
in this study is designed to facilitate the management decision process. 
Basically the systems approach recognizes that the manager performs a 
vital function within small manufacturing companies by coordinating the 
activities of the numerous interrelated and interdependent segments and 
relating them to the environment in order to achieve the organization's 
goals and objectives. In fulfilling their responsibilities managers 
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perform certain basic functions; they plan, organize, direct, and con-
trol the activities of the small manufacturing company. These managerial 
functions which are complex, interrelated, and interdependent, pervade 
the entire system. (This is illustrated by the grid lines in the 
generalized model of a small manufacturing company, Figure 8, page 93.) 
Inextricably interrelated with all of the managerial functions is deci-
sion making (see page 107 for discussion). 
3. Involves planning. The budget model developed in this study 
is intended to assist managers in planning decisions involving the 
activities of small manufacturing companies. As defined by the author 
in Chapter III, planning is concerned with selecting future courses of 
action and developing plans for the organization as a whole and for each 
segment of the organization in order to move the organization towards the 
accomplishment of its goals and objectives. Planning is the mental 
process of thinking about what should be done, how it should be done, 
where action is to be effected, who is responsible, and why such action 
is necessary. As discussed in Chapter IV, planning involves the future, 
planning involves action, and planning involves an element of personal 
or organizational identification or causation. Decision making, fore-
casting, and programming are distinguished from planning. The discussion 
in Chapter IV revealed that management planning is all pervasive and a 
necessary prerequisite for effective management. 
4. Involves the operations of a small manufacturing company. The 
budget model developed in this study was designed to facilitate a partic-
ular type of management planning decision--a decision involving the cur-
rent operations of a small manufacturing company. Management planning 
decisions of this type are translated into the comprehensive budget for 
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implementation. The basic characteristics of the comprehensive budget 
developed in this study were discussed in Chapter IV, pages 153 and 
154. 
5. Part of the planning or budgetary process. As discussed in 
Chapter IV (see pages 131 through 134) it is frequently convenient to 
study the planning and budgetary process by considering the nature of 
the steps taken in developing and implementing the plans and budgets. 
The following steps are typical of those encountered in the management 
literature: (1) discovering problems and opportunities, (2) setting 
planning objectives, (3) establishing planning premises, (4) determining 
alternative courses of action, (5) evaluating alternative courses of 
action, (6) choosing an alternative, and (7) implementing the plan. The 
following steps in the planning or budgetary process are of particular 
concern for purposes of this study. 
In evaluating alternative courses of action (step 5), management 
weighs the desirability (anticipated outcomes) of each alternative 
course of action in conjunction with the planning and budget premises 
and objectives. The budget model developed in this study, of course, 
provides students and managers with a valuable tool for weighing 
alternative courses of action. 
In choosing an alternative (step 6), managers select a particular 
course of action after considering the basic premises, constraints, 
organization goals and objectives, the anticipated adaptability of the 
budget, and the cost and time involved in implementing the budge~. 
In implementing the plan (step 7), management translates the 
selected course of action into plans or budgets and derivative plans or 
schedules. For example, the comprehensive budget generated by the 
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budget model in this study implements the course of action selected by 
the decision maker (student or manager) regarding the operation of a 
small manufacturing company. 
Use of Model 
As the above discussion indicates, the computerized budget model 
developed in this study is to aid decision makers (students and managers) 
evaluate alternative courses of action involving the operations of small 
manufacturing companies, formal organizations, and complex systems. As 
previously discussed, conventional manual techniques tend to make the 
budget an inflexible management tool. Because of the time and cost 
involved in developing the budget, managers perceive that only a limited 
number of alternatives can be evaluated. 3 In fact, for many managers 
the budget is regarded as a programming tool only; a tool for translating 
4 the selected course of action into a comprehensive budget. The 
computerized budget model developed in this study, however, has been 
designed as a flexible management tool; that is, it allows decision 
makers (students and managers) to evaluate the consequences of alterna-
tive courses of action at minimum cost and loss of time. Because of 
this flexibility, .decision makers can investigate numerous alternatives 
and as a result make more informed, hopefully better, decisions. 
The budget model automatically programs each alternative course of 
action; for each alternative evaluated the decision maker (student or 
manager) can instruct the computer to output one or more of the budget 
schedules. The nature of the model output is discussed later in this 
chapter. 
General Characteristics of Computerized 
Budget Model 
The general characteristics of the computerized budget model, a 
decision model, are discussed briefly in this section. 
Case-Study Model 
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The budget model is a case-study model (also referred to as a 
heuristic or simulation model) which allows the decision maker (student 
or manager) to view the implications of two or more possible courses of 
action. Using such a model, a decision maker searches through alterna-
tive courses of action on a trial and error basis until the decision 
maker finds an alternative that is expected to produce desired goals or 
a satisfactory solution. For example, the managers of the Hypothetical 
Corporation are considering five different selling prices for the 
company's product Red in the coming budget period. However, selling 
price is inversely related to projected sales volume and as selling 
price increases, projected sales volume decreases. The five different 
selling prices represent five alternative courses of action. The 
anticipated relationship between selling price and projected sales 
volume are presented in Table VII, page 171. 
Utilizing the budget model developed in this study, the managers of 
the Hypothetical Corporation prepare five data input cards, one for each 
alternative. The budget model is then run five times, once for each 
alternative data card. The output of the budget model, the set of 
budget schedules specified by the user, permits the decision maker (stu-
dent or manager) to evaluate the consequences of each alternative. It 
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is assumed that the decision maker searches until a satisfactory alterna-
tive is found. (For a discussion of why a case-study model was selected 
rather than an optimization model see pages 9 through 12.) 
Alternative 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
TABLE VII 
ANTICIPATED RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SELLING PRICE 
AND PROJECTED SALES VOLUME 
Selling Price per Projected Sales 
Unit of Red (Units) 
$10.00 10,000 
9.00 12,000 
8.00 13,000 
7.00 15,000 
6.00 17,000 
Deterministic Model 
Volume 
The model is a deterministic model; a model where "for a specific 
set of input values, there is a uniquely determined output that rep-
resents the solution of a model under conditions of certainty."5 For 
example, for each of the five alternative courses of action considered 
by the managers of the Hypothetical Corporation above, the budget model 
generates a unique sales revenue figure and a unique net income figure. 
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(For a discussion of why a deterministic model was chosen rather than a 
probabilistic model, see pages 12 and 13.) 
The managers of the Hypothetical Corporation, of course, recognize 
that the future is uncertain. Therefore, in planning the operations of 
their company for the coming budget period these managers evaluate 
projected net income for each alternative by considering (1) pessimistic 
outcomes, (2) expected outcomes, and (3) optimistic outcomes. By 
evaluating alternative courses of action in this way the managers of 
the Hypothetical Corporation can approximate a probabilistic model. 
Predictive Model 
The budget model is a predictive model; a model indicating that 
II 
. if this occurs, then that will follow .. [such models] relate 
dependent and independent variables and permit trying out 'what if' 
questions."6 For example, the managers of the Hypothetical Corporation 
are considering the following questions: 
1. What will happen to projected net income if we sell product 
Red for: $10? $9? $8? $7? $6? 
2. What will happen to projected net income if the direct labor 
rate increases by 10 percent? 
3. What will happen to projected net income if the price of our 
raw material "deluxe kit" increases by 20 percent? 
4. What will happen to projected net income if we increase 
advertising expenditures by $10,000 in the Eastern Territory? 
5. What will happen to projected net income if we increase sales 
salaries by $10,000 and decrease the sales commission rate by 
two percent? 
6. What will happen to plant capacity as measured in terms of 
machine hours if we change our product mix? 
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The budget model developed in this study will permit the managers 
to predict the consequences of each of these alternatives at minimum 
cost and loss of time. 
Symbolic Model 
The budget model is a symbolic model; a model that uses symbols to 
describe the real world. Such models permit decision makers (students 
and managers) to use". • techniques of logic and mathematics [to] 
consider interrelationships and combinations of circumstances that would 
otherwise be beyond the scope of any human being."7 
Dynamic Model 
The budget model is dynamic; that is, it is a model having time as 
an independent variable. The budget model provides for a maximum of 12 
time periods. As is evident, the activities that are planned for the 
first budget period affect the activities planned for the second budg~t 
period, and so on. For example, in developing the cash budget, it is 
evident that the cash balance at the end of the first budget period, 
becomes the beginning cash balance for the second budget period, and so 
on. 
Planning Segment Approach 
The budget model developed in this study takes a segment approach 
to the planning process. Segment accounting is a concept closely 
related to responsibility accounting. However, while responsibility 
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accounting is "concerned only with the assignment of costs to organiza-
tiona! units for control purposes," segment accounting is concerned with 
"the assignment of all costs and revenues on a: responsibility basis for 
'both' planning and controlling .•. "8 
Raymond P. Marple defines a planning segment as "any part or sub-
division of an accounting entity which is separately recognized for 
1 . ..9 
. p ann1ng ... purposes. Marple presents the following reasons 
for taking the segment approach to the planning process. 
Most of management's planning •.. decisions do notre-
late to the business as a whole but to the parts or segments 
of which it is composed. Management's primary interest is in 
the contribution which each of these segments makes to the 
overall company results. 
The term, 'segment' is used •.• to emphasize the fact 
that the many subdivisions of the business with which manage-
ment must be concerned are not independent units or entities 
in their own rights. Rather they are interdependent arms or 
agencies of the business • • . 
Each of the segments of a business which is recognized 
for management planning ••• purposes contributes, either 
positively or negatively, to the results of the business but 
only the business ~ earn !!_ profit E£ sustain ~ loss. It 
is not possible to measure objectively the income or loss of 
a segment of the business.lO 
As Marple points out, management really needs to know "what is 
responsible for each item of cost and revenue" in order to plan effec-
. 1 11 t1ve y. Segment accounting assigns expenses and revenues to planning 
segments based on the answer to this question. A planning segment is 
either (1) an organization segment or (2) a product segment. 
Organization Segment. An organization planning segment is any part 
of a business entity .that can be identified as part of the formal 
organization and is separately recognized for planning purposes. For 
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example, each of the boxes illustrated on the Hypothetical Corporation's 
organization chart represents an organ~zation segment (see Figures 3, 4, 
and 5, pages 71 through 73). The model distinguishes three main types 
of organization planning segments: (1) marketing function segments, 
(2) production function segments, and (3) other administrative segments. 
The characteristics and limitations of each type of organization segment 
as used in this model are discussed briefly below. 
1. Marketing function segments. The model provides for a maximum 
of three levels of marketing function segments. To illustrate, the 
Hypothetical Corporation has three levels of sales segments (see Figure 
4, page 72). For purposes of this study the following terms will be 
used to refer to these three organization levels: the Vice-President of 
Marketing will be referred to as the level 1 sales segm~nt, the three 
sales territories (Eastern, Western and Southern) will be referred to 
as level ~ sales segments, and the individual salespersons (Sam Snead, 
Lawrence Welk, Willy Mays, Gary Gumbo, Jim Jones, Paul Harvey, and 0. J. 
Simpson) will be referred to as level 3 sales segments. 
The budget model has been designed to allow users flexibility in 
defining the organization sales segments that are appropriate for their 
particular firm. For example, one company may find it appropriate for 
planning purposes to define their sales segments as follows: 
Sales Segment Level 
1 
2 
3 
Organization Unit 
Vice-President of Marketing 
Sales Districts 
Sales Territories 
However, another company may find it desirable to use only two levels of 
sales segments: 
Sales Segment Level 
1 
2 
Organization Unit 
Vice-President of Marketing 
Sales Districts 
12 It is also possible for the user to specify only one sales segment. 
2. Production function segments. The budget model provides for 
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two major types of production function segments: (a) producing depart-
ments and (b) service departments. 
A producing department is one in which manual and machine 
operations are performed directly upon any part of the product 
manufactured. More specifically, producing departments are 
those whose costs may be charged to the product because they 
have contributed directly to its production, such as machin-
ing, forming, upholstering, or assembling departments. 
A service department is one that is not directly engaged 
in production but renders a particular type of service for the 
benefit of other departments.l3 
The Hypothetical Corporation, for example, has three production de-
partments: Machinery, Grinding, and Assembly (see Figure 5, page 73). 
Because the Vice-President of Production, the Plant Manager, the Purchas-
ing Department, the Power and Heat Department, and the Maintenance 
Department render necessary services to the production departments they 
are classified as service departments for purposes of this study. 
3. Other administrative segments. Any organization segment that 
is not directly involved in the marketing function or the production 
function is classified in this study as an other administrative 
(organization) segment. For example, the Hypothetical Corporation has 
two such segments: the President and the Vice-President of Finance 
(see Figure 3, page 71). 
Product Segments. Any product produced by the organization which 
is separately identified for planning purposes is referred to as a 
product segment. For example, the Hypothetical Corporation is assumed 
to produce three products: Red, Blue, and Green. Therefore, in devel-
oping the budget management identifies three product planning segments, 
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one for each product. The model has been designed to accumulate costs 
and revenues by responsible product segments and as a result can 
generate Budget Contribution Statements for each product at each 
organizational level (for example, see Schedules CONT-4, pages 370 and 
371; CONT-5, pages 372 and 373; and CONT-6, pages 374 and 375). 
Direct Cost Approach 
The budget model developed in this study assumes a direct cost 
approach to the budgetary process. This approach is justified by the 
fact that: 
costs and revenues relevant to the decision are • • • 
incremental costs and revenues . . • Other costs and revenues 
which are not changed in total amount by the decision pro-
posed are irrelevant to it because they do not affect the 
comparison.l4 
The direct costs of a planning segment are defined as: 
. the costs which can be traced to that segment on a 
responsibility basis. They are the costs which exist because 
the segment exists, that would disappear if the segment dis-
appeared. All costs would disappear if the company were dis-
continued, hence all costs are direct costs of the company as 
a whole. As we move to smaller and smaller segments more 
costs become indirect or common costs. They are the costs 
that can be disregarded in judging the smaller segment be-
cause they will be unaffected by what happens to that seg-
ment.15 
As the above definition implies, only those costs that are directly 
traceable to a planning segment are identified with that segment. Such 
costs can be either variable or fixed. It is noted that fixed costs 
can be traceable to a product segment. For example, if the Grinding 
Department of the Hypothetical Corporation produced only produGt Green, 
then the $144,000 of fixed costs traceable to the Grinding Department 
would also be traceable to the product Green (i.e., if the Hypothetical 
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Corporation stopped producing product Green there would be no need for 
the Grinding Department and, therefore, it would disappear). However, 
it is also noted that although such fixed costs are traceable to a 
product segment representing all units of product Green sold during the 
period, they are not traceable to an individual unit of product Green 
(i.e., if the Hypothetical Corporation produced and sold one less unit, 
the Grinding Department would still exist in order to produce the other 
70,409 units of product Green). Under the direct cost approach, there-
fore, units of inventory are valued to include only those costs that are 
traceable to them. In other words, units of inventory are valued to 
include direct materials, direct labor, and variable factory overhead. 
Direct costs are frequently referred to as traceable costs and 
therefore the two terms are used interchangeably in this dissertation. 
The application of a direct cost approach along with segment 
accounting or responsibility accounting is not surprising, in fact, 
" ••• the assignment of all costs and revenues to separate planning 
segments on a responsibility basis is merely an application of direct 
costing • . 
Computerized Budget Model 
The purpose of this section is to briefly describe: (1) the 
computer program, (2) the basic data input cards, and (3) the budget 
schedules output by the budget model. 
Computer Program 
The computer program for the budget model was written in COBOL 
(COmmon Business Oriented Language) for the following reasons: 
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(1) COBOL is most frequently used by business firms and (2) COBOL made 
it relatively easy to generate the budget schedules. Every effort was 
made to document the model so that those unfamiliar with COBOL program-
ming could understand the model's operation. A copy of the complete 
program is presented in Appendix B. 
Data Input 
The necessary budget data is input into the model in four main 
groups of cards: (1) start up cards, (2) marketing function data cards, 
(3) production !unction data cards, and (4) other data cards. The 
nature of each group is discussed briefly below while detailed instruc-
tions for preparing the data input cards are presented in Appendix A. 
Start Q£ Cards. The purpose of the start up cards is to define the 
basic parameters of the budget and the organization for which the budget 
is being prepared, including: 
1. The number of: level 3 sales segments (maximum 99), level 2 
sales segments (maximum 99), production departments (maximum 
20), service departments (maximum 10), number of other 
administrative departments (no maximum), number of products 
(maximum SO), number of raw materials (maximum 500). 
2. The number of budget periods to be used (maximum 12), the 
initial budget period, the length of the budget period (month, 
quarter, year, or other). 
3. The budget schedules to be printed out by budget model. 
\ 
Twenty-four sets of budget schedules are developed and can be 
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output by the budget model (see Table VIII, page 184, for list-
ing and Appendix C for example printouts). 
4. The name of the small manufacturing company. 
Marketing Function Data Cards. The marketing function data cards 
input projected revenues and expenses related to marketing, and include: 
1. The marketing fixed cost names. The budget model has been 
designed to allow flexibility in naming the marketing fixed 
costs that are significant for decision making purposes. It is 
possible to use from one to three marketing fixed cost clas-
sifications. 
2. The amount of each marketing fixed cost traceable to each 
marketing function sales segment and each product segment for 
each budget period. 
3. The name of each level 2 sales segment and each level 3 sales 
segment. 
4. The variable cost rates for each level 3 sales segment for 
transportation, commissions, and other variable marketing ex-
penses. 
5. Projected sales for each product sold by each level 3 sales 
segment for each budget period and the associated estimated 
selling price. 
Production Function Data Cards. The production function data cards 
input expenses relating to the production process and define any produc-
tion constraints that may limit the marketing activity. The following 
data are included with this group of cards: 
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1. The name of each production department. 
2. The hourly labor or piece rate, the variable overhead rate, the 
overhead unit (direct labor hours, machine hours, etc.), and 
the maximum overhead units available for each production depart-
ment. 
3. Data relating to semifixed costs and the amount of fixed costs 
traceable to each production department in each budget period. 
4. The budget model permits management to measure up to three 
production constraints other than overhead units. For example, 
it is assumed that the managers of the Hypothetical Corporation 
consider machine hours to be the best measure for estimating 
variable overhead expenses. However, management recognizes 
that the department's production is constrained by labor hours 
as well as machine hours. In this case, therefore, they input 
the name of the constraint (DLH) and the maximum number of 
units of the constraint available. 
5. The name, costing unit, standard price, estimated beginning 
inventory, and desired ending inventory for each budget period, 
for each raw material used in production. 
6. The name, estimated beginning inventory, and desired ending 
inventory for each budget period for each product produced. 
7. The raw materials required, the amount of each raw material 
required, the labor required, the overhead units required, for 
each production department for each product. 
Other Data Cards. The purpose of the other data cards is to inp~t 
any remaining data necessary to generate desired budget schedules and 
consist of: 
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1. The name, variable overhead rate, and service unit (maintenance 
hour, etc.) for each service department. 
2. The amount of fixed costs traceable to each service department 
in each budget period. 
3. The production departments each service department serves and 
the associated interdepartment relationship, that is, the rela-
tionship between the level of production in the producing 
departments (as measured in overhead units) and the number of 
service units required. 
4. The semifixed cost data for each service department. 
5. The name of each other administrative department and the fixed 
costs traceable to the department in each budget period. 
6. The name and amount associated with each budget period for 
each other income item, each other expense item, each other 
cash receipt item, and each other disbursement item. 
7. The estimated beginning cash balance and the desired ending 
cash balance for each budget period. 
8. The amount of noncash expenses associated with each budget 
period. The budget model requires that the user sum the amount 
of all noncash expenses associated with each budget period. 
9. The percentage of sales on account, the anticipated beginning 
accounts receivable, and the anticipated collection of accounts 
receivable. 
10. The percentage of purchases on account, the anticipated begin-
ning accounts payable, and the anticipated payment schedule. 
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Computer Output 
The purpose of the computer program is to generate a set of budget 
schedules making up the comprehensive budget. Contemporary budget text-
books were examined to determine the kinds of schedules usually produced 
and as a result of the analysis, the following budget output was defined. 
Budget Schedules. The budget model generates 24 sets of budget 
schedules as outlined in Table VIII, page 184, with examples of each 
presented in Appendix C of this study. Every effort was made to make 
the schedules meaningful and easy to read. The decision maker (student 
or manager) specifies the budget schedules required for any one computer 
run. 
Case-Study Approach. As previously stated, the budget is a case-
study model. Therefore, although users are encouraged to analyze the 
impact of the plan of action for the organization as a whole, there will 
be many times in the trial and error experimental phase of the planning 
process when they will be interested only in those aspects of the plan 
1 . . . 17 posing critica constra1nts on ex1st1ng resources. In most cases, it 
will be useless to generate the entire set of budgets during this phase; 
therefore, users are encouraged to familiarize themselves with the 
entire set of budget schedules and decide which reports are required at 
each step of the planning process. In the final phases of the planning 
process users will likely want to analyze most of the possible budget 
schedules. 
Contribution Approach. The budget model developed in this study 
takes a contribution approach in developing budget schedules; variable 
Schedule 
Number 
SC-1 
SB-1 
SB-2 
SB-3 
SB-4 
PRB-1 
PRB-2 
MAT-1 
MAT-2 
MAT-3 
MAT-4 
LAB-1 
LAB-2 
OVH-1 
SC-1 
CONT-1 
CONT-2 
CONT-3 
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TABLE VIII 
BUDGET SCHEDULES OUTPUT BY THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
Example 
Page Report Set 
341 Standard cost sheet 
342 Sales budget--units of product 
343 Sales budget--sales revenue dollars 
344 Sales budget-,-sales revenue dollars, level 2 sales 
segment 
345-346 Sales budget--sales revenue dollars, level 3 sales 
segment 
347 Production budget--summary 
348 Production budget--detailed calculations 
349-350 Materials budget--unit requirements 
351-352 Materials budget--cost of materials used in produc-
tion 
353-354 Raw materials purchase budget--unit requirements 
355-356 Raw materials purchase budget--cost of materials 
purchased 
357 Raw materials purchase budget--detailed calculations 
358 Direct labor budget--labor hours required 
359 Direct labor cost budget 
360-361 Factory overhead expense budget 
362-363 Constraint report 
364-365 Projected income statement 
366-367 Budgeted contribution statement--level 2 sales seg-
ment 
368-369 Budgeted contribution statement--level 3 sales seg-
ment 
' 
Schedule Example 
Number Page 
CONT-4 370-371 
TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Report Set 
Budgeted contribution statement--product at total 
organization level 
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CONT-5 372-373 Budgeted contribution statement--product at level 2 
sales segment 
CONT-6 374-375 
CONT-7 376 
CB-1 377-378 
Budgeted contribution statement--product at level 3 
sales segment 
Budget of other income and other expenses 
Cash budget 
costs are separated from fixed costs in order to focus on the contribu-
tion produced by the various revenue generating segments. A segment's 
contribution is defined as the dollar amount remaining after direct 
fixed costs have been deducted from its variable margin. A planning 
segment's variable margin is defined as the difference between its 
revenues and direct variable costs. The contribution approach was 
chosen for purposes of this study because managers are primarily con-
cerned with the contribution each planning segment makes towards overall 
1 d b . 18 company resu ts as measure y net 1ncome. 
Budgeted Contribution Schedules. As summarized in Table IX, page 
186, the budget model will generate (upon request) a ''Projected Income 
Statement" presenting the budgeted variable margin and taxable income 
for the organization as a whole (e.g., see Schedule CONT-1, pages 364 
and 365). In addition, the model will generate a "Budgeted Contribution 
Schedule 
CONT-1 
CONT-2 
CONT-3 
CONT-4 
CONT-5 
CONT-6 
TABLE IX 
SETS OF BUDGETED CONTRIBUTION STATEMENTS GENERATED BY THE BUDGET MODEL 
Sales Segment 
Level 
1 
2 
3 
l 
2 
3 
Example Output 
on Page 
364-365 
366-367 
368-369 
370-371 
372-373 
374-375 
Description of Budget Set 
A "Projected Income Statement" for total 
organization 
A "Budgeted Contribution Statement" for 
each level 2 sales segment 
A "Budgeted Contribution Statement" for 
each level 3 sales segment 
A "Budgeted Product Contribution Statement" 
for each product sold by the firm as a 
whole 
A "Budgeted Product Contribution Statement" 
for each product for each level 2 sales 
segment 
A "Budgeted Product Contribution Statement" 
for each product for each level 3 sales 
segment 
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Statement" reflecting the estimated contribution produced by each level 
2 sales segment (e.g., see Schedule CONT-2, pages 366 and 367), and by 
each level 3 sales segment (e.g, see Schedule CONT-3, pages 368 and 
369). Finally, the model will generate a "Budgeted Product Contribution 
Statement" reflecting the estimated contribution produced by each 
product for: (a) the firm as a whole (e.g., Schedule CONT-4, pages 370 
and 371); (b) each level 2 sales segment (e.g., see Schedule CONT-5, 
pages 372 and 373); and (c) each level 3 sales segment (e.g., see 
Schedule CONT-6, pages 374 and 375). It is thus possible for the man-
agers of the Hypothetical Corporation to review 44 contribution state-
ments as specified in Table X, page 188. 19 
Testing the Model 
Because of limited financial resources, this researcher was unable 
to test the model using the data of actual small manufacturing firms. 
Therefore, realistic hypothetical data was developed to include every 
conceivable "real world" situation. 
In developing this data the researcher began with a very simple 
20 textbook example. After the budget schedules were verified to be 
correct, the data was elaborated upon to include every conceivable 
modification. The budget model output was tested at each step. The 
resulting data input probably included more unusual conditions and 
constraints than the data of several small manufacturing firms. 
Summary 
This chapter summarized the computerized budget model. Students 
(future managers and management consultants) and the managers of small 
Level l Sales Segment 
Hypothetical Corporation 
Level ~ Sales Segment 
Eastern Territory 
Western Territory 
Southern Territory 
Level 1 Sales Segment 
Sam Snead 
Lawrence Welk 
Willy Mays 
Gary Gumbo 
Jim Jones 
Paul Harvey 
o. J. Simpson 
TABLE X 
POSSIBLE BUDGETED CONTRIBUTION STATEMENTS 
FOR THE HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION 
Organization 
Segment Red 
CONT-1 CONT-4 
CONT-2 CONT-5 
CONT-2 CONT-5 
CONT-2 CONT-5 
CONT-3 CONT-6 
CONT-3 CONT-6 
CONT-3 CONT-6 
CONT-3 CONT-6 
CONT-3 CONT-6 
CONT-3 CONT-6 
CONT-3 CONT-6 
Product Segment 
Blue Green 
CONT-4 CONT-4 
CONT-5 CONT-5 
CONT-5 CONT-5 
CONT-5 CONT-5 
CONT-6 CONT-6 
CONT-6 CONT-6 
CONT-6 CONT-6 
CONT-6 CONT-6 
CONT-6 CONT-6 
CONT-6 CONT-6 
CONT-6 CONT-6 
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manufacturing firms need a flexible computerized budget model because it 
provides a decision model to assist in evaluating alternative courses of 
action involving the operations of a small manufacturing company. 
The characteristics of the budget model were discussed: it is a 
case-study, deterministic, predictive, symbolic, model which takes a 
planning segment, direct cost approach. 
The computerized budget model was discussed: the computer program, 
the data input cards, the computer output, and testing of the model. 
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2Before proceeding the reader is asked to review the sections 
entitled "Generalized Model of a Typical Small Manufacturing Company," 
and "Model of a Subsystem of a Typical Small Manufacturing Company," 
pages 92 to 99 of this study. 
3Ansoff and Brandenburg, p. 226. 
4 Ibid., p. 224. 
5Murdick and Ross, p. 381. 
6 Ibid., p. 379. 
7 Cleland and King, Systems Analysis and Project Management, p. 17. 
8 Raymond P. Marple, "Management Accounting is Coming of Age," 
Management Accounting, 48 (July, 196 7), p. 6. 
9Ibid., P· 5. 
10Ibid. , P· 3. 
11Ibid.' P· 6. 
12As noted in this example, when only two levels of sales segments 
are used in developing the budget the level 2 sales segment is not used. 
This is necessary as the basic sales data (projected sales, selling 
price, etc.) is input into the model at the level 3 sales segment. If 
the user desires to use only one level of sales, then only the level 3 
sales segment is used. 
13Adolph Matz and Milton F. Usry, Cost Accounting: Planning and 
Control (Cincinnati, 1976), p. 51. 
14 McFarland, p. 48. 
15 Marple, p. 7. 
16Ibid., p. 8. 
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17nuring this phase decision makers deal with "what if" ques- . 
tions. For example: What would happen if we increased the selling 
price of product Blue by $5 per unit? What would happen if the price. of 
our raw material "Wood" increases by 10 percent? What would happen if 
we changed our sales mix in the Eastern Territory? 
18 Marple, p. 6. 
19The 44 schedules are computed as follows: lCONT-l + 3CONT-Z + 
7CONT-3 + 3CONT-4 + 9CONT-S + 21CONT-6 = 44 schedules. There are 11 
contribution statements for organization segments (lCONT~l + 3CONT-Z + 
7CONT-3) and 33 for product segments (3CONT- 4 + 9CONT-S + 21CONT-G). 
20B .. oer, pp. 70-125. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Problem 
Managers all too often regard the budget as a necessary evil rather 
than a powerful aid to their most crucial decisions. This managerial 
attitude has probably evolved for various reasons: (1) the cost and 
time involved in preparing and/or modifying the budget, using conven-
tional manual techniques may result in an inflexible management tool; 
(2) the environment in which the company operates is always changing and 
as a result the budget is frequently inaccurate and out of date soon 
after its completion; and (3) when managers were introduced to the 
budgetary process in their formal education, highly simplified textbook 
examples and conventional manual techniques all too often tended to 
emphasize the mechanics of the budget and consequently many managers 
failed to gain an understanding of the budget's potential as a manage-
ment tool for planning the activities of a company in order to achieve 
its goals. 
As numerous writers have suggested, a flexible computerized budget 
model provides a viable solution to these problems. Such a model would 
at minimum cost and loss of time allow users to assess the impact of a 
change or revision in one or more of the basic budget variables on the 
planned course of action. With a computerized budget model, the user 
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need only change the relevant data input card(s), input the revised data 
cards, and within a few minutes a revised version of the budget is 
obtained. 
A review of the literature in Chapter II, however, revealed that, 
although computerized budget models have been successfully developed and 
applied in a few large business firms, such models are not public 
information and as a result are not available to educators and the man-
agers of small companies. 
Purpose and Approach of the Research 
The purpose and justification for this study, therefore, was to 
develop a flexible budget model for small manufacturing companies that 
(1) provides students, future managers and management consultants with 
a tool for assessing the impact of changes in the basic budget variables 
and (2) provides the managers of such firms with a tool for planning and 
coordinating the activities of their companies in order to achieve 
short-run financial goals. 
The study involved: (1) library research, (2) the development of 
a conceptual framework for the budgetary process and the budget model, 
and (3) the development of the computerized budget model. 
Summary of Conceptual Framework for Budgetary 
Process and the Budget Model 
In order to establish an overall setting for the budgetary process 
and budget model it was necessary to consider: (1) the behavioral 
characteristics of small manufacturing companies, formal organizations 
and complex systems; and (2) the role and functions managers perform 
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within such firms. Accordingly, the relevant organization and manage-
ment theory literature were reviewed and summarized. As this analysis 
revealed, numerous, often diverse approaches to the study of organiza-
tions and management have been advocated by a diverse group of scholars, 
each having merit. The systems approach to organization and management 
was chosen for purposes of this study as it permits the integration of 
the numerous ideas, concepts, and approaches to the study of organiza-
tions and management. 
The systems approach to organization views an organization as a 
complex of interrelated and interdependent segments and recognizes that: 
(1) no single segment can function effectively without the others, (2) 
the activities of a single segment affects other segments within the 
organization as well as the environment in which it exists, (3) the 
actions and interactions of many organization segments are necessary if 
desired goals and objectives are to be achieved, and (4) the organiza-
tion is dynamic and ever-changing. 
Models are the basic operating tool of decision makers utilizing 
the systems approach. As previously defined, a model is a simplified 
representation of reality which permits the solution of complex problems 
by focusing on only a portion of the key features of the real world. 
Models are useful in that they provide decision makers with: (1) 
a basis for studying and understanding the complex interrelationships 
and interdependencies of the system, (2) a tool for assessing and pre-
dicting the effects of changes in certain aspects of the system on the 
performance of the system, and (3) a substitute for the real system, 
thus allowing analysis .that would otherwise be impossible or too time-
consuming or expensive. 
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Modeling is a process of enrichment and elaboration. The model 
builder begins with a very simple model and then makes it more rep-
resentative of the actual situation by adding additional variables and 
detail. An evolutionary·process was used in this study by beginning 
with a model of a basic system, then refining and elaborating upon it 
until a generalized model of a typical small manufacturing company was 
developed (see Figure 8, page 93). This model, which provides the over-
all framework for the budget model developed in this study, depicts the 
typical small manufacturing company as a subsystem of larger systems in 
its environment and a complex collection or hierarchy of systems and sub-
systems. Such a firm is a dynamic system which transforms scarce 
economic resources such as information, materials, money, labor, and 
facilities (inputs) into a final product or products (output). In order 
to achieve the organization's goals and objectives, the typical small 
manufacturing company must continually interact with an unpredictable 
and uncertain environment, that is, it must secure its scarce economic 
resources and sell its products to individuals and other organizations 
external to the company. As a result of these necessary interactions, 
organizational claimants (stockholders, creditors, employees, customers, 
suppliers, and so on), have a stake in the activities and future of the 
organization and, therefore, directly or indirectly and intentionally 
or unintentionally exert powerful, often conflicting environmental forces 
shaping the objectives, goals, and activities of the small manufacturing 
company. 
Management performs a vital function within small manufacturing 
companies because managers coordinate the activities of the numerous 
interrelated and interdependent segments or parts and relate them to 
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the environment in order to achieve the organization's goals and objec-
tives. In doing their jobs, managers perform certain major activities, 
including planning, organizing, directing, and controlling company 
operations. These managerial functions, which are complex, interrelated 
and interdependent, pervade the entire organization or system as illus-
trated by the grid lines in Figure 8, page 98. 
Management is generally regarded as universal, that is, managers 
at all levels of any type of organization perform essentially the same 
tasks. However, the relative importance and time spent in the perform-
ance of each of the managerial functions differs depending upon the 
managers position in the organizational hierarchy. For example, man-. 
agers at the upper levels of the organization spend considerably more of 
their time in planning than do managers at lower levels. 
This study was primarily concerned with the management planning 
function. Planning is concerned with selecting future courses of 
action for the organization as a whole and for each segment of the 
organization in order to move the organization toward the accomplish-
ment of its goals and objectives. Planning is the mental process of 
thinking about what should be done, how it should be done, where 
action is to be effected, who is responsible, and why such action is 
necessary. 
The management panning function is complex, multidimensional and 
broad in scope. This study, however, was concerned with only one aspect 
of the management planning function; those management activities involved 
in developing the comprehensive budget, defined for purposes of this 
study as a comprehensive, coordinated plan of action for the operations 
of a small manufacturing company for a specific (relatively short) 
period of time expressed in dollars. 
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Comprehensive budgeting which involves the future, action, and an 
element of personal or organizational identification or causation, is 
an important aspect of management planning and facilitates the manage-
ment process by providing a useful tool for effectively and efficiently 
utilizing the organization's scarce economic resources. The compre-
hensive budget: (a) facilitates coordinated purposeful, action, (b) 
highlights inconsistencies in the organization's activities, (c) helps 
managers avoid delays, (d) facilitates the effective and efficient 
utilization of scarce managerial resources, (e) emphasizes the importance 
of goals and objectives, (f) facilitates managerial planning, organizing, 
directing and controlling, and (g) permits organizations to survive in 
an environment that is always changing. The benefits of comprehensive 
budgeting, however, are limited because budgeting (a) takes time, (b) is 
expensive, (c) if used ineffectively, tends to make an organization 
inflexible, and (d) tends to limit innovative and creative responses by 
those who carry out budgets. 
Budgeting, which is inextricably interrelated with all other aspects 
of planning as well as management decision making, organizing, directing, 
and controlling, involves (a) uncovering problems and opportunities, 
(b) setting budget objectives, (c) establishing budget premises, (d) 
determining alternative courses of action, (e) evaluating alternative 
courses of action, (f) choosing an alternative, and (g) implementing the 
budget. The budget model developed in this study is particularly use-
ful in steps d, e, and f. 
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Multidimensional in nature, effective comprehensive budgeting (a) 
is affected by planning for all other degrees of futurity (the horizontal 
dimension of planning), (b) occurs within the overall framework of the 
organization's overall objectives and specific goals (vertical dimension 
of planning), (c) requires continuous interaction and feedback between 
exploratory forecasting and normative forecasting (time and causality 
dimension of planning), and (d) necessitates interaction and feedback 
between comprehensive budgeting and the activities taken to implement 
the budget (the action dimension of planning). 
As the above indicates, the budgetary process is complex and can be 
viewed and analyzed on numerous dimensions. Robert Anthony has devel-
oped a useful conceptual framework which incorporates the systems 
approach and provides a basis for classifying decisions according to 
three types: 
1. Strategic planning is the process of deciding on objec-
tives of the organization, on changes in these objectives, 
on the resources used to attain these objectives, and on 
the policies that are to govern the acquisition, use, and 
disposition of these resources.l 
2. Management [planning and] control is the process by which 
managers a~sure that resources are obtained and used 
effectively and efficientl~ in the accomplishment of the 
organization's objectives. 
3. Operational [planningand] control is the process of 
assuring that specific tasks are carried out effectively 
and efficiently.3 · 
Comprehensive budgeting is primarily involved in planning deci?ions 
at the second level of the planning hierarchy, the management planning 
and control level. Table XI, page 199, summarizes the characteristics 
of decisions at this level of the planning hierarchy. 
TABLE XI 
CHARACTERISTICS OF ANTHONY'S MANAGEMENT PLANNING 
AND CONTROL DECISIONS 
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Purpose of Planning Level--------------Implement the overall objectives 
and goals as established throu~h 
strategic planning. 
Output---------------------------------Comprehensive budget. 
Kast and Rosenzweig Managerial Level---Occurs primarily at the organiza-
tional (middle) level of the 
organization; the managerial 
level primarily concerned with 
the integration of given 
resources to the technical (lower) 
level of the organization. 
Time Horizon---------------------------Current operations: week, month, 
year. 
Focus of Plans-------------------------Entire organization. 
Judgment-------------------------------Relatively less than strategic 
planning. 
Degree of Structure--------------------Decisions tend to be recurring 
and rhythmic in nature. 
Purpose of Estimates-------------------Leads to desired results. 
General Source of Data-----------------Internal. 
Degree of Accuracy---------------------Relatively more precise than 
strategic decisions. 
Source Discipline----------------------Social psychology. 
Persons Primarily Involved-------------Top and line management. 
Number of Persons Involved-------------Typically involve large number of 
persons. 
Communication--------------------------Relatively difficult. 
Costs----------------------------------Managed costs. 
Source: Adapted primarily from Robert N. Anthony, Planning and Control 
Systems: A Framework for Analysis (Boston, 1965). Also, 
Sherman C. Blumenthal, Management Information Systems: A 
Framework for Planning and Development (Englewood Cliffs, 
1969). 
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Development of Computerized Budget Model 
The development of the computerized budget model involved three 
phases. The first involved careful definition of the output of the 
budget model by examining contemporary accounting and budget textbooks 
to determine the kinds of budget schedules usually produced. As a 
result of this study, 24 sets of budget schedules were designed (see 
Table VIII, pages 184 and 185, for budget report titles and Appendix C 
for examples of each budget schedule). 
The second phase involved the development of the computerized 
program. This program, written in COBOL, is presented in Appendix B. 
Every effort was made to make data input as easy as possible and to allow 
users to revise or change the basic budget variables quickly. A complete 
users manual is presented in Appendix A. 
Finally the budget model was tested. Because of limited financial 
resources, the researcher was unable to secure the data of actual small 
manufacturing companies and, therefore, realistic hypothetical data was 
developed to include numerous real world situations. 
Results of Study 
As a result of this study, a computerized budget model has been 
developed which is consistent with the overall framework summarized 
above. This computerized budget model can, at minimum cost and loss of 
time, assist decision makers (students and managers) in evaluating the 
consequences of alternative courses of action involving the operations 
of small manufacturing companies, formal organizations, and complex 
systems. Because of the flexibility provided by the computerized budget 
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model, users can investigate numerous alternatives and as a result make 
more informed, hopefully, better decisions. 
As indicated in Table XII, the model developed in this study is a 
case-study, predictive, deterministic, symbolic, dynamic model. Further, 
as summarized in Table XIII, page 202, the budget model and resulting 
schedules assume (1) a segment approach, (2) a direct cost approach, and 
(3) a contribution approach to the budgetary process. 
Type 
Case-Study 
Predictive 
Deterministic 
Symbolic 
Dynamic 
TABLE XII 
TYPE OF MODEL CHOSEN 
Definition 
A model which allows users to view the implications 
of two or more alternative courses of action. It is 
assumed that they search through alternative courses 
of action until a satisfactory solution is found. 
Also referred to as a heuristic or simulation model. 
A model which signifies that if this occurs then that 
will follow--thus permits asking "what if" questions. 
For a given set of inputs the model generates a 
unique solution. 
A model which allows decision makers to convert 
interrelationships and interdependencies to mathemat-
ical equations. 
Time is treated as interdependent variable. 
Characteristic 
Segment Approach 
Direct Cost Approach 
Contribution Approach 
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TABLE XIII 
CHARACTERISTICS OF BUDGET MODEL 
Definition 
Revenues and expenses are traced to planning 
segments thus permitting the assessment of 
what is responsible for each item of revenue 
and cost. 
Only those costs that can be traced to a 
planning segment are identified with that seg-
ment. Direct costs which can be variable or 
fixed, exist because the segment exists and 
would disappear if the segment disappeared, 
The comprehensive budget separates variable 
costs from fixed costs in order to focus on 
the contribution produced by the various 
revenue generating segments. 
Recommendations for Further Research 
As previously stated, model building is an evolutionary process, 
that is, a process of enrichment and elaboration. The computerized 
budget model developed in this study was designed so that it would be 
flexible, adaptable, and useful to: (1) any educator teaching the 
budgetary process in university management, finance, or accounting 
courses and (2) the managers of any small manufacturing company. In 
addition, the model was designed so that it could be adaptable to any 
computer facility with a COBOL compiler. 
This model represents a basic building block for educators and the 
managers of small companies. Additional research could involve 
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modifications which would in many cases enhance its usefulness for the 
specific needs of educators and the managers of small companies. The 
follow:i,ng are a few suggestions for refinement: (a) an economic order 
quantity (EOQ) model could be incorporated, (b) automatic simulation 
of the basic budget variables could be built into the model (this would 
necessitate programming a routine to automatically increment basic 
budget variables by a certain percentage for a certain number of times), 
(c) probability estimates could be built in, and (d) forecasting models 
could be incorporated. 
Conclusions 
This study represents an effort to develop a computerized budget 
model permitting decision makers to evaluate the consequences of alterna-
tive courses of action at minimum cost and loss of time. Two particular 
types of users were considered in developing the model: (1) university 
students studying the budgetary process in management, finance, and 
accounting courses, and (2) the managers of small manufacturing 
companies. 
In order to establish a setting in which the budgetary process and 
the comprehensive budget could be examined, the behavioral character-
istics of formal organizations and the role and functions managers 
perform within such organizations were studied. The systems approach to 
the study of organization and management was selected for purposes of 
this study as it permitted the integration of the numerous, often con-
flicting, ideas, concepts, and approaches to the study of organizations 
and management. 
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Models are the basic operating tool of decision makers utilizing 
the systems approach. Model building is an evolutionary process of 
elaboration and refinement. Therefore, the researcher began with a 
simple model and then refined it until a generalized model of a typical 
small manufacturing company was developed. This model, which provides 
the basic framework for the computerized budget model, views the small 
manufacturing company as a dynamic, ever-changing system which is a 
subsystem of larger systems in the environment and a complex of inter-
related and interdependent segments or parts. Such a system transforms 
scarce economic resources (inputs) into final products (output). 
Management is the all pervasive force within small manufacturing 
companies which coordinates the activities of numerous inter~elated arid 
interdependent segments or parts and relates them to the environment in 
order to achieve the organization's goals and objectives. In fulfilling 
their responsibilities, managers perform certain major activities, the 
most pervasive of which is planning. This study was concerned with a 
particular aspect of the planning process, that is, those activities 
involved in developing the comprehensive budget. 
The budget model developed in this study is a case-study, deter-
ministic, predictive, symbolic, and dynamic model, which takes a 
planning segment, direct cost ~pproach to the planning process. The 
budget model, which was written in COBOL, emphasizes the contribution 
approach and generates up to 24 sets of budget schedules. 
FOOTNOTES 
1 16. Anthony, p. 
2Ibid., p. 27. 
3Ibid. , P• 69. 
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Introduction 
The purpose of this appendix is to provide potential users with the 
necessary instructions for utilizing the budget model developed in this 
study. As stated in the introductory chapter the primary group of users 
is hypothesized to be students studying the budgetary process in univer-
sity finance, management, and accounting courses. Therefore, this 
appendix is developed on the premise that it could be readily adapted to 
the classroom situation. The model was also developed with a second 
group of users in mind, the managers of small manufacturing firms. It 
is assumed that this group of users will also find this appendix useful 
in applying the budget model in their particular firms. 
The assumed typical small manufacturing company, the Hypothetical 
Corporation, will be used for illustrative purposes in this appendix 
(see page 70 for a discussion). 
Characteristics of Budget Model 
Before discussing the data input cards, the user should be aware of 
the following characteristics of the budget. The model assumes: (1) 
a segment approach (see pages 173 to 177), (2) a direct cost approach 
(see pages 177 and 178), and (3) a contribution approach (see pages 183 
to 187). Users of this budget model must acquire a thorough knowledge 
of the organization for which the budget is being prepared in order that 
they may assign revenues and expenses to responsible planning segments. 
An organization chart is often use9 to depict the authority-respon-
sibility relationships of a business entity. However, in using an 
organization chart, users should b~ aware of continuing changes: 
Because organizations are dynamic, ever-changing enter-
prises, the organization chart must be frequently updated to 
reflect the current organization structure. The formal 
organization chart produced by the company personnel depart-
ment provides a starting point, but this chart should not be 
used as the foundation of the responsibility accounting 
(planning) system until it has been compared with the exist-
ing organization.l 
Developing Budget Variables 
"Bottom .!:!.E_ Approach" 
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In deriving the necessary budget data it is suggested that the user 
take a "bottom up approach," i.e., that the user identify and project 
all revenues and expenses traceable to the lowest levels of the organiza-
tion and then work up through the hierarchy to the highest level 
identifying and projecting the additional expenses at each step. For 
example, in deriving the budget data for the marketing function segments 
the managers of the Hypothetical Corporation identify and estimate the 
revenues and expenses traceable to each organization and product segment 
at the lowest level of the organization--the salesperson level (see 
Figure 4, page 72). Next, these managers identify the additional 
expenses expected for each organization and product segment at the next 
highest level of the organization--the sales territory level. Finally, 
the managers identify any additional costs traceable to the marketing 
function and product segments at the highest marketing function level. 
The "bottom up approach" is also suggested for deriving the budget 
variables for the production function and other administrative segments. 
Organization Chart Approach 
Tl:le user may also find the "organization chart approach" useful in 
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deriving the necessary budget variables. Using this approach the user 
first determines the organization structure of the firm for which the 
budget is being prepared and sets up a worksheet on a large piece of 
paper depicting the authority-responsibility relationships in the form 
of an organization chart. As projected revenues and expenses are 
derived they are recorded directly on this worksheet beside the box 
depicting the responsible organization segment. The necessary budget 
variables can be accumulated quickly using this method and the user is 
less likely to overlook a planning segment. 
Garbage In, Garbage Out 
In the planning process, the adage "garbage in, garbage out" is 
meaningful. The success of the budgetary process often depends upon the 
time, effort, experience, judgment, and cooperation of the management 
team in developing the basic budget variables. The output of the budget 
model is only as good as the data input into the model. If data is 
input without sufficient consideration, the output will be meaningless 
or "garbage." The purpose of the budget model developed in this study 
is to provide the user with a tool for developing a complete set of 
_budgets at minimum cost and loss of time given the basic budget var-
iables. The accuracy and speed of the mathematical calculations pro-
vided by the computerized budget model in no way overcomes the 
inadequacies of inadequate data input. The quality of the budget output 
is definitely dependent upon the quality of the budget input provided by 
the user. 
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Importance of Accurate Coding2 
The user is cautioned to take adequate precautions to insure 
accurate coding. If input data are inaccurately coded the most careful 
consideration and deliberation on the part of management in developing 
the basic budget variables will be voided. For example, if management 
estimates that the company will sell 100,000 units of product Red in 
January but this is inaccurately coded as 10,000 units the computerized 
budget model will read the data as given (10,000 units) and develop the 
budgets accordingly. 
Data Input Cards 
The user should be familiar with the following general character-
istics of the data input cards as used in this model. 
Card Code 
Each type of data input card is identified by an unique card code. 
For example, the "Raw Materials Detail Card" has a card code of "14" and 
the "Product Detail Card" has a card code of "16." The purpose of this 
card code is to identify the information being input into the model. 
The first two columns of every data input card is reserved for the card 
code. In this dissertation individual types of cards will frequently 
be referred to by this identification after first being defined. For 
example, the "Raw Materials Detail Card" may be referred to as the "16-
card." 
Other Budget Variabl~s 
Budget variables that are used on more than one data input card 
will be placed in the same column(s) on each card. For example, the 
product number will always be located in columns 3 and 4, the level 2 
sales segment number will always be input in columns 5 and 6, and the 
segment name will always be input in columns 9 through 34. 
Sequence of Data Input Cards 
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In order to conserve computer working storage space, the model has 
been designed on the premise that data input cards will be submitted in 
a specific sequence. For example, it is assumed that the "Start Up 
Card" will always be the first data input card. Further, it is assumed 
that the "Product Name Card" will always precede the "Product Desired 
Ending Inventory Card." If the data input cards are not submitted in 
the sequence specified, the model will not function properly. 
Numeric Data 
COBOL requires that any data read into a numeric field must be a 
numeral. A blank is not interpreted as a zero in COBOL. In an attempt 
to provide the user with greater flexibility in coding, however, the 
model has been designed to examine all numeric fields and replace all 
spaces with zeros. The model has also been designed to test for numeric 
data as it is read in. If non-numeric data is read into a numeric 
field, a program error routine will print out the data card as read 
with a message for the user to check the non-numeric data. 3 The program 
will be terminated at that point. 
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In coding it is important for the user to distinguish between the 
numerical zero (a 0 punch) and the alphabetic character "O" (an 11-6 
punch). In this paper the numerical zero will be noted as "0" whereas 
the alphabetic letter will be referred to as "O". 
Coding Instructions 
The following sections of this appendix will present detailed 
instructions to assist the user in coding the necessary budget data 
input cards. These instructions will be consistent with the following. 
1. The column numbers presented will be all inclusive. For 
example, in describing the preparation of the "Start Up Card," the user 
will be instructed to insert the number of products manufactured and 
sold by the firm in columns 40 and 41. As a matter of convenience this 
column detail will be presented in the appendix as columns "40-41." 
2. All numeric data should be right justified. For example, if 
the firm manufactures seven products, this data should be inserted on 
the "Start Up Card" as follows: 
~ 
~7/J r 1 
As an alternative column 40 could be left blank. The budget model would 
in this case automatically insert the necessary zero. The user is again 
cautioned to take adequate precautions to insure accurate coding. If 
the data was erronously left justified the budget model would read the 
data as given and develop the budgets based on the input data of 70 
products. 
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Number £f Data Input Cards 
The number and variety of cards that must be prepared in order to 
generate the desired budget depends upon the complexity of the organiza-
tion for which the budget is being prepared and the output desired by 
management. Certain data cards will always be required while others are 
optional at the discretion of the user. 
Data Identification Numbers 
As an initial step in the coding process the user should identify 
and number consecutively starting with the number 1 the following budget 
variables. Since these numbers will be used for identification purposes 
in developing the budget, it is suggested that the user take adequate 
precautions to document all work. The variables that require numeric 
identification are: 
Level 2 Sales Segments, 
Level 3 Sales Segments, 
Production Departments, 
Service Departments (includes production administration), 
Other Administrative Departments, 
Raw Materials, and 
Products. 
Table XIV, page 223, presents the above data identification for 
the Hypothetical Corporation. 
Organization of Data Input Instructions 
The necessary data is input into the budget model in four main 
groups of cards: (1) start up data cards, (2) data cards relating to 
the marketing function, (3) data cards relating to the production 
process, and (4) other data cards. The next four sections of this 
appendix will discuss each of these groups in detail. 
TABLE XIV 
NUMERIC IDENTIFICATION FOR BUDGET VARIABLES 
(HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION) 
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Level 
01 
02 
03 
2 Sales Segments 
Eastern Territory 
Western Territory 
Southern Territory 
Other Administrative Departments 
01 President 
Level 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
~7 
l Sales Segments 
Sam Snead 
Lawrence Welk 
Willy Mays 
Gary Gumbo 
Jim Jones 
Paul Harvey 
0. J. Simpson 
Production Departments 
01 Machinery Department 
02 Grinding Department 
03 Assembly Department 
Service De£artments 
01 Vice-President of Production 
02 Plant Manager 
03 Purchasing Department 
04 Power and Heat Department 
05 Maintenance Department 
02 Vice-President of Finance 
Raw Materials 
01 Wood 
02 Kit 
03 Carton 
04 Oil Paper 
05 Styrofoam 
06 Glue 
07 Bamboo 
08 Deluxe Kit 
09 Steel 
Products 
01 Red 
02 Blue 
03 Green 
Start Up Data Cards 
The purpose of this group of cards is to describe the basic 
parameters of the budget and the organization for which the budget is 
being prepared. This group of cards includes the following: 
Card Code 
(/JA 
(/JB 
(/JC 
(/JD 
(/JE 
Card Name 
Start Up Data Card 
Heading Detail Card #1 
Heading Detail Card #2 
Budget Printout Data Card 
Organization Name Card 
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These cards should be submitted in the above sequence. The (/JA-card, 
the 0D-card, and the 0E-card are necessary data ~nput cards. The (/JB-card 
and the (/JC-card on the other hand are used only when the user wishes to 
use a budget period other than those provided by the model. 
Instructions for the preparation of each of the start up data cards 
is presented in the following section. 
Start QE._ ((/JA) Data Card 
The purpose of the "Start Up Card" is to input the basic parameters 
of the organization for which the budget is being prepared. This card 
must always be the first data input card. However, since this card is 
a summary of the entire organization, the user may wish to leave it to 
be coded until the last. 4 The "Start Up Card" should be prepared as 
follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-7 
8-15 
16-19 
20-21 
22-23 
24-25 
26-27 
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Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--place a "0" in column 1 and an "A" in column 2. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Current Data--place the date (MO/DA/YR) on which the budget 
is being prepared in these columns. For example, 7/10/77. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Number .£[ Level ]:_ Sales Segments--insert and right justify 
the number of level 2 sales segments that will be utilized 
in developing the budget in these columns. The budget model 
is designed to input the basic sales data at the level 3 
sales segment. Therefore, if only two (organization) levels 
of sales data are utilized in developing the budget only 
level 3 sales segments should be used, i.e., there will be 
no level 2 sales segments. In this case; the user should 
place zeros in columns 20 and 21 or alternately leave these 
two columns blank. The maximum number of level 2 sales seg-
ments provided for in this budget model is 99. 
Number .£[ Level l Sales Segments--insert and right justify 
the number of level 3 sales segments that will be utilized 
in preparing the budget in these two columns. Since the 
basic sales data is input at this level there must be at 
least one level 3 sales segment. The maximum number of 
level 3 sales segments provided for is 99. 
Number of Production Departments--insert and right justify 
the number of production departments involved in the 
production process in these two columns. Only those depart-
ments involved in the physical production of a finished 
product(s) should be included in this number. Any depart-
ment necessary to the production process but not directly 
involved in the physical production of a product(s) should 
be classified as a service department. For example, the 
Maintenance Department serves a necessary function in the 
production process but is not directly involved in the 
production of a product(s) and is therefore classified as 
a service department. The maximum number of production 
departments provided for in this budget model is 20. 
Number .£[ Service Departments--insert and right justify the 
number of service departments assoctated with the production 
process in these two columns. This number should include 
any administrative offices associated with production. For 
example, the office of the Vice-President of Production and 
the office of the Plant Manager should be included and ac-
counted for as service departments. The maximum number of 
service departments provided for in this model is l(l. 
Column(s) 
28-29 
30-39 
40-41 
42-44 
50-51 
52-53 
54-55 
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Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Number of Other Administrative Departments--insert and 
right justify the number of other administrative departments 
in these two columns. This number should not include any 
administrative offices relating to the marketing or produc-
tion functions. The Vice-President of Marketing is built 
into the budget model. The Vice-President of Production 
should be input with the production service departments. 
Only those administrative offices not involved in the 
marketing or production function should be included in this 
number. For example, the Vice-President of Finance would 
be included in this number. The model is not restricted 
by the number of other administrative departments. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Number of Products--insert and right justify the number of 
products produced and sold by the manufacturing firm in 
these two columns. The maximum number of products provided 
for in the model is 5~. 
Number of Raw Materials--insert and right justify the number 
of raw materials used in the production process in these 
three columns. The model provides for up to 500 raw 
materials. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Number of Budget Periods--insert and right justify the num-
ber of budget periods required in these two columns. The 
maximum number of budget periods provided for is 12. 
Initial Budget Period--insert and right justify the initial 
budget period in these two columns. If the budget is pre-
pared on a monthly basis commencing in January, insert 
"01" in these two columns. If on the other hand the first 
budget period is November, insert "11" in these two columns. 
If the budget is to be prepared on a quarterly basis com-
mencing in the first quarter of 1977, insert "01" in these 
two columns. If on the other hand the first b~dget period 
is the last quarter of 1977, insert "04" in these two 
columns. If the budget is prepared on a month-quarterly 
basis, insert the number of the first monthly pudget period 
in these two columns. If the budget is prepared on a 
yearly basis insert zeros in these two columns or alterna-
tively leave them blank. 
Initial Budget Year--insert and right justify the initial 
budget year in these two columns. For example, if the year 
is 1977 the user should insert 77 in these two columns. 
Column(s) 
56 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Budget Period--insert the budget period desired in this 
column. The model provides for the following budget 
periods. 
Monthly--if the budget is to be prepared on a monthly 
basis, insert "1" in column 1!56. The model will then 
generate the necessary monthly headings. 
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Quarterly--if the budget is to be prepared on a quarterly 
basis, insert "2" in column 1!56. The model will then 
generate the necessary quarterly budget headings. 
Month-Quarterly--if the user wishes to prepare the budget 
on a monthly basis for the first quarter and then on a 
quarterly basis thereafter, insert a "3" in column 1!56. 
The model will then generate the necessary budget head-
ings. The model is based on the calendar quarters 
January through March, April through June, July through 
September, and October through December. If the user, 
for example, wants to prepare a budget commencing in 
July, 1977, on a month-quarterly basis for six budget 
periods, then code the following: 
a. insert 06 in columns 50-51. 
b. insert 07 in columns 52-53. 
c. insert 77 in columns 54-55. 
d. insert 3 in column 56. 
The model would then generate the following headings: 
JULY 1977 
AUG. 1977 
SEPT. 1977 
3RD QTR 1977 
4TH QTR 1977 
1ST QTR 1978 
If on the other hand, the user wants to prepare a budget 
on a month-quarterly basis for five budget periods com-
mencing in August, 1977, then code the following data: 
a. insert 05 in columns 50-51. 
b. insert 08 in columns 52-53. 
c. insert 77 in columns 54-55. 
d. insert 3 in column 56. 
In this case the model would generate the following 
budget period headings: 
AUG. 1977 
SEPT. 1977 
3RD QTR 1977 
4TH QTR 1977 
1ST QTR 1978 
If the user wishes to use some combination of months and 
quarters other than that provided by the model as outlined 
above (for example, five months and two quarters) then 
the "other" budget period should be utilized (see details 
and expl~nation below). 
Column(s) 
56 
57-80 
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Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Yearly--if the user wishes to prepare the budget on a 
yearly basis (for example, 1977, 1978, 1979) then a "5" 
would be inserted in column 56. In this case columns 
52-53 could be left blank or zeros could be inserted. 
Other--if the user wishes to use .a budget period other 
than those provided by the budget model as outlined 
above, then insert a "5" in column 1!56 and prepare 
Heading Detail Card(s) to name the budget periods 
desired. For example, if the user wanted to prepare the 
budget using five monthly and two quarterly budget 
periods, or six monthly and two semi-annual budget 
periods, he would choose this option. If the user uses 
this option, zeros can be inserted in columns 52-55 or 
alternatively these columns can be left blank. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Heading Detail (0B and 0C) Cards 
The purpose of the "Heading Detail Cards" is to name the budget 
periods desired by the user. These cards are prepared only when a "5" 
is inserted in column 1!56 of the "Start Up Card." If more than six 
budget periods are used in developing the budget, then prepare both 
cards otherwise prepare only the 0B-card. 
The user is allowed 13 spaces for each heading. When coding the 
heading data center the budget period name in these 13 columns. For 
example, if the first budget period to be used in developing the budget 
is named "July 1977" (9 spaces) and this would be centered in columns 
3-15 (13 spaces) of the 0B-card as 
Columns 
3-4 
5-13 
14-15 
follows: 
Data 
blanks 
July 1977 
blanks 
The user should abbreviate the heading so that there is at least one 
space on each side of the heading. 
Heading Detail (0B) Card 111 
Prepare the first "Heading Detail Card" as follows: 
Budget 
Column(s) Period Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
1-2 
3-15 1 
16-28 2 
29-41 3 
42-54 4 
55-67 5 
68-80 6 
Card Code--insert a "0" in column 1 and a "B" in 
column 2. 
Budget Period Heading--center the heading for each 
budget period in the columns noted below. 
Heading Detail (0C) Card #2 
Prepare the second "Heading Detail Card" only when the number of 
budget periods is greater than six. When required, prepare this card 
as follows: 
Budget 
Column(s) Period Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
1-2 
3-15 7 
16-28 8 
29-41 9 
42-54 10 
55-67 11 
68-80 12 
Card Code--insert -8. "0" in column 1 and a "C" in 
column 2. 
Budget Period Heading--center the heading for each 
period desired in the column noted below. 
Budget Printout (0D) Data Card 
The purpose of the "Budget Printout Data Card" is to define the 
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budget reports required by the user. Although users are encouraged to 
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analyze the impact of the plan of action for the organization as a whole, 
there will be many times in the "trial and error" experimental phase of 
the planning process when the user will be interested in those aspects 
of the plan which pose critical constraints on existing resources. 5 It 
will usually be useless to generate the entire set of budgets during 
this phase. Therefore, users are encouraged to familiarize themselves 
with the entire set of possible budget reports and decide which reports 
are required at each step of the planning process. In the final phase 
of the planning process the user will probably want to analyze most of 
the possible budget reports. 
Each column of the "Budget Printout Data Card" relates to a partie-
ular budget report (examples of each are presented in Appendix C). 
Insert a "1" if the budget report is required and a "0" if not wanted. 
Prepare the required "Budget Printout Data Card" as follows: 
Column(s) Budget Variable and Input Instr,uctions 
1-2 Card Code--insert a "0" in column 1 and a "D" in column 2. 
3-5 Leave these columns blank. 
6 Schedule SC-1--a "Standard Cost Sheet" for each product 
produced by the organization will be generated by the budget 
model if a "1" is inserted in this column. 
7 Leave this column blank. 
8 Schedule SB-1--a "Sales Budget in Units of Product" for the 
organization as a whole will be generated if a "1" is 
inserted in this column. 
9 Leave this column blank. 
10 Schedule SB-2--a "Sales Budget in Dollars of Revenue by 
Product" will be generated as output if a "1" is placed in 
this column. 
11 Leave this column blank. 
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Column(s) Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
12 Schedule SB-3--a "Sales Budget in Dollars of Revenue by 
Level 2 Sales Segments" will be generated as output of the 
budget model if a "1" is placed in this column. 
13 Leave this column blank. 
14 Schedule SB-4--a "Sales Budget in Dollars of Revenue by 
Level 3 Sales Segments" will be generated if a "1" is 
inserted in this column. 
15 Leave this column blank. 
16 Schedule PRB-1--a "Production Budget--Summary" will be an 
output of the budget model if a "1" is placed in this column. 
17 Leave this column blank. 
18 Schedule PRB-2--a traditional "Production Budget" will be 
generated if a "1" is placed in this column. The tradi-
tional format derives plannedproduction by taking projected 
sales plus desired ending inventory minus beginning 
inventory. 
19 Leave this column blank. 
20 Schedule MAT-1--a "Materials Budget" stated in terms of 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
"Unit Requirements" will be compiled if a '''1" is placed in 
·this column. The unit requirements presented in this budget 
will be those used in production as expressed in costing 
units. 
Leave this column blank. 
Schedule MAT-2--a "Materials Budget" stated in terms of 
"Cost of Materials Used in Production" will be an output of 
the budget model if a "1" is placed in this column. 
Leave this column blank. 
Schedule MAT-3--a "Raw Materials Purchase Budget" expressed 
in "Units to be Purchased" will be generated if a "1" is 
placed in this column. 
Leave this column blank. 
Schedule MAT-4--a "Raw Materials Purchase Budget" expressed 
in terms of "Cost of Materials Purchased" will be an output 
of the budget model if a "1" is placed in this column. 
Leave this column blank. 
Column(s) 
28 
29 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
232 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Schedule MAT-S--a traditional "Raw Materials Purchase Budget" 
will be compiled if a "1" is placed in this column~ The 
traditional format derives units to be purchased by taking 
units required for production plus desired ending inventory 
minus beginning inventory. 
Leave this column blank. 
Schedule LAB-1--a "Direct Labor Budget" expressed in terms 
of "Labor Hours Required" will be generated if a "1" is 
inserted in this column. 
Leave this column blank. 
Schedule LAB-2--a "Direct Labor Budget'' expressed as "Direct 
Labor Cost" will be an output of the budget model if a "1" 
is inserted in this column. 
Leave this column blank. 
Schedule OVH-1--a "Factory Overhead Expense Budget" will be 
generated if the user inserts a "1" in this column. 
Leave this column blank. 
Schedule CS-1--a "Constraint Report" will be generated if a 
"1" is placed in this column. The purpose of this report is 
to present the number of units of each constraint that will 
be required in each budget period and to report on whether 
the maximum number of constraint units available has been 
exceeded or whether units of the constraint remain unused. 
Leave this column blank. 
Schedule CONT-1--a "Projected Income Statement" will be 
generated if a "1" is inserted in this column. 
Leave this column blank. 
Schedule CONT-2--a "Contribution Statement" for each Level 2 
Sales Segment will be generated if a "1" is placed in this 
column. 
Leave this column blank. 
Schedule CONT-3--a "Contribution Statement" for each Level 3 
Sales Segtp.ent will be generated if a "1" is placed in this 
column. 
Leave this column blank. 
Column(s) 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53-80 
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Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Schedule CONT-4--a "Contribution Statement" for each product 
sold by the firm will be generated if a "1" is placed in 
this column. 
Leave this column blank. 
Schedule CONT-5--a "Contribution Statement" for each product 
sold in every Level 2 Sales Segment will be generated if a 
"1" is inserted in this column. 
Leave this column blank. 
Schedule CONT-6--a "Contribution Statement" for each product 
sold in every Level 3 Sales Segment will be generated if a 
"1" is placed in this column. 
Leave this column blank. 
Schedule CONT-7--a "Budget of Other Income and Expenses" 
will be an output of the budget model if a "1" is placed in 
this column. 
Leave this column blank. 
Schedule CB-1--a "Cash Budget" will be an output of the 
budget model if a "1" is placed in this column. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Organization Name (0E) Card 
The purpose of the "Organization Name Card" is to input the name of 
the organization for which the budget is being prepared. This name will 
be used in all headings. Prepare this necessary data card as follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-42 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--insert a "0" in column 1 and a "E" in column 2. 
Organization Name--insert the name of the organization for 
which the budget is being prepar~d in these columns. This 
name will be used in all budget report headings. Center the 
name in these columns. For example, if the name of the 
organization is "Hypothetical Corporation" (24 spaces) this 
would be centered in columns 3-42 (40 spaces) as follows: 
Column(s) 
43-80 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Columns 
3-10 
11-34 
35-42 
Data 
. spaces 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION 
spaces 
Leave these columns blank. 
Marketing Function Data Cards 
The purpose of the "Marketing Function Data Cards" is to input 
projected revenues and expenses relating to the sales activity. In 
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order to conservecomputer working storage space the data will be inp.ut 
into the model from "top to bottom," i.e., from the level 1 sales seg-
ment through the level 3 sales segment. This is, of course, the opposite 
direction from which the data was accumulated (see "Bottom Up Approach"). 
Marketing Fixed Cost Cards 
The budget model developed in this study requires that all market-
ing fixed costs be identified with the planning segment to which they 
are traceable. Therefore, the first eight columns of each marketing 
fixed cost data input card are reserved for identification purposes. 
The remaining columns (9 through 80) are used to input the amount of 
fixed costs traceable to each budget period. These columns are prepared 
. consistently with the following instructions on all marketing fixed 
cost data input cards. 6 
In designing the model it was recognized that certain fixed costs 
(e.g., depreciation, rent, administrative salaries, etc.) are frequently 
the same amount in each budget period while other fixed costs (e.g., 
advertising, promotion, etc.) are anticipated to be different amounts 
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in each budget period. Therefore, two alternative formats for columns 
9 through 80 of the marketing fixed cost data input cards are provided. 
Format #1. The user will minimize coding time by using format #1 
whenever the marketing fixed costs traceable to each budget period are 
7 the same amount. Whenever this format is used prepare columns 9 through 
8~ as follows: 
Column(s) 
9-73 
74 
75-80 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Leave these columns blank. 
Period Code--insert an "S" in this column signifying that 
the amount is the same in all budget periods. 
Amount ££ Traceable Fixed Costs--insert and right justify 
the amount of traceable marketing fixed costs associated 
with each of the budget periods in these columns. Round 
amount to nearest whole dollar. For example, if fixed.costs 
are estimated to be $7,985 in each budget period then this 
would be coded as follows: 
Alternatively the user could insert zeros in columns 75 and 
76. 
Format #2. Whenever the marketing fixed costs traceable to each 
budget period are different, prepare the marketing fixed cost data input 
card using format #2., preparing columns 9 through 80 as follows: 
Budget 
Column(s) Period Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
9-14 1 
15-20 2 
21-26 3 
27-32 4 
33-38 5 
39-44 6 
45-50 7 
Amount of Traceable Fixed Costs--insert and right 
justify the amount of marketing fixed costs traceable 
to each budget period in the columns noted below. 
Round amount to nearest whole dollar. 
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Budget 
Column(s) Period Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
51-56 8 
57-62 9 
63-68 10 
69-74 11 
75-80 12 
Sequence ££ Marketing Function Data Cards 
Input the sales department data cards into the model in the sequence 
outlined in Table XV, page 237. Coding instructions for the marketing 
function data cards is presented below. 
1. Marketing Fixed Cost Name (lA,lB,lC) Card(s). The budget model 
has been designed to allow flexibility in naming the marketing fixed 
costs that are significant for the user's firm. It is possible to use 
from one to three marketing fixed cost classifications. In order to 
identify the marketing fixed cost being input into the model, the suffix 
"A," "B," or "C" will be used for all marketing fixed cost data input 
cards. 
The first fixed cost classification named will be denoted by the 
suffix "A," the second by the suffix "B," and the third by the suffix 
"C.'' The managers of the Hypothetical Corporation decided to use three 
marketing fixed cost classifications and, therefore, prepare three 
"Marketing Fixed Cost Name Cards" using the card codes as noted b_elow: 
Cost Classification 
Administration 
Promotion 
Rent 
Card Code 
lA 
lB 
lC 
The managers of another company, on the other hand, find two 
marketing fixed cost classifications sufficient. Therefore, they 
TABLE XV 
SEQUENCE OF MARKETING FUNCTION DATA CARDS 
Details on 
Card/Group Name Page Number Card Code Number of Cards Determining Factors 
1. Marketing Fixed Cost Name Card(s) 236-238 lA,lB,lC 1-3 Depends on the number of 
fixed cost classifications 
desired by user. 
LEVEL 1 SALES SEGMENT 
2. Marketing Product Fixed Cost 
Cards 
3. Marketing Fixed Cost Card(s) 
238-239 
239-240 
LEVEL i_-AND/OR LEVEL 1_ SALES SEGMENTS 
4. GROUP.S of Sales Segment Cards 240-253 
5. "SS" Card 253 
2A,2B,2C 
3A,3B,3C 
4-9 
1-3 
for each 
product 
(max= 50) 
1-3 
1-99 
GROUPS 
of cards 
Depends on the number of 
fixed cost classifications, 
number of products and char-
acteristics of fixed cost. 
Depends on number of fixed 
cost classifications and 
fixed cost characteristics. 
Depends on the number of 
sales levels, the number of 
sales segments, the number 
of fixed cost classifica-
tions, and the character-
istics of the fixed cost. 
N 
w 
-....! 
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prepare two "Marketing Fixed Cost Name Cards'' using the card codes noted 
below: 
Cost Classification 
Advertising 
Other 
Card Code 
lA 
lB 
The suffixes "A," "B," and "C" \vill be used consistently for all 
marketing fixed cost data cards. For example, if Sam Snead estimates 
that he will expend $60 in each of the budget periods for advertising, 
he will put this into the model on a 9B-card. The suffix "B" denoting 
the cost classification "promotion" (see Hypothetical Corporation 
example above). 
Prepare each "Marketing Fixed Cost Name Card" as follows: 
Column(s) Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
1-2 Code Card--insert a "1" in column 1. For the first fixed 
3-8 
9-28 
29-80 
cost classification insert an "A" in column 2, for the 
second a "B" and for the third a "C." 
Leave these columns blank. 
Marketing Fixed Cost Name--insert and right justify the name 
of the marketing fixed cost classification as it will appear 
on the budgets.in these columns. For example, if the man-
agers of the Hypothetical Corporation were to prepare a 
"Fixed Cost Name Card" for Rent, they would code it as 
follows: 
Leave these columns blank. 
2. Marketing Product Fixed Cost (2A,2B,2C) Card(s). The purpose 
of the "Marketing Product Fixed Cost Card(s)" is to input those market-
ing fixed costs that are traceable to a product at the level 1 sales 
segment but were not traceable to that same product at a level 2 sales 
segment or a level 3 sales segment. For the Hypothetical Corporation, 
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such costs would include the national advertising campaign management 
plans on initiating to promote the sale of their product Red. 
There will be a card or set of these cards for each product to 
which such traceable. 8 The model provides for 50 products and costs are 
three fixed cost classifications and, therefore, 150 of these cards are 
possible. Input each set of cards in the sequence: A, B, c. The sets 
of cards should be submitted in product number sequence, i.e., product 
Ill, product 112, .• , product /ln. 
Prepare each "Marketing Product Fixed Cost Card" as follows: 
Column(s) Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
1-2 Card Code--insert a "2" in column 1. For the first fixed 
3-4 
5-8 
9-80 
cost classification insert an "A" in column 2, for the 
second a "B" and for the third a "C." 
Product.Number--insert and right justify the number 
of the product to which such fixed costs are traceable in 
these two columns. For example, if the management of the 
Hypothetical Corporation were preparing one of these cards 
for product Red they would insert a 11 111 in column 4 (see 
Table XIV, page 223). 
Leave these columns blank. 
Amount of Traceable Fixed Costs--see instructions on pages 
230 to 236 for coding these columns. 
3. Marketing Fixed Cost (3A,3B,3C) Card(s). The purpose of the 
"Marketing Fixed Cost Card(s)" is to input those marketing fixed costs 
that are traceable to the marketing function but were not traceable to 
a level 2 sales segment or a level 3 sales segment. For the Hypothet-
ical Corporation such costs would include the salary of the Vice-
President of Marketing, the salary of his secretary, the costs involved 
in maintaining his office, as well as advertising and promotion expenses 
not traceable to the lower levels of the organization. Because the 
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model accumulates contribution data by (1) organization segment and (2) 
product segment, there will be a double counting of the marketing 
product fixed costs. Therefore, the costs input on this card will 
include those costs input on the 2A-, 2B-, and 2C-cards. 
Prepare one of these cards for each marketing fixed cost classifica-
tion that is appropriate. There will be a maximum of three of these 
cards prepared. Prepare each of the "Marketing Fixed Cost Cards" as 
follows: 
Column(s) Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
1-2 Card Code--insert a "3" in column 1. For the first fixed 
3-8 
9-80 
cost classification insert an "A" in column 2, for the 
second a "B" and for the third a "C." 
Leave these columns blank. 
Amount of Traceable Fixed Costs--see instructions on pages 
234 to 236 for these columns. 
4. Groups~ Sales Segment Cards. If three levels of marketing 
organization segments are utilized in developing the budget, input 
groups of level 2 sales segment cards at this point. If on the other 
hand, only two levels of marketing organization segments are used 
9 then the user should prepare groups of level 3 sales segment cards. 
The groups of sales segment cards will be discussed in detail below. 
Groups of Levell Sales Segment Cards. When three levels of 
sales segments are utilized in developing the budget, prepare a group of 
data input cards for each level 2 sales segmeht and input them into the 
budget model in the sequence outlined in Table XVI, page 241, and 
Figure 13, page 242. The groups of cards should be input into the model 
in level 2 sales segment number sequence. For example, the Hypothetical 
TABLE XVI 
SEQUENCE OF EACH GROUP OF LEVEL 2 SALES SEGMENT CARDS 
Card/Group Name 
LEVEL 2 SALES SEGMENT 
4.1 Level 2 Sales Segment Name 
Card 
4.2 Level 2 Marketing Product 
Fixed Cost Card(s) 
4.3 Level 2 Marketing Fixed 
Cost Card(s) 
LEVEL 3 SALES SEGMENTS 
4.4 GROUPS of Level 3 Sales 
Segment Cards 
Details on 
Page Number Card Code 
243-244 4 
1.44-245 5A,SB,5C 
245 6A,6B,6C 
245-252 7-9 
Number of Cards 
1 
1-3 
for each 
product 
(max=l5fl) 
1-3 
1-99 
GROUPS 
of cards 
Determining Factors 
None. 
Depends on the number of fixed 
cost classifications, number of 
products, and characteristics of 
fixed cost. 
Depends on the number of fixed 
cost classifications and fixed 
cost characteristics. 
Depends on the number of level 3 
sales segments within the group. 
r-1 LEVEL 2 SALES SEGMENT L__j NAME CARD 
(6C I r.____·~·· ]JJ 
PRODUCT 
LEVEL 2 SALES SEGMENT 
MARKETING FIXED COST CARDS 
LEVEL 2 SALES SEGMENT 
MARKETING FIXED COST CARDS 
---·-------------------- -----..... 
7B 
7A 
LEVEL 3 SALES SEGMENT 
NAME CARD 
' I 
_j 
_j 
PRODUCT 
EVEL 3 SALES SEGMENT 
MARKETING FIXED COST 
CARDS 
PRODUCT 
ROJECTED SALES CARDS 
LEVEL 3 SALES SEGMENT 
MARKETING FIXED COST CARDS 
There will be a set of these cards for each product to which 
fixed costs can be traced. 
There will be a set of these cards for each Level 3 Sales 
Segment within the Level 2 Sales Segment. 
There will be a set of these cards for each Level 2 Sales 
Segment. 
Figure 13. Sequence of Each Group of Level 2 Sales 
Segment Cards 
242 
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Corporation submits the group of cards for the Eastern Territory first 
then the cards for the Western Territory, and finally the cards for the 
Southern Territory (for identifying level 2 sales segment number see 
Table XIV, page 223). Instructions for the necessary data input cards 
for each level 2 sales segment is presented below. 
4.1. Level 2 Sales Segment Name (4) Card. The first card 
submitted for each level 2 sales segment group is the "Level 2 Sales 
Segment Name Card." All data cards relating to the level 2 sales seg-
ment named will be input behind the 4-card. This includes the data 
input cards for the level 3 sales segments within the level 2 planning 
segment. For example, the data input cards for Sam Snead and Lawrence 
Welk will be input with the data cards for the Eastern Territory. 
Prepare each "Level 2 Sales Segment Name Card" as follows: 10 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-8 
9-34 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--leave column 1 blank and insert a "4" in column ?TI--2. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Level l Sales Segment Number--insert and right justify the 
identifying number of the level 2 sales segment in these 
columns. This unique identifying number should have been 
derived as the initial step of the coding process (see page 
222). If the management of the Hypothetical Corporation 
were preparing a 4-card for the Eastern Territory, they 
would insert a "1" in column 6 (see Table XIV, page 223). 
Leave these columns blank. 
Level l Sales Segment Name--insert and left justify the name 
of the level 2 sales segment in these columns. Place the 
name on the card in exactly the way it is to be printed on 
the budget schedules. If the management of the Hypothetical 
Corporation were preparing a 4-carq for the Eastern 
Territory they would code it as follows: 
9 26 
E 
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Column(s) Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
35-80 Leave these columns blank. 
4.2. Levell Marketing Product Fixed Cost (5A,5B,5C) Card(s). The 
purpose of the "Level 2 Marketing Product Fixed Cost Card" is to input 
those marketing fixed costs that are traceable to a product at the level 
2 sales segment but were not traceable to the same product at a level 3 
sales segment. Prepare a card or set of these cards for each product to 
which such marketing fixed costs are traceable. Since the budget model 
provides for a maximum of three marketing fixed cost classifications and 
50 products, 150 of these cards are possible. Each set of cards should 
be input in the sequence: A,~ B, C. The sets of cards should be 
submitted in product number sequence. 
If the manager of the Western Territory was planning to initiate a 
special advertising campaign to promote the sale of. product Blue in the 
Western Territory he would prepare a 5B-card. Each "Level 2 Marketing 
Product Fixed Cost Card" should be prepared according to the following 
instructions: 
Column(s) Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
1-2 Card Code--insert a "5" in column 1. For the first fixed 
cost classification insert an "A" in column 2, for the 
second a "B" and for the third a "C." 
3-4 Product Number--place the product number of the product to 
which the such fixed costs are traceable in these two 
columns. If for example, the management of the Hypothetical 
Corporation were preparing a 5B-card for product Blue they 
would insert a "2" in column 4 (see Table XIV, page 223). 
5-6 Level l Sales Segment Number--insert the level 2 sales 
segment number in these two columns. For example, if the 
Hypothetical Corporation personnel were ~oding a 5B-card 
for the Western Territory they would insert a "2" in column 
6 (see Table XIV, page 223). 
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Column(s) Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
7-8 Leave these columns blank. 
9-80 Amount of Traceable Fixed Costs--see instructions on pages 
234 and 236 for these columns. 
4.3. Level 1 Marketing Fixed Cost (6A,6B,6C) Card(s). The purpose 
of the "Level 2 Marketing Fixed Cost Card(s)" is to input those market-
ing fixed costs that are traceable to a level 2 sales segment but were 
not traceable to a level 3 sales segment. For the Hypothetical 
Corporation's Western Territory such costs would include the salary of 
the Territory's manager, the rent on the Territory office, as well as 
the level 2 marketing product fixed costs identified with the Western 
Territory (see 6A, 6B, 6C cards above). 
One of these cards should be prepared for each marketing fixed cost 
classification that is appropriate. Since the model provides for a 
maximum of three marketing fixed cost classifications, a maximum of 
three cards are prepared according to the following instructions: 
Column(s) Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
1-2 Card Code--insert a "6" in column 1. For the first fixed 
cost classification insert an "A" in column 2, for the 
second a "B" and for the third a "C." 
3-4 
5-6 
7-8 
9-80 
Leave these columns blank. 
Level 1 Sales Segment Number--insert the level 2 sales seg-
ment number in these columns. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Amount of Traceable Fixed Costs--see instructions on pages 
234 to 236 for these columns. 
4.4. Groups E.i_ Levell Sales Segment Cards. When three levels of 
sales segments are utilized in developing the budget, the user will 
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prepare a group of data input cards for each level 3 sales segment 
within the level 2 sales segment. When only two levels of marketing 
organization segments are utilized, there will be a group of data input 
cards prepared for each level 3 sales segment. Input each group of 
level 3 sales segment cards into the budget model in the sequence out-
lined in Table XVII, page 247. The user may also refer to Figure 13, 
page 242 (the cards illustrated in enclosure III represent the group of 
level 3 sales segment cards). Input the cards into the model in level 3 
sales segment number sequence. For the Hypothetical Corporation the 
group of data input cards for Sam Snead should be input first, followed 
by the cards for Lawrence Welk, etc. (see Table XIV, page 223). 
The instructions necessary for preparing each group of level 3 
sales s~gment cards is presented below. 
4.4.1. Levell Sales Segment Name (7) Card. The "Level 3 Sales 
Segment Name Card" is the first card submitted for each level 3 sales 
12 
segment group. Prepare this card as follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-8 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--leave column 1 blank and insert a "7" in column 
----2. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Level ~ Sales Segment Number--insert and right justify the 
level 2 sales segment number to which the level 3 sales 
segment belongs in these two columns. For example, Sam 
Snead is a salesman in the Eastern Territory. Therefore, on 
the 7-card prepared for him a "1" would be inserted in 
column 6 (see Table XIV, page 223). 
Level 3 Sales Segment Number--insert and right justify the 
number of the level 3 sales segment for which the 7-card 
is being prepared in these two columns. For Sam Snead a 
"1" would be inserted in column 8 (see Table XIV, page 223). 
Card Name 
4.4.1 Level 3 Sales Segment 
Name Card 
4.4.2 Level 3 Product Dat~ 
Cards 
.1. Projected Sales 
Data Card(s) 
.2. Level 3 Market-
ing Fixed Cost 
Card(s) 
4.4.3 Level 3 Marketing 
Fixed Cost Card(s) 
TABLE XVII 
SEQUENCE OF EACH GROUP OF LEVEL 3 SALES SEGMENT CARDS 
Details on 
Page Number 
246-247 
247-252 
249-251 
251-252 
252-253 
Card Code 
7 
7A, 7B 
8A,8B,8C 
9A,9B,9C 
Number of Cards 
1 
l-5(J 
sets 
1-3 
for each 
product 
(max=5~) 
1-3 
Determining Factors 
None. 
Depends on the number of budget 
periods and the number of 
products sold by the segment. 
Depends on the number of fixed 
cost classifications, the number 
of products, and the character-
istics of the fixed cost. 
Depends on the number of fixed 
cost classifications, and fixed 
cost characteristics. 
Column(s) 
9-34 
35-37 
38-40 
41-43 
44-80 
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Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Level l Sales Segment Name--insert and right justify the 
name of the level 3 sales segment in these columns. Place 
the name on the card in the way it is to appear on the 
budget schedules. 
Transportation Variable Cost Rate--insert the expected 
transportation-out per sales dollar in these columns. The 
implied decimal point is between columns 34 and 35. For 
example, if Sam Snead estimates that transportation-out will 
be 2 percent of sales then this data would be coded as 
follows: 
35 36 37 
0 2 0 
Commissions Variable Cost Rate--insert the expected variable 
cost rate for commissions in these columns. Express the 
expected commissions as a percentage of sales. For example, 
if the Hypothetical Corporation expects to pay Sam Snead a 
5 percent commission on all sales that he makes this data 
would be coded as follows: 
38 39 40 
0 5 0 
The implied decimal point for the variable cost rate for 
commissions is between columns 37 and 38. 
Other Marketing Variable Cost Rate--express any marketing 
variable costs other than transportation and commissions as 
a percentage of sales and place in these columns. The 
implied decimal point is between columns 40 and 41. The 
Hypothetical Corporation does not expect any other marketing 
variable costs for Sam Snead and, therefore, leaves these 
columns blank. 
Leave these columns blank. 
4.4.2 Level 3 Product Data Cards. For each product sold by the 
level 3 sales segment submit the following set of cards (as required) in 
the sequence noted below (see the cards illustrated in "II," Figure 13, 
page 242). 
Card Code 
7A 
7B 
8A 
8B 
8C 
Card Name 
Projected Sales Data Card 
Projected Sales Data Card 
Level 3 Marketing Product 
Level 3 Marketing Product 
Level 3 Marketing Product 
Ill 
112 
Fixed Cost Card Ill 
Fixed Cost Card 112 
Fixed Cost Card 113 
The sets of level 3 product data cards should be input into the 
budget model in product number sequence. Instructions for preparing 
each of the level 3 product data cards is presented below. Since the 
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identifying variables (product number, level 2 sales segment, and level 
3 sales segment number) are identical on each card in the set, they will 
be discussed in detail with the 7A-card instructions only • 
• 1. Projected Sales Data (7A) Card til. The purpose of the "Projected 
Sales Data Card #1" is to input the number of units of product the level 
3 sales segment expects to sell in the first six budget periods and the 
selling price he expects to receive for each unit. 13 Submit a 7A-card 
for each product that the segment expects to sell. If for example, Sam 
Snead does not expect to sell any units of product Green until the 
seventh budget period it will still be necessary to submit a 7A-card 
with the card code and expected selling price--otherwise the model will 
not function properly. Prepare each 7A-card as follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-4 
Budget 
Period Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--place a "7" in column 1 and an "A" in 
column 2. 
Product Number--insert and right justify the 
identifying product number for these columns. If 
for example, the Hypothetical Corporation were 
preparing a 7A-card for product Green they would 
insert a "3" in column 4 (see Table XIV, page 223). 
Column(s) 
5-6 
7-8 
9-32 
33-38 
39-45 
46-52 
53-59 
60-66 
67-73 
74-80 
Budget 
Period 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
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Budget Variable Input Instructions 
Level 2 Sales Segment Number--insert and right 
justify the level 2 sales segment identifying num-
ber in these columns. For example, if the card 
were being prepared for 0. J. Simpson, a salesman 
in the Southern Territory, a 11 311 would be inserted 
in column 6 (see Table XIV, page 223). 
Level l Sales Segment Number--insert and right 
justify the number used to identify the level 3 
sales segment in these columns. For 0. J. Simpson, 
a 117 11 would be inserted in column 8 (see Table XIV, 
page 223). 
Leave these columns blank. 
Unit Selling Price--insert the expected selling 
price per unit in these columns. The implied 
decimal point is between columns 36 and 37. For 
example, if 0. J. Simpson plans on selling each 
unit of Green for $95.50, this data would be coded 
as follows: 
Projected Sales in Units--insert and right justify 
the number of units of product the level 3 sales 
segment expects to sell in each of the first six 
budget periods in the columns noted below. 
If less than six budget periods are used in developing the budget, 
leave the unused budget periods blank. For example, if the budget were 
being prepared for only four budget periods, then columns 67 through 80 
would be left blank • 
. 1. Projected Sales Data (7B) Card /12. Prepare the 11Projected 
Sales Data Card #2 11 whenever the number of budget periods is greater 
than six, i.e., even though no sales are made during these periods. 14 
Prepare this card as follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-8 
9-3~ 
Budget 
Period Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--place a "7" in column 1 and a "B" in 
column 2. 
Product Number 
Level 2 Sales Segment Number 
Level 3 Sales Segment Number 
Leave these columns blank. 
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Projected Sales in Units--insert and right justify 
the number of units of the product that the level 
39-45 7 
46-52 8 
53-59 9 
60-66 10 
67-73 11 
74-80 12 
3 sales segment ~xpects to sell in periods 7 through 
12 in the columns noted below. 
.2. Levell Marketing Product Fixed Cost (8A,8B,8C) Card(s). The 
11Level 3 Marketing Product Fixed Cost Card" is designed to input market-
ing fixed costs that are traceable to a product at a level 3 sales seg-
ment. Since three marketing fixed cost classifications are possible, it 
is possible to have three of these cards for each product. Prepare a 
card only when it is appropriate. For example, 0. J. Simpson plans on 
promoting the sale of product Green by giving away a free pen whenever 
a customer purchases 10 units of that product. This level 3 sales seg-
ment does not expect to expend monies for administration or rent and, 
therefore, only a 8B-card would be prepared. Prepare each "Level 3 
Marketing Product Fixed Cost Card" as follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-8 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--place a "8" in column 1. For the first fixed 
cost classification insert an "A" in column 2, for the 
second a "B" and the third a ''C." 
Product Number 
Level 2 Sales Segment Number 
Level 3 Sales Segment Number 
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9-80 Amount of Traceable Fixed Costs--see instructions on pages 
234 to 236 for these columns. 
4.4.3. Levell Marketing Fixed Cost (9A,9B,9C) Card(s). The 
purpose of the "Level 3 Marketing Fixed Cost Card" is to input those 
marketing fixed costs that are traceable to a level 3 sales segment. 
Included in such costs for 0. J. Simpson would be the depreciation on 
the car he drives selling the company's products, travel expenses, and 
any advertising and promotion expended to promote the sales activity. 
These costs, of course, would include the level 3 marketing product 
fixed costs input on the SA-, 8B-, and 8C-cards. Prepare only those 
cards that are appropriate as follows: 
Column(s) Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
1-2 Card Code--insert a "9" in column 1. For the first fixed 
cost classification insert an "A" in column 2, for the 
second a "B" and for the third a "C." 
3-4 
5-6 
7-8 
9-80 
Leave these columns blank. 
Level 2 Sales Segment Number 
Level 3 Sales Segment Number 
Amount of Traceable Fixed Costs--see instructions ·on pages 
234 to 236 for these columns. 
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5. "SS" Card. The purpose of the "SS-Card" is to signify the end 
of the sales department data cards. Prepare this card as follows: 
Column(s) Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
1-2 Card Code--insert a "S" in column 1 and also in column 2. 
3-80 Leave these columns blank. 
Production Process Data Cards 
The purpose of the "Production Process Data Cards" is to input 
expenses related to the production process and define any production 
constriants which would conflict with the sales activity. The data 
cards relating to the production process are input into the model in 
the following groups: 
1. Production Department Cards 
2. Raw Material Cards 
3. Product Cards 
4. "ss" Card 
Each group of cards is discussed in greater detail below. 
1. Production Department Cards 
For each production department submit the following set of cards 
(as required) in the sequence noted below: 
Ref. 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
Card 
Code 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Card Name 
Production Qepartment Detail Card 
Fixed Cost Card 
Constraint Card 
Semifixed Cost Card(s) 
Input the sets of production department cards into the model in 
production department number sequence. For example, the Hypothetical 
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Corporation would input the cards for the Machinery Department first, 
then the Grinding Department, and finally the Assembly Department (see 
Table XIV, page 223). Coding instructions for each of the production 
department cards is presented below. Since the identifying budget 
variables (product number and production department number) are 
identical, they will be discussed in detail on the 10-card only. 
1.1. Production Department Detail. The purpose of the "Production 
Department Detail Card" is to identify the department and specify the 
department costs and constraints. Prepare the 10-card as follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-8 
9:-34 
35-38 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--place a "1" in column 1 and "0" in column 2. 
Product Number--use these columns only in the situation 
where a department produces one product only. In such a 
situation the costs traceable to the department are also 
traceable to the product. Whenever a department is involved 
in the production of more than one product, leave these 
columns blank or alternatively insert zeros. 
Production Department Number--insert and right justify the 
number that has been assigned to the production department 
for identification purposes in these columns. For example, 
if a 10-card was being prepared for the Machinery Department 
of the Hypothetical Corporation a "1" would be inserted in 
column 6 (see Table XIV, page 223). 
Leave these columns blank. 
Production Department Name--insert and left justify the name 
of the production department in these columns. Input the 
name in these columns exactly the way it is to appear on the 
budget schedules. 
Production Department Labor Rate--insert the labor rate per 
hour in these columns. If the department pays different 
workers different rates, then insert an average rate per 
hour in these columns. If laborers are paid on a "piece 
rate" leave these columns blank. 
The implied decimal point for the labor rate is between 
columns 36 and 37. For example, if the department labor 
I 
I ) 
Column(s) 
39-42 
43-49 
50-53 
54 
55-62 
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Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
rate is $5.95 per hour this data would be coded as follows: 
Piece Rate--insert the rate paid to workers for each piece 
produced in these columns. If workers are paid on an hourly 
basis leave these columns blank. The implied decimal point 
is between columns 40 and 41. For example, if workers are 
paid $1.95 per unit this data would be coded as follows: 
Leave this columns blank. 
Variable Overhead Rate--insert the variable overhead rate 
per overhead unit in these columns. The implied decimal 
point is between columns 51 and 52. For example, if the 
Assembly Department has a variable overhead rate of $1.70 
per direct labor hour, this would be coded as follows: 
Variable Overhead Unit Code--the four most frequently 
encountered overhead units used in industry have been built 
into the budget model. These are presented below along 
with the overhead unit code that should be inserted in 
column 54. 
Overhead 
Unit Code 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Overhead Unit 
Direct .Labor Hours 
Hachine Hours 
Pounds of Materials 
Number of Units 
Budget 
PriQtout 
DLH 
MACH HRS 
LBS MAT 
NO UNITS 
For example, the Machinery Department of the Hypothetical 
Corporation uses direct labor hours as its variable overhead 
unit. Therefore, in coding the 10-card for this department 
the user inserts a ''2." On the budget schedules labor hours 
will be abbreviated to "DLH." 
If management chooses/uses an overhead unit other than 
those built into the model insert a "5" in column 54 and 
insert the name of the overhead unit in columns 55-62. 
Variable Overhead Unit Name--these columns will be used only 
when an overhead unit is used by the department that is 
different than the overhead unit names built into the model, 
Column(s) 
63-69 
70 
71-73 
74 
75-80 
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i.e., when a "5" is inserted in column 54. Left justify and 
abbreviate the name so that it fits into the columns 
assigned. 
Maximum Overhead Units Available--use these columns only 
when the overhead units are a constraint on the production 
process. For example, the Machinery Department of the 
Hypothetical Corporation only has 10,000 machine hours 
available during each budget period. When production is 
constrained in terms of overhead units, insert and right 
justify the maximum overhead units available during each 
budget period in these columns. For example; the constraint 
of the Machinery Department would be coded as follows: 
Number of Semifixed Costs--the model provides for a maximum 
of three semifixed cost items per department.l5 Insert the 
number of such semifixed costs in this column. When there 
are semifixed costs a 13-card is prepared for each such cost. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Period Code--use this column only when the fixed costs for 
the department are the same in each budget period. If the 
fixed costs are different in each period leave columns 74-
80 blank and prepare an 11-card. 
If the fixed costs of the department are the same in each 
budget period insert an "S" in column 74. 
Same Amount of Traceable Fixed Costs--use these columns only 
when the fixed costs of the department are the same in each 
of the budget periods. Insert and right justify the amount 
of variable fixed costs to each budget period in these 
columns. Round amount to nearest dollar. The budget model 
does not distinguish individual fixed overhead cost items. 
Therefore, total all fixed costs for the department. 
1.2. Production Department Fixed Cost (11) Card. This card should 
be used when the department's estimated fixed costs for each budget are 
different (i.e., when columns 74 through 80 of the 10-card are blank). 
When used prepare this card as follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-8 
Budget 
Period 
9-14 1 
15-20 2 
21-26 3 
27-32 4 
33-38 5 
39-44 6 
45-50 7 
51-56 8 
57-62 9 
63-68 10 
69-74 11 
75-80 12 
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Card Code--insert a "1" in column 1 and also in 
column 2. 
Product Number 
Production Department Number 
Leave these columns blank. 
Amount of Traceable Fixed Costs--insert and right 
justify the amount of fixed costs traceable to the 
production department in each budget period in the 
columns noted below. Round amount to nearest whole 
dollar. The budget model does not distinguish 
individual fixed cost items. Therefore, the user 
should total the fixed costs for the department. 
1.3. Production Department Constraint (12) Card. The budget model 
developed in this study has been. designed to permit management to measure 
up to three production constraints other than overhead units. For 
example, the managers of the Hypothetical Corporation have found that 
machine hours is the best measure for estimating variable overhead 
expenses. However, management recognizes that production in the depart-
ment is constrained by labor hours as well as machine hours. Therefore, 
management can prepare a 12-card to express the second constraint, 
direct labor hours. Whenever this card is used a 20-card(s) must also 
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be prepared for each product produced in the department. When used 
prepare the 12-card as follows: 
Column(s) 
Constraint 
Number 
1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-31 
(J) 1-4 
.j..J Q) 
•r-l ..c 
.j..J ~ .j..J .j..J 
l=l ~ Q) 0 l=l 
•r-l ...-! •r-l 
Cll S...o 4-1 Cll 
1-4 ;:I Cll 0 1-4 
.j..J S...-1 .j..J 
(J) Q) ·.-l ·r-l Q) (J) 
l=l'"O >: t1l s l=l 
0 0 ~~ t1l 0 uu zu 
33 34-4(1! 41-48 1 
49 S(ll-56 57-64 2 
65 6t'S-72 73-8(1! 3 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--insert a "1" in column 1 and a "2" 
in column 2. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Production Department Number 
Leave these columns blank. 
Constraint Code--the model has been set up to 
include the four most frequently encountered 
production constraints. These constraints and 
their associated codes are: 
Constraint 
Code 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Constraint Name 
direct labor hours 
machine hours 
pounds of materials 
number of units 
If the user wishes to use a constraint other 
than those provided by the model, place a "S" 
in the constraint code column and insert the 
name in the constraint name columns. 
Maximum Units Available--insert and right 
justify the maximum number of the constraint 
available in the column noted below. 
Other Constraint Name--these columns should be 
used only when a ~is inserted in the 
constraint code column. Abbreviate the con-
straint name to fit in the columns provided • 
Insert the additional constraint data in the 
columns noted below. Three constraints are 
provided for in the model. Leave unused con-
straint columns blank. 
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1.4. Production Semifixed Cost (13) Card(s). The budget model 
developed in this study provides for up to three semifixed, or step, 
costs. For example, the management of the Hypothetical Corporation 
estimates that if the Machinery Department operates at less than 1~,~~0 
machine hours one foreman will be necessary, if the department operates 
at over 10,000 machine hours but less than 20,~00 machine hours they 
will require two foremen. When semifixed costs are evident insert the 
number of such semifixed costs in column 70 of the 10-card and prepare 
the corresponding number of 13-cards. For the Hypothetical Corporation, 
management anticipates on semifixed cost for the Machinery Department 
and would, therefore, prepare one 13-card as follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-19 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--insert a "1" in column 1 and a "3" 
in column 2. 
Product Number 
Production Department Number 
Leave these columns blank. 
Number of Steps-~place the number of lump sum 
changes in the semifixed cost in this column. 
The model provides for a maximum of five steps. 
For the Machinery Department, management would 
insert a "2" in column 20. 
High Volume--insert and right justify the high-
est volume expressed in terms of overhead units 
in these columns. The high volume for step #1 
for the Machinery Department is 1~,~~~ machine 
hours. The high volume for the second step is 
20,000 units. The model has been designed to 
write an error message if sufficient volume is 
not provided for on the 13-card .. The program 
will be terminated at that point. 
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Column(s) Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Step Cost--insert and right justify the semi-
fixed costs associated with the related step in 
these columns. 
High 
Volume 
21-26 
33-38 
45-50 
57-62 
69-74 
Step 
Cost 
27-32 
39-44 
51-56 
63-68 
75-80 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Insert the High Volume and Step Cost in the 
columns noted below. 
2. Raw Materials Cards 
For each raw material held in inventory, prepare the following set 
of cards (as required) and input into the model in the sequence presented 
below: 
Ref. 
2.1 
2.2 
Card 
Code 
14 
15 
Card Name 
Raw Material Detailed Card 
Raw Material Desired Inventory Card 
Input the sets of raw materials cards into the model in raw material 
number sequence. For example, the Hypothetical Corporation will input 
the raw material card(s) for wood first, then the card(s) for kits, etc. 
(see Table XIV, page 223). Goding instructions for the raw materials 
cards are presented below. 
2.1. Raw Material Detail. For each raw material held in inventory 
prepare a "Raw Materials Detail Card" as follows: 
Column(s) Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
1-2 Card Code--insert a "1" in column 1 and a "4" in column 2. 
3-5 Raw Materials Number--insert and right justify the identify-
ing number for the raw material in these columns. If the 
Hypothetical Corporation were preparing a 14-card for wood 
they would insert a "1" in column 5 (see Table XIV, page 
223). 
Column(s) 
6-8 
9-34 
35 
36-42 
43-49 
50-56 
57-62 
63-67 
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Leave these columns blank. 
Raw Materials Name--insert and right justify the name of 
the raw material in these columns. Insert other information 
to be printed out on the schedules in these columns (e.g., 
suppliers stock number). 
Leave this column blank. 
Costing Unit--insert and left justify the unit of measure 
used in developing product standard costs in these columns. 
Examples of units of measure are ounce/oz., pound/lb., 
gallon/gal., etc. 
The Hypothetical Corporation's product Red requires four 
feet of wood. Therefore, the raw material wood is casted by 
the "foot." 
Cost ~ Costing Unit--insert the cost of each unit of 
material used for costing purposes in these columns. The 
implied decimal point is between column 46 and 47. For 
example, if wood costs the Hypothetical Corporation $4.00 
per foot, this data would be coded as follows: 
Purchasing Unit--these columns are used whenever a raw 
material is purchased in a unit of measure that is different 
from the unit used for costing purposes. For example, a 
company may purchase a chemical in the gallon or barrel but 
use ounces for costing purposes. It may purchase another 
raw material by the ton but find it appropriate to use pounds 
for costing purposes. If the purchasing unit is the same as 
the costing unit leave these columns blank. 
Cost ~ Purchasing Unit--insert the amount the user expects 
to pay for each unit of the raw material purchased in these 
columns. The implied decimal point is between columns 60 
and 61. For example, if the Hypotheti~al Corporation expects 
to pay $12.00 per yard for wood this data would be coded as 
follows: 
Denominator of Conversion Factor--whenever the costing unit 
is different than the purchasing unit insert and right 
justify the denominator of the conversion factor (i.e., the 
relationship) in these columns. The following are some 
examples: 
Column (s) 
68-73 
74 
75-80 
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Costing Purchasing Denominator of 
Unit Unit Conversion Factor 
Foot Yard 3 
Ounce Pound 16 
Sq. Ft. Sq. Yd. 9 
Pound Ton 2,000 
Piece Gross 144 
Piece Dozen 12 
Units in Beginning Inventory--insert and right justify the 
number of units of the raw material expected to be in the 
beginning inventory in these columns. 
Period Code--if the desired ending inventory of the raw 
material is the same in each of the budget periods insert 
a "S" in column 74. Otherwise, leave columns 74-80 blank 
and prepare a 15-card. · 
Same Desired Ending Inventory--if the number of units 
desired in the ending inventory is the same in each of the 
budget periods insert and right justify the number of units 
in these columns. 
2.2. Raw Material Desired Ending Inventory (15) Card. Prepare the 
"Raw Materials Desired Ending Inventory Card" whenever the desired ending 
inventory is not the same in each budget period. When this card is used 
prepare it as follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-5 
6-8 
9-14 
15-20 
21-26 
27-32 
33-38 
Budget 
Period 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--insert a "1" in column 1 and a "5" in 
----
column·2. 
Raw Materials Number 
Leave these columns blank. 
Desired Ending Inventory--insert and right justify 
the number of units of desired ending 'inventory for 
each budget period in the columns noted below. The 
inventory is stated in terms of purchasing units. 
Column(s) 
Budget 
Period 
39-44 6 
45-50 7 
51-56 8 
57-62 9 
63-68 10 
69-7 4 11 
75-80 12 
3. Product Cards 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
For each product produced submit the following set of cards (as 
required) in the sequence noted below: 
Ref. 
3.1 
3.2 
3.3 
Card Code 
16 
17 
18-21 
Card Name 
Product Detail Card 
Product Desired Ending Inventory Card 
Product Standard Cost Cards 
Input the set of product cards into the model in product number 
sequence. For example, the Hypothetical Corporation would input the 
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cards for product Red first, then product Blue, and finally the set of 
cards for product Green (see Table XIV, page 223). Instructions for 
coding the necessary data input cards are presented below. 
3.1. Product Detail (16) Card. Prepare the "Product Detail Card" 
as follows: 
Column(s) Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
1-2 Card Code--insert a "1" in column 1 and a "2" in column 2. 
3-4 Product Number 
5-8 Leave these columns blank. 
9-34 Product Name--insert and left justify the name of the product 
in these columns. The user can also include other identify-
ing data (e.g., model numbers, etc.) in these columns. All 
data inserted in these columns will be output on the 
schedules. 
Column(s) 
35-67 
68-73 
74 
75-80 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Leave these columns blank. 
Units £f Product in Beginning Inventory--insert and right 
justify the number of units anticipated in the beginning 
inventory in these columns. 
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Period Code--if the desired ending inventory is the same in 
each of the budget periods then insert a "S" in this column. 
Otherwise leave columns 74-80 blank and prepare a 17-card. 
Same Desired Ending Inventory--if the product's desired 
ending inventory is the same in all budget periods, insert 
and right justify the number of units desired in each of 
the budget periods in these columns. 
3.2. Product Desired Ending Inventory (17) Card. Whenever the 
product desired ending inventory is different in some of the budget 
periods prepare a "Product Desired Ending Inventory Card" as follows: 
Column(s) Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
1-2 Card Code--insert a "1" in column 1 and a "2" in column 2. 
3-4 
5-8 
8-80 
Product Number 
Leave these columns blank. 
Desired Ending Inventory--the instructions for these 
columns are identical to those for the 15-card (see page 
262). 
3.3. Product Standard Cost Cards. For each production department 
through which the product passes, prepare the following set of cards 
(as required) and submit in the sequence presented below: 
Ref. Card Code Card Name 
3.3":""1 18 Product Raw Materials Requirement Card ltl 
3.3.2 19 Product Raw Materials Requirement Card 112 
3.3.3 20 Product Constraint Requirements Card 
3.3.4 21 Product Labor and Overhead Requirements Card 
Insert the sets of department product standard cost cards into the 
model in production department number sequence. Coding instructions 
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for each of the above cards is presented below. 
3.3.1. Product Raw Materials Requirement (18) Card. The purpose 
of the "Product Raw Materials Requirement Card(s)" is to input the raw 
materials added by the production department and to input the quantity 
of each raw material required. Each 18- and 19-card provides for seven 
raw materials. Always submit the 18-card first followed by as many 19-
cards as necessary to account for the raw materials added by the produc-
tion department. For example, if the Machinery Department added 75 raw 
materials in the production of product Red the company would prepare one 
18-card and ten 19-cards. Prepare each 18-card as follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-14 
15-17 
Raw Material 
Added Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--insert a "1" in column 1 and an 
"S"in column 2. 
Product Number 
Production Department Number 
Leave these columns blank. 
Number of Raw Materials Added--the number of 
---
raw materials added by the department will be 
inserted in these columns. In the above 
example management would insert the data as 
follows: 
Raw Material Number--Insert and right 
justify the identifying number of the raw 
material (from Table XIV, page 223) in each 
of the columns assigned below. 
Raw Material Quantity--Insert the quantity 
of the raw material in the columns assigned 
below. 
Column(s) 
Cumulative 
Implied Number of 
Budget Variable and 
and Input Instructions 
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For the 18-card, RM = 0. For each 
card prepared thereafter add 7 to 
RM. For example on the first 19-
card RM will equal 7, for the 
second 19-card RM will equal 14, 
etc. 
RMi! RM QTY Decimal RM Added 
18-20 21-26 23-24 1 + RM 
27-29 30-35 32-33 2 + RM 
36-38 39-44 40-41 3 + RM 
45-47 48-53 50-51 4 + RM 
54-56 57-62 59-60 5 + RM 
63-65 66-71 68-69 6 + RM 
72-74 75-80 77-80 7 + RM 
3.3.2. Product Raw Materials Requirement (19) Card i/2. Use the 
second "Product Raw Materials Requirement Card" whenever the number of 
raw materials used in a production department is greater than seven. 
Use as many of these cards as necessary to take care of all the raw 
materials added by a particular department. Prepare the 19-card as 
follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
7-17 
18-80 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--insert a "1" in column 1 and a "9" in column 2. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Raw Material Number and Quantity--add "7" to RM and use 
instructions for these columns on the 18-card above. 
3.3.3. Product Constraint Requirements (20) Card. Prepare a 
"Product Constraint Requirements Card" only when the production depart-
ment wishes to measure a constraint other than the overhead unit, i.e., 
when it uses a 12-card. When this card is used prepare it as follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-32 
33-38 
39-44 
45-50 
51-80 
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Card Code--insert a "2" in column 1 and a "0" in column 2. 
Product Number 
Production Department Number 
Leave these columns blank. 
Quantity ~ Constraint #1--insert and right justify the 
quantity per unit of product produced of the first depart-
ment constraint in these columns. The implied decimal 
point is between columns 35 and 36. 
Quantity of Constraint #2--insert and right justify the 
amount of the second department constraint per unit of 
product (if any) in these columns. The implied decimal 
point is between columns 41 and 42. 
Quantity of Constraint #3--insert and right justify the 
quantity Of the third department constraint (if any) 
required to produce a unit of product in these columns. The 
implied decimal point is between columns 47 and 48. 
Leave these columns blank. 
3.3.4. Product Labor and Overhead Requirements (21) Card. The 
purpose of the "Product Labor and Overhead Requirements Card" is to 
input the quantity of each that is required per unit of product. Prepare 
this card as follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-13 
14 
15-20 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--insert a "2" in column 1 and a "1" in column 2. 
Product Number 
Production Department Number 
Leave these columns blank. 
Labor Code--insert a "P" in this column if the department 
uses a piece rate, otherwise leave it blank. 
Labor Hours Required--place the amount of labor required 
per unit of product in these columns. The implied decimal 
point is between columns 17 and 18. 
Column(s) 
21-24 
25-30 
31-80 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Leave these columns blank. 
Variable Overhead Units Required--place the quantity of 
overhead units required per unit of product in these 
columns. The implied decimal point is between columns 27 
and 28. 
Leave these columns blank. 
4. "SS" Card 
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The purpose of the "SS-Card" is to signify the end of the produc-
tion department data. Prepare this card according to the instructions 
on page 253. 
Other Data Input Cards 
The remaining data input cards are input in the following g!oups in 
the specified sequence: 
1. Service Department Data Cards 
2. Other Administrative Department Data Cards 
3. Other Income Data Card(s) 
4. Other Expense Data Card(s) 
5. Desired Cash Balance Card 
6. Other Cash Receipt Card(s) 
7. Other Cash Disbursement Card(s) 
8. Non-Cash Detail Card(s) 
9. Accounts Receivable Detail Card 
10. Accounts Payable Detail Card 
Each card or group of cards will be discussed in detail below. 
1. Service Department Data Cards 
For each service department submit the following set of cards (as 
required) in the sequence outlined below: 
Ref. 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
1.5 
Card Code 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
Card Name 
Service Department Detail Card 
Service Department Fixed Cost Card 
Interdepartmental Relationship Card #1 
Interdepartmental Relationship Card #2 
Service Department Semifixed Cost Card 
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Input the sets of service department cards in service department 
number sequence. Instructions for coding each of the cards listed above 
is presented below. 
1.1. Service Department Detail (22) Card. Prepare for each service 
department in the organization a "Service Department Detail Card" as 
follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-8 
9-34 
35-49 
50-53 
54-62 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--insert a "2" in column 1 and also in column 2. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Service Department Number--insert and right justify the num-
ber which identifies the service department in these colu.mns. 
If a 22-card were being prepared for the Maintenance Depart-
ment of the Hypothetical Corporation, a "5" would be 
inserted in column 6 (see Table XIV, page 223). 
Leave these columns blank. 
Service Department Name--insert and left justify the name 
of the service department in these columns. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Variable Overhead Rate--insert the variable overhead rate 
for the service department in these columns. The implied 
decimal point is between columns 51 and 52. 
Service Unit--insert and left justify the name of the 
service unit in these columns. In most cases it will be 
necessary to abbreviate the name to fit in the nine columns. 
For example, the Maintenance Department of the Hypothetical 
Corporation might code their service unit as follows: 
Column(s) 
63-69 
7'/J 
71-73 
74 
75-80 
Budget Variable and Input Instruction 
Maximum Service Units Available--insert and right justify 
the number of service units available during each budget 
period in these columns. 
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Number of Semifixed Costs--the model provides for a maximum 
of three semifixed costs. Insert the number that is 
appropriate for the service department in this column. A 
26-card is prepared for each of these semifixed costs. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Period Code--if the estimated fixed costs in all of the 
budget periods is the same, then insert a "S" in this 
column. Otherwise, leave columns /4-8'/J blank and prepare 
a 23-card. Round amount to the nearest whole dollar. 
Same Amount of Traceable Fixed Costs--if the service depart-
ment's fixed costs are the same in all budget periods, 
insert and right justify the amount in these columns. This 
amount should be rounded to the nearest whole doll~r. 
1.2. Service Department Fixed Cost (22) Card. Whenever the service 
department's fixed costs are different prepare a "Service Department 
Fixed Cost Card'' as fallows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-8 
9-8'/J 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--insert a "2" in column 1 and a "3" in column 2. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Service Department Number 
Leave these columns blank. 
Amount of Traceable Fixed Costs--the instruction for ·these 
columnsis identical to those for the 11-card (see page 
257). 
1.3 Interdepartmental Relationship (24) Card. The purpose of this 
card is to derive the data necessary to determine the total variable 
costs for the service department. Prepare the 24-card as follows:· 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-12 
13-14 
Min. 
Dept. Serv. 
No. Units 
15-16 17-21 
26-27 28-32 
37-38 39-43 
48-49 50-54 
59-60 61-65 
70-71 72-76 
Relation-
shiE 
22-25 
33-36 
44-47 
55-58 
66-69 
77-80 
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Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--insert a "2" in column 1 and a "4" 
in column 2. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Service Department Number 
Number of Production Departments Served--insert 
and right justify the number of production de-
partments served by the service department in 
these columns. 
Leave these columns blank. 
For each production department served, the 
following data will be input in the columns 
designated below. 
Number ~ Production DeEartments Served--
insert and right justify the identifying num-
ber of the production department to which the 
other variables noted below apply in the 
columns noted below. 
Minimum Service Units--insert and right justify 
the number of service units required by the 
production department regardless of the level 
of production in the columns noted below. For 
example, the Machinery Department requires 
that the Maintenance Department clean and oil 
its machinery every Saturday morning regard-
less of the level of production. 
RelationshiE--insert and right justify the 
relationship between the level of production 
in the producing departments as measured in 
overhead units and the number of service units 
required in the columns noted below. For 
example, the Machinery Department estimates 
that it will require one service unit for 
every 5~ machine hours.16 
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1.4. Interdepartmental Relationship (25) Card #2. Whenever the 
number of production departments served is greater than six prepare an 
"Interdepartmental Relationship Card #2" according to the following 
instructions. Prepare as many of these cards as necessary to take care 
of all the production departments served. For example, if the service 
department serves\16 producing departments then it will be necessary to 
prepare one 24-card and two 25-cards. 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
8-14 
15-80 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--insert a "2" in column 1 and a "5" in column 2. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Service Department Number 
Leave these columns blank. 
These columns are identical to the 24-card. See above for 
necessary instructions. 
1.5. Service Department Semifixed Cost (26) Card(s). Prepare as 
many "Service Department Semifixed Cost Cards" as specified in column 70 
of the 22-card. Prepare each card as follows. 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-19 
20-80 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--insert a "2" in column 1 and a "6" in column 2. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Service Department Number 
Leave these columns blank. 
Step Cost Data--the data input is identical on the 13-card, 
therefore, see instructions for these columns on page 259. 
2. Other Administrative Department Data Cards 
For every administrative department other than those associated 
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with the marketing function or production function prepare the following 
set of cards (as required): 
Ref. 
2.1 
2.2 
Card Code 
27 
28 
Card Name 
Administrative Department Detail Card 
Administrative Department Fixed Cost Card 
Coding instructions for each card in the set is presented below. 
Input the sets of cards in administrative department number sequence. 
2.1. Administrative Department Detail~ Card. Prepare each 
"Administrative Department Detail Card" as follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-8 
9-34 
35-73 
74 
75-80 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--place a ''2" in column 1 and a "7" in column 2, 
Leave these columns blank. 
Administrative Department Number--insert and right justify 
the number which identifies the administrative department 
in these columns. If a 27-card were being prepared for the 
Vice-President of Finance for the Hypothetical Corporation, 
a "2" would be inserted in column 6 (see Table XIV, page 
223). 
Leave these columns blank. 
Administrative Department Name--insert and left justify the 
name of the administrative department in these columns. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Period Code--if the department fixed costs are identical in 
each budget period insert a "S" in this column. Otherwise, 
leave columns 74 through 80 blank and prepare a 28-card. 
Same Amount of Traceable Fixed Costs--when the fixed costs 
in each budget period are the same insert and right justify 
the amount of fixed costs traceable to each budget period 
in these columns. Round amount to nearest whole dollar. 
2.2. Administrative Department Fixed Cost (28) Card. Prepare an 
"Administrative Department Fixed Cost Card" whenever the amount of the 
traceable fixed costs associated with each budget is different. 
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Prepare each card as follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-8 
9-80 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--insert a "2" in column 1 and a "8'' in column 2. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Administrative Department Number 
Leave these columns blank. 
Amount of Traceable Fixed Costs--the instructions for these 
columns are identical to those for the 11-card. Therefore, 
see page 257 for coding instructions. 
3. Other Income Data Card(s) 
Whenever the user expects to earn other income prepare the following 
set of cards (as required) and input into the model in the sequence 
given. 
Ref. 
3.1 
3.2 
Card Code 
, 29 
30 
Card Name 
Other Income Data Card #1 
Other Income Data Card #2 
Insert the sets of other income data cards into the model consec-
utively in the order the user wishes them to appear on the "Projected 
Income Statement." Coding instructions for each of the above cards are 
presented below. 
3.1. Other Income Data (29) Card #1. Prepare an "Other Income 
Data Card #1" for each other income item. This is so even though there 
may be no other income in the first six budget periods (in this case 
the user may leave the amount columns blank). Prepare each 29-card as 
follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-8 
9-34 
35-37 
38 
39-45 
46-52 
53-59 
60-66 
67-73 
74-80 
NOTE: 
Budget 
Period 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--insert a "2" in column 1 and a "9" in 
column 2. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Other Income Name--insert and left justify the 
name of the other income item as it is to appear 
on the income statement and cash budget (if 
appropriate) in these columns. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Cash Code--the user should insert a "C" in this 
----
column if the other income item will result in a 
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cash inflow in the budget period in which the 
other income is recognized. If the item will not 
result in a cash inflow, insert an "N" in thes_e_ 
columns. If for some reason the other infome item 
is recognized in one period and the cash inflow 
results in another budget period place an "N" in 
this column and an "Other Cash Receipt (34,35) 
Card(s)" to recognize the receipt of the cash. 
Other Income Amount--insert and right justify the 
amount of the other income to be recognized in each 
budget period in the columns noted below. Round 
amount to nearest whole dollar. If other income 
is recognized in some but not all budget periods 
insert zeros for unused periods or leave these 
columns blank. 
Whenever the number of budget periods utilized in developing 
the budget is greater than six, prepare a 30-card even 
though the other income item does not affect those periods. 
In such cases the user need only insert the card code. 
3.2. Other Income Data (30) Card 112. Prepare an "Other Income 
Data Card 112" for every other income item when the number of periods 
utilized in developing the budget is greater than six. Prepare each 
30-card as follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-38 
Budget 
Period 
39-45 7 
46-52 8 
53-59 9 
60-66 10 
67-73 11 
74-80 12 
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Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--insert a "3" in column 1 and a "0" in 
column 2. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Other Income Amount--insert and right justify the 
amount of other income in the columns assigned for 
each budget period in the columns noted below. 
Round amount to nearest whole dollar. 
4. Other Expense Data Card(s) 
Whenever the user expects to incur expenses that are classified as 
"Other Expenses" on the income statement, prepare the following set of 
cards (as required) and input into the model in the sequence noted. 
Ref. 
4.1 
4.2 
Card Code 
31 
32 
Card Name 
Other Expense Data Card #1 
Other Expense Data Card #2 
Input the sets of other expense cards into the model in the sequence 
the user wishes them to appear on the "Projected Income Statement." 
Coding instructions for each of these cards are presented below. 
4 .1. Other Expense Data (31) Card Ill. Prepare an "Other Expense 
Data Card Ill" for each other expense item as follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-8 
Budget 
Period Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--insert a "3" in column 1 and a "1" in 
column 2. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Column(s) 
9-34 
35-37 
38 
Budget 
Period 
39-45 1 
46-52 2 
53-59 3 
60-66 4 
67-73 5 
74-80 6 
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Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Other Expense Name--insert and left justify the 
name of the other expense item as it will appear on 
the schedules in these columns. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Cash Code--insert a "C" if the other expense item 
will result in a cash outflow in the period in 
which the item is recognized for financial state-
ment purposes. If the other expense item is 
recognized in the financial statement in one period 
and paid in another period, insert a "N" in this 
column and prepare an "Other Cash Disbursement 
Card" for the cash outflow. 
Amount of Other Expense--insert and right justify 
the other expense item as it relates to each of 
the first six budget periods in the columns noted 
below. Round amount to nearest whole dollar. 
NOTE: Whenever the number of budget periods utilized in developing 
the budget is greater than six, prepare a 32-card even 
though the other expense item does not affect those periods. 
In such cases the user need only insert the card code "32" 
in the first two columns. 
4.2. Other Expense Data (32) Card 112. Prepare an "Other Expens~ 
Data Card 112" for every other expense item whenever the number of budget 
periods is greater than six. Prepare this card as follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-38 
Budget 
Period Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--insert a "3" iiil column 1 and a "2" in 
column 2. 
Leave these columns blank. 
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Column(s) 
Budget 
Period Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
5. 
39-45 
46-52 
53-59 
60-66 
67-73 
74-80 
Desired 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Other Inco~e Amount--insert and right justify the 
amount of other expense for each budget period in 
the columns noted below. Round amount to nearest 
whole dollar. 
Cash Balance (33) Card 
Prepare the "Desired Cash Balance Card" whenever a "Cash Budget" is 
desired by the user. There are two formats possible for this 33-card. 
Coding instructions for each format are presented below. 
Format #1. This format will save the user coding time whenever the 
d~sired ending cash balance is the same in each of the budget periods. 
When appropriate it is prepared as follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-8 
9-73 
74 
75-80 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--insert a "3" in column 1 and also in column 2. 
Beginning Cash Balance--insert and right justify the cash 
balance the user anticipates at the beginning of the budget 
period in these columns. Round amount to nearest whole 
dollar. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Period Code--insert a "S" in this column. 
Same Desired Ending Cash Balance--insert and right justify 
the desired ending cash balance that is appropriate for all 
budget periods in these columns. Round amount to nearest 
whole dollar. 
Format 112. This format is used whenever the desired ending cash 
balance is different for the budget periods. 
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Column(s) 
Budget 
Period Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
6. 
1-2 
3-8 
9-14 
15-20 
21-26 
27-32 
33-38 
39-44 
45-50 
51-56 
57-62 
63-68 
69-74 
75-80 
Other Cash 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Card Code--insert a "3" in column 1 and also in 
column 2. 
Beginning Cash Balance--insert and right justify 
the anticipated beginning cash balance in these 
columns. Round amount to nearest whole dollar. 
Desired Ending Cash Balance--insert and right 
justify the amount of cash the user wishes to have 
on hand at the end of each of the budget periods 
in the columns presented below. Round amount to 
nearest whole dollar. 
ReceiEt Card(s) 
Whenever the user anticipates cash receipts from transactions other 
than sales transactions, prepare the following set of cards (as required) 
and input into the model in the sequence presepted. 
Ref. 
6.1 
6.2 
Card Code 
34 
35 
Card Name 
Other Cash Receipt Card #1 
Other Cash Receipt Card #2 
Submit the sets of other cash receipt cards in the sequence the 
user wishes them to appear on the "Cash Budget." These cards need not 
be prepared if the user does not want a cash budget.-
When used, prepare these cards as presented below. 
6.1. Other Cash Receipt~ Card 1tl. Prepare an "Other Cash 
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Receipt Card #1" for every other cash receipt item or group of items. 
For example, the Hypothetical Corporation plans on securing a bank loan 
in the month of July. In this case both a 34-card and a 35-card would 
be prepared to input this data. Prepare each 34-card as follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-8 
9-34 
35-38 
39-45 
46-52 
53-59 
60-66 
67-73 
74-80 
NOTE: 
Budget 
Period 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--insert a "5" in column 1 and a "4" in 
column 2. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Other Cash Receipt Name--insert and left justify 
the name of the other cash receipt in these columns 
as the user wishes it to appear on the cash budget. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Amount £f Other Cash Receipt--insert and right 
justify the amount of cash expected in each budget 
period in the columns noted below. Round amount to 
nearest whole dollar. Unused columns can be left 
blank. 
Whenever the number of budget periods utilized in developing 
the budget is greater than six, prepare a 35-card even · 
though the other cash receipt item does not affect those 
periods. In such cases the user need only insert the card 
code in the first two columns. 
6. 2. Other Cash Receipt (35) Card 112. Prepare an "Other Cash 
Receipt Card #2" for every other cash receipt item when the number of 
budget periods used in developing the budget is greater than six. 
Prepare each 35-card as follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-38 
Budget 
Period 
39-45 7 
46-52 8 
53-59 9 
60-66 10 
67-73 11 
74-80 12 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--insert a "3" in column 1 and a "5" in 
column 2. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Amount ££ Other Cash Receipt--insert and right 
justify the amount associated with each budget 
period in the columns presented below. Round 
amount to nearest whole dollar. 
7. Other Cash Disbursement Card(s) 
Whenever the user anticipates cash disbur'sements resulting from 
transactions other than those from the ordinary course of business, 
prepare the following set of cards (as required) and input into the 
model in the sequence noted below. 
Ref. 
7.1 
7.2 
Card Code 
36 
37 
Card Name 
Other Cash Disbursement Card #1 
Other Cash Disbursement Card #2 
Submit the sets of other cash disbursement cards in the sequence 
the user wishes them to appear on the "Cash Budget." When required 
prepare these cards according to the following instructions. 
7.1. Other Cash Disbursement~ Card #1. If the user desires 
a cash budget, prepare an "Other Cash Disbursement Card Ill" for every 
other cash payment item or group of such items. Prepare each 36-card 
as follows: 
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Column(s) 
1-2 
3-8 
9-38 
39-45 
46-52 
53-59 
60-66 
67-73 
74-80 
NOTE: 
Budget 
Period 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--insert a "3" irt column 1 and a "6" in 
column 2. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Other Cash Disbursement Name--insert and left 
justify the name of the other cash disbursement 
item or group of items as it will appear on the 
cash budget in these columns. 
Amount of Other Cash Disbursements--insert and 
- --
right justify the amount of the other cash dis-
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bursement associated with each budget period in 
the columns noted below. Round amount to nearest 
whole dollar. 
Whenever the number of budget periods is greater than six, 
a 37-card must be prepared even though the cash disbursement 
does not affect those periods. In such cases the user need 
only insert the card code "37" in the first two columns. : 
7.2. Other Cash Disbursement (37) Card 112. An "Other Cash 
Disbursement Card 112" must be prepared for every other cash disbursement 
item whenever the number of budget periods is greater than six. Prepare 
this card as follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-38 
Budget 
Period Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--insert a "3" in column 1 and a "7" in 
column 2. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Amount £f Other Cash Disbursement--insert and right 
justify the amount of the cash disbursement 
associated with each budget period in the columns 
noted below. Round amount to nearest whole dollar. 
Column(s) 
Budget 
Period 
39-45 7 
46-52 8 
53-59 9 
60-66 10 
67-73 11 
74-80 12 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
8. Non-Cash Detail Card(s) 
Whenever a cash budget is required by the user the following 
card(s) should be prepared to account for those expenses which do not 
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require a cash outflow (e.g., depreciation expense). The budget model 
developed in this study requires that the user sum the amount of all 
non-cash expenses associated with each budget period and input this 
data on the following cards. The expenses referred to are those that 
result from the ordinary course of business (i.e., the user should not 
include other expense items). 
8 .1. Non-Cash Detail Jill Card til. Prepare the "Non-Cash Detail 
Card Ill" as follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-38 
39-45 
46-52 
53-59 
60-66 
67-73 
74-80 
Budget 
Period 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--insert a "5" in column 1 and a "8" in 
column 2. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Amount of Non-Cash Expenses--sum the non-cash ex-
penses associated with each budget period and in-
sert that amount in the columns presented below. 
Round amount to near~st whole dollar and right 
. justify. 
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8.2. Non-Cash Detail (39) Card #2. A "Non-Cash Detail Card #2" 
should be prepared whenever the number of budget periods is greater than 
six. Prepare the 39-card as follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3-38 
Budget 
Period 
39-45 7 
46-52 8 
53-59 9 
60-66 10 
67-73 11 
74-80 12 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--insert a "3" in column 1 and a "9" in 
column 2. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Amount ~ Non-Cash Expenses--insert and right 
justify the total amount of expenses associated 
with each budget period that does not require a 
cash outflow in the columns noted below. Round 
amount to nearest whole dollar. 
9. Accounts Receivable Detail (40) Card 
Prepare an "Accounts Receivable Detail Card" whenever a cash budget 
is prepared. The purpose of this card is to input data relating to the 
cash collection of sales transactions. Prepare the 40-card as follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3 
Budget 
Period Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--insert a "4" in column 1 and a "0" in 
column 2. 
Leave this column blank. 
Amount of Cash Collections £[ Beginning Accounts 
Receivable--insert and right justify the portion of 
the beginning balance of accounts receivable that 
is expected to be collected in each of the first 
five budget periods. Round amount to nearest whole 
dollar •. Leave any unused columns blank. For 
example, the Hypothetical Corporation has a begin-
ning accounts receivable balance of $36,975. It 
anticipates collecting $30,000 of this in the first 
Column(s) 
4-9 
10-15 
16-21 
22-27 
28-33 
34-35 
36-37 
38-39 
40-41 
42-43 
44 
Budget 
Period 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
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Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
budget period and the remaining $16,975 in the 
second budget period, These amounts would be 
inserted in the columns noted below for periods 
one and two and the remaining columns 16-33 would 
be left blank. The user should adjust the 
beginning balance for anticipated bad debts and 
include in all the columns noted below only the 
portion it expects to collect in cash. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Percentage Credit Sales--insert management's 
estimate of the percentage of sales that will be 
made on account in these columns. The implied 
decimal point is between columns 35 and 36. For 
example, if the Hypothetical Corporation estimates 
that 80% of all sales will be credit sales, they 
would code this data as follows: 
Leave these columns blank. 
Percentage Bad Debts--place management's estimate 
of the portion of all sales made on account that 
will result in bad debts in these columns. The 
implied decimal point is between columns 39 and 40. 
For example, if the Hypothetical Corporation 
estimates that 2% of all sales made on account 
will prove to be uncollectable, they will insert 
this data as follows: 
~ 
=ni 
Leave these columns blank. 
Anticipated Number of Collection Periods--insert 
the anticipated number of collection periods in 
this column. The model provides for a maximum of 
five collection periods. 
Column(s) 
45-47 
48-49 
50-51 
52-53 
54-55 
56-57 
58-59 
60-61 
62-63 
64-65 
66-80 
Budget 
Period 
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Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Leave these columns blank. 
Percentage ~ Credit Sales Collected in Period of 
Sale--insert the percentage of sales made on 
account and anticipated to be collected in the 
budget period in which the sale is made. The 
implied decimal point is between columns 47 and 48. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Percentage ~ Credit Sales Collectable in the 
Period Following the Sale--insert the percentage 
the company expects to collect in the first period 
following the sales. For example, the percentage 
of January's sales that will be collected in 
February. The implied decimal point is between 
columns 51 and 52. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Percentage of Credit Sales Collected in the Second 
Period Following the Sale--insert the percentage 
the business entity expects to collect in the 
second budget period following the sale. For 
example, the percentage of January's sales that 
will be collected in March. The implied decimal 
point is between columns 55 and 56. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Percentage of Credit Sales Collected in the Third 
Period Following the Sale--insert the percentage 
management expects to collect in the third budget 
period following the sale in these columns. For 
example, the percentage of January's sales manage-
ment expects to collect in April. The implied 
decimal point is between columns 59 and 60. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Percentage ~ Credit Sales Collected in the Fourth 
Period Following the Sale--insert the percentage 
management expects to collect in the fourth budget 
period following the sale in these columns. For 
example, the percentage of January's sales manage-
ment expects to collect in May. The implied 
decimal point is between columns 63 and 64. 
Leave these columns blank. 
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10. Accounts Payable Detail (40) Card 
Prepare the "Accounts Payable Detail Card" whenever the user 
requires a cash budget. The purpose of this card is to determine the 
estimated total cash paid on account in each budget period. The budget 
model developed in this study calculates the total purchases in each 
budget period by summing the following items and subtracting the non-
cash expenses input on the 38- and 39-cards. The budget variables that 
increase purchases are: 
1. Raw Material Purchases 
2. Factory Overhead Expenses 
3. Variable Marketing Expenses 
4. Fixed Marketing Expenses 
5. Other Administrative Expenses 
The model assumes that all direct labor will be paid in the period 
in which benefits are received and accounts for direct labor costs as 
a separate cash budget item. 
·Prepare the 40-card as follows: 
Column(s) 
1-2 
3 
4-9 
10-15 
16-21 
22-27 
28-33 
34-35 
Budget 
Period 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Card Code--insert a "4" in column 1 and a "0" in 
column 2. 
Leave this column blank. 
Amount £!_ Cash Payments £!_ Beginning Accounts 
Payable--insert and right justify the anticipated 
repayment schedule of the beginning accounts pay-
able in the columns presented below. Round amount 
to nearest whole dollar. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Column(s) 
36-37 
38-43 
44 
45-47 
48-49 
50-51 
52-53 
54-55 
56-57 
58-59 
60-61 
62-63 
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Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Percentage Credit Purchases--insert the percentage 
of all purchases (as defined on page 287) that will 
be made on account. The implied decimal point will 
be between columns 35 and 36. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Number of Payment Periods--insert the number of 
periods management anticipates paying for purchases 
on account in these columns. The model provides 
for a maximum of five budget periods. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Percentage Paid in Period of Purchase--insert the 
percentage of all purchases made on account that 
management expects to pay in the period of the· 
purchase in these columns. The implied decimal 
point is between columns 47 and 48. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Percentage Paid in First Period Following Purchase--
insert the percentage.management plans to pay in 
the first period following the purchase in these 
columns. For example, the percentage of January's 
purchases management plans to pay in February. The 
implied decimal point is between columns 51 and 52. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Percentage Paid in Second Period Following 
Purchase--insert the percentage managment plans on 
payirig the second budget period following the 
purchase in these columns. The implied decimal 
point is between columns 55 and 56. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Percentage Paid in the Third Period Following 
Purchase--insert the percentage management plans on 
paying during the third budget period following the 
purchase in these columns. For example, the per-
centage of January's purchases that will be paid in 
April. The implied decimal point is between 
columns 59 and 60. 
Leave these columns blank. 
Column(s) 
64-65 
66-80 
Budget Variable and Input Instructions 
Percentage Paid in the Fourth Period Following 
Purchase--insert the percentage management plans 
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on paying during the fourth budget period follow-
ing the purchase in these columns. For example, 
the percentage of January's sales that will be paid 
in May. The implied decimal point is between 
columns 63 and 64. 
Leave .these columns blank. 
FOOTNOTES 
1Germain Boer, Direct Cost and Contribution Accounting: An 
Integrated Management Accounting System (New York, 1974), pp. 44-45. 
2The term "coding" is used here to refer to the process of taking 
the estimates derived by management for the various budget variables and 
converting them to a form to be punched on 80 column data input cards. 
3This output will include any zeros that have been inserted for 
blanks. 
4This approach is strongly encouraged for those individuals using 
the budget model for the first time. 
5During this phase decision maker(s) deal with "What if" questions. 
For example: What would happen if we increased the selling price of 
product Blue by $5 per unit? What would happen if the price of our raw 
material "Wood" increased by 10%? What would happen if we changed our 
sales mix in the Eastern Territory? 
6This includes the following data input cards: 2A, 2B, 2C, 3A, 
3B, 3C, SA, SB, 5C, 6A, 6B, 6C, SA, SB, 8C, 9A, 9B, and 9C. 
7 If the user prefers he can use format #2 in such situations as 
well. 
8The Hypothetical Corporation has three marketing fixed cost 
classifications: Administration, Promotion, and Rent. Therefore, three 
"Marketing Product Fixed Cost Cards" are possible (2A, 2B, 2C) per 
product. The user should use only those cards which are appropriate 
for that particular product. 
9The user using only two levels of organization segments can 
proceed to the section "Groups of Level 3 Sales Segment .Cards" on page 
290. 
1°For convenience in locating data cards the user may wish to pre-
pare each "4" card on a colored 80 column data card. If colored cards 
are not available the user may wish to turn the card over so that if all 
other data cards have cut corner~ (i.e.,() the "4" card will have a 
rounded corner (i.e., f ) · · · 
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11no NOT insert a zero. The program does not interpret a zero as 
a space. 
12The user may wish to place the "7" card on 80 column colored 
cards (see footnote 10 above). 
13 If the user uses less than six budget periods the remaining 
periods will be left blank. 
14rn this case the user need only insert the card code "7B" in 
columns 1 and 2. 
15 .. Boer, p. 13, defines a semifixed cost as a cost which consists 
of "layers of fixed costs which are added as specific levels of volume 
are attained. They change in lump-sum amounts at certain levels of 
activity instead of changing continuously over at all levels of 
activity." Since such costs resemble stair steps they are frequently 
·referred to as "step costs." 
16The overhead unit for the Machinery Department is machine hours. 
The relationship can be derived statistically from historical data. 
APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER PROGRAM 
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P 57~D-Cil RELEASE 2.0 NOV 29, 197& IIIII OS/VS tOtaL 
OJOI 
onn 
0003 
COC4 
0005 
OO.Cb 
OOC7 
OJC8 
o Jcq 
0010 
0011 
O•Hl 
0013 
0014 
0015 
0016 
0011 
0018 
OCiq 
002C 
0021 
0012 
0023 
on~o 
0025 
0026 
0021 
0028 
OC29 
001J 
0031 
OOJl 
0033 
003'> 
?015 
0036 
0017 
0"'!8 
0039. 
0040 
OOH 
0042 
0043 
OOit~ 
0045 
0046 
0047 
0048 
0Cit9 
0050 
0051 
oosz 
005) 
005~ 
OOCOOO IOENTIFICATIUN DIVISION, 
000010 P~OGRA•-ID. BUDGET-MODEl. 
000020 AUT~R. FVS, 
CCCOtO IIEIIAPKS. 
OCCOTO. THIS tO~PUTER PROGRAM 
CCC080 A SMAll HANUFACTURI~ 
000090 ENV!PONMENT DIVISION. 
000100 CO~FIGU~ATIUN SECTION. 
OCOIIO SOURCE-COHPUTER. 181'1-HOo 
000120 OBJECT-COHPUTER. IBM-370. 
000150 SPECIAl-NAHES. 
OCCibO COl IS TO-TOP-OF•I'AGE. 
000500 INPLT-OUIPUT SECTION. 
AUG 23,1917 
PRODUCES A SET Ill' IUDG!TS fOil 
COIII'AHYo 
055 
0051> 
.J57 
0058 
00~9 
0060 
Obi 
062 
000 
064 
Ot~ 
Obb 
067 
0068 
001>9 
0070 
071 
072 
073 
071t 
075 
076 
CCC510 fiL£-CONTROl. 077 
000520 SElECT 8UOGET-DATA-FILE A551Gt; TO UT-5-SYSIII.. 078 
C005JO SElECT BUJGET-PRINTOUT•FILE ASSIGt; TO UT•S•SYSPRINTo 079 
000540 SElECT CONTRIIUTION-DATA·FILE ASSIGN TO OA•S•STOAAGEA. OBO 
. 0081 
COIOOO DATA DIVISION, 
001010 FILE SECTION. 
COIOZO FO 
001030 
COIO~O 
CJ1050 
CCI06? 
001~70 
COIJ75 
CCI CeO 
l'CIC90 
COIIOO 
C~IIIO 
001120 
cc 1110 
0011 ~0 
00l150 
CCllbil 
C01170 
COiloO 
OCil'IO 
001200 
OOlZOS 
001210 
BUOGET-OATA-FilEo 
RECORD CONTAINS 80 CHhR4CTERS 
LABEL RECORDS ARE ~~lTTEO 
DATA RECORDS ARE SfART-UP-DATA-CARO, 
HE40ING-DETAIL-CARO, 
PRI~TOUT-O~Tl-C4RD, 
ORGAh-NAME-tARO, 
SAlfS-OETAil~CARO, 
PROJECTED-SAlES-DETAIL-CARD, 
flXEO-COST-OETAll-CARO, 
DEP4RT~tNT-OETAil-tARO, 
DEPA~T~E~T-CONSTRAINT-CARO, 
SEMl-FIXED-C0ST-CARO, 
R4W-HATERIAlS-OETAil-cARD, 
DESI~ED-EI-OETAil-CARD, 
REQUIREO-RM-CARO, 
REOUlREO-lA30H-OH-CARDo 
REQUIREO-CONST~AINT-CAROt 
INTER-DEPT-RElAT IONSHIP-tAIIO, 
CASH-DETAIL-CARD, 
OTHER•DETAIL-CAROo 
AtCOUNT$~11Ec-AHD-PAY•DETAILo 
OA2 
OOel 
084 
085 
086 
087 
0~8 
ooe~ 
090 
091 
on 
093 
09'o 
00~5 
O·JS6 
CST 
0~8 
099 
)100 
101 
Jl02 )103 
JIC4 
Jl05 
l!CIIo 
JI07 
)I Cl 
HC9 
llO 
llll 
C01250 Ol 
co 1260 
(017.65 
001270 
001310 
001320 
001330 
001340 
COI3~0 
001 loO 
C01370 
001180 
001390 
001400 
r.OI410 
001420 
001430 
001440 
001450 
001460 
001470 
0015"30 
00 IS'oO 01 
001550 
001560 
001565 
OOISTO 01 
001580 
001590 
001600 
001610 
001&20 
001625 Ol 
001626 
C01627 
001628 
001630 01 
001640 
001645 
001650 
CC1655 
0016&0 
001670 
001690 
001695 
001700 
STA~T-UP·OATA-CARD, 
05 t ARD-CODE 
OS FILLER 
05 CIJRR-OATE 
05 FIllER 
OS ORGANIZATION-DATA. 
AUG 2), 1917 
PICTU'IE XX, 
PICTiJ'IE X151. 
PICTURE XUI. 
PIC TU~E Xl4lo 
10 NJ-lEV[l-2-SAlES•SEGIIENTS PICTURE 99o 
10 NU-lEVEL-3-SAlES-SEGHENTS PICTURE 99, 
10 ND-PRODUCING-DEPTS PICTURE 99. 
10 NJ-SERVICE-DEPTS PICTURE 99, 
10 NO-AOMINISTRATIVE-OEPTS PICTURE 99. 
05 fiLLER PICTURE Xl10lo 
OS INVfNTORV-OATA. 
10 NO-PRODUCTS 
10 NO-RAW-MATERIALS 
05 FillER 
05 BUDGET-PERIOD-DATA, 
10 N0-8UDGET-PERIODS 
10 INITIAL-BUOGET•PERIOO 
10 INITIAL·BUDGET•YEAII 
10 BUDGET-PERIOD 
05 fillER 
HElDING-DETAIL-tARDo 
05 FILLER 
05 HEADING-DATA. 
10 HEADING-IN 
PR!NTOUT-OATA·CAROo 
05 FilLER 
0, BUDGET-PRINTOUT OCCUR$ 27 
10 BUDGET•PRIHT 
10 FILLER 
OS FILLER 
ORGAt;-NA~E-CARDo 
05 FIllER 
05 ORGAN-NAME 
05 fillER 
SALES-OETlll-CARO. 
05 FillER 
05 SEGIIE'-IT-ID. 
10 FillER 
10 L2-SALES·SEG~ENT-ND 
10 l3-5AlES-SEGMENT•NO 
10 NA~E 
PICTURE 99, 
l'ltTURE 999, 
PICTURE ll5lo 
PICTURE 
PICTURE 
PICT JRE 
PIC TURf 
PICTURE 
'ltTURE 
PICTURE 
PICTURE 
TIMES. 
PICTURE 
PICTU~E 
PltTURE 
99. 
99. 
99, 
9, 
XIZ~I. 
xx. 
X lUI 
U51o 
9. 
x. 
ll2llo 
PICTURE XCZI. 
PICTURE Xl40lo 
PICTU~E Xllllo 
PICTURE XX. 
PICTURE XX. 
PICTURE 99. 
PICTURE 99. 
PICTURE liU6Io 
occuas • nilEs. 
OS MRKTG-Vt-RATE-DATAo 
10 IIRTG•YC-RATE 
OS FILLER. 
PltTURE V999 OCCURS J T1M1So 
P lCTUIIE XC J7 I. 
N 
\0 
w 
, ~~-~2.08 AUG ZJ.l917 ~ 1~.~2.oa AUCO 2) 1 1977 
'0111 001770 OS FILLER PICTURE XI3Zio 016'1 002220 15 STEP-COST PICTU~ 9161. 
0113 00 17b0 OS UNIT-~ELLING-PRICE PICTURE 'l999V99o OliO 
Oil~ cc 11!5 05 PROJECTED-SALES-DATA, 0111 
0115 001790 10 PROJECTED-SALES PICTURE 9171 OCCURS 6 TIKES. 0112 002230 01 RAW-MATERIAlS-DETAIL-CAROo 
0116 17J 002240 05 flllFR PICTURE xx. 
0117 Ol7~ 002250 05 RAW-M4TERIAlS-NO PICTURE 999. 
0118 001800 01 fl XED-COST-DEY AIL-tAROo 0175 002260 05 FIlLER PICTURE XllOio 
011'1 001~10 05 FILLER PICTURE xx. 0176 OlrZl10 05 RAw-HATERIALS-DETAILo 
0120 001920 05 P~GOUCT-NO PICTURE 99. 0171 002275 10 COSH NG-UNIT PICTURE Xl71, 
0121 OOIHO OS FILLER PICTURE XI~ I. 0178 002ZAO 10 COSTING-UNIT-COST PICTURE 9999V9'19o 
012Z C018J5 OS FI~ED-COST-DATAo 0179 0022~0 10 PURCHAS ING-u"'IT PICTURE Xl71, 
0123 COIB~O 10 TUCH8LE-FC PICTURE 91& 1 occuas lZ TIKES. 0180 0021CO 10 PURCH-UNI T -COST PICTURE 9999Y99o 
OlH 181 002310 10 DE NOM-CONY-FACTO. PIC TUAE 9151. 
0125 0182 002320 OS BEGI,.NING-I,.YENTORY PICTURE '116lo 
0126 001850 01 DEPARTMENT-DETAIL-CAADo 183 0023)0 05 FIllER PICTURE Xl71. 
0127 001860 05 FILLER Plcruqe X(<,), I Ut, 
0128 c"" 10 05 OtPT-~10 PICTURE 99. O!ES 0129 COlBBO OS F I LLE ~ PICTURE XllSio 186 002360 01 OESIRED-EI-OETAIL-CA~D. 
OllC 001890 05 L48CR-RATE PICTURE 99V9'1, 187 00Zl10 05 fiLLER PICTU-E X(lllo 
0131 00ld92 05 PIECE-RATE P 1cruqE 99V99o 1 e8 002380 05 DESIREO-EI I'ICTU-E 9161 occ;.,.s u nllis. 
0132 COIAG4 05 F l LlfR PICTURE Xl71o 189 
01)] C01'9~ 05 OH-VC-AATE PICTURE '19V'I9. 190 
Olllo CCI900 05 OH-UNIT. 191 002400 01 REOUIRED-RM-CAROo 
Oi]5 COI?IO 10 OH-UNI T-CODE PICTURE 9. I 92 0~2410 05 fILlER PICTURE XIHio 
Ollb co 1020 88 OL H VALUE Is I. 19) 002420 OS NO-RM-USED PICTURE 999. 
01!7 CCI930 88 MACH-HRS VALUE IS z. 194 0024 30 05 RAW-MTER IALS-DATA OCCUR$ 7 TIMES. 
OIJS COI'HO 88 lB S-MU VALUE IS 3, IS5 002440 10 RAW-MAT-NO PICTURE 999. 
01 ]9 OJIQ)O bB NU-UNITS VALUE IS 4. 196 002450 10 RH-QTY PICTURE 999V999o 
014C CClSoO 88 UTHER VALUE IS 5. IH 
0141 001n0 10 OTHER-OH-UNIT PICTURE XIBio 1~8 
0142 031980 05 MAX-U~ITS-AVAILA&LE PICTURE 9171o 199 002460 01 REQUIREO-LA80R-OH-CA~O. 
014} cczcco 05 NO-SEMI-fl XED-COSTS. PICTURE 9. zoo 002HO 05 fILLER P ICTU~E Xllllo 
01'4 002JIO OS FlLLE< PICTURE xxx. 201 OOH75 05 lABOI\-CODE ,.ICTURE x. 
OlioS COlJlO 05 PF.RIOO-COOE PICTU~f A. 202 002480 05 lABOR-HOURS-PER-UNIT P 11; TURE 999Y999o 
Ollob 002030 OS SAME-AMUUNT PICTURE '1161o ZOl 002510 05 FILLER PICTURE xxu. 
0147 20~ 002520 05 VARIABLE-OVERHEAD-OTY PICTURE 999V999o 
0148 Z05 002$30 05 FILLER PIC TUAE XI SOlo 
01~9 CC2150 Ol DEPARTMENT-CONSTRAINT-CARD, 2Cit 
0150 002%0 05 FILLER PICTURE Xllllo 2C7 
0! 51 C07 JIO OS hD-OF-CONS T RA I NTS PICTURE 9o 208 002HO 01 REOUIRED-CONSTRAINT-CARD, 
Ol!l coz~ao 05 CONSTRAitH-DETAIL OCCURS TIMES, 709. 0025~0 OS FilLER PIt TURf X13Zio 
015] 002090 10 CONSTRAINT-CODE PIC TUIIf '1. 210 002560 05 QTY-PER-UIIl T OCCURS J liKES PICTURE 999V999o 
01~~ CC11:JO 88 DLH VALUE IS l, 2!1 002570 05 FILLER PICTURE XUOio 
0155 C02!10 88 MACH-HRS VAlUE IS 2. liZ 
0156 002120 88 LBS-MAT VALUE IS 3. Zll 
0157 002130 88 I•O-UNilS VALUE IS "· 214 002SSO 01 INTER-OEPT-RElATIONSHII'-CARDo 
0158 OC2l40 88 OTHEP. VALUE IS 5. 215 002590 OS FILLER PICTURE l(ll21o 
0159 002150 10 MAX-CONST-UiliTS PICTURE 9171. 216 002600 05 NO-PROD-DEPlS-SERVEO PICTuRE 99. 
Oi6C 0021b0 10 OTHER-CONSTRAINT PICTURE Xlllo Zi1 002610 05 COST-RElATIONSHIP OCCURS 6 Tli~ES. 
0161 218 002620 10 INTER-DEPT-NO PICTURE 99. 
OltZ 219 002630 10 MIN-SERV-UNITS PICTURE 9151. 
0163 002170 01 SE"I-FIXEO-COST-CARDo 220 002640 10 RELATION SHIP PICTURE 9999. 
OHio 002180 05 FILLER PICTURE Xll9lo l2l 
0165 002190 05 SEKI-FIXED-OATAo 222 
0166 COZl'iS 10 NO-OF-ST£PS PICTURE 'lo 221 002650 01 CASN-DETAIL-tAIIDo 
0167 002200 10 STEP-DATA OCCURS 5 TIKES. 22~ 002660 05 fiLlER PICTURE XXo 
Ol6a OOlZ10 l5 HIGit-VOL P'ICTUR£ 9l6lo 225 002670 05 IEGINNING-tASK-IALANCI PlCTUlll 9161. 
N 
\0 
~ 
5 14.42.08 AUG 23,1971 6 14.42.08 AUG 2),1971 
ou• 002680 OS DES1AED-END-CASH-8ALANCE "tTURE 9161 DtCUAS lZ TIMES 283 002887 05 Zll PICTURE XIII. 
0221 284 OC2888 05 FILLER PICTURE XIII. 
0228 2E5 CC2E59 03 Zl4 REDEFINES zz. 
0129 C02690 01 OTHEA-OETAIL-CAAO. 286 002d90 05 FILLER PICTURE X 130 I. 
02JO CCZ700 OS FILLER PltTURE XIJ71, 7(1 C02~9l OS ll4A P JCIU~E X 161, 
Olll 002704 05 CASH-CODE PICTURE x. lf9 oo2an 05 ll4R PICTURE Xl42lo 
0212 CC2701> 88 C'SH VALUE IS •c•. 269 00289) 03 ll5 REDEFINES u. 
ozn conc8 88 NO~-CA SH VALUE IS 'N'• 29C 002694 05 fillER P JCT:JRE X1321. 
0234 002711) 05 AI'IOUNT OCCURS 6 TIMES PICTURE 9171. n1 002M95 OS Zl5 PIC lURE Xl20lo 
Oll5 2n 002896 05 FIllER Ptcruqe XIBio 
Ol~b 2~3 0028~7 05 Zl6 PICTURE Xl81. 
nn 002720 01 ACCOUTS-REC-A~D-PAY-OETA!L. zq4 002898 05 FILLER PICTURE X I I 01. 
OZ38 CC21Z9 05. FILLER P ICTLIRE xx. 295 002899 Ol ll6 REDEFINES u. 
02)9 co2no 03 zz. 296 C02900 OS FILLER P IC:TV RE Xl29l. 
0240 002731 05 FIllER PIt lURE x. 291 002901 OS z 17 PICTuRE Xl9l, 
0241 COl7~0 OS CASH-FLD~-8EG-8AL PICTJRE 9161 OCC:UAS 5 JIIIES. H8 002902 05 FILLER PJCT\.IRE Xl21. 
02•2 002750 OS FJLLE"- PICTuRE xx. 299 C029Cl 0~ liB PICTURE X 171. 
OZH OOUbO OS CASH-FLOW-STATISTICS. 300 002004 05 z 19 P JC lURE Xl~l. 
02•, 002770 10 PEPCENT-CREOIT-TRANS P JCTU RE V99. 301 002905 05 FILLER PICTURE X(3lo 
J2~S C027BO 10 FILLER PICTURE xx. 302 002906 05 lZO PIt lURE XUJJ. 
07~6 CC2790 10 PERCENT-BAD-DEBTS P ICTVRE Y99. 3Cl 002907 05 FILLER PICTU~E xcn. 
JHl CC2800 10 FILLER PICTURE xx. lC4 CC2908 03 ll7 REDEFINES zz. 
JH3 OlH1:J 10 N·1-CASH-FLOW-PER I ODS PICTURE 9. 305 002909 OS FILLER PICTURE XllOio 
0249 OC2B20 10 fIllER P JCTURE XXXo lC6 002910 OS ZZI PIC TUllE Xllllo 
n~c CC2830 10 PERIOD-CASH-FLOW OCCURS S II H ES. 3C7 C029ll OS FILLER PICTIIAE XUOlo 
J2~1 002a40 15 PERCENT-PER-PERIOD PICTURE V99, 3C8 
02~2 CC28~0 lS FILLER PICTUqE xx. 3C9 
02~3 002859 OS flllEII PICTURE X!l31. 310 003000 FD 8UOCET-PR I NT OUT-I' ll E, 
02~4 HI 003010 RECORD CONTAINS 121 CHARACTE~S, 
0255 Jl2 COl020 LABEL RECORDS ARE ONITTEOo 
02~6 OC2Bf0 03 Zll REDEFINES zz. 31) 003030 DATA RECORD IS PRINT-L~~Eo ltEPOIIT-LINE. 
J257 002a6l 05 ll PICTURE Xl6lo 314 
n~a COZ86Z 0~ FILLER PICTURE X( 71. )15 
JZ !9 0~2d6l OS zz PICTU~E Xll4lo 316 001230 01 PRJ NT-LINE P JCTURE XllZU. 
)2b0 OOHb~ 05 FILLER PICTURE X (I Olo Jl7 
~2t1 OJ23o5 05 Zl PICTURE X( S.lo H8 
OHZ C0236b 05 FILLER P ICIURE Xl51. H9 003525 01 REPORT-ll ~E. 
no O~H67 OS H PICTURE X ( 71 • 120 003527 OS FILLfR P JCTURE x. 
'Zf~ CC2968 05 FILLER P ICIURE XI 111. J21 003530 D5 NA~E-PRI~T PICTURE xczu. 
J2t5 OOH69 05 Z5 PICTURE X 161. HZ 003532 05 R>+-CO'IP-OATA REDEFINES NAI'IE-PRJr<l. 
)266 002370 05 fILLER PIC lURE Xl71. 123 0035H 10 k'I-COST-PRINT PICTURE 1171.91Sio 
J2H ccze 11 03 lll ReDEFINES zz. J£1., OQH36 10 Rl PIC lURE XI 51. 
)2f8 OJ2872 05 FILLER PICTURE X() l. 325 C035H 10 R'I-UNJT-PRINT PICTURE X 171. 
)269 0?2~73 05 lb PICTURE Xl541. 326 003538 10 R4 PICTURE 1131. 
Jl7C CC2dl4 05 FILLER PICTURE XU I. 327 COJS39 OS CONSTRAINT-P~ REDEFINES N411E-PRJ>,T. 
)271 002875 05 Z1 PICTURE X(81. 128 ()035~0 10 R2 PICTliRE ZIH. 
)271 00281b 05 FILLER PICTURE Xl4l. 329 003541 10 CONSTRAINT-PRINT PICTURE Xl91o 
)213 002077 0~ za PICTURE Xl6lo 330 C0354Z 10 R3 PICTuRE 11141. 
lZH 002878 03 Z9 REDEFINES ZZ PIt TURE XJ781. }~ 1 COH44 05 SUS-DETAIL REDEFINES NAI'IE-PRIM. 
)275 CC2879 03 Z Z3 REDEFINES zz. 3:?2 003546 10 FILLER PIC lUilE X(blo 
J216 002680 05 fiLLER PICTURE Xll2lo 133 003547 10 SU8-N4NE P ICTU~E XIZOio 
)277 oozau OS ZlO PICTURE X lll>lo 334 C03~50 05 liN-DATA ltEDEFINES NAIIE-PRINlo 
)211 oozasz 05 fiLLEII PJCTliRE Xl4lo HS 003551 10 FILLI!It PIC TUlle Xl2lo 
)Z19 cozen 05 Zll PICTURE Xl9lo 136· 003552 10 RN1 PICT..ti\E Xll71o 
)ZIO 002&14 05 FILLEA PIt TURE Xl5lo 337 003S5J 10 It liZ PICTuRE XC71o 
)211 cozen 05 Zll PICTURE Xl71o ))8 0035•2 05 AMT-PA OCCIIAS 6 TIMES PICTURE lC41olllolll-
)liZ ooza .. 05 FILLEit PICTURE Xl9lo Ut oossu &LANK WHEN ZfltOo 
N 
\,0 
V1 
7 
OHO 
~H1 
03~2 
OHl 
OHlo 
JHS 
OH6 
OH1 
OH8 
OH9 
OHO 
0351 
0152 
OJ 51 
OH't 
0355 
0.156 
'J57 
0358 
0359 
0160 
ilH1 
'HZ 
0103 
Olt4 
lltS 
))6b 
0367 
lH8 
H69 
OJIC 
JJ11 
~312 
0313 
J37lo 
0375 
0376 
0317 
0378 
0379 
:uao 
0381 
Jl82 
Jl83 
0184 
~H5 
0Je6 
01!7 
:n es 
0189 
0190 
Jl91 
OHZ 
0]9) 
0)94 
0)95 
D)t• 
C:03590 
003592 
CC3150 FO 
001760 
CC3 780 
1!03800 01 
AUG ZJ.1977 
05 . lOTAL-PRIIIT 
CO~TRIBUTION-OATA-FILf• 
LABEL RECJROS ARE STANDARD. 
PICTJRE ZI:JI.zzz.zzz.zzz-
HLANK WKEN ZERO. 
DATA RECORD IS OISK-CONTRIIUTIDN-RECORD. 
DISK-CONTRIBUTION-RECORD PICTURE Xl6901. 
CC3995 WOR~ING-STORAGf SECTION. 
020000 77 
OZC010 71 
C2COI5 71 
020020 77 
02C030 77 
02CJ40 77 
020HO 71 
020060 71 
02CC7J 71 
o2ooao 77 
02CC1J 11 
020100 77 
020llJ 17 
OZCI20 77 
020.125 71 
02JI27 77 
02CIJO 77 
020132 H 
02JIH 77 
OtCI35 17 
02CI40 77 
02CI50 77 
02CI60 77 
,20 II·) 77 
02CI8J 77 
02Cl'10 77 
020200 77 
02C21J 77 
020220 77 
o2n4o 77 
02C2H 17 
020250 77 
OZilZ 70 77 
02cze, 11 
ozena 11 
02C2~5 17 
C2CJO'l 17 
020 310 77 
J2C3ZO 77 
ozona 11 
020340 77 
02C360 77 
020170 77 
020)75 71 
ozcuo 77 
020)90 71" 
Bl 
8UDGET 
CASH-DIFF 
COL 
COLLECTIO'lS 
COST-RII-USED 
CREDIT-PURCHASES 
CREDIT-SAlES 
DEPT 
OEPT-LABOR-C05T 
DEPT-VAR-DH 
OOLLAR 
DEPT NO 
E I 
END-PERIOD 
HLD 
L 
L2 
u 
LC 
ll NE-COUNT 
"' NO-OEPTS 
N()-RII 
N'l- PE ~I ODS 
PAGE-';O 
PAYIIENTS 
PERIOD 
PR~0-"10 
PR)D-OEPT-ND 
REPRTS 
REPORT-PAGE-NO 
R'4-NO 
OM-PURCHASES 
R14-STORED 
R "-UN ITS-PUitCH 
SEC 
SE~I-FC 
HIII-FC-NO 
SERV-tJNllS 
STAT VALUE IS ZERO 
STEP 
su' 
TEOIP-HOLO 
TOTAL 
TOTAL•DEPT•OH 
PICTURE 99 VALUE IS l• 
PICTURE Xl51. 
PICTURE S9191. 
PICTURE. 9'1. 
PICTURE 9l91o 
PICTURE 9171. 
PICTURE 9191. 
PICTJRE 9191. 
PICTURE 99, 
PICTURE 9171. 
PICfdRE 9171. 
PICIURE 9, 
PICTURE 99. 
PICTURE 99 VALUE IS 2. 
PICTURE 99, 
PICTURE 'l99o 
PICTURE 99. 
PICTURE 99 VALUE ISO. 
PICIURE 9 VALUE IS Oo 
PICTURE 99, 
PICTURE 99 VALUE IS 1. 
PICTURE 99 VALUE IS lERO 
PICTIJRE 99o 
PICTURE 9'1'1. 
PICTURE 99. 
PICTuRE 9151 VALUE IS Oo 
PICTURE 9191. 
P IC TIJ RE 99, 
PICTuRE 99 VALUE IS 1• 
P ICIURE 99, 
PICTJRE 99 VALUE IS Oo 
PICTURE 999 VALUE IS Oo 
PiCTUOE 999. 
PICTURE 9171• 
PICTUR~ 999o 
PICTUitE 9171. 
PICTURE 9 VALUE IS lo 
PICTURE 9. 
PICTJRE 9. 
PICTURE 915lo 
PICTURE 9. 
PICTURE 9o 
PICTURE S9110io 
PICTURE X126lo 
PICTURE 9 I lliV99o 
PICTURE 9171• 
397 
398 
199 
400 
4t1l 
4CZ 
403 
lrC-4 
4C5 
4C6 
407 
4(8 
409 
410 
411 
412 
413 
414 
415 
'.16 
417 
418 
41'1 
4 20 
4Ll 
422 
423 
424 
425 
426 
427 
428 
429 
430 
HI 
4!2 
~33 
434 
4 35 
436 
437 
438 
439 
440 
~41 
HZ 
'•It 3 
.. 4 
445 
H6 
447 
lo48 
449 
0450 
0451 
452 
045) 
020405 71 
020410 17 
02C420 77 
02C450 17 
0?0460 77 
020410 11 
020480 71 
025000 01 
025010 
025020 
025030 
025040 
025050 
025060 01 
025070 
025080 
025090 01 
C25095 
02~100 
025105 
025ll0 
C25ll5 Ol 
025120 
025125 
0251.30 
025135 
025200 01 
025210 
025220 
025230 
025240 
02~261) 01 
025270 
02~280 
025290 
025300 
025310 
025320 
025330 
025340 
025350 
025360 01 
oznu 
AUG 23, 1971 
u 
v 
VOL-DIFF 
X 
y 
YEAR 
l 
WS-ORGAN-OATA. 
OS N~-LEv-2-SALES-SfGS 
OS NO-LEV-3-SALES-SEGS 
05 NJ-PKOD-OEPTS 
05 hC-SERV-DEPTS 
05 ND-AONIN-OEPTS 
INV-OATA. 
OS NO-PRJO 
05 ~0-RAW-I<AT 
LEV2-SEG-NAM£-LINE. 
PICTURE 9 VAlUE IS Oo 
PICTURE 9 VAlUE IS O. 
PICTJRE S9161• 
PICTURE 99o 
PICTURE 99 VAlUE IS 7. 
P ICT~ RE 9999. 
PICTURE 99 VALUE IS 1. 
PIC TURf 99. 
PICT\JRE 99. 
PICTURE 99o 
PICTURE 99. 
PICTURE 99. 
PICTURE 99. 
PICTURE 999. 
OS fiLLER VALUE IS ' LEVEL Z SALES SEGOIENT: 
PICTURE Xl211o 
05 LEVZ-SEG-NAME-PR • PICTURE Xl261. 
05 FILLER VALUE IS SPACES PICTURE Xl6llo 
tEY3-SEG-NA14E-LINEo 
OS fiLLER VALUE IS • LEVEL) SALES S£G'I£NTI 
PICTURE X I 27lo 
05 LEV3-SEG-NAIIE-PR PICTu•E Xl261. 
05 FILLER VALUE IS SPACES PICTURE Xl681. 
PROOUC T-NAHE-ll NE. 
OS FILLER VALUE IS SPACES 
05 FILLER VAlUE IS •P ... OOUCTI 
OS P•OD-NAM£-PR 
05 FILLER VALUE IS SPACES 
PROD-COST-HEADI~G. 
PICTURE Xl31. 
' PICTURE XI10io 
PICTURE Xl26lo 
PICTURE XUZI. 
05 FILLER VALUE IS SPACES PlCTUPE XIHI. 
05 FILLER VHUE IS ' QUANTITY • PICTURE Xll:JJ. 
05 FILtER VALUE IS ' UNIT COST PICTURE Xllll. 
05 FILLER VAlUE IS SPACES PICTURE Xl51. 
05 FILLER VALUE IS • 14ATEr.IALS PICTU"'E Xll31. 
OS FILLER VALUE IS • LAIIOII PICTURE XIUI• 
OS FILLER VALUE IS OVERHEAD PICTURE X(1)1• 
05 FILLEII VALUE IS TOTAL PlCTURf XIUio 
05 FILlER VALUE IS SPAtES PICTURE XI 51. 
PROo-tOST•RE,DRT•LINI• 
05 Ao 
9 1~.~2.08 AUG Zlol 977 10 Ho4Zo08 AUG Uel'IT1 
04~4 025370 10 FILlER P ICWRE XC 51, 511 025640 05 SUS-HElOING-PRINT I'ICTJRf XIJ61. 
0455 02B75 10 PC-N4~E PICTURE Xl2bl, ~12 025650 05 fillER VALUE IS SPACES PICTURE Xll21. 
0456 OZSHO OS A REDEFINES A, 513 025660 OS FILLER VAlUE IS 'REP Oil T I' AGE ' PICTURE X11Zio 
0457 025H2 10 F lllE R PICTURE x. 514 025610 05 REPORT-PAGE-NO-PRINT PICTURE U9. 
0458 02~185 10 P•OU-OEPT-NA~E-PR PICTURE XIZ61. SIS 02 5680 05 FILLER VALUE IS SPACES PICTURE Xl16lo 
0459 ~25)10 10 FILLER P 1c ru•~ Xl4lo Sl6 
0460 oz~•oo 05 PC-QTY bLANK WHEN ZERO PICTURE LISI,Ul.999. 517 
0461 025410 05 PC-U>Il T-COST BLAN~ WilE 'I ZERO PICTURE ZI51,ZlL.999o 518 0256e5 01 KEAOI'IG-ll NE-4-0ET All. 
0462 025420 05 FILlER VALUE IS ~PACES PICTURE X151, 519 025690 OS HEADING-liNE--~ OCCURS 2 Tl MES. 
OHJ 02~430 OS PC-MATERIALS SLA~K ~HEN ZERO PICTURE Zl4l,ZZZ.9999, szo 025700 10 FILLER PICTURE x. 
0464 025440 05 PC-LABOR BLlNK •HEN ZERO PICTURE ll41,ZZZ.9999. ,521 02Hl0 10 COLUMN-DESCRIPTION PICTURE Ul61o 
0465 02 5450 05 PC-OH HlA~K WHEN lEi\0 PICTURE ll41tllZ.9999. 522 02~720 10 HEADINGS. 
OH6 02~460 05 PC-TOTAL BLANK WHE~ lERO PICTURE ZI41 0 ZZZo9999o 523 025730 15 PERIOO-HE.t.DING P ICTwRE X I Ul OC'.QIR$ • TIMUo 
0467 D2S470 05 FillER VALUE IS SPACES PICTURE X 111, . 5 Z<t 02~HO 10 TOTAL-HEAD lNG PICTURE X ll6lo 
04tS S25 
04t9 516 
0470 02H71 01 PC-OOllAR-liNE. 527 025150 01 OOLLAR-LINE-OETAIL. 
0471 0254 72 05 FillER VALliE IS SPACES PIC TUOE X lSI, 528 025760 05 DOLLAR-liNE OCCURS 2 TINES. 
OHZ 02~471 05 Pet VALUE IS SPACES PICTURE Xl26lo 529 C2 5771) 10 fIlLER PICTURE XI27Jo 
0473 02!4H OS FILLER VAlUE IS SPACES PICTURE Xllll. 530 015180 10 D<JLLAR-SIG'i OC'.CUAS 6 TillES. 
04H CZS47S 05 PC2 VAlliE IS SPACES P ICTliRE XC131, 531 025790 15 FIllER I'JCTURE XIZio 
0475 02 ~476 05 FILLER VALUE IS SPACES PICTURE Xl51. 5 lZ OHSOa 15 DOllAR-PRINT P ICTUilE x. 
,416 025417 05 Ptl VAL liE IS SPACES PIC TURf Xllll, S33 02581(1 15 FILLER PICTURE XllOI. 
0411 0254 78 05 PC4 VALUE IS SPACES PICTJRE X Ill I, 534 025820 10 TOT-COllAR-51'"• 
l478 025~ 79 OS PC5 VALUE IS SPACES PIC TURf X IIllo S35 025830 15 FILLER PICTURE XIZI. 
J479 02H80 05 PC6 VALUE IS SPACES PICTURE XI 131, 536 0.25840 15 TOT-DOLLAR PICTURE x. 
0480 02~481 05 FILLER VALUE IS SPACES PICTURE XI7J, 537 025850 15 FlllE~ I'IC TU~E Xll31. 
J481 538 
J482 53'1 
J4Bl 025485 01 PAGE-li"'E• 5'.0 025A60 01 IIULING-OET All, 
J4!4 0254'10 05 F lL LE R VALUE IS SPACES PICTURE Xlllllo H1 025870 05 RUll NG-LI NE OCCURS Z TIMES. 
J485 025500 05 FILLER VALUE 1S 'PAGE ' PICTURE XI 51. 5~2 025880 10 FILLER PICTURE XIZ1l. 
J~E6 025510 05 PAGE-NO-PRINT P JCTURE ZZZZ9, 5<3 025890 10 RULING I'ICTURE Xllll OCCUR$ 6 TillE So 
0~87 544 OB900 10 TUTAL-RULE-PR PICTURE xuu. 
J'o88 545 
048'1 C25520 01 HEAOING-LINE-1, 546 
0490 C25530 05 FilLER VALUE IS SPACES PICTURE XISZ I. 547 025910 01 TOT-DETAIL, 
0491 02SHO 05 SC~EOULE-ND-PRINT PICTURE Xl161. 5 48 025920 OS TOTAL-ll NE OC'.C UAS Z TilliS. 
o.-.n 025550 05 FILlER VAlUE IS SPACES PICTURE XI53J. 5~'1 025?30 10 FILLER PICTUOE Xl271 • 
OHl 550 02 5'140 10 TOT-RUlE I'ICTURE XIUI ~CUll$. TIMUo 
J494 551 015950 10 TOT-TOT-RUU4R PICTURE X tl61o 
0495 C25555 01 ORGAN-NAME-LINE, 552 
04S6 C25i56 05 FillER VAlUE IS SPACES PICTURE X l'tllo 055] 
,497 025557 05 ORGAN-NAME-PPINT PICTURE X HOI. cuooo 01 SCK-liNE, 
04~8 025558 05 FILLER VALUE IS SPACES PICT~RE Xl401o 026010 05 SCHNO, 
,499 026020 10 FillER PICTURE XI 51. 
:>501) 026030 10 S~H-NO-PR PICTURE Xl6lo 
0501 025560-01 HEAOING-liNE-2. 021>0't0 10 fIllER PICTURE XU I. 
0502 025S70 05 FILLER VALUE IS SPACES PICTURE Xl<\01. 026050 05 SCH-T lTLE-PII PICT..IRE Xl45lo 
1503 025580 05 BUuGfT-NA~E-PRINT P ICTU·RE XI 411, 026060 05 SCH-PG. 
0504 02SS90 05 FILLER VALUE IS SPAtES P ltTIJRE XI40I. 021>070 10 fillER P ltTURE · X16lo 
0505 026080 10 SCH-PG-NO PItT~ ~E Zl5lo 
0506 026090 10 F ~~~e• I'ICTURE x&•l· 
0501 025600 01 HEI.DING-LINE-3. 
osca 025610 OS F I ~LER VALUE IS ' DATE PREPARED I 1 PICTURE 
:1509 ozsuo OS CURRENT-DATE-PRINT PIt TUllE Xlllo 029000 01 E RROII-IIE $SAGE • 
OSlO. ozsuo 05 FILLER ~ALUE IS SPACES PICTURE XllSI. 029010 OS FlL~ER VALUE IS SPACES PICTURE II•Ue 
N 
1.0 
'-J 
II ..... ~2 .oa AUG 23.1911 
OH8 029020 05 f VALUE IS 'CARD OUT OF SEOUE ~CE: II' 
0569 029030 PtLTI..'lE XI 32lo 
0510 o2qo4o 05 FILLER VAlUE IS SPACES PICHJPE Xl51. 
0~71 029050 05 CARO-PR INT PICTURE XIBOI. 
0512 
057) 
OH<o 029210 01 STEP-COST-ERROR. 
0575 o2n2o 0~ FILLER VALUE IS SPACES PICTURE X181. 
0516 c2n1o 05 fIllER VALUE IS 0 VOLUHE EXCEEDS HIGHEST SHP VOLUU 
0517 029240 PICTURE Xllbl. 
OH8 029?50 05 OEPT-~A~E-PR PICTURE Xl2blo 
0579 CZ'7260 05 FILlE< VALUE IS ' STEP COST NO' PICTURE XClll. 
0580 029270 05 S TEP-C OST-NO-PR P CC TURE 9o 
0581 0292 ao 05 FIllER VAlUE IS SPACES PI(; JURE XCl21. 
0582 
0583 
058<o 03025~ 01 PERIOD-HEADING-GROUPS. 
osa5 ClC2b0 05 HONTH-TAbLE. 
05&6 030270 10 FillER PICTURE X( 131 VUUE IS JAN. . . 
05P7 C3C2 80 10 FILlER PICTUPE XI Ill VALUE IS FE~. . 
o5e8 C3C2~0 10 F lllE R PICTUilE Xll31 VAlUE IS HARCH 
0589 03030Q 10 FilLER PICTURE XI 131 VALUE IS APRIL '• 
0590 030310 10 FILleR PICTURE Xll31 VALUE IS HAY .. 
0591 03C320 10 FlllFR PICTIJRf XI Ill VALUE IS JUNE '• 
0592 030330 10 FILlER PICTlPE Xllll VAlvE IS JULY .. 
059) C3C140 10 FILLER PICTUPE XI 131 VALUE IS AUG. . .
o5q~ 030350 10 FlllfR PICTLP<E XI 131 VAlUE IS SEPT. .. 
0595 030160 10 rtlLER PICTU•E XI 131 VALUE IS OtT. .. 
05~6 03CHO 10 FillER PICTU><E XI Ill VALUE IS NOV. .. 
0597 03C3ijQ 10 FILLER PICTUeE XI 131 VAlUE IS DEC. . . 
ossa Cl Cl90 05 IOONTK-HEAOlNG REnEFI~ES "O~TH-TASLE 
05S9 03C400 occu"s 12 II ~E s. 
0600 030410 10 MONTH-MH PICTURE XIBI. 
06Cl 030420- 10 VEAR-MH PICTURE Xl4lo 
06C2 030425 10 Flll'R PICTURE •• 
0603 03043~ 05 OUARTER-TASlf. 
0604 03C440 10 F ll LE R PICTURE X lUI VAlUE IS' 1ST OTR '• 
06C5 03~450 10 FlllFR PICTURE Xllll VA,LUE IS I Zl'iD OTR I o 
0606 0)~400 10 FIllER PICTURE XI Ill VALUE IS ' 3RO OTR .. 
ObC1 03C4 70 10 fILlER PICTuqe Xllll VALUE IS ' 4TH OTR .. 
060cl 0304cl0 05 QUARTER-HEADING KEOEFINES OU~RTER-TA8LE 
0~!19 OlC490 CCCUR S lo TIllES • 
0610 03C500 10 QUAR TE R-OH PICTURE XJ9Io 
0611 030510 10 YEAR-OH PICTURE 9J<olo 
0612 03C520 05 YEAR-HEADING. 
0613 0)0530 10 F lllE~ PICTURE XC 51 VALUE IS SPACES. 
Obi~ 030540 10 YE AR-YH PICTURE 9t~l VALUE IS ZE Rllo 
ObiS 030550 IO FILLER PICTURE Xl~l VAI.U E IS SPAtES. 
0616 
0617 
0611 030560 01 IUDGET-REPORT-TABLEo 
0619 03CS70 05 IUDGET-REPOIITSo 
0620 03051S 10 SC-1 PICTURE 9. 
0621 03C580 10 Sil-l PICTURE 9. 
0672 030S~O 10 Sll-2 PICTURE 
'· 062) 030600 10 511-3 PICTURE 
'· a.z• 030"0 10 u-.. PI"URE ,, 
12 
bH 
6~2 
633 
634 
635 
636 
637 
638 
639 
6<0 
6 41 
1>42 
6<3 
6to<o 
6<o5 
641> 
647 
648 
649 
650 
6 !1 
6 !2 
653 
654 
655. 
656 
651 
656 
659 
HO 
btl 
662 
60 
n6<o 
665 
6t6 
6f7 
608 
669 
610 
671 
612 
613 
614 
615 
676 
677 
1>78 
679 
biD 
6111 
03_C620 
030630 
030040 
03C650 
030660 
030670 
03C680 
03C690 
030700 
03C120 
0307Z5 
0307]0 
030140 
030750 
030760 
030170 
030780 
03C190 
030800 
030850 
03C860 
03C8 70 01 
0308 72 
030BH 
030876 
030878 
030890 
030882 
0)0900 01 
030910 
030920 
03C930 
0309~0 
030950 
03C960 
03C970 01 
0]0980 
030990 
OHllS 01 
031320 
031)30 01 
Olll<oO 
031150 01 
031160 
0)1710 
o\UG Zlol917 
10 PRS-1 PICTJ~E 
'· 10 PRB-2 PICTURE 9.
10 "U-1 PICTURE 9. 
10 HAT-2 P JCTURE 9. 
ID Hl T-3 PICTURE 9. 
10 MAT-4 PICTURE 9. 
10 MAT-S P ICTl/RE 
'· 10 lAB-& PICTURE 
'· 10 LAS-2 PICTURE 9. 
10 OVH-l PICTURE 9. 
10 CS-1 PICTURE 9. 
10 CONT-I PICTURE 9. 
10 CDNT-2 PICTURE 9. 
10 (;Q!jT-l PIt TU~E 9. 
10 CONT~ PICTURE 
'· 10 tONT-5 PICTURE 9.
10 CONT-6 PICTURE 9. 
10 tOtH-7 PICTURE 9. 
10 CB-1 PICTURE 9o 
05 PRINT-REPORT REDEFINES IIUOGET-REPORISo 
10 REPORT-Pil PICTURE 9111 OCCUIIS 2~ TIIIESo 
I NOEx-ueLE. 
05 I NOX OCCURS z• TIHES. 
10 SCH-NO PICTURE XI 61 • 
10 HEAD PICTURE Ill HI. 
10 SH 
10 SU6-HEAO 
10 INOEX-PG 
HRK-CLASSIFICATIO~j-DATAo 
05 MRK-VC-NA .. ESo 
PICTURE 9. 
PICTURE Xl361. 
PICTURE 9151. 
10 FILLER PICTURE Xll~l VALUE IS 1 TRANSPORTATION1 o 
10 FILLER PICTURE Xllltl VALUE IS °COII"ISSIO,S '• 
10 FILlER PICTURE XClltl VALUf! IS 0 0THER "• 
OS HRK-Vt-NAHE REDEFINES HRK-VC-NAHES 
OCCURS ) TIHES PICTURE Xll~lo 
HRK-FC-TABLEo 
OS ND-MRK-FC-CUSSE.S PICTURE 9. 
05 "RK-FC-NAHE OCCUIIS J TIMES PICTU~E Xl26lo 
"~K-VC-RATE-TASLEo 
OS HRK-VC-IIATE PICTURE V99t OCCIIIS ) TillES. 
RH-PURCH-TASLEo 
05 RII-PURtHASED PICTIIIIC t&n O«u!!S && TIIIESo 
WS-AREA-1Ao 
OZ RII-TAILE. 
OJ AII-OATA CCCUlS SOO TIKISo 
N 
1.0 
00 
13 l"'·"'2.0B AUG 21,1977 l~ 1~.u.oe AUG Z:Stl977 
0682 031180 10 R~-NAME PICTURE XIZI>Io 739 032410 10 SERY-DEPT-FC-OATA, 
0681 031790 10 P!I-OETAIL. 140 032420 15 SERV-OEPT-FC Pit TUllE 911>1 ottURS lZ TillE So 
06H 0318'" 15 COST-U'H T-NAME PICTURE Xl11. 741 
0685 031810 15 cu-cosr PICTURE 9999V999. HZ 
0686 Oll820 15 PURCH-UNIT-NAME PICTURE Xl71. 743 032430 05 AOMIN-OEPT-DETAilo 
0687 031830 15 Pu-cosr PICTURE 9999Y99o 7H 032HO 10 AOMIN-FC PltTUAE 9111 ottUIIS lZ TIMES. 
0688 031a4J u COilV-F ACTOR PICTURE 9151. H5 
0689 011850 10 ~14-INVENTaRY PICTJRE 9161 OCCURS 13 TIMES. 746 
0690 011880 10 Rot-RoE OUIRE14ENT S-DE T AI lo 747 032500 0) CASH-SUOGET-OATAo 
0691 0318~0 15 R'I-PROO-REOUIREMENTS ,ICTURE 9171 ottURS 12 TIMES. 748 
obn 749 
0693 150 03Z5l0 05 CASH-BAlANCE PICTURE 9191 OCC~S U JINES. 
0694 031950 01 WS-AREA-1S REDEFINES N5-AREA-1Ao 751 032520 05 CASH-RECEIPTS. 
0695 752 032UO 10 CASH-SALES PICTURE 9171 OCtURS 12 TIMES, 
06~6 751 032540 10 AC-REC-CDLLECTIONS PICTU~E 9171 OCCURS lZ TIMES. 
06H 032000 03 u-ws. 154 032~50 10 Nll-OTtiE R-CR PICTURE 99. 
06~8 032020 05 l3-CtSTRI8UTIONo 155 032560 10 OTHER-CR OCCURS ZO liMES. 
06~9 0320.15 10 FIllER PICTURE X 1841. 756 031570 15 OTHER-CR-NlHE PICTURE Xl261. 
0700 032J30 10 Ll-RE VENUES· PICTURE 91'11 OCCURS 12 TIMES. 7 57 032580 15 OTHE R-CR-lHT PICTURE 9171 OCCURS IZ TIMES, 
0701 032040 10 Ll-MR~-VC-OATA OCCURS 3 T 1'1ES • 758 OJZ5qQ 0' ClSH-01 SOURSE~ENTSo 
0702 032,50 15 t3-MR~-vc PICTURE 9161 OCCURS 12 TIMES. 7 59 03lb00 10 OIRECl-LABOR-CDST$ PICTJRE 9171 OCCURS 1Z TIMES. 
0703 Olnf>O 10 l3-MRK-FC-OATA OCCURS 3 TI!IES. ToO 032610 10 CASH-PURCHASES PICTURE 9171 OCCURS 1Z TI"ES. 
0704 032070 15 LJ-MRK -FC-OEU IL. 761 032620 10 AC-PAY-PYMTS PICTu•E 9171 OCtURS 1Z TIMES. 
0705 0320~0 20 LJ-MR~-FC PICTURE 9161 OCCURS 12 TIMES. 762 032625 10 NO-OTHER-CO PICTURE 99o 
0706 763 032630 10 OTHER-CD OCCURS ZO TIMES. 
01C1 764 032640 lS OTHER-CO-Nl14E PICTUIU: XIZbl, 
07C8 032150 Ol L2-WS. 765 032650 15 OTHER-CD-AMT PltT~RE 9171 OCCURS IZ TIMES. 
~709 032170 OS lZ-PROO-CONTRIB-OlTA OCCURS 50 TI'1ES. 166 n32660 05 FACTORY-OH-EXP PICTURE 9171 OCCUAS 12 TIMES. 
0710 OJZI60 10 lZ-UNIT-SALES PICTURE 9171 OCCURS 12 TI14ES. 76 7 032670 05 PURCHASES 'ICTiiRE 9171 OCCURS 12 TIMES. 
0711 032190 10 l2-PR00-REVENUES PICTURE 9191 OCCURS 12 TIMES. 76R 032680 05 F INANC II(; PICTURE 9171 OctUU U TIMES. 
0712 012200 10 lZ-PRO~-MRK-VC-04 TA oCCURS 3 TIME So 769 
0713 032210 15 l2-PROO-~RK-VC PICTURE 9161 OttURS 12 TIMES. 710 
0714 0~2l20 10 LZ-PFOO-MRK-FC-DATA OCCURS 1 TIMES. 111 032750 01 OTHER-INC-EXP-OATAo 
0115 032230 15 LZ-PR-MRK-FC-OATl. n2 
0716 012240 20 l2-PROD-14RK-FC PICTU-E 91&1 OCCURS 12 TIMES. 773 
0717 77~ 03Z760 05 OTHER-INCQ!IE-OlTA. 
0718 175 031710 10 NO-OTHE~-1 ~C P ICTJ RE 99o 
0719 012250 05 lZ-tOIHR I BUT ION. 176 012780 10 OTHER-INC-DETliL OCCURS 5 TIMES. 
orzo 032255 10 F lllf R PICTURE X184lo 717 032790 lS OTHER-INC-NlHE PICTURE XIZ61, 
07 21 03Z?t0 10 LZ-P.EVENUE S PICTURE 9191 OCCURS lZ TIMES. 778 032800 15 oTHER-INC-AHT P ICTJ RE 9 I 71 OCCURS lZ TIMES. 
0722 032270 10 LZ-HRK-VC-CAT A OCCURS 3 T I'IES o 779 
07 21 032281) 15 lZ-HRK-VC PICTURE 9161 OCCURS 12 TI14ES. 180 
3724 03ZZ90 10 l2-MRK-FC-DATA OCCURS 3 TIMES. 781 032810 OS OTHER-EXPE~SE-OATA. 
nz5 032300 15 LZ-MRK-FC-OETlllo 762 032820 10 NQ-OTHER-EXP PICTURE 9, 
>726 032310 20 L2-'1RK-FC PICTURE 9161 otCURS lZ TIMES. 783 032830 10 OTHER-EXP-OETlll OCCURS 5 TIMES. 
)121 784 012840 n OIHER-EXP-NAME PICTJRE Xl261. 
0718 Te5 032850 u OTHER-EXP-A14T PICTURE 9171 OCtUAS 12 TIMES, 
0729 032130 OJ OTHER-DEPT-DETAIL, 786 
J730 7e7 
0731 788 0329.30 05 HFG-YC-TABLE. 
0732 032340 05 SERvi:E-DEPT-OET41l OCCURS 10 TIMES. 189 032910 10 LZ-HFC-YC-DATA OCCURS 10 TIMES. 
J7U 012150 10 SERVICE-DEPT-NA14E PICTURE Xl26lo 7'10 032920 15 L2-11FC-VC PICTURe 9171 OCCURS 12 TIME$. 
on~ 032360 10 SERY-DEPT-OH-RATE PICTURE 99V99o 791 032930 15 LZ-PROD-MFG-VC-OATA OCCURS 50 TIMES. 
0735 032370 10 SERV-OEPT-VC PICTURE Xl71 OCCURS 12 TIMES. 7'l2 0129~0 20 L2-PROD-MfG-VC PICTU~ 9171 OCtURS 12 TI~S. 
;)7)6 032380 10 SERVICE-UN IT PICTURE Xl91. 79l 032950 10 LJ-HFG-Vt-DATA OttURS 99 Tl14ES. 
OUT 0)2390 10 MAX-5ERVItE-UNITS PICTURE 9171. 79" OJZ960 15 U-MFG-YC PltTUAE 9171 oteuai 12 TIMESo 
07!1 032~00 10 SERVIU-UNI T5-USEO PICTURE 9171 OCtUAS 12 TIMES. 795 
N 
\0 
\0 
n a.u.o8 AUG 21.1917 l6 14.u.oa AUG 2Jo1977 
01'16 BB OH330 10 VlR-Otl-UNI T PICTURE XIII. 
on1 012970 01 OK-IlS. 8% 035300 10 HU-OH-UNI TS PICTURE 9171. 
OH8 C32'l80 05 RECORO-(CDE PICTURE xx. 85~ 035350 10 VAR-OH-UNITS-oSED PICTU qe 9111 OCCUAS lZ TI"ES. 
0799 032990 05 OK-IOENTIFICATIO~. 656 035360 05 SEIII-FC-DA TA. 
oaoo OHOJO 10 OK- PP 0 OUC T -NO PIC TU~E 99. 8 57 Cl5370 10 110-SEMI-FC PICTU~E 
'• 08Cl 03J010 10 0 K- LZ- SfG-IW PICTURE 99. 858 C3 ~3 BO 10 SEIII-FC-DETAIL OCCU~S J TIllES • 
0802 OBOZO 10 OK-L)-SEC-NO PICTURE 99. 859 035390 15 110-STFPS PICTURE 9. 
0803 031030 10 OK-U-NA~E PICTURE XIZ61. 860 035~00 15 STEP-DETAIL occu~s 5 TJHe s. 
0804 onns 05 OK-L2-NAME PICTURE XIZ&I. 861 035410 20 HI-VOL I' ICTU RE 9161. 
oaJS 033040 05 OK-UNIT-SALES-PRICE PICTURE 9999¥99. 8&2 035420 20 ST-COST PICTURE 9161. 
08C6 033050 OS OK-CONT~ISUTIO~-DATA. 61) 05430 05 PROO-DEPT-FC"OlTA. 
08C7 033~60 10 DK-SALFS-OATA. BH 035440 10 PA.OD-OEPT-FC PICTURE 9161 OCCURS 1l TI"ESo 
0808 03H70 15 o~-PPJJeCTEO-SALES PICTURE 9 I 11 OCt URS 12 TIMES. 6h5 035~50 OS CONSTRAI~T-OATA. 
0809 OllJ8:l 10 OK-PROJ-S ALES REDEFINES OK-SALES-OA U • 866• 035460 10 CONSTRAINTS PICTURE 9. 
OBIC 0]]090 15 Pf<OJ-74-SlLES PICTURE X 1~21. 1867 035470 10 CONSTRAINT-DETAIL OCCURS 3 TI~ES. 
0811 033100 15 PROJ-70- SALES PICTuRE Xl<o21. 868 C35480 15 CONSTRAINT-NAME PICTURE XIII. 
0812 033110 10 0~-PROJ-REVE~VE$ PICTJ~E 9191 OCCURS l.Z TIMES 869 0354~0 n MAX-CONSTR-UNITS PICTURE 917lo 
oa13 013120 10 DK-MRK-VC-OATl OCCUR$ 3 TillES. ~10 035500 15 CONSTR liNT-U~>I TS-USEO PICTURE 9171 
08"' 033130 15 DK-MRK-VC PICTURE 9161 OCC\.IIS 1Z TIMES 871 035501 OCCURS 1Z TIMESo 
0815 0331<.0 10 OK-HR .. -FC-DATA. 872 
0816 033150 15 DK-MRK-FC- DETAIL OCCURS l TIMES. AH 
0811 013160 20 OK-MRK-FC PICTURE 9161 OCC:\.115 1Z TIMES. 874 035520 01 TOTAL-CONTRI8UTION-OETAilo 
0818 875 035530 05 REVENUES PICTURE 9191 OCCURS IZ Tt"ES • 
0819 876 035HO 05 VC-DATA. 
0820 035·100 01 PROOUCT-TABL E. 817 035550 10 ~FG-YC PICTJRE 9171 OCtURS lZ TillES. 
0821 035010 Ol PRODUCT-DETAIL OCCURS SO TIMES. ~ 78 035560 10 M~K-VC-OUA occu~s J TIMES. 
0822 035012 05 PROOUC T-~AME PICTURE Xl261. 679 03~570 15 HRK-VC PICTURE '1171 OCCURS 12 Tl ME$. 
0@23 03SOIS OS PROOUCT-I~VENTORY-DATAo l6AC 035580 OS FC-DAT A. 
08l4 C35~3S IO PROGUCT-ltiV PItT;.! RE 9161 OCCURS u TIMES ~81 0 355 90 10 MFG-FC PICTURE 9171 OCCURS lZ Tl IOES • 
082S ClS060 05 PLANNEQ-pqoO-DlTA. 882 035600 10 HRK-FC-DATA OCCUAS :1 JIIIES. 
OSZ6 035070 to PLAN~ED-PRO~UCTION PICTURE 9171 OCCURS lZ TIMES 36] 035610 15 MRK-ft PICTURE '1111 OtCUIIS lZ TIMES. 
0827 CHOeO OS PROD-SALES-DATA. H4 
oaz8 03SOSO 10 U~l T-SALES PICTURE 9171 OCCURS 12 TIMES 885 
0829 035100 10 PP OOUCT -PEYENU E PIt lURE 9191 OCCURS lZ TIMES 681> 035650 01 WS-TABLE. 
081C 03~110 OS PROO-VC-OATA. eer 035115 05 PROO-~FG-VC PICTURE 9171 OCCURS 12 Tl"es. 
0831 035120 10 PR::JDUC T-S TO-COST PICTURE 9999V9999. ~88 035130 05 COL-TOTAL PIt lURE $9191 occu~s • TillES. 
0832 035130 10 PRODUCT-MRK-YC-OATA OCCURS l T 1'4ES. 889 035745 05 COL-GRANO-TOTAL P ltTURE S9191 occu~s 4 fiMESo 
0833 C3S140 15 PR OOUC T -MRK-VC PICTURE 9171 OCCURS 12 TIMES 890 035750 05 ~OW-TOTAL PICTURE S91lll. 
0834 035150 05 PROO-FC-OA TAo 891 03571>0 OS GRANO- TOTAL PIC Tu~E 591111. 
O!l5 (35160 10 PROD-~FG-FC-DATA. an 035710 05 FINAL-GRAND-TOTAL P IC.T J ~E 591111. 
08:!6 035HS 15 PROD-•FG-FC PICTURE 9171 OCtURS lZ TIMES d93 
0637 03511>7 05 PRD-HPK-FC-OATA. 894 
JB 18 035110 10 PROO-~RK-FC-OAT4 OtCU~S 3 TIMES. 8~5 C35800 01 WS-PROD-COS T. 
08 ~9 035180 l5 PROOUC T-HRK-FC PICTURE 9171 OCCURS 1Z TIMES 896 035810 05 WS-KA TE RIALS PIGTURE 99'19V9999o 
08~() 897 035820 05 OEPT-~AT-COST PIC JURE 9999V9999o 
08~1 898 035830 05 DEPT-LAB-COST P ICT J~E 9999Y9999o 
08<2 89'1 0)58~0 OS DE PT-OH-COST PICTURE 9999V~999o 
oa·n 035250 01 PROOUCTIC~-OEPT-TA8LE. 900 035850 05 OEPT-UNIT-Ht PICTURE 9999Y9999o 
OH~4 035260 03 PROOUCTIO~-OFPT-OfTAil OCCURS 20 TIMES. 901 
01145 C35Z70 05 P~ODUCTIDN-OEPT-NAHE PICTURE" 111261. 902 
08<6 035180 05 LA6Ci<-04 TA • 903 035860 01 PROD-oN IT-COST • 
OH7 035290 10 L ABOR-HR-RATE P IC TU RE 99Y99. 90<. 035870 OS TOT-HAT-tOST PICTJRE 9999V9999o 
0141 03~2~5 10 L480R-PIECE-RATE rccru RE 99V99. 90S 0)5810 05 TOT-I.AB-COST PICTURE 9999V9999. 
OU9 035300 10 UB-HRS-DATA. 906 0)5890 05 TOT-oH-COSY 'ICTU~ 999'lV9999o 
ono 035305 IS LABOR-HRS-US EO PICTURE 91 71 ottta S 12 TliiE S 907 OJ5900 05 TOT-uNI T-tOST ,ICTUAE 9999V9999o 
OISl 035310 05 VAR-IH-DATA. 908 
OISZ 035lZO 10 ,RDO-DEPT-OH-AATE PICTURE 99V99o 909 
w 
0 
0 
11 
091D 
D911 
D912 
0913 
091 .. 
0915 
0916 
0917 
0918 
on9 
one 
09ll 
0922 
09<3 
~924 
092~ 
0926 
D927 
0928 
0929 
0930 
0931 
0932 
09H 
0934 
D93S 
0936 
09J7 
0938 
0939 
09~0 
0941 
0942 
09~3 
0944 
0945 
0946 
09-H 
0948 
0949 
095C 
0951 
0952 
01B 
0954 
095~ 
0956 
0957 
0958 
0959 
0960 
0961 
0962 
0963 
0964 
ous 
096to 
D35910 Ol 
C359ZO 
035930 
035940 
035950 
035960 
015970 
035980 Ol 
0)5990 
036COO 
036010 
036020 
036C3Q 01 
OH04D 
036050 
036060 
036070 
031>()8() 
036090 
AUG 23,1917 
PC-~UliNG-liNE. 
OS FillER VAlUE IS SPACES PICTURE XC621. 
05 lll VUUF IS' ------• PICTURE Xllllo 
05 ll 2 VllUE IS ' --------- 1 PIC T UIIE XC 131. 
05 lll V~LUE IS I -----· PICTuPE XC131. 
OS ll4 VALUE IS 1 --------• PICTURE Xllll. 
05 flllg VAlUE IS S,ACES PICTU~E Xl71, 
PC-RUlE-LINE. 
OS FILL~~ VALUE IS SPACES PICTJRE XC3l), 
05 FILLER VALUE IS ' --------• PICTURE XCUH 
05 FIlLER VALUE IS ' ---------1 PICTURE XI 131, 
OS FillER VALUE IS SPACES PICTURE XC6"l• 
PC-TCTAl-LI NE. 
05 FILLER VALUE IS SPACES PICTURE XC621. , 
OS FILLER VALUE IS ' ••••••••••• PICTURE XllJJe 
OS FILLER VALUE IS ' ••••••••••• 'ltTURE XCll)e 
05 FillER VALUE IS I ••••••••••• PICTURE Xllllo 
OS FlllE~ VALUE IS ' ••••••••••' PICTURE XCllJ. 
05 FIllER VALUE IS SPACES PICTUAl! XITI. 
050000 PROCEDURE DIVISION. 
C50010 
C5C020 
050J30 
050G4() 
050050 
D5D054 
C5CCS6 
C5006l 
05036~ 
C5C066 
050068 
CSCG70 
C5CC12 
OSJOH 
C5C076 
05C078 
D50080 
050081 
CSOC86 
0500&7 
oscoee 
OSOQ89 
CSC090 
05C09Z 
CS009" 
SfAOT-UP SECTION, 
OPEN-ROUTI~E. 
OPEN INPUT BUDGET-DATA-fiLE, 
OUTPUT BUUGET-PRI~TOUT-FilE, 
OUTPUT CONTRIBUTION-DATA-FILE. 
HOVE SPACES TO HEA~ING-LINE-4-DETAilt DJLLAR-LINE-OETAILt 
RULH;G-DETAILo TOT-DE.TAilo A, SCH-LINE. 
PERFOR" OO-•S1A-CLEAR THRU 00-EXI T. 
PERFORM 03-0IS~-ClE>P THRU 03-EXIT. 
PERFOR~ Oh-•S-ClfAR THRU 06-EXIT. 
PERFO<~ lO-wS-CLEAR THRU 10-EXIT VARYING PROD-NO FROM 1 BY 
UNTil PROD-NO >50. 
PERFOOH 13-oS-CLEAR THRU 13-EXIT VARYING DEPT FADM 1 BY 
UNTIL DEPT > 20. 
PERFORM 2J-W5-ClfAR THRU 20-EXIT VARYING PE~IOO F~OM l BY 
U~Til PERIOD > 12. 
PERFORM 22-WS-CLEAR THRU 23-EXIT. 
PERFaRH 31-WS-CLEAR THRU l1-EXIT, 
PERFOR~ 33-wS-CLEAR THRU 33-EXIT VARYING N FROM 1 BY 1 UNTIL 
N > Zit, 
I!OVE lERGES TO WS-,.,UERIALS, DEPT-MAT-COST, DEPT-LAII-COST, 
OEPT-DH-COST, DEPT-UNIT-MC, TOT-MAT-cOST, TOT-LAI-CQST, 
TOT-O~COST, TOT-uNIT-cOSTo 
MDVI! l TO z, MOVE 0 TO ..H. 
GO TO 001-READ-CARO, 
OSOlOO OD-~S1A-cLEAA, 
IS 
967 
968 
969 
970 
911 
9 77 
973 
974 
915 
971> 
917 
978 
?79 
HD 
981 
982 
983 
Qe't 
9e5 
986 
987 
?88 
989 
990 
991 
9~2 
193 
994 
?95 
991> 
~97 
1~8 
?99 
000 
001 
J02 
·aal 
oc~ 
~05 
306 
OC7 
JC8 
009 
OIC 
011 
012 
Oil 
014 
015 
016 
017 
Dl8 
019 
020 
Dll 
022 
02l 
1~.~oz.oa AUG Zl,\971 
050110 PERFORM 01-WSIA-CLEAR THRU 01-EXIT VARYINC RI!-NO FROM l IY l 
050120 UNTIL RM-NO > SOO, 
050130 OD-EXIT. EXIT, 
C50135 
0501H 
050139 
D50140 
050150 
D5015l 
C5CI53 
05DI5 ... 
050155 
050156 
C5016D 
05011>5 
01-~SIA-CLEAR, 
PERFORM 02-WSU-tLEAR THRU 02-EXIT VARYING PERIOD f~OII 1 IY 
I UNTIL PERIOD) 12. 
MOVE ZEROES TO RM-NAME IRM-NOit COST-UNIT-NAME IR~t, 
PU~CH·UNIT-NAME IR"-NOI, Cu-COST IRN-NOJ, PU-COSJ laM-NOI 
CONV-FACTOA IAM-NOI, 
MOVE ZEROES TORN-INVENTORY IRM~O, llto 
01-EXIT. EXIT, 
02-~SIA-CLEAR. 
HOVE ZEROES TO RM-INVENTOAY IRK-NO, PERIODto 
RM-PROO-REQUIRcNENTS IAN-NO, PERIOOI. 
02-EXJJ, EXIT. 
050170 D3-CIS~-CLEAR. 
0~0180 MOVE SPACES TO RECORD-CODE, OK-L3-NAHEo DK-LZ-NAHEo 
DSOI9D MOVE ZEROES TO ~-PRODUCT-NO, OK-LZ-SEG-NO, OK-Ll-SEG-NO. 
050100 
D50205 
C50210 
050220 
C50230 
050240 
050260 
050280 
05029D 
csoco 
050310 
03A-DI SK-CLEAR. 
HOVE ZEROES TO OK-U~IT-SALES-PAICE, 
PERFORM 0~-DISK-tlEAR THRU 04-EXIT VARYING PERIOD~ l IY 
I UNTIL PERIOD> lZ. 
03-EXIT. EXIT. 
Olo-CISK-CLEAR, 
HOVE ZEROES TO OK-PROJECTED-SALES I'ERIOOio 
0~-PRDJ-REVENUES IPERIODI. 
PERFORM 05-DISK-STORE THRU 0$-EXIT VARYING l 
UNTil Z > ), 
Oto-EXIT. EXIT. 
FROM l IY l 
050320 DS-CISK-STORE, 
050330 MOVE ZEROES TO DK-MRK-VC IZ, PERIODio DK-MkK-FC llt PERIOOI. 
DsoHo os-un. fX!T. 
C50HO 
050375 
050380 
OSOHO 
050't00 
050410 
OS0420 
Dlt-U-CLEAR. 
PERFORM 08-WS-ClEAA THRU D8-EXIT, 
MOVE ZEROES TO NO-MRK-FC-CLASSES, KRK-vt-~ATE lllo 
IIRK-VC-RAT E 121, MRK-VC-AAT E 11 I• 
PERFORH 07-NS-CLEAA THRU 07-EX1T VARYING PERIOD fR~ & IY & 
UNTIL PERIOD) 12, 
06-fXIT, EXITo 
OSO't30 07-•S-CLEAko 
05~0 MOVe ZEROES TO lUI-PURCHASED IPOIDIIIo 
w 
0 
I-' 
ton 
1015 
IC26 
1021 
1028 
I 029 
IO!C 
IOH 
IC!Z 
103l 
1034 
1035 
10l6 
1031 
1038 
1 0!9 
1 a~~ 
10<1 
1042 
IOH 
104~ 
IQ45 
1041> 
1047 
1048 
I 049 
105C 
10~1 
10~2 
IOH 
1054 
1ryss 
1056 
I 057 
1 o~a 
1 C59 
1060 
ICbl 
1oez 
1063 
1ryt4 
10t5 
1066 
101>7 
10h8 
10t9 
1070 
1071 
I ~71 
1013 
107'1. 
1075 
1076 
10.77 
1078 
1079 
1010 
AUG 23.1917 
050450 07-EXIT. EXIT. 
050455 08-~S-CLfAR. 
050~60 ~OVE SPACES TO A. "DYE 0 TO PC-QTYo PC-UNIT*COST, 
C50465 PC-"ATEAIALS, PC-LABOR, PC-0111 PC-TOTAL •. 
05C~IO 08-EXIT. EXIT. 
050H5 
050480 
05 C4~0 
C505CO 
050510 
CSC520 
CSC530 
1D-kS-CLEAR. 
MOVE SPACES TO PPnOUCT-NAHE IPROO-NOl. 
PER FOR• 11-oS-CLEAR THRU 11-EX IT VARY lNG PEA.IOD FROM 1 IY l 
UNTIL PERlOO > IZ. 
"DYE ZEROES TO PRODUCT-STD-COST IPROO-NOit 
PROOUCT-INV !PROD-NO, Ill. 
lD-EXIT. EXIT, 
05C540 ll-~5-CLEAR. 
050550 "DYE ZEROES TO PROOUCT-ItiV !PROD-NO, PERIOOio 
05051.0 
C5C5o0 
050b00 
050610 
o5c~20 
05063:> 
C5C6"0 
PL A·NNEO-PRODUC T ION IP~ 01>-NO, PER 100 I o 
UN!T-SALfS IPRQO-NO, PERIODI, 
PPODUCT-REYENUE IPROD-NO, PERlOOI, 
PROD-~FG-FC IP~OD-NO, PERIOD!. 
PERFORM 12-WS-CLEAR THRU 12-EXIT VARYING Z FROM 1 BY 1 
UNTIL l > 3. 
II-EXIT. EXIT. 
C50650 12-~S-ClfAA. 
050660 HOVE LEROES TO PROOUCT-~RK-VC IPROO-NO, z, PEAIOOio 
050670 PROOUCT-I'RK-FC IPROD-NOo z, PERlOOI. 
CS0680 12-EXIT. EXIT. 
050~90 
C50700 
OS, 710 
05CI20 
05C730 
C5CHO 
C5CHD 
050760 
-CS07el 
C5 (790 
o5C8CO 
U-~S-CLE Aq. 
MOVE SPACES TO PRUOUCT!ON-OEPT-NAME IDEPTio 
VA~-OH-UNIT IOEPTI. 
NOVE lEPOES TO LA~OR-HR-RATE IOEPTI, LA~OR-P!ECE-RATE IOEPTI, 
PROO->EPT-OH-RUE IOEPTio 14AX-OH-UNITS IDEPTio 
UO-SEMI-FC IOEPTI, CONSTRAINTS IOEPTI, 
PERFORM 14-WS-CLEAR THRU 14-EXIT VARYING PERIOD FROM l BY 1 
U~TIL PE~IOD > 12. . 
PERFOAN 15-W$-CLEA~ THRU 15-EXIT VARYING Z FROM 1 BY l UNTIL 
z ) ]. 
13-(XIT, EXIT. 
C50810 ~~~S-CLEAR. 
050BZO "OYE ZEROES 
CSCBlO 
050840 
o5ca5o 
ncasz 
050U4 
CSOI60 1'-EliTo EXlTo 
TO LABOR-HRS-USEO IOEPT, PE~IOOI, 
VAR-OH-UNITS-uSED IDEPTo PERIODio 
PROD-DEPT-FC IDEPT, PERIOOI, 
CONSTRAINT-UNITS-uSED IOEPT, 1o PERIOOie 
CONSTR~I~T-UNITS-uSEO IOEPT, 2, PERIDOio 
C~STRAI"T-UNITS-USED IOEPT, J, PERIODio 
20 
1081 
1082 
IOdl 
1084 
1085 
1 Ofb 
1081 
1088 
1089 
10~0 
1091 
l ~92 
1093-
1094 
1095 
l C96 
lOST 
1098 
109~ 
100 
II 01 
1102 
1103 
10~ 
lOS 
1106 
I 07 
1 ca 
IC9 
110 
Ill 
1112 
Ill 
··~ 115 
1116 
117 
1118 
119 
I 20 
Ill-
IZ2 
123 
IH 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
11!4 
135 
131» 
- U7 
14.42. 08 AUG 23.1977 
IS-~S-CLEl~. 05C070 
050880 
C5Cd90 
050900 
050910 
05C9ZO 
050"130 
HOVE SPACES TO CONSTRAINT-NAME lOEPT, 11. 
MOVE ZE~OES TO ND-STEP$ IOEPT, Zlo 
"'X-CDNSTR~UNlTS IDEPTt Zlo 
PERFORM lo-WS-CLEAR THRU 1•-EXIT VARYI"G N FROM 1 IY l UNTlt 
N > 5. 
IS-EXIT. EXIT • 
050?40 16-~S-CLEAR. 
050950 MOVE LEROES TO HI-VOL IOEPTo Lo Nlo ST-tOST lOEPTo 1 1 Nlo 
C50960 16-EXIT, EXIT, 
oscno 
050980 
050<J90 
OHOOO 
0'1010 
OS 1020 
20-~S-CLEAR. 
HOVE ZEROES TO REVENUES lPERIODJ, "FG-VC IPERIOOt. 
MFG-FC IPEAIOOio 
PERFORN 21-WS-CLEAR THRU 11-EXIT VARYING Z fROM 1 IY l UNTIL 
z > ], 
zo-ex IT. ex n. 
051030 21-NS-CLEAR. 
051040 NOVE ZEROES TO MRK-YC IZo PERIODio MRK-FC IZo PERIODio 
051050 21-EXIT, EXIT. 
051060 22-~S-CLEAR. 
051070 PERFORM 2'1.-WS-CLEAR THRU 24-EXlT VA~YING COL F~O" l I~ l 
051080 UNTIL COL ) 6, 
051085 
051090 
051100 
051110 
051120 
23-~S-CLEAR. 
MOVE LEROES TO ROW-TOTALo GRANO-TOTAL, FINAL-GII&Itii-TOTAL. 
PERFORM 25-WS-CLEAR THRU 2~-EXlT VARYING PERIOD FROM 1 IY 
UNTIL PER 100 > 12. 
23-EXIT • EXIT. 
051130 2~-~S-CLEAR, 
C511~0 HOVE ZEROES TO COL-TOTAL I COL It COi.-GRAND-TOTAL I tOLl, 
051150 24-EXIT. EXIT. 
051160 25-~S-CLEAR. 
051170 MOVE ZEROES TO PROD-"FG-YC IPE~lOOio 
0~1180 25-EXITo EXIT, 
0511~0 26-~S-CLEAR. 
C51ZOO PERFO~M 27-WS-CLEAR THRU 27-EXlT VARYING COL fAOM 1 If l 
051210 UNTIL COL > '• NOVi 1 TO COLo 
051220 z•-EXIT, EXIT, 
\.;.) 
0 
N 
Zl 
1138 
1139 
1140 
1141 
1142 
11H 
1144 
llio5 
1H6 
1141 
1148 
1149 
1150 
II ~I 
11~2 
1153 
1154 
11 ~5 
1156 
1157 
11 sa 
II ~9 
1160 
llb1 
1162 
llb) 
1164 
1165 
II 66 
.1167 
1H8 
1169 
ll7C 
1111 
1172 
1171 
1174 
1175 
1176 
1177 
1118 
117~ 
1180 
1181 
llR2 
11 e] 
liB4 
1185 
llf6 
1187 
11 as 
1189 
1190 
1191 
l19Z 
1193 
U9 .. 
AUG ZJ,l917 
051240 "uVE ZEROES TO COL-TOTAL ICOLI. 
051250 27-EXIT. EXIT. 
051260 28-~S-ClEAR. 
1195 
1196 
IIH 
11~8 
II 99 
051280, PERFO~M 29-WS-CLEAR THRU 
C51210 . U~Til PERIOD )o lZo 
051300 28-E~IT. EXIT. 
29-EUT VARY IIIG PERIOD flON 1 IY I 1200 
12CI 
1202 
1203 
1204 
2'1-~S-CLEU. 
MOVE ZEROES TO Ll-REYENUES IPERIOOI. 
120 5 
1206 
051310 
C51320 
0~1330 
051HO 
0~ 1350 
·PERFORM lO-WS-CLEAR THRU 3D-EXIT VARYING Z 'FROM l JY 1 
l ) 3. 
UNTil 12C7 
Z9-EXIT. FXIT. 
120!1 
I 209 
1210 
1211 
C51360 30-~S-ClEAR. 
051370 MOVE ZEROES TO l3-MAK-VC IZ, PEIIIOOit L3-MRK-FC IZt 
051380 30-EXIT. EXIT. 
1212 
PERIODI.12ll 
12H 
0~ 1390 
051400 
051410 
051420 
051~30 
C51440 
11-~S-ClUR. 
"CVE SPACES TO NA~E-PRINT. 
PERFOkM 32-WS-Cl£4R THRU 32-EXIT 
U~T ll COL > 6. 
MOVE ZEROES TO TOTAL-PRINT. 
31-EXIT. EXIT. 
VARY lNG COL F~ l JY 1 
C~l~50 32-~S-CLEA~. 
051460 ~OVE ZEROES TO AMT-PR {COllo 
051io70 32-EXIT. EXIT. 
051480 33-~S-ClE4Ro 
051~90 MOVE SPACES TO SCH-NO IN), HEAD INio SUB-HEAD INio 
051500 MOVE l EROE S TO SH (Ill, 1 NDE X-PG I ~I. 
051510 33-EXIT. EXIT. 
100065 001-~EAD-CAP.O. 
100070 
10C07l 
100)72 
100073 
1000H 
100075 
100076 
1CCC17 
lOO()oO 
100090 
100100 
100110 
REAO euOGET-OATA-fllEo AT END GO TO 2ND-SET-BUDGETS. 
IF CA~O-COOE • 'OA' EXA~INE Z2 REPlACING AlL ' 'BY O, 
EXAMINE l3 REPLACING All ' ' BY O, EXAMINE Z~ REPLACING 
All • • BY o, IF Z2 IS NOT NU~ERI C OR Z3 IS NOT NUMERIC 
0~ Z4 IS NOT ~UMERIC, GO TO 800-f~ROR-ROUTINE. 
IF CARD-CDOE • '0D' EXAMINE Z9 REPlACING ALL ' ' BY O, 
,IF Z9 IS NOT NUMERIC, GO TO BOD-ERROR-ROUTINE. 
If CARD-CODE • •ss• EXAMINE Z1 REPLACING ALL ' ' BY Oo 
If CAP.D-CODE • 00A' GO TO 003-START-UPo 
IF CARD-CODE • •oa• MOVE HEADING-DATA TO HEADINGS Clio 
·GO TO 001-READ-CARDo 
IF CARe-coDE • •at• IIOYE HEAOliiG-DATA To HEADINGS IZio 
215 
1216 
211 
218 
219 
220 
l21 
722 
223 
124 
125 
226 
227 
228 
2 29 
230 
231 
2 32 
2n 
234 
235 
2 ]6 
231 
238 
7 39 
1240 
HI 
1242 
1243 
12H 
1245 
1H6 
1247 
1248 
1249 
1250 
1251 
100120 
IOJI30 
100140 
1001~5 
100160 
100170 
100185 
10CI86 
100187 
100188 
IOOIR9 
100200 
100210 
100212 
IOC21 S 
100220 
10Cl80 
1002'10 
100300 
10Cli0-
I003l0 
100121 
lOCllZ 
IOOJZ4-
IOOJZ6-
100328 
IOOHQ 
100HZ 
IOOH~-
1 OC33o 
IOC148 
I00350-
IOC352-
10035. 
100356 
IOClSB-
100360 
100162 
IOC36~ 
100366-
IOClbS 
10CHO 
100372 
100374-
100376 
100510 
10C530 
100~~0 
lOOSSO 
IOC5t.O 
100510 
14.42.08 AUG Uo1977 
GO TO 001-READ-CARO. 
IF CA~D-CODE • '00' PERFORM 008-STORE THRU 008-EXIT YARYINi 
N FROM I BY l UNT ll N > 27, CO TJ 001-READ-CA\D, 
IF CARD-CODE • 'OE' HOVE ORGAN-N.ME TO ORGAN-NA~E-PRINTo 
PERFORM 210-tlEARING. 
002-TOTAL-RULING. 
PERFORM 009-~UliNG THRU 009-EXIT v•RYING COl FROM 1 IY 1 
UNTIL COL> 6 OR PERIOD> ND-PERIODS. 
IF PERIOO > ~0-PERIOOS GO TO 002-FI~ISH ELSE NOVf l TO~~ 
AOO I TO SECt GO TO 002-TOTAL-RUL lNG, 
002-FINISH, 
~OVE ' TOTAl' TO TOTAL-HEADING ISECio 
HOVE ' ------------- ' TO TOTAL-RULE-'R ISECio 
MOVE ' ••••••••••••• ' TO TOT-TOT-RULE-PR ISECio 
"OVE •s• TO TOT-DOllAR ISECI. 
GO TO SAlES-DEPT-INPUT. 
OOJ-START-UP. 
MOVE SPACES TO PRINT-LINE. 
IF ND-RAW-MATER!AlS > 500, MOVE ' MAXI><IJI4 t<lJ'IHit c.' 
'RAW MATH!AlS PROVIOEO FCR IS 500' TO P-I>IT-li,.E, WRITE 
PRI~T-li~E ArTER ADVANCING TO-TOP~OF-PAGE, GO TO 
WINu-UP-PROCFOURE. 
IF NO-SUOGET-PERIODS > llo MOVE ' MAXIMUM NUMBER OF 
'AUOGET PEPIOOS P~DVIOE!l FOR IS 12. THIS "UI~II ClN NOT 
'SE INCREASED.' TC PRINT-LINE WRITE PRP<T-li~E AFH• 
AOVANC l NG TD-TOP-Of-PAGEo GO TO W IN;)-UP-PROCEWR Eo 
IF 6UDGET-PEPIOO • 0 OR ~UOGET-PERI03 ) 5 ~OVE 
YOU HAVE A~ INVALID BUDGET PERIOD, PlfASE CHA~GE OA 
'CA~O, COlU•N 156' TO PR(Nf-liNE, WRITE PRI~T-LI~E 
-FTER ADVANCING TO-TOP-OF-PAGE, GO TO wi~O-UP-PR~tEDUREo 
IF NU-LfVEl-3-SALES-SEGMENlS • O, HOVE' lEVEl l SAlES 
'SEGMeNTS AP.t REQUIRED. IF YUU >UVE O~lY I LfV[l 01' ~ALES 
'SEGMENTS USE lEVEL 3' TO PRINT-LINE, WRITE P<!INT-LIM' 
AFTER ADVANCING TO-TOP-OF-PAGE, GO TO WI~D-uP-PROCEOUREo 
IF NO-PRCDUCI~G-DEPTS > ZOo MOVE ' "AXI"UM Nuwaeo OF 
'PRGO\OCIIOG DEPARTMENTS PROVIDED FOR IS lO' TO PRPH-llhEo 
WK(Tf PRINT-liNE AFTER ADVANCING TD-TOP-OF-PA~E, GO TO 
WINO-UP-PROCFOU•E. 
IF NU-SERVItE-UEPTS > 10, HOVE ' 
'SERVI:E DEPARTMENTS PROVIDED FOR 
WRITF PRINT-liNE UTER ADVANCING 
WINO-UP-PROCEDURE. 
MAXIMU~ NUM8ER JF 
1$ 10' TO PRINT-LTNEo 
TO-TOP-OF-~AGE, '0 TO 
IF NO-PROOUCTS > 50, HOVE ' MAXIMUM NUH!EII OF 'ROOUCTS 
•PROVIDED FOR IS 50' TO PRINT-LINE, NIIITE PRINT-LI·~ 
AFTER ADVANCING TO-TOP-Of-PAGEt GO TO NINO-U~EOUIIfe 
MOVE CURR-DATE TO CURRENT-OATE-PRINTo 
MOVE CP.GANIZATION-OATA TO WS-ORGAN-OATAo 
"OVE INVENTORY-DATA TO INV-DATA. 
MOVE NO-BUOGET-PEAIODS TO MD-PERIOOSo 
MOVE INITIAL-BUOGET-PEIIIOO TO PEIIIOOo 
COMPUTE YEAR • 1900 • INITIAL-IUOGET-YEARo 
w 
0 
w 
1l5Z 
1253 
•1254 
1255 
1256 
l2H 
lHS 
1259 
l2t0 
1261 
1262 
1163 
1264 
1265 
1H& 
1Zt7 
1268 
1269 
1270 
1271 
1212 
1271 
ll74 
1215 
1216 
1211 
1218 
1279 
lZBO 
1281 
1282 
1283 
1264 
1285 
lZU 
12C1 
1288 
1289 
1290 
1291 
129Z 
1293 
1294 
1295 
12~6 
1297 
1H8 
1299 
1300 
ll01 
1302 
1)0) 
13C4 
1305 
1306 
UC7 
uoa 
100590 
10Co50 
10(660 
IOC670 
10~68~ 
10C~90 
1CC7S.> 
IOC755 
1007<0 
IOC 170 
1CC79ol 
100800 
10C~20 
1008 30 
IOC840 
100850 
100855 
10(660 
10~810 
IC C900 
10J910 
ICC930 
ICC940 
100950 
1CC960 
10 )9 65 
ICC970 
ICC9o0 
1CC9~0 
101000 
--101010 
101020 
101030 
-101040 
101050 
1CIC60 
101065 
101070 
101060 
101100 
10 1110 
101130 
101140 
H.42 .o8 AUG 23.1'117 
MOVf SPACES TO HEADING-LINE-4-0ETAIL. 
IF SUOGET-PERIOO • I GO TO 004-MONTHLY-HEAOING. 
IF SUJGET-PEP I 00 • 2 GO TO 005-QUARTERLY-HEAOING. 
IF 8UOGET-PERIOO ~ 3 GO TO 006-MO~TH--~UARTER-HEADI!IGo 
IF BUDGET-PERIOD • 4 GO 10 007-YEARLY•HEADI!IG. 
GO TO 001-R(AO-CA~D. 
004-MONTHLV-HEAOING. 
IF N >NO-PERIODS GO TO 001-0EAO-CARO. 
MOVE YEAR TO VEAR-~H IPERIOOI. 
MOVE MCNTH->ifADUlG CPERIODI TO PERIOD~HEADI!IG (SECt llo 
ADO I TO~. ADO I TO z, ADO I TO PERIOD. -
IF N • ND-PERIODS, GO TO 001-R~AD-CARO. 
IF l • 7t MOVE I TO z, MOVE 2 TO SEC, 
IF PERIOD • 13, COMPUTE YEAR • YEAR • 1 0 ~YE 1 TO PERIOD. 
GO TO 00~-MDrHHl Y-HEADINGo 
005-0UARTERLV-HEADINC. 
IF N > NO-PERIODS GO TO 001-REAQ-CARO. 
HOVE YEAR TO YEAR-QH (PERIOOI. 
HJVE CUARTER-HEAI.lii<G IPERIODI TO PERIOD-HEADING ISECt Zlo 
AJD I TO N, ADO 1 TO L, ADO I TO PERIOD. 
IF N • NO-PERIODS, GO Td 001-READ-CAROo 
IF 1 • 1, MOVE I TO z, ·HOVE 2 TO SEC. 
I~ PERIOD • 5, COMPUTE YEAR • YEAR • 1, HOVE 1 TO PERIOD. 
GO TO 005-QUARTERLV-HEAOING. 
006-~JNTH-OUARTER-HEAOING. 
IF N > NO-PERIODS GO TO 001-REAO-CARO. 
MOVE YEAR TO YEAR-•H CPERIOOI. 
MOvE ~DNTH~HFAOING CPERIOOI TO PERIOD-HEADING Clt Zlo 
ADO 1 TO No ADO I TO z, ADO I TO PERIOD. 
IF PERIOO • 5, MDV< Z TO PERIOD, GO TO 005-0UARTERlV-HEADING. 
IF PEKIUD • 7, MOVE 3 TO PERIOD, GO TO OOS-OUARTERLY-HEADING. 
IF PERIOD • 10 HOVE 4 TO PERIDI.l, GO TO OOS-QUARTERLV-HEADING. 
IF PERIOD • 13 HUVE 1 TO PERIOO, COMPUTE YEAA • YEAR • lt 
GO TO ODS-QUARTERLY-HEADING. 
GO TO 006-HUNTH-QUARTER-HEAOING. 
007-YEARL Y-HE AD U.Go 
IF N > ND-PERIOD~ GO TO 001-~EAD-C-AO. 
HOVE YEAR TO YEAR-YH. 
MOVE YEAR-HEADING TO PERIOD-HEADI!IG CSECt 
ADD I TO N, ADD 1 TO z. 
IF N • NO-PERIODS, GO TO 001-READ~ARDo 
If Z • 7 HOVE 1 TO z, HOVE Z TO SEC. 
GO TO 007-YEAALV-HEA~I!IGo 
u. 
101150 008-STDRE. 
1011•0 MOVE 8UDGET-PRI!IT CNI TO REPOAT-IA CNlo 
101170 001-EXITo EXIT. 
24 
3C9 
310 
111 
1312 
111] 
114 
lll5 
316 
117 
lll8 
319 
)20 
Ul 
122 
323 
ll~ 
325 
326 
127 
}28 
1329 
no 
131 
332 
I tll 
1H 
l J )S 
336 
J37 
3 )8 
339 
HO 
HI 
3~2 
343 
H4 
H5 
346 
3H 
348 
349 
1150 
lSI 
352 
lH 
354 
355 
356 
357 
358 
359 
360 
361 
1362 
363 
364 
)65 
14.42.08 AUG Zlol977 
101180 009-RULING. 
101190 ~OVE 'I' TO DOLLAR-PRI"T ISECo COllo 
101200 HOVE ' --------- ' TO RUliiiiG ISECo COLI. 
101201 HOVE ' •••••••••• ' TO TOT-«ULE ISECo COLio 
101205 ADO 1 TO ,EAIOD. 
101210 009-EXIT. fXIT. 
101250 SALES-DEPT-INPUT SECTIO!Io 
101350 
1013~1 
101352 
101353 
101354 
10 1356 
IOIJH 
101358 
101359 
10 IJ6Z 
IDIJ63 
10136~ 
101366 
101367 
101368 
101369 
101310 
101371 
101371 
101380 
101381 
101382 
101383 
101~00 
101410 
101420 
IDIHO 
101HO 
101450 
I 01460 
101H5 
101470 
101475 
101480 
101485 
101490 
101495 
101500 
101505 
101510 
~EAD BUDGET-DATA-fiLE, AT E!IO GO TO ZNO-SET-BUOGETS. 
JF CAAO-CODE • '21' OR • '2B 1 OR • 1 2C 1 OR • 1 )1 1 OA • 1 )11 
OR • '3C 1 OR • 1 5&' OA • 1 ~8' Olil. • 1 5C 1 OR. • 1 61 1 
OR • '68 1 OR • 'bC' OR • 1 8A 1 OR • 1 88 1 OR • 'IC' 
OR • '94 1 OR • 1 96' OR • '9C' OR • •ss• ElA~INE l9 
REPLACING All ' • BY Oo PERFORM 09D-NU>4ERIC-TEST THIIU 
080-E WIT. 
IF CARD-CODE • ' lo' EXAHI'IE Z1 REPLACI'<G All ' ' BY O, 
IF ll IS NOT NUHER It GO TO SOD-ER ~OR-ROUTINE. 
IF CARD-CODE • ' 7' EXAMINE Z1 REPLACING ALl ' ' IY O, 
EXAHI'lE Zll HPL4CING ALL ' ' BY Oo IF lll IS NOT -EIIIC 
OR 11 IS NOT ~UMFRIC, GO TO 800-ERROR-ROUTI~E. 
If CARD-CODE • '7A' EXAMINE llftA REPLACING All ' ' IIY Oo 
IF Zl~A IS NOT NUMERIC GO TO 800-ER~OR-ROUTHI!'. 
IF CARD-COD£ • '7A' OR • '78' EXA~INE li~B REPlACING All ' ' 
BY Oo IF Zl~e IS ~OT NUMERIC GO TO 800-E~ROR-ROUTINEo 
012-BRANCHI NG. 
IF CARD-CODE • 'lA' "OVE I TO NO-'IRK-Ft-CLASSES, MOVE NAME TO 
MRK-Ft-NA~E Ill, GO TO 011-~EAO-CARO. 
IF tARIJ-COOE • 'IS' HOVF 2 TO NQ-MRK-FC-CLASSES, I<OVE NAI<E TO 
MAK-FC-NAME 121, GO TO 011-READ-t lRO. 
If CARo-CnoE • 'It' MOVE 3 TO NO-~RK-Ft-tlASSES, ~~VE NAME TO 
MRK-FC-NAME 131, GO TO Oil-READ-CARD. 
IF tARO-CODE • '2A•, HOVE 1 TON, Gu TO 013-0ISK-STORE, 
IF tARO-COnE • '2~'• HOVE Z TO Nt GO TO Oll-OIS~-STORE. 
IF CARD-CODE • •zc•, MOVE 3 TON, GO TO 013-DISK-STOREo 
If CARD-CODE • '3A', HIJVE 1 TO 'lo GO TO 014-DI SK-STOREo 
IF CARO-CUOE • 0 38', HOVE 2 TON, GO TO 014-DISK-STORE. 
IF tARO-COO£ • 'lC ', MOVE 3 TO No GO TO 01~-01 SK-S TOAE. 
IF CARD-CODE • ' "' AND l2-SALES-SEGI4ENT-'l0 • 0 GO TO 
810-ERROR-ROUTINE. 
IF CARIJ-COOE • '5A' AND l2-SALES-SEGOIENT-NO • 0 GO TO 
810-ERRGR-ROUTINEo 
IF tARO-CODE • '58' AND lZ-SAlES-SEGME!IT-!10 • 0 GO TO 
810-ERROR-ROUTINE. 
If CARD-CODE • '5C' AND LZ-SALES-SEGMENT-ND • 0 GO TD 
81D-ERRGR-ROUTINE. 
IF CARD-CODE • 'OA' AND LZ-SALES-SfGIIENT-ND • 0 GO TO 
81G-ERRCR-AOUTINE. 
ll CAIID-CODE • '"' ANO U-SALES-5EGKENT-NO • 0 GO lO 
25 
B66 
1367 
uu 
B6~ 
1310 
1371 
1372 
Bll 
llH 
1315 
1376 
1177 
1H8 
1379 
ueo 
1381 
1382 
1)8} 
1)84 
1H5 
1)86 
lld7 
13!8 
lJ119 
1390 
13<;1 
1392 
1)9] 
1194 
1395 
ll96 
IHI 
I l9d 
13'i9 
1400 
140 I 
h02 
140] 
1404 
I40S 
t•C6 
HC7 
1408 
HC9 
1410 
1411 
Hl2 
141l 
1414 
1415 
141& 
1417 
lHS 
1419 
1420 
1421 
1422 
101515 
IOH20 
101525 
1CI560 
101570 
1GI580 
101590 
101600 
IOioiO 
101h20 
101&30 
IC It 40 
101650 
101&60 
101670 
101oao 
I 01 6~0 
1017CO 
101110 
101715 
IC 1710 
101710 
101740 
101750 
101760 
101800 
IOUIO 
101820 
IO!alO 
1CI840 
101850 
AUG 23.1971 
810-ERROR-ROUTINE. 
IF ClRD-CJOE • 0 6C 0 l~D L2-SALES-SEG~ENT-NO • 0 GO TO 
810-E,~OA-ROUTINE. 
iF C4RO-CUOE • 0 4° GO TO 015-0ISK-STORE. 
IF CARD-CODE • 0 5l 0 ~nVE I TO No GO TO 020-0ISK-STOAE. 
IF (ARO-COIJE • 0 58° MOVE 2 TO No Gil TO OZO-DISK-STORE. 
IF CAR9-C~9E • 0 SC 0 MOVE 3 TO N, GO TO 020-0ISK-STORE. 
IF CARD-CODE • 0 6A 0 ~OVE 1 TO N, GO TO 030-DISK-STORE. 
IF (l~D-COOE • 0 6B' MOVE 2 TO N, GO TO 030-0ISK-STORE. 
IF CARO-CUOt • '6C' ~OVE l TO N, GO TO 030-0ISK-STOREo 
IF CAOO-CJDE • ' l' GO TO 0~0-0ISK-STORF. 
-IF CARD-CODE • '74' GO TO 050-DlSK-5TORf. 
IF CARD-CJOE • 0 8A' MOVE I TO N, GO TO 060-DISK-STORE. 
IF CARD-CODE • '88' MOVE 2 TO N, GO TO 060-0ISK-STO~E. 
IF CARD-CODE • oac• •ovE l TO No GU TO 060-0ISK-STilKE. 
IF CAR:>-CODE • '9A' ~llVE l TO No GO TO 070-lliSK-STORE, 
IF CARJ-CODE • '9B' MOVE 2 TO N, GO TO 070-0ISK-STORE, 
IF CARO-COoE • 0 9C' MOVE 3 TO N, GO TO 070-0ISK-STORE. 
IF CARD-CUilE NOT • 0 SS' GO TO 900-ERROR-ROUTINE. 
IF tiO-LEV-2-SALES-SEGS NOT > Oo PERFORM 040-0ISK-STOREo 
PERFCRM 00-WSlA-CLEAR. 
IF NO-LEV-2-SALES-SEGS > Oo PERFORM 015-0ISK-STORE. 
PERFOPM OJ-DISK-CLEAR THRU 03-EXIT. MOVE 0 5S 1 TO RECORD-CODE 
WRITE OIS<-CONTRiijUTION-RECORD FRGH DK-WS. 
CLOSE CONTRIBUTION-DATA-FILE. GO TO PRODUCTION-DEPT-INPUT. 
013-DlSK-STORE. 
IF PEP-100-CODE • •S 0 PERFORH"OIJA-OISK-STORE THRU OIJA-EXIT 
V4RYI'IG PERir!l FROM 1 BY 1 UNTIL P-ERIOD > ND-PERIODSo 
ELSE ~OVE FIXED-COST-DATA TO 
PROO-•RK-FC-OATA IPROOUCT-NOo Nlo 
GO TO 011-REAO-CARO. 
101660 013.-0ISK-STORE. 
101870 MO~E SAME-AMOUNT TO ,RODUCT-HRK-FC I'RODUCT-NOo No PE,IOOI. 
101!80 013A-EXIT. EXIT. 
101890 
1019()0 
1'l1710 
101920 
101925 
01lo-DI SK-STCP.E. 
IF PERIOD-CODE • •so PERFORM DI4A-OISK-STORE THRU OlloA-EXIT 
VARYI~G PERIOD F~OH 1 BY 1 UNTIL PERIOD > ND-PERI005o 
ELSE HOVE FIXED-COST-DATA TO MIIK-FC-DATA IN). 
GO TO 011-READ-CARD. 
101930 014A-DISK-STORE. 
1019~0 IIOVE SAME-AMOUNT TO MRK-FC IN, PERIOD!. 
101950 014A-EXIT. EXIT. 
102~00 015-DISK-STORE. 
102~10 IF STAT • O, GO TO 016-DISK-STORE. 
102011 PERFORM 0~0-01 SK-STOAE. MOVE 0 TO STilT • 
102050 PERFORM 017•DISK-STORE THRU 017-EXIT VARYI~ PRDO-NO 
1C2060 FIIQM 1 BY 1 UNTIL PADO-NO ) ND-PROD. 
102065 NOVE 'U' TO REtORD-COD£, IIOVE U-tQijTRIIUliOM TO 
26 
423 
14?~ 
H25 
1~26 
1427 
't28 
~29 
430 
IH1 
14 32 
IH3 
1434 
1435 
1436 
1417 
1438 
1~ 39 
440 
1~41 
14~2 
1 ~4] 
ltH 
l41t5 
14~6 
l'o't7 
1448 
~~~9 
1450 
1~51 
1452 
14~3 
l't~4 
1455 
1456 
451 
1~58 
1459 
460 
1461 
462 
46] 
464 
1465 
466 
1467 
468 
1469 
1470 
471 
1472 
14ll 
14H 
1475 
1476 
477 
1471 
1 .. 79 
I 02 070 
102080 
102085 
OK-CONTRIBUTION-DATA, WRilE DISK-CO~TRIBUTION-AEtJRO fa~ 
OK-WS, PERFORM 03-0ISK-CLEAR ~RU 03-EXITo MOVE l 10 
PROD-~Oo PERFORM OD-WS1A-CLElllo 
102100 016-01 SK-STORE. 
102105 NOVE LZ-SALES-SEGNENT-NO TO 0(-LZ-SE'-NO• 
102110 MOVf NAME TO DK-LZ-NAIIE o GO TO 011-RE AD-CAIIO. 
102120 
102125 
102127 
102130 
1021~0 
102150 
102155 
102160 
I02l50 
102255 
102256 
102260 
I 022 70 
102280 
1 C2290 
I 02300 
102330 
102335 
102336 
102340 
1023 50 
10ll60 
102310 
102180 
102500 
102505 
102506 
102510 
10Hll 
102513 
102520 
102S30 
1025~0 
102550 
1025t0 
102570 
102580 
102590 
102•00 
017-DISK-STORE. 
IF L2-PROO-CONTRI8-DlTA IPROD-NOI • 
MOVE •P2o TO RECORD-CODE. 
NOVE PROO-NO TO DK-P~ODUCT-~0. 
MOVE L2-PROD-CONTAI8-0ATl IPIIOD-NOI 
WRITE DISK-CO~TRIBUTION-RECORD F~ON 
PERFOR~ O)A-DlSK-tLEAR. 
Oll-EXIT. EXIT. 
020-DISK-STORE • 
ZEROES GO TO 017-EIITo 
TO OK-CONTRIIUTION-DATA. 
DK-~S. 
IF L2-S4LES-SEG~E~T-NO NOT • OK-L2-SEG-NO, GO TO 
900-ER~Ok-ROUTI~E. 
IF PERIOD-CODE • •s•, PERFORM 062-0ISK-STDRE THRU 062-EXIT 
VARYING PERIOD FROM l BY 1 UNTIL PERIOD ) NO-,ERI3D5o 
ELSE ~ERFORH 064-DISK-STDRE THRU 06~-EXIT VARYING PERIOD 
FRCM l BY I U~TIL PERIOD> NO-PERIODS. 
GO TO 011-READ-CARO, 
03D-01 SK- S TORF • 
IF L2-SALES-SEGME~T-NO NOT • DK-LZ-SEG-~0. GO TO 
900-ERRCR-ROIJTINE. 
IF PERIOO-COOf • 0 5'• PERFORM 072-0IS~-STORE THRU 072•EXIT 
VARYING PERIOD fROM I BY 1 ~TIL PE~IOO ) ND-'E-1005 
ELSE PERFORM 07~-0ISK-STO~E T~RU 07~-EXIT VARYING PERIOD 
FRO>! 1 BY I UNTIL PERIOD> ~0-PERIDOS. 
GO TO 011-READ-CARO. 
040-0ISK-STORE. 
IF CARD-CODE • 1 7° A ... O L2-SALES-SE~ENT-NO NOT • 
O~-L2-SEG-NO, GO TO 900-E•ROR-ROUTINE. 
TF STRT • 0 GO TO 041-0ISK-STORE. 
WRITE DISK-(ONTRIBUTION-RECCR~ FRCM OK-wS. 
PERFORM 03A-OISK-CLEAR TllRU 03-EXIT. MOVE 0 TO STRTo 
~OVE OL3' TO RECORD-CODE. 
NOVE L3-CONTR I BUTI ON TO OK-CCNTRI BUTION--DlTA. 
~RITE DISK-CONTAI&UTION-RECORO FROM DK-WS. 
PERFORM 03A-OISK-CLEAR THRU OJ-EXIT. NO~E 0 TO OK•Ll-SEG-~o 
PERFORM 28-WS-CLEAR THRU 28-EXlT • 
OU-Ili SK-STORE. 
NOVE SEGMENT-10 TO DK•IDENTIFICATION. 
MOVE MRKTG-VC-RATE-IIATA TO NM-VC-RATE-TAIIlllo 
NOVE 'PJI TO aECOAD-COO£. &0 TO 011-IIEAD-,AADo 
w 
0 
ln 
l1 
14!0 
1•81 
Ha2 
H83 
IH4 
1485 
""' HH 
HBS 
1489 
H90 
l'o?l 
14?2 
IH3 
149. 
&495 
1496 
1•n 
14~8 
1•'l9 
HCO 
ISO I 
1502 
15~} 
H04 
I ~C5 
H06 
15C7 
15CS 
15~9 
1~10 
1511 
U12 
151} 
151• 
1515 
151& 
1511 
1~15 
1519 
1520 
1521 
1522 
1523 
15H 
1525 
1516 
15<7 
1525 
HZ'l 
1530 
Ull 
1532 
1533 
Ul4 
lUS 
UH 
1021>10 
102615 
102620 
102HO 
IC21><o0 
l4oUo08 AUG" 23,1977 
050-0 I SK- STORE • 
PERFOR~ 055-CARD-tHECK THRU 055-EXIT, 
IF STRT • o, MOVE I TO STRT, GO TO 051-DISK-STO-Eo 
W~ITE DIS~-CO~TRI8UTION-RECORO FRCM DK-WS, 
PERFOP~ 03A-OISK-CLEAR, 
103000 051-DISK-STORE. 
10}010 ~OVE PROUUCT-NO TO OK-PRODUCT-NO. 
103~20 HOVE U~IT-SELLING-PR1CE TO OK-UNIT-SALES-PRICE, 
103)3' MOVE PROJECTED-SALES-DATA TO PROJ-7A-SALES. 
IClO•O IF NO-PERIODS > 6, PERFORM 056-78-CARO THRU 056-EXITo 
103070 PERFOR~ 052-0ISK-STORE THRU 052-EXIT VARYING PERIOD FROM 
1C3080 BY I UNTIL PERIOD> NO-PERIODS. 
103090 GO TO 011-RFAO-CARO. 
103110 052-DISK-STI)PE, 
103110 IF LZ-SALES-SEGMENT-•lO > 0 AOD OK-PROJECTED-SALES CPERIOOI TO 
IJ3130 L2-UNIT-SALES (OK-P~OOUCT-~0, PERIOOI. 
1031~0 ADO OK-P~JJECTEO-SALES tPE.!OOI TO 
103150 UNIT-SALtS IOK-P~~OUCT-NO, PERIUDl. 
103160 MULTIPLY OK-PROJECTED-SALES IPE~1uDI eY 0~-UNIT-SALES-PRICE 
ICJI70 GIVlN" OK-PRUJ-PEVfNUES tPERICOl RO)~OED. . 
10~180 ADO 0<-PROJ-REVENUES tPERIOOl TO LJ-REYENUES IPERIODlo 
IC31?0 If LZ-SALfS-SEG~fNT-NO > 0 AOC DK-PROJ-AEVENUES IPERIJOI TO 
10)200 LZ-PROD-REVENUES (QK-PROOUCT-~u, PERIOOio 
103205 IF L2-SALES-SEGHENT-NO > 0 ADO DK-PROJ-REVENUES IPERIODI TO 
1C3~10 LZ-AEVENUES IPERIOOio 
!O~ZZO ADO DK-PROJ-PEVENUES IPE~IODI TO 
10313~ PROOUCT-REVE~UE (OK-PRODUCT-NO, PERIOOI. 
103240 AD~ D~-PROJ-REVENUES IPERIOOl TO REVENUES IPERIODio 
!OJZbO PERFO•H 05~-0IS~-STORE THRU 054-EXIT YA~YING N FROM I BY I 
103270 UNTIL N > J. 
ICJ280 052-£XIT, EXIT. 
1 on8o 
103390 
1!13400· 
IC3410 
10 HZD 
10HJ!I 
IC344!1 
IOH50 
1CH55 
IOHI>O 
10H70 
IOJ~ao 
103490 
054-0 I SK-S TO~E o 
IF ~RK-VC-AATE INI • 0 GO TO 054-EXIT. 
MULTIPLY ~RK-VC-RATE IN1 BY OK-PROJ-REVENUES IPERIOOI GIVING 
OK-H•K-VC IN, PER I ODl ·ROUNDED. 
ADO OK-~RK-VC IN, PERIOOI TO L3-HRK-YC IN, PERIODio 
IF L2-SALES-SEGHENT-Na > 0 ADO DK-MRK-VC INo PERIODI TO 
Ll-PROO-MRK-VC IDK-PROOUCT-NO, No PERIODio 
If LZ-SALES-SEGMENT-NO > 0 ADO DK-MRK-vt INt ,ERIOOI TO 
LZ--RK-VC IN, PERIODlo 
AOO OK-AAK-VC I No PERl 001 TO 
PROOUCT-~RK-Vt IDK-PROOUCT-NO, N, ,ERIOOio 
ADD DK-HRK-VC IN, PERIOOI TO HRK-Vt INo ,ERIOOio 
054-£XIT. EXIT, 
103491 055-CAKD-CHECKo 
10l492 IF LZ-SALES-SEGMENT-NO NOT • OK-L2-Si&-NOt GO tO 
10)49) 90D-ERR~-ROUTINEo 
28 
1537 
1Sl8 
1539 
1!i40 
su 
1542 
IH3 
1544 
1545 
1S46 
1547 
1548 
549 
550 
'i!l 
">52 
553 
554 
555 
1556 
557 
558 
1559 
S60 
561 
">62 
ISO 
564 
">65 
1566 
567 
5~8 
1569 
570 
511 
15'12 
573 
514 
H5 
H6 
571 
1H8 
1579 
5AO 
581 
1582 
58] 
1">84 
1585 
1586 
15E7 
588 
1589 
590 
591 
592 
1593 
AUG 2lol977 
103'9" IF L3-SALES-SEGMENT-ND NOT • OK-t..J-SE&-NO, GO TO 
103495 900-ERROR-ROUTINE, 
103496 055-EXITo EXIT, 
056-78-CARO. 
PERFOqH 011-READ-CARDo 
103497 
103498 
ICH99 
101500 
ID3501 
1 0)502 
103503 
IF CARD-CODE ~OT • '78' CO TO 900-ERROR-ROUTINE, 
PERFORM 055-CARD-CHECK THRU 055-EXIT. 
IF PRODUCT -NO NOT. • DK-,ROOUC T-HO GO TO 900-ERROII-ROUTI HE 0 
MOVE PROJECTED-SALES-DATA TO PROJ-75-SAlES. 
056-EXIT. EXIT. 
06D-OI SK- STORE. 
PERFORM 055-CARD-CHECK THRU 055-EXIT. 
103~04 
103505 
103510 
103520 
103530 
I 03540 
103550 
103560 
IF PERIOD-COIJE • 'S' PEitfORH 0~1-0ISK-STORE THRU 062-EXtr 
VARYING PERIOD FROM 1 IIY 1 UNTIL PERIOD ) ND-'EAIOOSo 
ELSE ~OVE FIXED-COST-DATA TO OK-HRK-FC-DETAIL INio 
PERFDR~ 064-0ISK-STORE THRU 064-UIT VARYING PEAilD FIIGII 
1 BY 1 UNTIL PERIOD> ND-PERIOOSo 
GO TO 011-READ-CARQ, 
103600 061-DISK-STORE. 
103610 . MOVE SAllE-AMOUNT TO DK-IIP.K-FC IN, PER 1001. 
I 03620 
103630 
103635 
103640 
103650 
0(>2-DI SK-STORE. 
IF L2-SALES-SEGMENT-NO > 0 ADD SAME-AMOUNT TO 
L2-PROD-HRK-fC IP~OOUCT-NO, No PERIOOJo 
ADD SAME-AHOUNT TO PRODUCT-MRK-FC IPROOUCT-NOo 
062-EXIT • fXIT. 
103660 064-DISK-STORE, 
No ,1111001. 
10369~ If LZ-SALcS-SEC~~T-NO > 0 ADD TRACEASLE-Ft IPERIODI TO 
103100 l2-PROO-MRK-Ft IPROOUCT-NO, ~~ PERIODio 
103710 ADO fRACEABLE-FC IPERIOOI TO 
1037ZO PROOUCT-MqK-FC IPROOUCT-NO, ~. PERIODio 
10373~ 064-EXITo E~IT. 
103750 070-DISK-STORE, 
10375S PERfORM OS5-tARD-CHECK THRU 055-EXIT, 
103760 IF PERIOD-CODE • •s• PERFORM 071-DISK-STORE THRU 072•EXIT 
103770 V~RYI'IG P£0.100 FRO~ 1 BY 1 UICTIL PERIOD > NQ-PERIODSo 
103180 ELSE ~OVE FIXED-COST-DATA TO ll-MRK-FC-DATA INio 
103790 PERfOR" 07~-DISK-STORE TKRU 07~EXIT VARYING ,liiiDD IROA 
103800 1 BY I UNTIL PERIGO> 110-PEll.IOOSo 
lOJ810 GO TO 011-READ-CAROo 
103850 071-DISK-STORE, 
10JI60 600 SAIIE-t.MDUNf tO LJ-IIRK-It Ute 'ERI OOt • 
29 
"lS9~ 
1595 
1596 
'l~H 
1~98 
1599 
l6CO 
16C I 
1602 
1603 
IOC4 
1605 
16CII 
1607 
1608 
1609 
1610 
1611 
1612 
161) 
11>14 
161 ~ 
1616 
1617 
IIIIa 
1619 
lbZO 
1621 
1622 
ll>ll 
lb2~ 
162S 
1626 
1617 
1621 
162~ 
l6JJ 
l6ll 
1612 
1633 
16H 
l~H 
1616 
16)7 
1638 
1639 
H•C 
1641 
16~2 
li>H 
...... 
1MoS 
llt411 
16<.7 
li>U 
, •• 9 
U50 
103873 
IOJS80 
103885 
103890 
103?00 
103930 
1039•0 
1 039•5 
10395~ 
1.03'160 
AU!> 23,1971 
372-01 SK-STORE • 
IF l2-SAlES-SEGMfNT-NO > 0 400 SAME-AMOUNT TO 
l2-HR~-FC IN, PERIOD). 
ADD SAME-4MOUNT TO MRK-FC IN, PERIODI. 
072-EXIT. EXIT. 
OH-DCSK- STOPE. 
IF l2-SALES-S"EGHENT-NO ) 0 ADO TRACEABlE-FC IPERIOOI 
L2-•PK-FC IN, PERIOOio 
ADD TRACEABlE-FC IPERIODI TO MRK-FC IN, 'ERIOOI. 
OH-EltiT. EXIT. 
TO 
103970 080-NU~ERIC-TEST. 
t"Ol972 IF PERIOD-CODE NOT • •s• AND Z9 !S NOT NUHEIIIC GO TO 
1CJ974 80Q-ERROR-ROUTINE. 
1039711 IF PERIOD-CODE • 'S' ANO Zl 1$ NOT NUMERIC GO TO 
103971 BOO-ERROR-ROUTINE. 
l03t;79 Olo-EXJT. EXIT. 
104000 PRODUCTION-DEPT-INPUT SECTION. 
104~01 
104002 
10400) 
10~CC4 
SC1-I ~OEK. 
IF SC-I • It ADO I 
MOVE 'S T ANOA~D 
NOVE I TO INDEX-PG 
TO REPRTS, MOVE •st-1' TO SCH-NO I~EPRTSI, 
COST SHEET' TO HEAD lREPRfSio 
( REPRTS 1. 
10~160 100-REAO-CARD. 
I o~ 270 
104H1 
104272 
104273 
1047."' 
104275 
10427& 
10<271 
104?75· 
104279 
104180 
104laL 
104Za2 
104283 
104284 
10•za5 
1042911 
10~2a7 
1042B8 
1042i9 
10.290 
104291 
104292 
l0U9J 
~EAD euaGET-DATA-FILE, AT END GO TO 2ND-SET-BUDGETS. 
tf CAPD-CODf • '10' EXAMINE Z1 REPLAC lNG All ' ' BY 0 
EXA~INE l15 REPLACING All'' OY O, EXA'IINE Z7 REPLACING 
.ill • 1 SY 0 1 fXAMlNE Z8 REPL4CING All 1 ' BY O, 
IF Zl IS NOT NUMERIC OR l15 IS NOT NU~FRIC OR Z7 IS NOT 
NU"ERIC OR ze IS NOT NU"ERIC Gil TO BOO-ERROR-ROUTINE. 
IF CA~D-COOE .. 1 11' OR"' '13' OR • 'l~P OP • '17 1 OR • 1 181 
OR • 1 19' OR • '20' EXA~INE l9 ~[PLACI~G All 1 '8\' Ot 
If Z9 IS N')T NU"ERIC GO TO 800-E~ROR-ROUTINE. 
If CARD-CODE • '12' EXAMINE Zll REPL4CI~G All ' ' BY Oo 
EXA•INE liZ RULACING All ' ' BY O, ·EXA'"IINE Z13 REPLACING 
All • 'RY O, IF Z17 IS '1-JT ;ouMtOIC I)R ZIZ IS NOT NUMERIC 
OR ll3 IS NOT NUHEP.I C, GO TO 80;)- ERROR-ROUTINE • 
If CARD-COOE • '14' EXAKI~E ZIB PEPlACIN~ All ' ' BY O, 
EUMI'IE Z20 REPL~CING All ' • BY Q, EXAMINE l8 -REPLACING 
All ' ' BY O, IF OE~CH-CONV-FACIUR • O, MOVE I TO 
OfNOM-CONV-FACTO~. •ovE COSTING-UNIT TO PURCHASING-UNIT, 
MOVE COSTING-UNIT-COST TO PURCH-UNIT-COS1, 
IF liB IS NOT I';UMERIC OR l20 IS NOT ~MERIC OR Z8 IS NOT 
NUMERIC GO TO 800-ERKOR-ROUTI~E. . 
IF CARD-CODE • '16' EXAMINE Zl REPLACING All 1 ' IY O, 
EXAMINE Z5 REPLACING All t • BY O,_EXAMINE l& REPLACING 
ALL ' ' BY O, IF Zl IS NOT NUMERIC OR ZS IS NOT NUMERIC 
011 Zl ts NOT NUNERlC GO TO IOD-EAAOA•AOUTINEo 
10 
1651 
1652 
653 
1654 
65~ 
165& 
lbl57 
1~58 
659 
1660 
1661 
1'>112 
1663 
66~ 
~65 
1666 
667 
668 
1669 
670 
671 
1672 
1673 
614 
1675 
16711 
671 
1678 
b79 
1680 
16 81 
682 
1683 
684 
l 685 
IH6 
1687 
688 
689 
690 
691 
692 
1693 
694 
605 
6~6 
697 
69B 
699 
700 
701 
1702 
703 
7C<. 
1705 
706 
7Gl 
I 04294 
104295 
10.296 
104Z9B 
104299 
104300 
104310 
IOH20 
104330 
104HO 
IOHSO 
104360 
104370 
104380 
10-\390 
104750 
104760 
104 710 
I047BO 
104190 
104795 
104800 
104810 
104RZO 
1048 30 
10~840 
1048~0 
104860 
104870 
104SBO 
104890 
104900 
ICSOOO 
105010 
105020 
105010 
10 5040 
105080 
105090 
105100 
105110 
lOS 120 
105130 
1051~0 
AUG Zlol977 
IF CARD-CODE • '21' EXAMINE l1 REPlACI~G All t I IIY Ot 
EXAMINE liO REPLACING ALL' ' BY O, IF ll IS NOT NUMEaiC 01 
ZIO IS NOT NUMERIC GO TO BOO-ERROR-ROUTINE. 
IF CARO-CODE • 1SS' EXAMINE Zl REPLACING Ul 1 1 IT Dt 
IF Zl IS NOT NUMERIC. GO TO 800-ER~OR-AOUTINEo 
102-tiRANCHING. 
IF CARD-CilOE • '10' GO TO 110-PROD-OEPT-ST. 
IF CARD-CODE • '12' HOVE ~0-CF-CO~STRAINTS TO 
CONSTRAINTS IJEPT-NOI PERFORM 116-PROD-DE,T-ST THRU 
116-EXIT VARYING N FRO~ I BY I U"TIL N ) 
Nu-c:J'-CONSTRAI ~TS, GO TO 100-REAO-c.uo. 
IF CARO-COOE • '13', MOVE I TO Nt GO TO 118-,aOO-GEPT-ST. 
IF CARD-CODE • 'I~'• GO TO IZO-RM-SIORE. 
IF CARD-CnOE • '16', GO TO llQ-PAOD-OATA-ST. 
GO TO 900-EAROR-ROUTI~E. 
11G-PROD-DEPT-ST. 
MOVF NA~E TO PROOUCTION-OEPT-Nl~E IDEPT-NOI. 
HOVE LAfiOR-PATE TO lABUR-HR-RATE !DEPT-NOlo 
MOVE PIECE-RhTE TO LABOR-PIECE-RATE IOEPT-NOI. 
HOVE OH-VC-RAT E T 0 PROO-OE PT -OH-R ATE I OEP T-NO I. 
MOVE NO-SEMI-FIXED-COSTS TO NO-SF~I-FC IDEPT~Oio 
IF OH-UNII-CODE • lo HOVE 'OlH' TO VAR-OH-UNI T I DEPT-NOlo 
IF OH-UNIT-COOE • 2 HOVE 'MlCH-HRS" TO VAR-OH-UNIT IDEPT-Nalo 
IF OH-UNIT-COOE • 3 MOVE 'LBS-KAT' TO VAR-OH-uNIT IDE,T-NOio 
If OH-UNIT-CODE • 4 MOVE 'NU-UNI TS• TO YAR-OH-UNIT "IDEPT-IIOte 
IF OH-UNI I-CODE • ~ MOVE OTHER-OH-IJNI T TO 
VAR-OH-UNIT IOEPT-NOI. 
MOVE MA~-UNITS-AVAilA8lE TO HAX-OH-UNITS IDEPT-NOio 
IF PERIOD-CODE • '5' PERFOR~ 112-PROO-DE,T-ST THRU llZ-EJIT 
VARYING PERIOD FROM 1 tiY 1 UNTil PERIOD > ND-,ERIODSt 
ElSE PERFORM 11~-PROD-OEPT-ST THRU 114-EXITe 
GO TO 100-REAO-CAROo 
112-PROD-DEPT-ST. 
MOVE SAHE-AMUUNT TO PROO-DEPT-FC IDE,T-NO, 
IF PRODUCT-NO > O, MOVE SAME-AMOUNT TO 
PROD-MFG-FC IPROOUCT-NO, PERIOOI. 
U2-E XIT • EXIT • 
114-PROD-DEPT-ST. 
PERFORM lDO-READ-C4RDo 
'EIUOOio 
IF CARD-CODE NOT • '11' GO TO 900-ERROR•ROUTtNEo 
MOVE FIXED-COST-DATA TO PROD-DEPT-FC-DATA IOE,T-NDI• 
IF PRODUCT-NO ) Ot MOVE FIXED-COST-DATA TO 
PROO-MFG-FC-DATA I'RODUCT-NOto 
U4-EXIT. Ull. 
lOH70 U...,.ROD-DEPT-STo 
105180 IF CON$TRAINT•CODE CNI • lt MOVE 10LK 0 TO 
105190 CGNSTRAINT-NAME IDE,T-M01 Nlo 
w 
0 
........ 
31 
•1708 
'11C'1 
·1710 
'1111 
·1112 
1713 
11H 
lJ ·~ IT 1• 
1111 
1718 
1119 
1120 
1121 
1722 
1723 
1124 
172S 
1726 
1111 
1128 
1729 
1130 
1131 
11J2 
1133 
11H 
113~ 
1736 
17 ~1 
17 !8 
1139 
tHO 
1741 
1742 
1741 
1744 
17•5 
1746 
1141 
IH8 
1749 
1750 
1151 
11SZ 
1153 
17~4 
1755 
1751> 
1757 
11~8 
1759 
1760 
17U 
1762 
l76J 
l764t 
105200 
105210 
l0!2l0 
105230 
105140 
l.lS250 
l 0511>3 
·t ~~210 
lj'j2~1 
lJSlCO 
105140 
10534~ 
105350 
105360 
IO~HO 
105380 
1053~0 
ICSS'O 
105520 
105530 
105HO 
105542 
105~43 
105550 
105560 
105570 
105580 
l4.H.08 lUG 23,1971 
If CCNSTR41NT-CODE INI • 2o HuVE 'MACit-HRS' TO 
CONSTRAINT-NAME IOEPT-NO, HI, 
IF CO~STRl U;T-COOE I Nl • 3, ~OvE 'LBS-KAT ' TO 
CCNSTRAINT-NAHE !DEPT-NO, Nl, 
IF C0•4STRAitiT-CDOE INI • 4, MOVE 'NO-UNITS' TO 
CO~STRA1NT-NlHE IOEPT-NO, Nl, 
If CCN>TP41>1T-CCOE INI • 5o HOVE OTHER-CONSTRAINT INI TO 
CCSST>AI~T-~A•E IOfPT-~~. NJ, 
"0YE wu-(C'•H-U'<ITS 1~1 t<l ••x-CCNSTR-UiiiTS IDEPT-Nth hi. 
116-Elll T, EX! T, 
111-PROO-OEPT-ST, 
IF N > NO-SfMl-FC !OEPT-NOI GO TO 100-REAO-CARQ, 
HOVE SEMI-FIXED-DATA TO SEMI-FC-OETAil IOEPT-NDo Nlo 
If NO-SE~I-FC IOEPT-NOI > N, PERFORM 100-READ-CARQ, 
IF CARO-COOE NOT • '13' GO TO 900-ERROR-RDUTINEo 
ADO 1 TO N, CD TO 118-PROv-OEPT-ST, 
GO TO 100-REAO-CARO, 
120-RM-S TORE, 
HOVE NAME TO RH-NA~f IRAW-MATERIALS-NOJ, 
ELSE 
MOVE RAo-MATER!AlS-DETAll TO RM-OETAIL IRAW-HATERilLS-NDio 
HOVE BEGI'4fll~G-INVENTORY TO 
R"-INVENTORY lRAw-M4TERlAlS-NC, 11, 
COMPUTE E~D-PERIOO • NO-PERIODS + l• 
IF PERIOD-CODE • •s•, PERFORM 122-RM-STORE THRU 122-EXIT 
VARYI~G PERIOD FROM 2 BY 1 UNTil PERIOD ) END-PERIOD 
ElSE PERFORM lZ~RH-STORE THRU ll~EXIJ, 
GO TO 1 DD-RE lO-C,UO, 
105630 122-RM-STO~E. 
105640 MOVE SAME-AMOUNT TO RM-IHVENTORY IR4W-MATERIALS-NO, PERIOD), 
105650 122-EXIT, EXIT, 
105670 
105oao 
1056~0 
10569'1 
1C5700 
105702 
105710 
105720 
1057)1) 
105.131 
105740 
105750 
12~-R'4-STORE, 
PERFORM 100-READ-CARD. 
If CARD-CODE NOT • '15' GO TO 900-ERROR-ROUTINE. 
COHVUIE E~O-PERIDD • ND-PERIOOS + 1, MOVe 1 TO No 
PERFORM 126-RM-STDRE THRU 12&-EXIT VARYING PERIOD fROM 
UNTil PERIOD ) ENO-PERIQO, 
12~-EXIT, EXIT • 
126-RH-STDRE. 
HOVE OESIRED-EI IHI TO 
RH-INVENTORY !RAW-MATERIALS-NO, PERIDDio 
ADO 1 TO N, 
U•-EXIT • EXIT • 
105751 1)0-PROO-DATA-STo 
Z IY I 
1057•0 If St-1 • 1 AND PRDOUCT-NO > 1o PfRfORH 1J4t-PRoo-tDST-TOT 
105770 THAU 1J4t-EXITo 
12 
11es 
1766 
l 767 
1766 
1 7b9 
1770 
1111 
1172 
1173 
1771, 
1775 
177& 
1717 
17 78 
1179 
1780 
1781 
1782 
!7U3 
118~ 
IH5 
l 186 
1181 
17e8 
1769 
1790 
1791 
1792 
179) 
1791, 
17~5 
11q6 
1797 
ll98 
1H9 
l RCO 
IB01 
1802 
1803 
1604 
1805 
18C6 
1801 
1808 
1809 
1810 
1811 
1812 
1813 
1814 
1815 
1816 
1817 
1818 
1819 
1820 
1121 
105789 
105790 
10 581 0 
10 5815 
105U20 
105d40 
105850 
105860 
!05H70 
10 5Rtl0 
105~'10 
105900 
105910 
105920 
105930 
I 0 5940 
106000 
106010 
106015 
106020 
10t050 
10tC60 
106070 
106080 
106100 
106105 
106120 
106130 
10070 
1061d0 
106100 
106210 
106210 
10b230 
106240 
106250 
1Cb2to0 
1062tl 
106262 
106263 
106270 
106274 
1062,0 
AUG Zlo1977 
If PRODUCT-NO > lo 
MDV£ TOT-UNIT-COST TO P~ODUCT-STD-tOST CPRDO~Dia 
HOVE ZEROES TO TOT-HAT-COST, TOT-LAB-COST, TOT-DH-COST. 
TDT-UHI T-CDST • 
lll-P~OO-OhTA-ST, 
MOVE PRCOUCT-NQ TO PROD-NO, 
HCVE NAHE TO PRDOUCT-NAME IPROO-NOl, 
HOVE UFCINNING-INVENTDRY TO Pft00UCT-INV IPRDD-NDo llo 
IF PEK lno-CUDE • '5' PERFORM ll5-PROO-DA TA-ST THRU US-EXIT 
V4RYING PERIOD FROM 2 BY 1 UNTIL PERIOD > END-PERIOD 
ELSE PERFORM 136-PROD-OATl-STo 
HOVE· 1 TO PER 100, 81, MOVE 2 TO El. 
PERFORM 137-PllN-PROO THRU 137-EXIT VARYING 81 FROM l IY 1 
UNTIL 81 > ND-PERIODS, 
If SC-1 • l HOVE l TO Vo Uo PERfORM 131-SC-HEAO THRU 
138-EX IT • 
112-PRDO-OATA-ST, 
PERFORM 100-REAO-CAAD, 
IF ClRO-COOE • 'SS' GO TO 170-PROD-OATA-WIND-UPo 
IF CUD-COOE • '16' GO TO 130-PROD-OATl-ST. 
IF PROIJUC.T-NO NOT • PROO.;.NO GO TO 900-ERROI!.-ROJTINEo 
llJ-PROO-OlTA-ST. 
IF C4RO-CJOE • '18' GO TO 1~0-R~-REO, 
If CARO-COOE • '20' PERFORM 15D-CONST-REO THRU 1SG-fXIT 
VhRYING l FROM 1 BY 1 UNTIL Z > CONSTRAINTS IOEPT-HDI. 
If ClRO-tOOE • '20' GO TO 132-PROD-OATA-Slo . 
If CARO-COOE • '21' GO TO 160-LlB-DK-REOo 
GO TO 900-ERROR-ROUT!NE, 
U4-PROO-COS T-TOT, 
IF LINE-COUNT > 45, PER~ORM 138-SC-HEAO THRU 13&-EXIT. 
MOVE ' TOTAL PRODUCT COST' TO PC-NliiE. 
HuVE TOT-~AT-CCST TO PC-MATERIAlSo 
MOVE TOT-LAR-COST TO PC-llSOP. 
MOVE TOT-0~-COST TO PC-OH, 
HUVE TOT-UNIT-COST TO PC-TOTAL, 
WRITE PR1~T-l!NE FROM PROO-COST-REPORT-LINE AFTER ADVANCING 
2 LINES. PERFORM 08-WS-CLEAR. 
MOVE • s• TO PC3 1 PC4 1 PC5, PC•• WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM 
PC-OOllAR-LINE AFTER ADVANCING 0 LINES. MOVE $PACE$ TO 
PC3o PCt,, PC5, PC6. 
WRITE PRINT-LINE FADM PC-TOTAL-LINE AFTER AOVAHCIHG l LINISe 
HOVE SPACES TO PClo 
U4t-liXITo EXI To 
106310 135-PROD-OATA-ST. 
106320 HOVE SAME-AMOUNT TO PAODUCT-IHV 'PAOD-NOt PEAIOOie 
10,330 1)5-EXITo EXITo 
w 
0 
00 
.,., 
U22 
U21 
1824 
aez5 
1826 
1827 
1828 
1819 
1830 
B31 
1532 
ISH 
1834 
1835 
1836 
1837 
1838 
1939 
1840 
UH 
18 42 
1843 
1844 
1845 
1846 
la47 
1i48 
l849 
u~o 
U51 
1!!2 
185J 
1854 
1855 
18 56 
ld 57 
1858 
1859 
1860 
IS61 
1862 
1863 
18H 
l8t5 
1866 
1067 
1868 
1869 
1!70 
1&11 
1&7Z 
un 
UH 
1175 
1171> 
-•1117 
1111 
14.42.08 AUG 23,1977 
10054 
IC636:l 
1~~310 
106380 
106391 
1063~2 
10094 
106400 
136-PR~D-OA TA- S T, 
PE~FOR~ 100-READ-CARO. 
If CARD-CODE NOT • '17' GO TO 900-ERROR-ROUTINE, 
IF PRODUCT-NO NOT • PROD-NO CO TO 900-ERROR-ROUTINEo 
CC~PUTE E~O-PERIOD • liD-PERIODS • lo IIOYE 1 TO No 
PERFORM 139-PROD-OATA-ST THRU 139-EXIT VARYING PERIOD 
FROM 2 8Y I UNTIL PERIOD > END-PERIOD, 
136-,EXIT. EXIf, 
1064)0 
I CoHO 
1CH50 
106460 
106470 
106480 
ll7-PLAN-PRIJO. 
IC6~00 
106550 
IC6560 
I06ol0 
l~6HO 
1 06~40 
106670 
10668<1 
lC66~0-
106695 
106710 
106720 
1 C6 722 
106724 
1067 26 
CCMPUTE PLANNED-PRODUCTION IPROD-NOt PERIODI·• 
P~ODUCT-INV IPROD-NO, Ell • UNIT-SALES (PROD-NOt rERICOI 
- PROOUCT-INV IPROO-NO, Bll. 
ADD 1 TO El, ADO 1 TO PERIOD, 
lJT-EXIT. EXIT. 
UI-SC-HFAO. 
PEPFORM 212-HEAOING THRU 212-EXIT, 
MOVE., SCHEDULE SC-I ' TO SCHEOULE-ND-PRINTo 
IIOVF ' SU>;OARO COST SHEET' TO 8UOGET-NAIIE-rRINT. 
MUVE ?POOUCT-NAIIE IPROO-NOI TO PROO-NAME-PR. 
PEMFO"M ZI4-HEADI'lG THRU 21~-EXIT, 
WRITE PR !IH-LI NE FROM PROD-CDST-HE4DI NG AFHR AOYANCII\G 
Z LIN~S. 
WP.ITE PRINT-LINE FROM 
NRITE ~RINT-LINE FROM 
138-EXIT. EXIT, 
PC-RULING-LINE AFTER ADVANCING l LINES. 
PC-RULE-LINE AFTER ADVANCING 0 LIN£$, 
ll9-PR3D-OATA-STo 
MOVE DES!RED-EI 
ADO 1 TO N. 
INI TO PROOUCT-INY IPROO-NO, PERIOOJ, 
U9-EX IT. EX IT. 
1879 
1880 
IHI 
ld82 
18ol3 
18f4 
1985 
1886 
18!7 
B88 
1889 
1890 
1891 
1892 
189) 
1894 
IA9S 
IA96 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1?0! 
I ?02 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
190 
19C8 
1909 
1910 
I 9 II 
1912 
I 9 13 
1914 
1915 
1916 
106750 
106760 
106770 
IOo780 
106785 
l~D-RM-REQ, \917 
lo40VE NO-RM-USED TO NO-R~. IF SC-1 • It 1918 
IOOVE PRODUCTIO'l-OEPT-NAME IDEPT-NOI TO rROD-OEPT•IIAIIE..PR. 1919 
"DYE ZEROES TO loS-MATERIALS, DEPT-MAT-CDSTt OEPT-LA&-C;OSTt lqzO 
OEPT-OH-COST, DEPT-u~IT-MC, RM-STORED. 1921 1912 
IJ6790 
lC680J 
106810 
106621) 
106630 
1068~0 
106870 
141-RM-REO. 
PERFORM 142-RM-REQ THRU 1~2-EXIT VARYING 1 fROM 
UNTIL Z • 7 OR l ) NO-RM, 
ADD 7 TO RM-STORED. 
IF RM-STOPED < ND-RII PERFORM 1J2-rROD-DATA•STt 
GO TO 141-RM-REOo 
GO TO UZ-PRO~DAU-ST • 
107000 142-PM-REQ, 
1C7010 IF llAW•MAT-NO I U • Q, GO TO 1~2-.EXIT • 
107020 IIOYE Utt-IIAT•NO 111 TO 1\M-ND• 
l tY l 
1923 
19l4 
1925 
1?26 
1927 
I 928 
1'129 
1930 
1911 
l'ilZ 
191) 
193~ 
IUS 
107030 
107040 
107080 
107100 
1071\0 
1Cll40 
107Z50 
lC 7760 
10721D 
107280 
107l85 
10 7Z90 
107100 
!OHIO 
107320 
107330 
107340 
10 7350 
101360 
107310 
1073 80 
107381 
107382 
107383 
107390 
!OHIO 
10H30 
107440 
10H50 
10 7460 
1C 7470 
107500 
107510 
107520 
107530 
IOH50 
I 07560 
107565 
107570 
107580 
107600 
1C7620 
107630 
1076~0 
107UO 
107610 
1G1 .. 0 
AUG ZJ, 1977 
COMPUTE WS-MATERIALS ROUNDED • RM-QTY Ill • CU-tOST lRII-NOia 
ADD WS-HArERIALS TO TOf-UNIT-COSTo 
IF SC-I • ·1, PERFORM 1~4-RM-REQ T~U 144-EXIT, 
PERFORM 146-RH-PEQ THRU 146-EXIT ~ARYING PERIOD FROII l 1Y l 
UNTIL PERIOD) NO-PERIODS. 
142-Exn. Exrr. 
144-RH-RE Q, 
IF CARD-CODE • '18' AND l • lo WRifE ,_INf•~INE fROM 
PRUO-COST-REPORT-L INE AFTE~ AOYA~CING Z ~I NESt MOVE 
SPACES TO PRINT-liNE, WRITE PRINT-LINE AFTER I>OVA~CI•G 
1 LINES. PERFORM D8-WS-CLEAR. 
HOVE RH-NA~E IRM-NOI TO PC-NAME. 
HOVE R~-OTY Ill TO PC-OTY. 
HOVE CU-COST IRM-NOI TO PC-UNIT-COST, 
ADD WS-MATERIALS TO DEPT-MAT-COST, 
ADD WS-HATERIALS TO OEPT-UNIT-MC, 
ADO WS-HATERIALS TO TOT-HAT-COST. 
HOVE WS-HATERIALS TO PC-MATERIALS, 
WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM PRCO-CtST-REPORT-LINE AFTEI\ 
AOVAN:JNG 1 LINES. PERFORM 08-WS-CLEARo 
ADO 2 TO LINE-CO.JNT, ADD Z TO L(; .• 
IF LC • 2, MOVE 1 5' TO PCZ, PC3o 
WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM rt-OOLLAR-LINE AFTER ADVANCING 0 LINES• 
HOVE SPACES TO PCZ, PC). 
IF LINE-COUNT ) 50, PERFORM 1'18-SC-KEAO THRU 111-EIIT. 
14~-EXIT. EXIT. 
146-IIH-REQ, 
COMPUTE SUB ROUNDED • RH-OTY IZI • 
PLANNED-PRODUCTION IPROD-NOo PERIOOlo 
ADD SUR TO RH-PROD-REQUIREMENTS IRII-N01 PERIODJ, 
146-EXIT. EXIT, 
ISO-CONST-REO. 
PERFORM 15Z-CONST-REO fHRU 152-EXIT Y~YING PERIOD 
F~OM 1 BY 1 UNTIL PERIOD) NO-PERIODS, 
150-EXIT. EXIT, 
152-tONST-REQ, 
COMPUTE SUB ROUNDED • OTY-PER-uNIT CZI • 
PLAN'lEO-PROOUCTION IPROO-NO, PERIOOio 
ADD SUB TO CONSTRAINT-UNITS-USED (DEPT-NO, z, rERIOOio 
152-EX IT, EX IT. 
11>0-lA&-OH-REO. 
IF LABOR-CODE • 'P' MOVE LABOR-PIECE-RATE IDEPT-NJI 
TO DEPT-LAB-COST ELSE CO•PUTE OEPT•LA8-COST ROUNDED • 
LABOR•HR-RATE IOEPT•NOI • lABOR-HOUls-PE-·~ITo 
ADO OEPT•LA8-COST TO TOT-uNIT-tOSTo 
COMPUTE DEPT•OH-COST ROUNDED • VARUILI-OYEIUtU.IHin e 
PROD-OEPf-OH-AATI IDfPT-NOI• 
w 
0 
\0 
19 ~6 
I9H 
1911 
1939 
1940 
U<ol 
19<oZ 
19•3 
l9<o~ 
I'H5 
l9H 
19H 
19~8 
1'149 
19,0 
19 51 
19~2 
19 ~3 
19~4 
19!, 
195~ 
1957 
1 ~ !8 
1959 
19t0 
1961 
1HZ 
19!3 
l9t<o 
lH5 
1~66 
1?67 
19•8 
1969 
1970 
1911 
1972 
1973 
197<1> 
1975 
1976 
1971 
19 78 
1979 
1980 
1981 
19!2 
l~U 
1984 
19e5 
1926 
1987 
nea 
1919 
1990 
1991 
19t2 
10169<) 
107100 
101710 
107120 
1(7130 
107750 
l c 7763 
101110 
lC7180 
107810 
107830 
10784? 
lC7B50 
107d60 
ICH7() 
10138() 
1078d1 
107382 
toraqo 
107900 
10 79 20 
10 79 30 
107041) 
1C797CI 
1C7980 
I 07990 
lte05CI 
tonoJ 
108C61 
108J62 
10<060 
IC8100 
10811:1 
10812') 
IC813J 
10814(1 
108150 
1C8lo<l 
108161 
108102 
10810 
lOB 17 2 
I OBI 75 
lCI220 
tceuo 
108270 
u;ezao 
101290 
&OU&O 
H.4Z.08 AUG 23.1971 
A;)O OEPT-OH-COST TO TOT-UNIT-COST, 
IF St-1 • I, PERFORM 162-LAB-OH-REQ THRU 163-EXIT, 
PERFORM 166-LAB-REQ THRU 166-EXIT VARYING PERIOD fROM 1 IY I 
UNTIL PERIOD > ND-PERIODS. 
GO TO 132-PROD-DATA-ST, 
162-LAa-0'1-RE Q. 
IF LA80R-CODE • 'P', GO TO 164-LAB-REQ, 
MOVE 'LABOR' TO PC-NAME, 
MOVf LABOR-HOURS-PER-UNIT TO PC-OTY, 
MOVE LABOR-HR-RATE IDEPT-NOJ TO PC-~IT-COST, 
161-L AB-OH-PEQ. 
MOVE DEPT-LAB-COST TO PC-LABO~. 
AOJ DEPT-LAB-COST TO OEPT-UNIT-~C. 
ADJ DEPT-LAB-COST TO TOT-LAS-COST. 
~~ITE PPI,T-LINE fROM f0CD-C05T-REPORT-LINE AFTE~ 
ADVAN:IN~ Z LINES. PERFOR~ 08-~S-CLEAR. 
~OVE ' ' ' TO PC4. WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM PC-DOLLA--LI~ 
AFTE~ ADVANCING 0 LINES. MOVE SPACES TO PC<o, 
ADD 2 Tu Ltll~-cuu~r. 
IF li~E-CUU~T > 4~ PERFORM 136-SC-HEAD THRU 138-EXIT. 
MOVE 'OVERHEAD' TO PC-NAME. 
~OVE VARIASLF-OVE 0 HEAO-OTY TO PC-QTY. 
MOVE POOf'-DEP!-OH-RATE toEPT-NOI TO PC-UNIT-COST, 
MO~·E OtPT-OH-COS T TO PC-OH. 
ADD OEPT-OH-C~ST TO OEPT-U~IT-MC 
AOJ OEPT-OH-CDST TO TOT-OH-COST. 
~RITE PRINT-LI~E FROM PRCD-CCST-REPURT-LINE AFTER 
AOVAN:ING 2 LINFS. PEAFOR~ 08-WS-CLEAR. 
MOVE ' ' ' TO PC~. WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM PC-DDLLA--LINE 
AFTER ADVANCING 0 LINES. MUVE SPACES TO PC~. 
MOY£ 1 OEPAR.THE~H TOTAl' TO PC-~4.ME. 
HCVE OEPT-MAI-COST TO PC-I<ATERIALS. 
~OVE DEPT-LAS-COST TO PC-LA~OR. 
MOVE OEPT-OH-COST TO PC-OH. 
MOVE DEPT-UI';JT-MC TO PC-TOTAL, 
"RITE PRINT-LINE FRO• PC-RULING-LINE AFTER ADVANCING Z LINES. 
WRITE PRI~T-LINE FRO~ PPOD-COST-REPORT-LINE AFTER 
.AOVANCINC I li~ES. PERFORM 08-WS-CLEAR, 
MOVE • P TO PC3 0 PC4, ·PC5, PC6. WRITE PRINT-LINE F-Oil 
PC-DULLAR-LINE AFTER ADVANCING 0 LINES. 
MOVE SPICES TO PC3o PC4, PC5, PC6. 
WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM PC-RULING-LINE AFTER ADVANCING 1 
MOVE SPACES TO PC1, MOVE 0 TO Lt. ADD~ TO LI"E-COUNTo 
1•3-E XIT, EXIT • 
164-lAB-IIEO. 
MOVE •LABOR -- PIECE-RATE' TO rC-"'ME. 
MOVE 1 TO 'C-QTY. 
MOVE LAlOR-PlECE-RATE IDE,T-NOI TO PC-uNlT-COSTo 
GO TO 161-LAI-OH-REQ, 
36 
993 
qq~ 
995 
991> 
·}~7 
198 
999 
000 
101 
~C2 
~03 
104 
005 
~06 
107 
008 
.009 
DIO 
Oil 
OIZ 
013 
014 
015 
.016 
017 
018 
019 
020 
nt 
022 
023 
024 
025 
Q26 
027 
028 
029 
030 
OH 
032 
033 
108340 
108350 
108360. 
108370 
108390 
108400 
108410 
IC8420 
IC8500 
108540 
10854~ 
IC851o0 
IOR~IO 
lC8580 
IC8750 
1Cf751 
108755 
I 08760 
1C8770 
IOA780 
IOe790 
108191 
IOR830 
ICA640 
108870 
IC8880 
1CB890 
108900 
IC8901 
IC 8910 
108nO 
lC8930 
1089~0 
IC8960 
IC8970 
IOM7 2 
IC 8S73 
IO~H~ 
108980 
AUG 21.1917 
166-LAA-REQ. 
COMPUTE SUB MOUNDED • LABOR-HOURS-PER-u~IT • 
PL ANNED-P~OOUC T 10"1 IPROD-NO, PERl 001. 
AOO SUU TO lAHOR-HPS-USEO IOEPT-~0, PERIOD!, 
COMPUTE SUB ROUNDED • VARIABLE-OVERHEAD-QTY • 
PLANNED-PRODUCTION (PROD-NO, PERIOOJ, 
ADD SUB TO VAR-OH-u~ITS-VSED IOEPT-NQ, 'E~IOOI, 
166-EXIT. EXIT. 
17D-PROO-DATA-WINO-UP. 
IF SC-1 • 1 PERFORM 134-PROO-COST-TJT .THRU 134-EXIT, 
MOVE TOt-UNIT-cOST TO PROOUCT-STO-COST (PROD-NOlo 
HOVE I TO PROD-DEPT-NO, SEMI-FC-NQ, PERIOD. 
PERFORM 172-STEP-COST THRU 172-EXIT, 
MOVE 0 TOy, u, GO TO 1ST-SET-BUDGETS, 
1 U-S TE P-C OS T • 
MOVE 0 TO VOL-DIFF, SUBTRACT I FROM VOL-DIFF, 
IF PROD-DEPT-NO > NO-PROD-DEPTS GO TO 172-EXIT. 
IF NO-SE•J-FC I"ROO-DEPT-NOJ • o, AOD I TO PROD-DE,T-~0 GO TO 
172-STEP-COST. 
PERFOqM 114-STEP-COST Tf!RU 174-EXIT VARYING STE' F-0~ l IY l 
UNTIL VOL-DIFF NOT < 0 OR STEP) 
NO-STEPS IPMOJ-OEPT-NO, SEMI-FC-NOJ. 
IF STEP > NO-STEPS (P~OO-DEPT-NO, SEMI-FC-NOI AND 
VOL-DIFF < O, CO TO 920-ERRUR-ROUTINE, 
IF PERIOU < NO-PtRIOOS, ADO 1 TO PERIOD, GO TO 172-STEP-COST 
ELSE MOVE I TO PERIOD, 
IF SEMI-~C-NO < NO-SE~I-FC !PROD-DEPT-NOlo ADD 1 TO 
SEHI-FC-NO, GO TO 172-STEP-COST, ElSE HOVE I TO 
SEMI-FC-NO. 
IF PROO-DEPT-NO < NO-PROD-OE,TS, ADD I TO PROG-Of,T-HQ, 
GO TU 172-STEP-COST. 
172-UIT. EXIT, 
IH-STEP-COST, 
COMPUTE VOl-DIFF • HI-VOL IPRDD-DEPT-NQ, SEKI-fC-NO, STIPI -
VAR-OH-UNITS-USED IPROO-DEPT-~0, PERIOD!. 
-IF VDL-DIFF NOT < 0 AOO 
Sf-COST (PROD-DEPT-NO, SEHI-FC-NO, STEPI TO 
PROU-OEPT-FC (PROO-OE,T-NO, 'ERIDDI. 
174-EXIT, EXIT. 
200000 1ST-SET-BUDGETS SECTIO~. 
200030 ZOD-START. 
2000~0 IF SB-1 • 1, PERFORM 23D-S81-BUOGET THRU Zll-EXITo 
200050 IF SB-2 • 1, PERFORM 2~0-SBZ-BUDGET THRU 243-EXIT, 
2C0060 IF ND-LEV-2-SALES-SEGS > 0 AND 58-l • lo MOVE 1 51)1 TO 
200010 BUDGETo PERFORM no-sa-BUDGET THRU 253-EXITo 
200080 If sa-. • 1o HOVE • SM' TO IIUDGITt PE-FOAII 210-Sa-IUDGET 
200090 TKRU 251-EXITo IIOYE 0 TO LZo 
w 
1-' 
0 
2050 
2051 
2052 
20~3 
20'>4 
2055 
2051> 
20H 
2058 
2059 
20bJ 
20tl 
2062 
2063 
20H 
20t5 
2066 
2067 
2068 
2069 
2 070 
2071 
2072 
2073 
2~7· 
2075 
2076 
2C77 
2078 
2079 
20eo 
20 81 
20 82 
20!] 
2084 
··ZOd~ 
2086 
2087 
2J88 
zosq 
2090 
20'i1 
zon 
20?3 
2J9lo 
zoq5 
20S6 
20?7 
20S8 
2099 
2100 
2101 
2102 
2103 
2104 
2105 
•21C6 
2CCIOO 
2COIIO 
2CtJl20 
2CCI3l 
20J140 
2CC150 
2C01Ml 
200170 
2COI80 
2001q0 
200200 
2C0220 
200240 
200241 
200242 
2002H 
2002H 
20C245 
200246 
2COZ4 7 
200248 
2C0254 
2onoo 
200264 
2CC270 
200280 
2cczqo 
2002q 1 
2oczn 
20029~ 
200295 
20CZS6 
2C01CO 
200301 
200lJ2 
ZCCHO 
2C0320 
ZOOHJ 
2~'Jl5:J 
2CC360 
200370 
200380 
20038~ 
lUG 23, 1977 
IF PRB-1 • I. PERFORM 260-PkAl-llUOGET THRU 
IF PRd-2 • 1o PE•FOR~ 270-PRill-bUDGET THRU 
IF ~U-1 . lo PEPFOR~ 28 0-MAT 1-BU OGET THRiJ 
IF HAT-2 . 1o PEP.F Q0"4 2q0-HAT2-BUOGET THRU 
IF t1A r- 3 • 1. PE>FORM 300-M A T3-8UDuE T THR\J 
IF HAT-It • l. PEOFQRM ll 0-Ml T4-~U UGEI TH~U 
IF MAT-So • lo PHFUR• 32D-MAf5-8UOGET TH;I.U 
PERFORM 330-RM-PURCHASEO THRU 331-EKITo 
PERFORM 00-WSIA-ClEAR. 
IF lAd-1 • 1. PERFORM 34D-lAB1-BUOGET THRU 
IF LAB-2 • lo PERF OR• 350-llBZ- BUDGET THRU 
PE~FOR~ 370-LABOR-COSTS THRU 371-EXIT. 
ca TO OTHER-DEPT-INPUT. 
263-EXIT. 
273-EXIT, 
2Al-EXIT. 
293-EXIT • 
303-EXIT • 
314-fXITo 
3Z2-EXIT. 
31t3-EXIT • 
3~3-EXI·T • 
38 
2107 
21C8 
2109 
2110 
2111 
112 
2113 
.114 
115 
2116 
Z I 17 
118 
21 19 
2120 
Ill 
202-DOLLAR-ll tiE, 
WRITE P~I~T-LINE FROH DOLLAR-LINE ISEtl 
L LINES. HOVE SPACES TO PAINT-LINE. 
202-EXIT, EXIT. 
122 
AFTER ADVA~ti~G 2123 
ADD L TO Ll~-tOUNT.2124 
2125 
Zllb 
2127 
203-BlAN~-LI N: • 
~OVE SPACES TO PRINT-LINE. WRITE PRINT-LINE 
L LINES. ADO l TO LINE-tOUNT. 
2128 
AFTER ADVANCI~G 2129 
203-E XIT. EXIT • 
210-tlEARI~G. 
~OVE ZEROES TO REPORT-PAGE-NO. 
PERFORM 22-WS-CLEAR THRU 23-EXIT. 
HOVE I TO PERIOD, SEC, CClo PROD-NO, 
~OVE SPACES TO PRINT-LINE. MOVE 7 TO 
210-EXIT. EKIT. . 
211-tLEAPING. 
PERFO~M 22-WS-ClEAR THRU 23-EXITo 
No RM-NOo DEPT • 
Y. 
HOVE l TO PERIOD, SEC, COL, No HOVE 7 TO Yo 
HOVE SPACES TO PRINT-LINE. HOVE 0 TO AEPORT-PAGE-~0. 
211-EXIT. EXIT. 
212-t<E ADI NG. 
MOVE SPA COS TO SCHEOULE-NO-PRI'Ho BUDGET-NAME-PRINT t At 
SU~-HEAUING-PRINT, 
~OVE lEPGES TO REPORT-LINE, ~OVE SPACES TO NAHE-PRINTo 
ADO 1 TO REPORT-PAGE-NO. ADO 1 TO PAGE-~0. 
HOVE PAGE-NO TO PAGE-NO-PRINT. 
W~ITE P•INT-LINE F~OH PAGE-LINE AFTER ADVANtiNG 
TO-TOP-OF-PAGE. 
MOVE REPORT-PAGE-NO TO REPOAT-PAGE-NO-PAI~To 
HOVE SPACES TO COLUMM-OESCRIPTION ISEtl. 
zu-exn. exn. 
2l !0 
2131 
132 
2133 
21H 
135 
2136 
2137 
2138 
2139 
140 
2141 
Z142 
IH 
144 
145 
2146 
147 
1~8 
2149 
2150 
2151 
Zl~2 
lH 
151t 
2155 
2156 
157 
200319 213-HEADINGo 
2158 
21~9 
160 
161 
211>2 
200391 If U • lo ~RITE PRINT-LINE FROM PRODUCT-NAME-LINE AfTER 21U 
200392 
200391 
200394 
200395 
200396 
200397 
200398 
200199 
2C0410 
2C0420 
200425 
200426 
200430 
200440 
2C0441 
200442 
200445 
200446 
200447 
200H8 
200450 
200455 
2C04b0 
200469 
2004 70 
200411 
200HZ 
200473 
200474 
2CC481 
200482 
20C4~ 
200495 
200496 
2C0500 
200510 
200~20 
200530 
200~50 
200560 
200~70 
2C0580 
14.42. 08 lUG 23,1917 
ADVANCING 8 LINES, WRITE PAINT-liNE F~OH 
HEADING-ll NF-4 l SECI AFfER AOVA~C lNG 2 LINfS. 
IF U NOT • lo WRITE PRINT-LINE FRCH HflOING-lii<E-\ ISECJ 
AFTER ADVANCING 8 LINES, MOVE SPACES TO PRINT-LI~o 
MOVE •-------------------------• TO PRINT~INE. WRIFE PRHH-LINE AFTER ADVANCING 1 LilES. 
WRITE PRINT-liNE FROH RULING~INE ISECI AFTER ADVANCI"G 
0 LINES, HOVE SPACES TO PRI~T-LIN~. 
214-HEADING. 
WRITE PRINT-LINE FROH HEAOING-liNE-1 AFTER lOVA~CING l liNES. 
WRITE PRINT-liNE FROM CRGAN-t;lHE-LINE AFTER ADVANCING 
2 LINES. 
WRITE PRINT-LINE FROH HEAOING-LINE-2 AFTER lOVA~I~ Z LINESo 
WRITE PRINT-LINE FR0'4 HEAOING-LINE-3 AFTER lOVl..CI~G Z Ul<fSo 
IF l2 • lo WRITE PRINT-liNE FROH LEVZ-SEG-NAME-LI~E AFTER 
ADVANCING 2 liNFS. 
IF L3 • lo WRITE PRINT-LINE FROH LEVJ-SEG-NAHE~IN£ AFTEl 
ADVANCING 2 LINES. 
IF U • lo WRITE PRINT-LINE FROH PRODUCT-NA~E-LIN£ AFTER 
AOVAN: I NG 2 .ll NES. 
IF V NOT • 1 WRITE PRINT-liNE FROH HEADI~G-Ll~E-4 ISEtl 
AFTER ADVANCING 3 LINES. 
IF V NOT • 1 WRITE PRINT-LINE FRO" RULING-LIN£ CSECI 
AFTER ADVANCING I LINES. MOVE SPAtE$ TO PRli<T-LI~. 
IF V NOT • lo HOVE ' 0 TO PRINT-LIHEo 
WRITE PRINT-LINE AFTER ADVANtii<G 0 LINfSo MOVE SPACES TO 
PRINT-LINE. 
HOVE 0 TO LINE-COUNT, LCo 
214-EXIT, EXIT. 
21~-SECTION-ROUTINE, 
ADO I TO SEC. 
PERFOR~ 22-WS-tlEARo 
HOVE 7 TO No HOVE 13 
215-EXITo EXIF. 
216-REPORT-LINE, 
TO Yt HOVE 1 TO COL. 
WRITE REPORT-LINE AFTER ADVANCING L LINES. 
PERFORM 31-WS-tlEAR THRU 31-EXIT. ADO l TO LINE-tDUNTt LCo 
HOVE I TO COL. 
217-REPOAT-LINEo 
IF liNE-COUNT • l WRITE PRINT-LINE FROH D~LlAR-LINE ISECI 
AFtER ADVANCING 0 LINES. HOVE SPACES TO 'RII<T-LINEo 
217-EXIT. EXIT. 
200600 211-TOTAL-LINEo 
200610 WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM RULI~G-LINE ISECI AFTER ADYANtiNG 
ZOC611 1 llhESo HOVE SPAtES TO PRINT-LI~E. 
200615 ADD 1 TO LINE-COUNTo HOVE TEMP-HOLD TO NANE-PRII<To 
200620 PERFORM 220-TOTALS THRU UD-EXIT VARY~ C04 FROII l IT l 
39 
2h~ 
216~ 
2166 
2167 
2168 
2169 
2170 
2171 
2172 
2173 
217~ 
2175 
2176 
2177 
2178 
2179 
2180 
21 El 
2182 
ZIU 
218~ 
2185 
2186 
2187 
2188 
21!9 
2190 
21~1 
21~2 
2193 
H9io 
2195 
11~6 
2197 
2198 
2199 
zzoo 
2l01 
2201 
2203 
22C~ 
2205 
2701> 
2ZC7 
2ZC8 
2209 
2210 
2Zll 
2l12 
221l 
2214 
221!1 
2211> 
2217 
2211 
Ul9 
ll20 
AUG 2},1 977 
UNTIL COL > 6 0~ COt > NO-PERIODS. 200630 
2CCMO 
200650 
200655 
2CC660 
2006 70 
200675 
IF PERIOl > NO-Pf;tiOOS ~OVf GK4NO-TOTAL TO TOT&L-PRHU, 
~OVE I TO L. PERFORM 216-REPO~T-LINE. 
MOVE SPACES TO T EMP-HOLO. HOVE I TO COL • 
IF DOLLAR • 1, WRITE PRI~T-LINE FROM DOLLAR-LINE ISECI AFTER 
lOVl~CING 0 liNES. MOVE SPACES TO PRINT-LINE, 
218-fXI To EXIT • 
ZCO~BO 219-RULING, 
ZC0690 WRITE PRINT-liNE FROM TOTAl-liNE ISEC) AFTER ADVANCING 
2006n 1 LINES. MOVE SPACES TO PRINT-LINE, 
2CC69S ADO 1 TO LINE-COUNT, 
200700 219-EXIT. EXIT. 
2C0710 220-TOTALS. 
200720 MJVE COL-TOTAL ICOl) TO AMT-PR ICOLJ. 
2CC1JO 220-EXIT, EXIT • 
200800 222-GRANO-TOTAL-LINE, 
200d01 MOVE N TO PERlOO. 
2cca10 PERFO~M 223-GR4ND-TOTALS THRU 223-EXIT VARYING COL FROK 1 
200!20 BY 1 UNTIL COl > b OR PERIOI) > NO-PERIODS, 
2CC840 IF PERIGO > ND-PERIOO$ HOVE FINAL-GRAND-TOTAL TO GRAND-TOTAl 
200860 PERFOR• 218-TOTAL-LlNE. 
2CCS70 222-EXIT, fXIT, 
20087~ 223-GRANQ-TOTALS. 
20C880 HOVE,COL-GRAND-TOTAL IC!JLI TO COL-TOTAL ICOLI. 
200881 ADD l TO PERIOD, 
200885 221-EXIT, EXIT. 
200Q80 
ZOCQ90 
ZOIOCO 
20100S 
2CIOIO 
226-TOTAL-ROUTINE. 
MOVE ROW-TOTAL TO TOTAL-PRINT. ADO ROW-TOTAL TO 
GRAND-TOTAL, SU~TRACT ROW-TOTAL FROM 
fiNAL-CR&NQ-TOTALo MOVE 0 TO ROW-TOTAL, 
226-EXIT. EXIT, 
2Cl0ZO 227-TOTAL-ROUTINE. 
201030 MOVE ROW-TOT~L TO TOTAL-PRINT, ~DO ROll-TOTAL TO 
201040 FINAL-GPANQ-TOTALo MOVE 0 TO ROll-TOTAl, 
201050 227-EXITo EXIT • 
201070 228-TOTAL-ROUTlNE, 
201080 MOVE ~OW-TOTAl TO TOTAL-PRINT, ADD ROw-TOTAl TO GRAND-TOTAL• 
2010'10 ADD ROW-TOTAL TO FINAL-GRAND-TOTALo MOVE 0 TO ROw-TOTALo 
201103 221-EXIT. EXIT. 
201120 229-TOTAL-ROUTINE. 
Z011JO NOVE ROw-TOTAL TO TDTAL-PRINTo SUITRACT liON-TOTAL fROM 
~0 
2l21 
2ZZ2 
2123 
2224 
22 25 
2226 
2221 
U2B 
229 
22 30 
l2ll 
Ul2 
22 33 
2 21't 
2135 
2 36 
237 
l138 
ll39 
2~0 
HI 
242 
ZH 
H~ 
2l45 
H6 
2H 
746 
249 
250 
7~1 
2 ~2 
253 
.?54 
255 
256 
257 
258 
259 
no 
261 
HZ 
UJ 
_Zb~ 
?tS 
266 
267 
268 
269 
270 
2271 
?72 
2273 
27~ 
275 
276 
Z77 
AUG Zl•lll77 
201140 GRANO-TOTAL, SUBTRACT ROw-TOTAL FROM FINAL-GRAND-TOTAL, 
201150 MOVE 0 TO ROW-TOTAL. 
ZCII60 229-fXIT. EXIT, 
201500 
2015DI 
201~02 
2015ul 
201510 
201530 
201540 
201~50 
201560 
2015 70 
201560 
201590 
ZC1600 
201610 
201615 
201620 
ZCI630 
2016~0 
201650 
2016110 
20 1 b 70 
201680 
201690 
2CI700 
ZC1710 
201120 
201130 
201740 
201150 
201760 
201710 
201780 
zo 1790 
2Cl800 
2C 1810 
210-SBI-BUOGET. 
AD~ 1 TO REPRTS. HOVE 'SB-1' TO SC~NO IREPRTSI, 
MOVE 'SALES BUDGET- UNITS OF PRODUCT' TO HfAD IRE~RTSI 
COHPUTE INOEX-PG IREPRTSJ • PAGE-I'oO • I. 
PEeFORH 210-CLEARINC THRU 210-EXIT, 
2)1-SDI-HEADING, 
PE~FORH 212-HEADING THRU 212-EXIT. 
HOVE ' SCHEDUlE SB-1 1 TO SCHEDULE-~D-PRINT, 
MOVE ' SALES BUDGET' TO 8UOGET-NAME-PIUNI o 
HOVE 1 UNITS OF PRODUCT 1 TO SU8-HfAOING-PllltT o 
MOVE 1 PRODUCT' TO CCilUMN-DESCIIIPUOII ISECI, 
PEHFORH 2l~HEADING THRU 21~-E~IT, 
2li-EXIT. EXIT. 
Zl2-S81-BUOGET, 
IF PROD-NO> NO-PROD CO TO 233-EXIT, 
IF PROD-SALES-DATA IPROO-NOI • ZEROESo ADD 1 TO PROD-NO, 
Gtl TO 232-SBI-BUDGET • 
IF liNf-COUNT > ~6 PERFOPM 231-S~I-HEADINC THRU 231-EXIT. 
MOVE PRODUCT-NA~E IPROO-NOI TO NAME-PRINT. 
PERFORM 2l5-SS1-BUDGET THRU 235-EXIT VARY INC PERIOD FROII N 
BY I UNTil- PERIOD • Y OR PERI CO > NO-PERIODS, 
MOVE 2 TO l• PERFOR~ 216-REPORT-LINE, 
If PROD-NO < NO-PROD, ADD 1 TO PROD-NO, GO TO 212-Sil-IUOGITo 
23l-S81-SUDGET • 
IF PERIOO >NO-PERIODS GO TO 233-EXITo ElSE PERFORM 
215-SECTION-~OUTINEo MOVE I TO PROD-NO• GO TO 
231-Sdi-HEAOING, 
233-EXIT, EXIT. 
2)5-Sftl-BUOCET • 
MOVE UNIT-SAlES IPROO-NOo PERlOOI TO AMT-PR ICOllo 
IF PERIOD • NO-PEAIOOS PERFOR~ 217-SBI-SUDGET THRU 217-EXIT 
VARYING PERIOD fROM 1 BY I UNTil PERIOD > NG-PERIODSo 
MOVE ROW-TOTAL TO TOTAL-,RINT• MOVE 0 TO ~Ow-tOTALo 
ADO l TO COLo 
235-EXIT, EXIT, 
2Cl650 237-SS1-8UOGFT, 
201860 ADD UNIT-SALES IPROO-NO,, PERIOD) TO 11011-TOTALo 
2C1870 237-EXIT, EXITo 
202000 240-SBZ-BUDGET, 
.202001 ADD 1 TO REPRTS. MOVE 1 S&-2 1 TO SCH-NO IREPRTSio 
202002 MOVE •SAlES BUDGET- SALES REVENUE OOLL~IIS' TO KEAD CIIEPIITSto 
l02001 COMPUTE I,OEX-PG CIIE,RTSI • PAGE-NO • lo 
Zl78 
2179 
2280 
2281 
2282 
2283 
22tlo 
2285 
2286 
2187 
2288 
2289 
2290 
2291 
1Z~2 
22B 
229lo 
22~5 
2296 
22'17 
2298 
2299 
2300 
2301 
2302 
2303 
2301o 
Z305 
2306 
Z3C7 
23C8 
2309 
2310 
2311 
2)12 
2313 
-23llo 
2)15 
231~ 
2317 
2He 
2119 
l320 
2321 
2322 
23Z! 
2)24 
2325 
2326 
2J27 
2328 
Zll9 
2HO 
2131 
zuz 
ZlJl 
ZlJ .. 
202010 
ZC2030 
202040 
2C2050 
202060 
202070 
202060 
202090 
202100 
2021CS 
2C211 0 
202120 
202DO 
2C2HO 
202150 
202160 
2C 21 70 
202180 
202190 
202195 
202196 
202700 
ZOZZIO 
2C2ll5 
202220 
2()2240 
2nHo 
202260 
202170 
202280 
201290 
202300 
2 C231 0 
202320 
202330 
AUG 23..1917 
PE~FORH 210-(lEARING THRU llO-EX!T, 
21ol-S6Z-H~AOI~G. 
PE.FOR~ 212-HEAOING THRU 212-EX1T. 
~DYE ' SCHEDUlE Sd-2 ' TO SCHEDULE-~D-PRINT. 
HOVE ' SAlES BUOGEf' fO 8UOGH-NAME-PRINT, 
'lOVE ' SAlES REVENUE DOLLARS' TO SUB-HEAOING-PRUITo 
HOVE ' PRODUCT' TO COLUHN-OESCR IPTION ISECI, 
PERFORH 214-HEAD!NG THRU 2llo-EXIT. 
21o1-EXtT. Exlf. 
Z'IIZ-582-UUOGcT. 
IF PPCO-N1 > NO-PROO GO TO 243-SB2-BUDGET, 
IF PRuO-SAlES-OATA IPRCO-NOI • lEROES, ADO 1 TO PROD-NOr 
G1l fO 2lo2-S62-CIUOC.Ef. 
IF ll•E-COum > lo6 PEP.FOR'1 241-582-HEAO!t;G THRU 21o1-EXIfo 
HOVE PROOUC T-t;AME I PROO-NOI TO NAME-PRINT • 
PER~ORH 2~5-SBZ-BUDGET THRU 2~5-EXIT VARYING PERIOD F~OH ~ 
BY 1 UNTIL PERIOD • Y OR PERIGO > NO-PERIODS. 
MOVE 2 TO L, PERFORM 216-REPORT-liNE THRU 217-E~IT. 
IF PROD-NO < t;O-PROO, ADO 1 TO PROO-NO, GO TO 242-SIZ-&UDGET. 
ZU-SB2-BUDGET. 
HOVE ' TOTAL' TO TEMP-HOLOo 
MOVE 1 TO DCLLAR, PERFORM 218-TOTAL-l!NE THRU 219-EXITo 
IF PERIOD > NO-PER 1005 GO TO 2•3-EXIT, ELSE PERFORH 
215-SEC.fiUN-ROUTINEr HOVE 1 TO PROD-NCo GO TO 
241-S~2-HEAOING. 
Z•3-EXIT. EXIT. 
2 .. S-S82-8UOGH. 
~OVE PRCOuc·T-REVENUE I PROD-NOr PERIOD I TO AHT-PR I COLI, 
AOD PRODUCT-REVENUE CPRCO-NO, PERIOOI TO COL-TOTAL CCOLio 
AUO P•JOUCT-REYENUE IPROO-NO, PERIOOI TO GRAND-TOTAL, 
IF PER!O~ • NO-PERIODS PERFORM 2~7-S82-BUDGET THRU 247-EXIT 
VARYI~G PERIOD FROM 1 8Y 1 UNTIL PERIOD ) NO-PERIODS, 
M:JYE ROW-TOTAL TO TOTAL-PRINT, IIOVE 0 TO ROw-TOTAL. 
AOO 1 TO COL. 
245-EX!T. EXIT. 
202350 2 .. 7-SBZ-BUOGET, 
20236Q ADO PRODUCT-REVENUE IPROO-NO, PERIOOI TO ROW-TOTAL, 
2C2HO ZH-EXIT. EX!f, 
202760 2SO-SII-5U~GET. 
202761 ADD 1 TO REPRTS •. HOVE 1 TO SH IREPRTSI. 
2~2762 IF BUOGET • ' S83•, IIOYE 'SB-l' TO 5CH-NO IREPRTSit IIOVE 
2027113 'LEVEL 2 SALES SEGMENT' Tll SU&-HEAD IREPRTSlo 
2027,6'11 IF BUOGET • ' SB~'• MOVE •S8-.. ' TOSCH-NO IREPRTSlt MOVE 
202765 'LEVEL J SALES SEGHENT' TO SU&-HEAO IREPRTSio 
2027.. ftOVE •SALES iUOGET- SALES REVENUE DOLLARS• TO HEAD CAEPRTSI. 
ZB5 
2H6 
2137 
2338 
?339 
lHO 
ZHl 
lHZ 
343 
344 
345 
ZH6 
H7 
HB 
H9 
HO 
l5l 
352 
2H3 
354 
355 
)56 
351 
358 
159 
360 
.Hl 
l~2 
]6) 
lb~ 
365 
366 
167 
368 
169 
310 
ll1 
HZ 
]1) 
314 
375 
2376 
377 
378 
379 
180 
381 
382 
38) 
)8 .. 
23!5 
386 
387 
:us 
38'9 
)90 
1'91 
202767 
20l770 
202780 
11t.'lt2.08 AUG 2l.t971 
CCHPUTE INDEX-PG IREPRTSI • PAGE-NO+ lo 
OPE~ INPUT CU~TRI8UT!ON-OATA-FILEo 
PERFO~H 210-CLEARI~G TKRU 21D-EX1To 
202t100 251-SB-HEAOING. 
202610 PERFORM 212-HElO!~G THRU 212-EXIT. 
202t120 IF BUDGET • ' S83', IIOVE ' SCHEDULE SB-3' TO 
2028 30 SCHEOUL E-NO-P~ INT El Sf MOVE ' SCHEDULE Sll-lt t TO 
2C28~0 SCHEOULE-NO-PR INT. 
207850 HOVE ' SALES BUDGET' TO 8UOGET-IU,.f-PIIIIff • 
202860 MOVE ' SALES REVENUE DOLLARS• TO SUB-HEADI,G-PII(NT. 
202810 IF BUDGET • ' SBl' MOVE 1 LEVEL 2 SALES SEGHENT• TO 
Z028MO COLU"'N-OESCRIPT!ON I SECI fLSE IIOVE 
2Cl890 ' lEVEL 3 SALES SEGIIENT' TO COLUIIH-OESt~lPTIOM tSICa. 
202900 PERFORM 214-HEAOING THRU 21~-EXIT, 
202910 251-EX!T. EXIT. 
202'H0 
202950 
2C2951 
202960 
202970 
2C2980 
202990 
ZClOCO 
2C30l0 
203020 
203030 
203050 
203060 
2C106l 
203065 
203070 
201080 
2C3090 
203100 
203260 
203ZN 
203215 
203279 
203280 
2C3290 
2onoo 
203310 
203320 
252-SB-BUOGH, 
READ CONTRIPUTION-OATA-fllE I~TO ~-WS AT ENO GO TO 
253-SB-BUDGEf. 
If BUuGET a ' SB3' ANO RECORD-CODE • 'L2' PERFORM 
l55-SU-BUOGET TH~U 255-EX IT. 
IF BUOGET • ' 584' A~D kECORO-COOE • 'Ll' PERFORM 
255-SB-BUOGEI THRU 255-EXIT. 
IF RECORO-COOE NOT • 'SS' GO TO 252-S&-BUOGfT, 
CLOSE CONTRIBUTION-DATA-FilE. 
IF BUDGET • ' SB4' HOVE 1 lEVEl 2 TOTAl.' TO TEHP-+IOLOr 
PERFORM 218-TOTAl-LINEr PERFOAH Z6-wS-CLEAR Tt«U 26-EXIJ• 
HOVE ' TOTAL SAlES' TO TEHP-+IOLO. 
HOVE 1 TO DOLLAR, PERFORM 222-GRAND-TOllL-LlN£, PEIIFO.M 
219-RULI NG • 
253-SB-BUDGEh 
IF PER!OO > NO-PERIODS GO TO 253-EXIT. ELSE OPEN INPUT 
CONTRIBUT!ON-OATA-FILEo PERFORII 215-SECTION-aOUTINEo 
GO TO 251-SB-HEAOING. 
253-EXIT. EXIT. 
US-SB-BUOGET. 
If LINE-COUNT >lob PERFORM 251-58-HE.OING THRU 251-EXITo 
IF BUDGET • ' SB~• PERFORM 258-SB-BUDGET T~U 258-EXIT. 
If BUOGeT • ' SBJ' HOVE 01(-L2-NlHE TO NAIIE-PRINT ELSE MOVt 
OK-Ll-NAHE TO NAIIE-PRINTo 
PERFORM 257-SB•BUDGET THRU 257-U!T VUYING PERIOD fll* II 
BY I UNTil PERIOD • Y OR PERIOD> NO-PERIODS. 
MOVE 2 TO Lr PERFORM 216-,EPOU-LINE THRU 217-EXIT. 
255•EXJT, EXIT. 
203)50 257•S8-8UDGETo 
203360 MOVE OK-PROJ-REVENUES IPfRIODI TO AMT-PR ICOLio 
203370 AOO OK-PROJ•REVENUES IPERIOOI TO COL-TOTAL &COLa. 
20)110 ADO GK-PAOJ•AEVENUES IPEAlOOI TO COl-GlAND-TOTAL &C3La. 
!JH 
?3'13 
!]Qt,. 
ll~5 
l396 
DH 
2H8 
ZH'I 
HOO 
2401 
2402 
24?3 
l'tJ~ 
2~05 
H06 
2407 
HCS 
l't09 
HIO 
HU 
ZU2 
Hll 
2~14 
l<o 15 
2H6 
2417 
2418 
ZH'I 
2'>20 
H1l 
2'>22 
2423 
24~4 
2•2~ 
2426 
2421 
•H 28 
·2429 
2•30 
Hll 
24~2 
z•H 
z• H 
24:!5 
z• 36 
Z~H 
2(t!ft 
243'1 
·Z•4o 
2H1 
lititZ 
2HJ 
2444 
21t45 
2446 
2447 
2441 
2C3190 
203400 
203410 
2 C3 .. 20 
203430 
2C3438 
zoh•2 
2CH44 
203445 
203H6 
203H7 
20HSO 
2'13 .. 52 
ZC31t51t 
AUG Zlo1977 
IF PERIOD • 'lO-PERIOOS PERFORM 
VARYING PERIOD FROM 1 BY 1 
PERFO~M 228-TOTAL-ROUTI~E. 
ADO 1 TO COlo 
257-EXIT, EXI To 
259-S~-~DGET THRU 259-EXIT 
UNTil PERIOD > NlrPERIDOSo 
2H9 
2450 
2'>51 
24!2 
24 53 
2,. ~4 
2455 
2sa-sa-auoGET. 2456 
IF OK-L3-SEG-ND • 1o MOVE 1 TO L2. 24 57 
IF OK-L2-S EG-NO • L2 GO TO 258-EX IT. 74 58 
HOVE UK-L2-SEG-NO TO L2. 74~~ 
HOVE ' LtVEL 2 TOTAL' TO TEHP-HOLO. PERFORM US-TOTAL-liNE. 2460 
. PEPFORH 26-WS-CLEAR THRU 26-UIT • MOVE 0 TO GRAI'IO-TOT4Lo 2461 
WRITE PRI~T-LINE FRO~ RULING-LINE ISECI AFTER ADVANCING 2462 
I LINES. HOVE SPACES TO PRINT-LINE. 2"63 
258-EXIT. EXIT. 2461 
2465 
H66 
ZC34o0 259-SII-BUDGET. H61 
2468 
2•69 
2470 
2411 
2412 
2413 
2474 
203~70 ADO DK-PROJ-RfVENUES (PERIODI TO ROW-TOTAL. 
203480 259-fXIT. EXIT. 
203500 
203501 
203502 
203503 
2C3510 
260-PRBl-BUDGET. 
lOO I TO REPRTS. HOVE 1 PR8-l' TO SCH-NO IREPRTSI. 
HOVE 'PRUOUCTION 8UD~ET- SUHMlRY' TO HEAD IREPRTSt. 
CO•PUTE I~DEX-PG IREPRTSI • PAGE-~0 t 1. 
PERFORM 210-CLEARl~G THRU 210-EXIT, 
H5 
247(> 
2•11 
203530 261-PRBI-HEAOING. 
20JHO PERfORM 212-HEAOING THRU 212-EXIT. 480 
2C3550 IIOVE ' SCHEDULE PR8-I 1 TO 5CHEOULE-ND-PRINT, 481 
20H60 MOVE • PROOUCTIO"' BUIJGH• TO BUDGET-NAME-PRINT. 482 
2CHJO MOVE • SU~MARY' TO SUB-HEAOING-PRINTo ~83 
20J5aO MOVE • PRODUCT' TO COLUHN-OESCRIPTfON ISEClo 48" 
2CH90 PERFORM 21~-HElOlNG THRU 2H-EXtr. .485 
203600 261-EXI lo EXIT. ~86 
4f7 
488 
2C3&10 262-PRRI-SU~G~T. 489 
203hZO IF PROO-N<J > ~0-PROO GO TO 263-PR8t-8UOGET. 490 
203630 IF PLlN"'EJ-PROO-OATA (PR00-"101 • lERDESo ADO 1 TO PROO-NOo 491 
2C Je40 GO TO Z62-PR81-8UOGET • 492 
2C1650 IF LINE-Cnu'<T > 46 PERFORM ZI>I-PRB1-HUOING THRU 261-EXITo 493 
2C36&0 "OYE PROvUCT-NA~E I P<!OU-"101 TO NAME-PRINT. 49~ 
203b70 PERFORM 2&5-PABI-AUOGET THRU 265-EXIT VARYING PERIOD fROM N ~95 
20368J BY I UNTIL PERIOD • Y OR PERIOD > NO-PERIODS. ~9! 
2C3665 NOVE 2 TO Lo PERFORM 216-REPORT-LINE. 497 
203690 IF PROO-NU < N!rPROO, ADO 1 TO PROD-NO, GO TO ~98 
203100 2&2-PR81-8UDGET. ~99 
500 
501 
203705 263-PRII-BUOGET.. 502 
203710 If PERIOD > NO-PERIODS GO TO ZU-EXITo ELSE PERFDIIM SO) 
203720 21~SE(ltON-~OUTINEo MOVE 1 TO ,AOD-NO. GO TO SOit 
203730 26l-P1!.11-HUOINGo 50S 
.t.uG u,un 
203710 26J-EXIT. EXIT. 
265-PRBl-BUOGET. 2C3HO 
2037b0 
203710 
203180 
203190 
203800 
203810 
HOVE PLA~~ED-PROOUCTIOM IPROO-NOo PERIOOI TO AMT-PR ICOLt. 
IF PERIOO • NO-PERIODS PERFORM 267-PRIII-IIUDGH THIIU 2•7-EXIT 
VARYING PERIOD FROM 1 IY I UNTIL PERIOD > NQ-PERIOOSo 
MOVE ROW-TOTAL TO TOTAL-PRINT, MOVE 0 TO ROw-TOTALo 
ADO 1 TO COL. . 
265-EXlT. EXIT. 
2038~0 267-PRB1-BUOGET. 
203850 AOO PLAN~EO-PRODUCTI~ IPROD-NOo PERIOD! TO ROW-TOTAL. 
2C3860 267-EXIT, EXIT. 
204000 
2C~001 
204002 
20400) 
20~010 
270-PR82-BUDGET. 
ADO 1 TO REPRTS, HOVE •PRB-2' TO SCH-NO IREPRTSlo 
MOVE 'PRODUCTION BUDGET - DETAILED CALCULATIONS' TO 
HEAD IREPRTSI. COMPUTE INOEX-PG IREPRTSI • PAGE~ 
PERFORM 210-CLEARING THRU 210-EXITo MOVE 1 TO Uo 
2C4030 271-PRBZ-HEAOING. 
204040 PERFORM 212-HEADING T~RU 212-EXIT, 
20~050 MOVE ' SCHEDULE PRB-2 ' TO SCHEOULE•ND-PRINTo 
••• 
204060 HOVE 1 PRODUCTION BUDGET' TO 8UOGET-NA~E-PIUNT • 
204065 MOVE ' DETAILED CALCULATI0'5' TO SU8-HEAOING-PRIHTo 
204070 MOVE PRODUCT-NAME (PROO-NOI TO PRDO-NAME-PR. 
204080 PERFORM 21~-HEAOINC T~RU 21~-EXIT, 
204090 271-EXIT. EXIT. 
204100 
2041 70 
204180 
204190 
2C4700 
204ll0 
20421~ 
204216 
204ZZO 
204l30 
204240 
204270 
204280 
2C4790 
2043vO 
20~310 
204320 
204330 
20~360 
ZO~HO 
zouao 
Z04ld5 
20090 
27Z-PR62-BUOGET. 
MOVE ' PROJECTED-SALES' TO ~A~E-PqlNTo 
PERFORM 275-PRBZ-BUOGET THRU 275-EXIT VARYING PERIOD FROMM 
BY 1 UNTIL PERIOD. • Y OR PEqiCD >NO-PERIODS. 
MOVE 2 TO Lo PERFOR" 216-REPORT-liNE. 
MOVE ' ADO ENDING INVENTQqyo TO NA~E-PRINT .. 
CO"tPUTE SUB • N + 1. CO~PUTE X s Y + 1. 
COMPUTE END-PERIOD • ND-PERIODS + 1. 
PERFOR~ 277-PRB2-8UOGEI THRU 277-E~IT V~RYI~G PERIOD FRON 
SUS BY I UNTIL PERIOD • X OR PERIOD) END-PERlOOo 
MOVE I TO Lo PERFORM 216-REPO;(T-L INE. 
HOVE ' TOTAL UNITS REQUI ~EO• TO TEMP-HOLDo 
HOVE 0 TO DOLLAR. PERFORM 218-TOTAL-LI~E. 
NOVE 1 lESS BEG. INVENTORY' TO NAME-PRINT. 
PERFORM 2?8-PRH2-HUOGET THRU 2 78- EXIT VARYI ~G PERIOD FROII 
~ BV I UNTil PERIOD • Y OR PERIOD> NO•PERIODSo 
MOVE 1 TO lo PERfOKM lib-REPORT-LINE. 
MCVE ' PLAN~ED PRODUCTION' TO TEMP-HOLD. 
MOVE 0 TO DOLLAR. PERFORM 218-TOTAL-L INE THRU 219-EXIT. 
IF PERtto > NO-PERIODS GO TO Z7l-PR82-8UOGfT 0 
PERFORM 21~SECTION-~OUTIMEo NOVE SPACES TO 
(OLUMN-oESCRIPTION ISECio PER~ Z1J-HEAOlNGo 
GO To Z72-PU2-IUOGET. 
25C6 
25C7 
zso8 
B09 
2510 
2511 
2512 
251! 
25Jlo 
2515 
2516 
2H7 
2518 
2519 
2520 
25H 
n2z 
2523 
252lo 
n25 
2526 
2527 
2528 
2529 
ZSJO 
2511 
2532 
25)) 
2 53" 
2515 
2536 
25)7 
2538 
2~39 
2S.O 
25'1 
25U 
2H3 
2Hlo 
2 545 
2H6 
Z5H 
?He 
2549 
H50 
2>51 
25~2 
2>53 
ZHlo 
2 555 
2556 
2557 
2551 
lH9 
2UO 
2561 
2562 
20'o'ol5 
2Clo420 
2CH30 
20loHO 
20<H2 
2CH50 
14.42 .os 
273-PRA2-BUDGET. 
IF PRJO-N~ • ND-PROD, HOVE 0 TO Uo GO TO 273-EXITo 
If PROD-NQ < NO-PROD, ADO 1 TD PROD-NO. 
IF PROO-SALES-DATA IPROD-NOI • ZEROES GO TO 273-PR82-BU0GETo 
PERFORM 211-ClEARING, GO TO 271-PRB2-HEAOINGo 
27l-EXIT. EXIT, 
20lo500 275-PR82-BUDGET. 
20lo510 MOVE UNIT-S~LES (PROO-NOo PERIOD) TO hMT-PR CCCLI. 
lC4520 ADD UNIT-SALES CPRCD-NO, PERIOOI TO COL-TOTAL ICOllo 
104530 ADD UNIT-SALES IPROO-NO, PERIOD! TO GRAND-TOTAl. 
2Clo550 If PERIOD • NO-PERIODS PERFORM 27frPR82-BUDG£T THIIlU 276-EXIT 
20lo560 VARYING PERIOD FROM 1 BY 1 UNTil PERIOD ) ND-PERIODSo 
20lo570 MOVE ~OW-TOTAL TO TOTAL-PRINT, HOVE 0 TO RDW-TOTALo 
2Clo5BO ADO 1 TO COL. 
2Clo590 275-E XI T • EXIT. 
2C46l0 276-PRBZ-BUDGET. 
204640 ADO U~IT-SAlfS IPR00-~0, PERIODI TO ROW-TOTAL. 
2Clo650 276-EXIT. EXIT. 
204150 
20476i) 
2Clo170 
20~80~ 
20lo310 
20482J 
204~ 30 
2C4840 
ZC4860 
2CH70 
20H8, 
2 C4d10 
2C490.:1 
2049 10 
2C4nO 
204930 
2C50CO 
205001 
205JJ2 
205G03 
205010 
Z0$040 
205050 
205060 
205070 
Z77-PRB2-BUOGET. 
~CVE PROOJCT-INY IPROO-NO, PERIOOI TO AHT-PR ICOLJ, 
ADD PRCOUCT-INV IPROO-ND, PERIOD! TO COL-TOTAL ICOllo 
IF PERIOD • ENO-PERI00 0 
HCVE PROOUCT-INV (PROD-NCo PERIOD! TO TOTAL-PRINT, 
ADO PROOUCT-INV IPRDD-NOo PERIOD) TO GRAND-TQTALo 
ADO l TO COL. . 
277-EXIT, EXIT. 
278-PR82-BUOCET. 
KUVE PRODUCT-INV (PROD-NO, PERIOD! TO A~T-PR CCCLI. 
SUSTRACT PROOUCT-INV IPROD-NO, PtRIODI FROM COL-TOTAl ICOllo 
IF PERIOD • NO-PERIODS, HOVE PRODUCT-IN~ CPROD-NOo U TO 
TOTAL-PRINTo SUBTRACT PRODUCT-INV IPRDO-NOo II FROK 
GR~ND-TOTAlo 
ADO l TO COL. 
271-EXJT. EXIT. 
Z&O-MATl-BUOGET, 
ADD 1 TO REPRTS. ~OVE 0 HAT-l 0 TO SCH-NO IREPATSio 
HIJVE 'NATERIALS BUDGET - UNIT REQUIREHEIITS' TO HEAD IIIEPIITSI 
COMPUTE INDEX-PG IREPRTSI • PAGE-NO • lo 
PERFORII 210-tlEARING THRU ZlG-EXITo 
211-KATI-HEAOING. 
PERFORM 212-HEADING THRU 212-EXITo 
MOVE 'SCHEDULE NAT•1 1 TO SCHEDULE-No-PRINT, 
HOVE ' MATERIALS IUDGET' TO IUOGET•NANE-PIIINTo 
563 
564 
5t5 
566 
567 
568 
569 
570 
571 
572 
513 
574 
515 
S76 
571 
578 
579 
580 
581 
582 
58] 
584 
585 
58b 
5d7 
5!8 
589 
S90 
591 
>n 
'jq} 
~9~ 
595 
596 
-;q 
598 
599 
600 
601 
602 
6C3 
604 
b05 
bOb 
607 
608 
609 
610 
611 
612 
bll 
61~ 
615 
616 
617 
611 
619 
205080 
205090 
2051CO 
205110 
ZO~JZO 
205130 
205140 
2C5150 
205!60 
205170 
205171 
2051 7l 
2051 1l 
205180 
2051'i0 
205200 
205210 
205215 
2C52ZO 
205230 
20 5240 
2C5250 
H.~z .oe AUG Zlol977 
~DYE ' UNlT REQUI~EMEIITS' TO SU8-HEADING-PIIliNT • 
MOVE ' RAW 'IAT ER Ul 0 TO COLU~N-DE SC~ I' TIOif ( SECie 
PERFORM 2llo-UEADING THRU 2H-EXIT o 
211-EXIT. ex1r. 
212-HATL-BUOGET. 
IF RM-NO > NO•R.I.W-HU, GO TO 283-HATl-BUOGET. 
If RH-REOUIPEHENTS-OETAIL IRH-NOJ • ZEROE$ 0 AOD 1 TO AH~Oo 
GO TO 282-HATl-BUOGET. 
IF LINE-COUNT > 4b PERFOPJ4 2B1-~AT1-HEADING THRU Zll-EXITo 
NOVE RM-NAHE CRM-NU) TO NAHE-?RINT, 
MOVE 2 TO L. PERFORM 216-REPORJ-LINE, 
HOVE ' COSTING UNITI 1 TO RHlo MOVE COST-UNIT-NAME ~-~01 
TO RM2. 
PERFORM 285-HAT1-800GE T THRU 215-EXI T VARYING PEIIIDO FACil II 
BY I UNTil P~RIOO • Y OR PERICD > NO-PEIIIODS, 
NOVE I TO Lo PERFORM 216-REPORT-LIIIE. 
IF RM-NO < ND-AAit-MATo ADD l TO RH-NOo GD TO 282-AlTl•IUDGEfe 
283-KATl-BUOGET. 
IF PERIOD > NO-PERIODS GO TO 213-EXITo ElSE ·pERfORM 
215-SFCTION-ROUTINE, NOVE l TO RH-N0 0 GO TO 
281-HATl-HEADING. 
283-EXIT. EXIT. 
205280 285-MATl-BUOGET. 
205290 NOVE RM-PROO-REOUIREMENTS CRH-110, PERIOOJ TO ANT-PA ICOLJ. 
205300 If PERIOD • NJ-PERIODSo PERFDRH 287-MATl-BOOGET THRU 217-fXIT 
205110 VARYI"'G PERIOD FADM l BY 1 UIITil PERIOD > NG-PEIIIJ0$0 
205320 MOVE ROw-TOTAl TO TDTAL-f'lll PIT • HOVE 0 TO ROW-TOTAL• 
205330 ADO 1 TO COL. 
205HO 2&5-EXITo EXIT, 
205370 287-HATl-BUOGET, 
205380 ADO RH-PROO-REOUIREHENTS CRH-NOo PEIIIOOI TO ROw-T~TALe 
Z05J'i0 217-EXIT. EXIT, 
205500 
205501 
205502 
205503 
2C550~ 
205505 
205510 
205530 
2055 .. 0 
2C5550 
205560 
2C5570 
20JSIO 
Z90-MAT2-RUOGET. 
ADO 1 TO REPRTS. MOVE 'NU-2' TO SCH-NO CREP~TSio 
MOVE 'MATERI~LS BU~GET -• TO HEAD IREPATSio HOVE 1 TO 
SH CREPRTSio ~OVE •COST Of MATERIALS USED IN PllooutTION1 
TO SUS-HEAD CREPRTSI. 
COMPUTE INDEX-PG IREPRTSJ • PAGE-NO + 1o 
PERfORM 210-ClEARING THRU 2lD-EXITo 
291-KATZ-HEAOING. 
PERFORM 212-HEADING THRU 212-EXITo 
HOVE ' SCHEDULE MAT-z ' TO SCHEOUlE-NG-PAINTo 
MOVE ' MATERIALS IUOCOET' TO IIUOGET-NAIIE-NIIITe 
MOVE 'COST Of' MATERIALS USED IN PAODUI:TIOII' TO 
SUI-HEADING-PAINT. 
47 
2620 
2621 
2622 
26ll 
26H 
H2S 
2626 
2627 
2628 
2629 
26)0 
26!1 
26 ~2 
26H 
2U~ 
26)5 
2t36 
2637 
2638 
2639 
26'o0 
26<1 
26~2 
26<3 
264~ 
2645 
Z64t 
26H 
2648 
2649 
2650 
26 ~I 
Z6 s2 
2653 
26~" 
2655 
2656 
2657 
2658 
2~~9 
26t0 
2Hl 
2~t2 
26fl 
2664 
2HS 
26t6 
26H 
26t8 
ZH9 
2670 
2671 
Zt.12 
ZUl 
2671t 
UlS 
26'1'6 
1h42.08 AUG 23,1977 
205590 HOVE ' PAW MATERIAL' TO COLUH~OEStRIPTION ISEtl, 
20560~ PEPFQRM 21~-HEAOING THRU 214-EXIT, 
ZC56!0 291-EXIT. EXIT, 
48 
26 77 
2678 
2679 
2680 
6 81 
205620 Z92 .... AT 2-BUOGET. 682 
2C5630 IF R~-I'<Q > NO-RAW-~Af, GO TO 293-MAT2-8UDGET, ?1>83 
20~6~0 IF P>~-RE .. U!Rf~ENTS-DETAIL fRH-NOl • ZEROES, ADD l TO RM-NO, 2684 
205650 CO TO 292-MAT2-RU9GFT. 26e5 
205660 IF LINE-tOU~T > 46 PERFORM 291-MATZ-HEADINC THRU 291-EXIT; 2686 
205670 MOVE RH-'U~t IRH-NOJ TO f~AMt-PR!NT. 26e7 
2C5680 MOVE Z TO Lo PERFOP~ Zlo-REPORT-liNEo 2688 
205690 '40V.E Cu-CUST tR>+->lOl TO RH-CGST-PRINT. MOVE • PER • TO R1. 6A9 
205100 MOVE COST-UNIT-NA~E CRM-NOl TO RH-UNIT-PRINTo '690 
2C5710 PERFOR'4 295-MAT2-6UOGET THRU 29o-EXIT VARYING PERIOD FROM N ~91 
205720 BY 1 UNTIL PERIOD • Y OR PERIGO> NO-PERIODS. 692 
20513') MOVE 1 TO L, PERFORM 216-REPORT-L INE. IF LINE-tOUNT • ), I'IOVI 6'11 
205735 0 TO Lo PERFOR~ ZOZ-DDLL4R-LINE. lb~4 
2051~CI IF RM-NO < NO-RAW-MAT, AOD 1 TO RM-NO, ·GO TO 292-HATZ•IUOGET • 
205745 
205150 
205760 
2C5770 
205180 
205785 
205790 
29l-MAT2-BUOGET. 
IOOVE ' TOU L' TO T EHP-HOL Q, MOVE 1 TO DOLL All. 
PERFORM 218-TOTAl-LINE THRU 219-EXIT, 
IF PERIUO >NO-PERIODS GO TO 293-EXITo ELSE PERFORM 
215-SECTION-RDUTINEo HOVE I TO RM-NOo GO TO 
291-MAT2-H£AOING, 
291-EXIT, EXIT. 
205820 295-MATZ-BUOGET, 
2DS830 COMPUTE CJST-~H-USED ROUN<JEO • tU-tOS T IRM-NOI * 
205A~O RH-PRQO-REQUIREHENTS IRH-NQ, PERIDCJI, 
2C5850 
ZOSAI'l 
205380 
2C5d9CI 
2C59JO 
205~10 
205020 
2C5930 
2C~HO 
2C59o0 
2C~970 
2C5980 
2C599D 
296-MAT2-BUOGET, 
HOVE CuST-R~-USEO TO AHT-PR CCCLI. 
ADD COST-RH-USEO TO COL-TOTAL ICDllo 
ADO COST-RH-USEO TO GRANO-TOTAL, 
IF PERIOD • NO-PER COOS PERFOR~ 297-HA T2-8UOGET THRU 297-EXI T 
VAkYING PCRIOO FROM 1 BV 1 UNTH PERIOD ) ND-PERilOS, 
MOVE ROW-TOTAL TO TOTAL-PRINT, MOVE 0 TO IIOw-TOTALo 
AOD 1 TO COL. 
296-E X IT • EXIT • 
297-MATZ-BUOCfT, 
PERFOk• 295-MA T 2-BUOGE T, 
AOD COST-R~-uSED TO ROW-TOTAL. 
297-EXI T, EXIT. 
1(6000 100-MATl-dUOGET, 
206001 ADD 1 TO REPRTS. MOVE •HAT-3• TO StH-NO IREPRTSI. 
206002 HOVE •RAW MATERIALS PURCHASE BUDGET -• TO HEAD IREPATSie 
20~001 MOVE 1 TO SH CREPATSio MOVE 'UNIT AEQUIREMENTS 0 TO 
20600-4 Sla-HEAO IIIEPR TSh 
699 
roo 
701 
102 
2103 
104 
1C~ 
2106 
101 
7C8 
709 
110 
711 
2112 
113 
_714 
liS 
2060C5 
206010 
206040 
2(6050 
206060 
206010 
2CtCBO 
ZC6090 
206100 
ZCtliO 
206120 
2CU30 
2061~0 
2Cfl ~{) 
206160 
2C6!71l 
206180 
206IHS 
206186 
20618 7 
206200 
206210 
2oaso 
ZOt-260 
206265 
206270 
2C6280 
206285 
206290 
2C6300 
206110 
20020 
2CoHO 
2C040 
206350 
ZCt360 
2Ctl70 
AUG Zlo1917 
CO~PUTE I~OEX-PG IREPRTSI • PAGE-NO • 1. 
PERFORM 210-ClEAAINC THRU Z1D-EXIT. 
lOI-MATl-HEAOINGo 
PERFORM 212-HEAOING THRU 212-EXfT, 
HOVE ' SCtiEDULE P<H-l ' TO StHEDULE-ND-PRINT, 
HOVE ' RAW MATERIALS PURC~ASE 8UOGET• TO 
BUDGET-NAME-PRINT, 
HOVE ' UNIT REQUIREMENTS' TO SU&-HEADING-PAINTe 
HOVE ' RAW MATERIAL' TO tDLUMN-OESCIIIPTIOIII ISEC:I. 
PERFORM 21~-HEAOING THRU 211t-EXJT, 
301-fXfT, EXIT. 
302-MATl-BUDGET. 
IF RM..;f-10 > ND-RJW-.•AT, GO TO 303-~AT)-BUOGET. 
IF RH-REOUIRFKENTS-DETliL IRH-NDI • ZERDESo ADO l 1a A~Oo 
GO TO 302-MATJ-~liOGET, 
IF liNE-COUNT > 46 PERFORM l{)I-M4T3-HEADING. 
MOVE RM-NA~E IRM-NOI TO NAME-PRlf-IT, 
MOVE 2 TO l. PERFORM 216-~EPORI-LINE. 
MOVE 'PURCHASING UNIT: ' TO R'll. MOVE PURCH-UNIT•IIAIIE CllH-NOI 
TO RH2. HOVE N TO Bl. COMPUTE El ~ Bl t lo 
PERFORM J05-HAT3-BUOGET THRU lOb-EXIT VARYING PERIOD FICM N 
BY 1 UNTIL PERIOD • V OR PERICO > NO-PERIDOSo 
MOVE I TO lo PEHFORM 216-REPOAT-LINE. 
IF RM-NO < NO-RAW-MAT, ADO 1 TO RM-NOo GO TO 302-NATl-aUDGETe 
)0)-MAT3-BUOCET. 
IF PERIOD > NO-PERIODS GO TO lOl-EXIT, ELSE PERF~ 
215-SECTION-ROUTINEo MOVE 1 TO RH-NO, GO TO 
l01-MAT3-HEAOI .. G, 
303-EXIT. EX II. 
305-MATl-BUOGET. 
COMPUTE SUB ROU'IDEO • RM-PROD-REOUIREMENTS IRM-NO; PEIIOD) I 
CCNY-FACTOR CRM-NOJ, 
COMPUTE RM-UfHTS-PURCH • RH-INVENTORY IRit-NO. fll • SUa • 
RM-If-IVENTORV IR'4-NQ, Btl, ON Sll£ 
EPROR GO TO 910-ERROR-IlOUTINEo 
ADO I TO 81, ADO 1 TO Elo 
3CI5-EXIT. EXIT. 
206380 )06-HATl-~UOGET. 
206390 MOVE RH-UNITS-PURtH TO AHT-Pil ICOLI. 
ZCf400 IF PERIOD • NO-PERIODS, MOVE 1 TO llo MQYE Z TO Elo PEilFOilN 
206410 l07-IIAT3-8UDGET THRU 307-EXIT YAIIYIMG PEIIIOO FIIOII l IY l 
2C6,21l UNTIL PERIOD > ND-PEIIIOOS, HOVE ADW-TaTA~ TO TOTA~-PAINTo 
20t~30 HQVE 0 TO RGW-TOTALe 
2C64~0 AOD 1 TO COLe 
2G .. 50 S06-EKITe EXIle 
49 
12734 
2135 
•2136 
•27)1 
,z 738 
•2739 
:2740 
·2HI 
12742 
12Hl 
•2H4 
12745 
o2H6 
02747 
:ZHS 
12 149 
•2750 
•2751 
'27!2 
275) 
215'. 
2755 
2756 
21~ 7 
27 58 
2759 
27t0 
2H1 
2762 
27f) 
27t4 
2765 
2H6 
2767 
27t8 
2169 
2170 
2711 
2772 
2773 
211it 
2715 
2776 
2 717 
2178 
2719 
2180 
27!1 
2782 
2 783 
2764 
21e5 
21Bio 
2727 
2718 
2789 
2190 
2Cf460 
206410 
2C6480 
2Ct490 
2CHOO 
206501 
206502 
206503 
206504 
2C65()') 
2C6510 
2Cf 530 
2C65~0 
2C6550 
zce560 
206570 
2C6580 
206590 
206600 
2(6610 
2[6620 
2C66l0 
206640 
2C6650 
206660 
206670 
206675 
2C6t.SO 
2C66qQ 
206700 
2CHIO 
206720 
206730 
2067~0 
2C6750 
2C6160 
2C6710 
2C6760 
2C67qo 
2C6800 
206805 
206810 
AUG 23,1977 
307-M-Tl~suoceT. 
PERFOR~ 3J5-MAT3-~UOCET, 
ADO ~*-UNITS-PUPtH TO ~OW-TOTAL. 
307-EXIT. EXIT. 
31D-MAT4-BUO~ET. 
.ADO l TO ~EPRTS. HOVE 'HU-4' TO SCH-NO IREPRTSI, 
HOVE •RAW MATERAilS PU~CHASE 8UUGET -• TO HEAD IREPRTSI. 
HOVE l TO SH IREPRTSl. HOVE 'COST OF MATERIALS PURCHASED' TO 
SUB-HEAO IREPRTSl-
CO~PUTE INDEX-PC IREPRTSI • PAGE-NO + 1. 
PERFORM 210-CLEARING THRU 210-EXIT. 
50 
2791 
21n 
2]q) 
2 794 
2795 
27q6 
2797 
2198 
2799 
2BCO 
2801 
2802 
1803 
2 BOlt 
2BO'i 
l11-MAT4-HEAOING, 2BC6 
PE~FO>.H 212-HEAOING THRV 212-EX!T. 2607 
MDV£ ' SCHEDULE HAT-It ' TO SC~EOULE-NQ-PRINT. 2A08 
HOVE ' RAW MATERIAlS PURCHASE BUDGET' TO 2809 
BUDGET-NAME-PRINT, 2810 
~OVE ' CGST CF MATERIAlS PURCHASED' TO SUB-HEA01NG-PRINT.l81l 
HOVE ' RAW MATERIAL' TO COlUMit-OESCRIPTION ISECI. 2812 
PERFURH 214-HEAOING THRU 2lit-EXIT, 281) 
311-EXIT. EXIT. 2AI4 
312-MAT4-BUOGET. 
IF RM-kO > NO-AAW-HAT, GO TO 314-HAT4-BUOGET, 
2615 
2BH 
IF RM-RFOUIRE~ENTS-OETAIL IRM-NOI • ZEROESo ADO I TO RM-NDo 
G~ TO 312-~AT~-RUOGET. 
ZA17 
2618 
281q 
2A20 
IF llfiE-CDVNT > 'o6 PERFORM 311-MAH-HEAOING THIIU 311-EXITo 
HOVE RH-~AME IRH-NOI TO NAME-PRINT. 
313-HAT~-BUDGET. 
HOVE 2 TO Lo PERfORM 216-REPORT-liNE, 
MVVE Pv-COST IRH-~01 TO RM-CGST-PRINT. MOVE ' PER ' TO R1o 
HOVE PURCH-V~IT-NA~~ I RH-NOI TO PK-UNIT-PRINT, 
140VE N TO 81, CCMPVTE El • Bl • I, 
PEAFOR~ ll5-HAT4-9VDGET THRU 316-EXIT VARYING PERIOD FROM 
BY I U~Tll PE~IOO • Y OR PERIOO > N:J-PERIOOSo 
HOVE 1 TO l. PERF~RH 216-REPORT-liNE THRU 217-EXITo 
2821 
2822 
2823 
2624 
2825 
820 
2827 
8 28 
8zq 
N 2830 
831 
2832 
'7dll 
26)4 
lllt-MATit-BVOGFT, 28)5 
IF R~-NO < NO-RAW-MAT, ADO 1 TO RH-NOo GO TO 312-MAT4-IUDGET. 2836 
MOVE ' JOTAl' TO TEMP-HOLD, MOVE 1 TO OOlLAII, 28H 
PERFORM 216-TOTAl-liNE THRU 219-EXIT,, . 838 
IF PERIOD> NO-PERIODS GO TO llit-EXITo ELSE PERF~M 2839 
215-SECTION-ROUTINE, MOVE 1 TO RM-NO, GO TO 2840 
311-HUit-HEAOINGo 841 
)14-EXIT. EXIT. 2642 
21143 
2844 
206850 Jl5-MAT4-BUOGETo 2845 
846 
Ml 
206860 'ERFORM 305-MAT)-BUOGET THRU 305-EXlTo 
20 .. 70 COMPUTE IIM-JUACHASES IIOUNOEO • RM-UNITS-PURCH * 
llt.u.oa AUG 2l.IH7 
2C6880 PU-COST IRM-NQI; ON SIZE ERROR GO TO 910-ERAOII-AOUTJ"f• 
2C6920 316-HAT4-dUDGET. 
2C69JO MOVE ~M-PURCHlSES TO AMT-P~ ICOLio 
206940 ADO RM-PURCHASES TO COl-TOTAl ICOllo 
2C&q50 ADO R~-PURCHASES TO GRANO-TOTAL, 
206960 IF PERIOD • NO-PERIOOSe MOVE 1 TO llo MOVE Z TO Ele PERFOM 
206HO 317-HAH-BUOCET THRU 317-EXIT VARYING PEIIIIII FIIOII l IIY l 
2Ct915 UNTil PERIOD> ND-PERIOOS, MOVE IIDW-TOTAL TO TOTAL-I'tliiiTo 
206980 MOVE 0 TO ROw-TOTAL, 
2069 90 ADO I TO COl. 
2C7000 316-EXIT, EXIT. 
2C7020 l17-MAT4-HUOGET. 
207030 PERFO~H 305-HATl-BUOGET THRU lOS-EXIT. 
207035 COMPUTE AM-PURCHASES • RH-UNITS-PURCM • Pu-tOST IR~NOia 
2C7040 ADO RM-PVRCHASES TO ROW-TOTAL, 
207050 317-EXJT, EXIT, 
2C1Z50 
10 72 51 
207252 
207251 
20725 .. 
207255 
207260 
2C1300 
207310 
2C 1320 
20 7330 
207140 
2C7H5 
2C1l50 
207360 
201310 
2C7400 
207410 
207420 
207430 
207450 
207460 
20H 70 
207475 
207480 
2C74'10 
207500 
207510 
2C7Sl5 
20751• 
ZC:7520 
32 Q-MAT5-BUOGE T • 
ADD I TO REPRTS. ~OVE 'MlT-5' TO SCH-NO IREPRTSI. 
HOVE 'RAW MATERIALS P'JRCHASE BUDGET -• TO HEAD lllEI'tlTSio 
HOVE 1 TO SH IREPRTSI. HOVE 'DETAilED CALCUlATIONS' TO 
SUB-HEAD IREPRTSI. 
COMPUTE INOEX-PG IREPRTSI • PAGE-~0 + 1. 
PERFOR~ 21D-ClEARING THRU 210-EXIT, 
321-MAT5-HEAOING. 
PERFORM liZ-HEADING THRU 212-EXITo 
MOVE ' SCHEDULE HAT-5 ' TO SCHEUUlE-~D-PRINT, 
MOVE ' RAW MATERIALS PURCHASE dUOGET' TO 
BUDGET-NAME-PRINT, 
HOVE ' DETAILED tALtUl ATIO~S' TO SUB-HEAOIN&;-PIUIIT o 
HOVE ' RAW MATERIAl' TO tOLUMI'rOESCRIPTION ISEI;to 
PERFORM 214-HEAOING THRU 214-EXITo 
321-EXI T. EXIT. 
l22-14AT5-6UDGE·T. 
IF RH-~0 > NU-RAW-HATo GO TO 322-EXIT. 
IF RH-REQUIRfMENTS-OETAil IRH-NOI • ZEROES, ADO l TO liN-NOt 
GO TO 322-MAT5-0UDGET. 
MOVE RM-N4HE IRM-~01 TO NAME-PRINT, 
MJVE Z TO l. PERFORM 216-REPORT-li~E. 
HOVE ' UNITS REQUIRED• TO "AHE-PRI~T 
"OVE N TO 81. COMPUTE El • Rl • 1, 
PERFORM 3Z5-MAT~-8UDGET THRU 32~EXIT VARYING PEIIlOO FIIOM II 
BY I UNTIL PERIOD • Y OR PERIOD > NO-PEIIIOOSo 
MOVE 1 TO lo PE~FORM 216-REPORT-LINE. 
MOVE ' ADO ENDING INVENTORY• TO NAME-PRINT. 
COMPUTE SUB • N + 1o COMPUTE X • Y • lo 
COMPUTE END-PERIOD • ND-PERIOOS • lo 
PERfORM Jl7-NAT5-iUOGET THIW l27-EXIT 'I.UYING PUIOO FROM 
51 
2hl 
284'1 
2d>J 
2851 
1852 
2~ 51 
za:4 
zass 
1856 
2 a 57 
2858 
2359 
2d60 
2861 
tatZ 
2861 
2d64 
286 ~ 
2866 
28t1 
286! 
2869 
2870 
zan 
2872 
zan 
18 74 
za1s 
281b 
2871 
2878 
2H9 
2e eo 
2881 
2882 
21n 
2S&4 
2~85 
21!6 
23e7 
2888 
ZH9 
lBSO 
2t91 
289Z 
2893 
28';4 
2~95 
28~6 
2as1 
28~!1 
2899 
290') 
2901 
2902 
2903 
290. 
2C7510 
2075~0 
207550 
2(7560 
20H70 
20 1S80 
ZC7590 
2C7600 
2C7o10 
207620 
207630 
ZC7t4'l 
2C7650 
20 76!.0 
zc 1680 
201685 
207686 
2C7687 
zc 1690 
2C76'15 
2C77111 
AUG 2},1~17 52 
SUII 8Y I U"TIL PERIOD • X OR PE~IDD >END-PERIOD. 2905 
MOVE TO L, PERFIJRM 216-RFPCRT-LI .. E. HC6 
HOVE ' TOTAL UfliTS REQlJI~<o• TO TE~P-rlOLO. 29C7 
MOVE 0 TO DULLAR, PE~FOPM 218-TOTAL-LINE, 908 
MIJVE ' LESS REG. INVFNTn•v• TO ~A~E-PRINT. 2'109 
~EOFORM 328-MATS-U'JDGeT TlfPU 328-EXIT V•RYING PfaiOO FROM 910 
N BY I UNTIL PERIOD • Y OR PERI~O ) NO-PERIODS. 911 
~OVE l TO Lo PE~FOa~ 216-REPG~T-L1NE ~12 
MOVE ' UNITS TORE PURCifASEn• TO TEMP-HOLD. 2H3 
MOVE 0 TO DOLLAR, PERFORM 218-TOTAL-LINE THRU 219-EXIT. 2914 
MOVE 1 COST OF RA~ MATFRIALS' TO NAME-PRINT. 915 
PE~FORM 313-MAT4-BUOGET. MOVE 0 TO l PERFORM 202-DOLLAR-LI~E 916 
·wRITE PRINT-LINE FROM TOT·L-LINE ISECI AFTER ADVANCING 017 
1 LINES. 2918 
1F PERIOD< NO-PERJOOS, PERFORM 215-SECTION-AOUTINEt 919 
HOVE SPACES TO COLUMN-DESCRIPTIO~ ISECI, HOVE 920 
RAW ~ATERIAL' TO COlUMN-DESCRIPTION ISECit 1921 
PERFORM 213-HEADING, GO TO 322-HAT5-BUDGET. 922 
1F RM-~0 < NO-RA..- MAT, ADO 1 TO All-NO, PERFORM 2U..CLEARINGo 923 
GO TO 321-MATS-HEADING. 92~ 
32l-4:XIT. EXIT. ns 
926 
2C7150 32S-KAT5-BUOGET. 
9l7 
na 
207159 COMPUTE SUB ROUNDED • AM-PROD-REQUIREMENTS IRM-NO, PER IODI I qzq 
207760 CONV-FACTOR IRM-NDJ. 
2C7161 MOVE SUB TO AHT-PR (COLI. 
207762 IF PERIOD • NU-PERIODS, MOVE I TO 81, MOVE 2 TO Elt PERFORM 
207763 326-MAT3-8UOGET THRU 326-EXIT VARYING ,ERIOO FROM 1 BY 1 
ZO 17b1 UNT ll PER I GO > NI>-PERIOOS 1 HOVE ROW-TOTAL TO TOTAL-PRINT 
207765 ~OVF ROw-TOTAL TO GRANO-TOTAL• MOVE 0 TO ROW-TOTAL. 
207770 ADD SUB TO COL-TOTAL ICOLio 
2C7781 ADD I TO COL. 
2C7790 325-EXIT. EXIT. 
321>-MA Tl-BUDGE T • 
930 
HI 
932 
933 
?H 
q]5 
936 
917 
93ft 
939 
040 
HI 2C 7191 
207792 
2C 1793 
2C 77~4 
207795 
CD"PUIE SU8 ROUNDED • RH-,ROD-REQUIREHE~TS 
CONV-FACTOR IRH-NOI. 
lAM-NOt PEIUODI I 941 
207810 
207d20 
2C76JO 
2C 7850 
20 7db? 
2C78 70 
207880 
2C7890 
207910 
207'120 
207930 
207950 
ADD SUS TO ROW-TOT•L• 
326-EXJT. EXIT. 
327-HATS-BUDGET. 
MOVE RM-l~VENTORY IRH-NO, PERIOOI TO AMT-PR ICOLI. 
ADO RM-INVEflTORY IRM-NO, PERIOD! TO COl.-TOTAL ICOLio 
If PERIOO • END-PERIOD, 
MOVE RM-INVENTORY (RM-NO, PERIOD) TO TOTAl-PRINT• 
ADD RH-1 NVENTORY .IRH-NO, PER 1001 TO GRANO-TOTAL. 
AOO 1 TO COL. 
327-EX IT • EX IT • 
JZI~ATs-euoCET. 
HOVE RM-INVENTORY IR~NOt ,EA10DI TO AKT-PR ICOLio 
Su&TRACT RH-I~VENTORY IRM-~0 1 PERIOD! FROM COL-TOTAL 
IF ,ERIOO • NO~PE~IODS• MOVE ~~1~ENTORY I~K-NO• 11 
lCil.lo 
943 
.944 
?45 
946 
941 
~48 
9~9 
950 
?51 
952 
9B 
q~4 
955 
956 
957 
~58 
959 
960 
Ul 
207960 
2C 7910 
207980 
207990 
AUG 2lo1917 
TO TOTAL-PRINT, SUBTRACT RK-lNVENTORY 
FROM GRAND-TOTAL. 
AOD 1 TO COL • 
328-EXIf • EXIT • 
208000 330-RH-PURCHASED. 
208010 PERFORM ZlO-CLEARING THRU 210-EXIT. 
331-RH-PURCHASEO, 
IF RH-~0 > ~0-RAW-~AT, GO TO 331-EXIT. 
IR~fiOe II 
208020 
2C8030 
208040 
2cao~o 
20U055 
208060 
2(8070 
208080 
2C8090 
If RM-REQUIREHENTS-OETAIL IRM-NOI • ZEROES, ADO 1 TO RA-NO• 
GO TO 331-RM-PURCHASEO. 
MOVE 1 TO Blo HOVE 2 TO El. 
PERFORM 332-RM-PURCHASEO THRU 332-EX1T VARYI~ PERIOD F~N l 
SY 1 UNTIL PERIOD> ND-PERIOOSo 
1F R~-NO < NO-RAW-MAT, ADD 1 TO RM-NO GO TO JJl~PURCHASEO. 
331-EXIT. EXIT. 
208110 332-RM-PURCHASED. 
208120 PERFOR~ 305-MAU-&UOGET THRU 105-fXIf. 
208125 COMPUTE R~-PURCHASES ROUNOEO. • RM-IINI TS-I'UIICH 
208126 * PU-COST (RK-NOJ. 
2C8130 ADO RM-PUR(HASES TO AM-PURCHASED IPEAIODI. 
2081~0 332-EXIT. EXIT. 
208250 
208 7 51 
2C8Z5Z 
208253 
2C8254 
208255 
208260 
340-lAAI-AUOGET. 
lOO I TO RErRTS, MOVE 1 LA&-1' TO SCH-NO IKEPRTSI. 
HOVE 'DIRECT LABOR BUDGET -• TO HEAD IREPRTSI. HOVE 
SH IRFPRTS), ~OVE 'LABOR HOURS REQUIRED• TO 
SUB-HEAD IREPRTSI. 
COMPUTE INDEX-PG (RfPRTSI • PAGE-hO • 1. 
PERFORM 210-ClEARING THRU ZIG-EXIT. 
341-l ABI-IlfhOING. 
PFRFORH 212-HEAOlNG THRU 212-EXIT, 
HOVE ' SCHEDULE lAB-1 1 TO SCHEDULE-ND-PRINT, 
1 TO 
2C8280 
208790 
2C8JOO 
208310 
2C8J20 
2C83l0 
208HO 
2C8J50 
MOVE ' DIRECT lABOR BUDGET' TO 8UOGET-~;AHE-P111NTo 
MOVE 1 LABOR HOURS RECUIRED' TO SU&-HEAOING-,R1NTo 
HOVE ' DEPARTMENT' JO COlUMN-DESCRIPTION ISECio 
PERFORM 21~-HEADING THRU 214-EXIT. 
141-EXIJ. EXIJ. 
2C8370 342-LA81-BUOGET. 
2C8180 IF DEPT > ND-PROD-OEPTS, GO TO 3~3-LABI-BUDGET. 
2C8390 IF LAB-HAS-DATA IOEPTI • ZEROESt ADO 1 TO OE,Tt GO TO 
2C8J91 l42-LAB1-BUDGET. 
2C8~00 1F L1NE-COUIH > ~6, PERFORM 341-LABl-HEADING. 
208410 MOVE PRODUCTION-DEPT-NAME IDEPTI TO NAME-PRINTo 
ZCI~ZO PERFORM 345-LA81-BUOGET THRU 345-EXIT VARY1~G ,ERIOO fAGR • 
2CIUO IY 1 UNTIL PUIOO • Y OR PERl 00 > NO-PEAlODSo 
201•.0 HOVE 2 TO L, ~ERfORH 216-RE,ORT-LINE• 
2962 
Z9H 
2qH 
2q65 
zqt6 
2967 
2•68 
zqe9 
2970 
2911 
znz 
2973 
2q7<o 
2915 
2976 
2'177 
2918 
29 79 
2980 
19U 
2982 
2983 
29!<. 
29e5 
2986 
29e1 
2988 
2989 
11~0 
2991 
2992 
2993 
29~ 
29~5 
29~6 
29H 
29>1 
2999 
3000 
30C l 
JlC2 
)}C) 
3004 
3005 
3JC6 
l~C7 
JJCI 
31c<l 
3010 
3011 
3012 
JOU 
3011t 
lOU 
]016 
:son 
30la 
14.42.08 AUG Zlo1977 
IF DEPT < NQ-POOD-DEPTSo ADO l TO DEPT, 'D TO 
342-LABl-BUDGET. 
ZC8410 ]ltJ-lASI-8UDGET. 
ZOHBO MOVE 1 TOTAL' TO fEMP-HOLO. MOVE 0 TO DOLLAR. 
208490 PE~FO~~ 218-TOTAL-LINE THRU 219-E~IT. 
2C85QO If PERIOD> NO-PERIODS GO TO J4l-EXITo ELSE PERFORM 
2C8510 215-SECTION-ROUTINE, MOVE 1 TC DEPT, GO TO 
208515 341-LABl-HEADING. 
2C8BO 343-i:~IT. EXIT. 
2C!580 l45~lAB1-BUOGET, 
ZCS~~O MOVE LABOR-HRS-USED IDEPTo PERIOD! TO AMT-PR ICDI.Io 
20a600 ADO L480R-HRS-USEO IDEPT, PERIODI TO COL-TOTAL ICOLI. 
208610 ADO LAbOR-HRS-USED IOEPTo PERIOD! TO GRAND-TOTAL. 
2C8o20 IF PERIOD • NO-PERIODS, PERFORM H7-lAB1-8UDGET THRU ln-EXIT 
ZOBblO VARYING PERIOD FROM 1 BY 1 U~TI~ PEIIIOD > ND-PERIOD$o 
2(8640 MOVE ROw-TOTAl TO TOTA~-PRINTo HOVE 0 TO ROW-TOTALo 
2Cd650 ADD I TO COL, 
208660 345-EXIT. EXIT. 
208690 347-lA81-BUDGET. 
2C8100 ADD LABOR-HRS-USED IDEPT, PERIOOI TO R~-TOTAlo 
2C8110 347-l:XIT. EXIT. 
ZC8750 
208151 
2C8752 
2CB753 
208760 
l50-LAB2-BUOGFT. 
ADD I TO REPRTS. MOVE 'UB-2' TO SCH-NO CREPRTSlo 
MOVE 'DIRECT I.ABOR COST BUDGET' TO HEAD CREPRTSio 
COMPUTE INOEX-PG IMEPRTS) • PAGE-NO+ 1. 
PERFORM 210-tlEARlNG THRU 21Q-EXI T. 
2CB790 351-LABZ-HEAOI~G. 
20~~00 PERfORM 212-HEAOING THRU 212-EXIT, 
2C!BIO MOVE ' SCHFOULE LAB-2 ' TO SCHEOULE-NO-PRINTo 
2CaHO MOVE ' DIRECT lABOR COST BUDGET' TO 
2C8330 8UDGET-N4~f-PRINT. 
2C8840 MOVE ' DEPARTMENT' TO COLUMN-DESCRIPTION CSECio 
20a850 PERFORM 214-HEADING THRU ·214-EXIT, 
2CS860 351-EXIT. EXIT. 
2caaao 
208390 
2C8900 
2C 8901 
2CS910 
208920 
Zte9JO 
2C8940 
208950 
2CI9110 
201970 
J52-lAB2-BUOGET. 
IF DEPT> NC-PROO-UEPTS, GO TO 353-LABZ-BUDGH, 
IF LAa-HRS-OATA IOEPTI • ZEROES, ADO I TO DEPT, GO TO 
352-LABZ-RUDGETo 
If LINE-COUNT > 46, PERFORM 351-LAB2-HEAOINC. 
MOVE PR~UCTION-OEPT-NAME IOEPTI TO NAME-PRINT, 
'ERFDRM 355-LAd2-RUDGET THRU 356-EXIT VARYING PERIOD FROH M 
&Y I UNTIL PERIOD • Y OR PERIOD). NO-PERIODS. 
NOVE 2 TO Lo PERFORM 216-REPORT-LINE THRU 217-EXITo 
If DE'T < HQ-PROD-DEPTSo AOD 1 TO DEPTt GO TO 
J52-LAI2-IUD~To 
01~ 
020 
021 
022 
023 
024 
025 
026 
027 
028 
029 
030 
Oll 
0)2 
033 
034 
035 
036 
nn 
Jl8 
03~ 
040 
ll4l 
n:..z 
043 
044 
a45 
046 
047 
048 
o•9 
1050 
051 
052 
O~l 
054 
0~5 
056 
0!1 
058 
059 
060 
061 
012 
063 
064 
oe5 
066 
067 
Ot8 
069 
070 
071 
072 
07) 
OJ4 
075 
AUG 2lo1971 
2C8980 35:S-lAB2-8UOGET, 
2C8990 MOVE ' TOTAL' TO TEMP-HOLD. HOVE 1 TO DOLLAR, 
209000 PE~FORM 218-TOTAL-LIHE THRU Zl9-EXIT. 
2C9010 IF PE~IOO > NO-PERIODS GO TO J53-EXITo ElSE ,ERFO&It 
209020 215-SECTION-ROUTJNEo MOVE l TO DEI'1', GO TO 
209030 HI-LA82-HEADINC. 
2C9040 35)-EXIT. EXIT. 
209090 355-lA82-BUUGET. 
2C9100 CO~PUTE DEPT-lABOR-COST ROUNDED • LAIOR-HII-114TE ID9TI • 
209110 LABOR-HRS-USED CDEPT, PERIODI. 
2C9140 
209150 
2091 1>0 
2C9170 
209180 
209190 
2C9200 
209Z10 
zcn2o 
356-LABZ-~UOGET. 
MOVE DEPT-LABOR-COST TO AHT-PR !COLI, 
iOD DEPT-LABOR-COST TO C:Ol-TOUL ICOLI• 
ADO OEPT-LABOR-COST TO GRA~D-TOTALo 
IF PERIOD • NO-PERIODS 'ERFORM l57-Lli2-BUDGET THAU )57-EKlf 
VARYING PERIOD FROM 1 BY l UNTIL PE~IOD > HG-PERIODSt 
HOVE ROW-TOTAL TO TOTAL-PRINT, HOVf 0 TO &OW-TOTALe 
AOD I TO COLo 
356-EXIT. EXIT. 
2C9270 357-LABZ-BUOCET. 
209280 PERFORM 355-LA&Z-BUOGET, 
209290 ADO DEPT-LABOR-COST TO ROW-TOTAL, 
ZC9300 )57-EXIT, EXIT. 
209 750 JTO-L A&OR-COS T S. 
2C971>0 PERFORM 210-CLEARING THRU 210-EXIT. 
2C9790 
2C9800 
2oqa1o 
2C981l 
209d20 
20~830 
2C~840 
209850 
20986D 
J71-LA80R-COSTS. 
IF DEPT> ND-PROO-OEPTS, CO TO 371-EX1To 
IF LAB-HRS-OATA IOEPTI • ZEROES, ADD 1 TO DE,To GO TO 
371-LASOR-COSTS. 
PERFORM 372-LAROR-CDSTS THRU 372-EXIT VARYING 'fRlOO FROM I 
HY 1 UNTIL PERIOD > NO-PERIODS, 
IF DEPT < NQ-PROD-DEPTSt ADO l TO DE,T 1 GO TO 
371-LABCJI-COSTS. )71-EXIT. EXIT. 
209d90 372-lABOR-COSTS. 
2C9900 PERFORII 355-LABZ-IUDGET • 
2D9910 ADD DE,T-~ABOA-C:OST TO DIRECT-LAIOR-tQSTS CPEIIlOGto 
209920 lJZ-EXITo EXITo 
220000 OTHER-DE,T-IN,UT SECTlONo 
55 
3016 
3077 
3078 
3079 
30!0 
30el 
30!2 
10!3 
3084 
)0~5 
30•& 
1087 
10!8 
30d9 
•1090 
3091 
3~92 
]~93 
1094 
·3095 
1096 
1an 
3098 
1099 
3100 
1101 
·]! 02 
3101 
·HO<t 
·3105 
HOb 
·) IC7 
1108 
ll C9 
•3110 
)Ill 
•3112 
•3113 
111<t 
·3115 
·1116 
1111 
1118 
1119 
1120 
3121 
lll2 
31ll 
1124 
1125 
1126 
3127 
1ll8 
:1129 
:JUO 
JUl 
JlJZ 
AUG 23,1977 56 
220010 .. Oo-READ-CARO. JIH 
3134 
lll5 
3136 
220020 
220n1 
220J22 
Zl')ryl) 
220021t 
22COZ5 
22C026 
non1 
220028 
220021 
2200 30 
220011 
220·JJ2 
2ZOOH 
2ZCOH 
220035 
220036 
2ZOOH 
2200 .. 0 
220050 
220060 
220070 
220HO 
zzco~o 
220100 
220110 
2l0120 
220130 
22J140 
220150 
220160 
22 C170 
220180 
220250 
220260 
220270 
22 cz 80 
2202~0 
220310 
220320 
220130 
22Cl40 
READ BUDGET-DATA-FILE, AT END GO TO 2ND-SET-BUDGETS. 
IF tARO-CQQf • '22' EXA~INE 11 REPLACING All ' ' BY O, 11)7 
EXA~I~E ll9 PEPLACI~G All ' ' MY O, EXAMINE 116 138 
RfPLACING All' ' BY Q, EXA><I~E l8 RfPlACI"'G ALL 31?9 
' • BY o, IF ll IS NOT NUMERIC OR ll9 IS NOT NU".tRit OR ll6 140 
IS ~OT NUMERIC OR ZB IS NOT NUMERIC GO TO 800-fRROR-ROUTINE. 1141 
If ClRJ-CIJOE • '23 1 OR • 1 24 1 OR s 1 25 1 OR s '2b 1 OR • 1 28 1 3l42 
OR • '33' OA • 1 40 1 OR • 1 41' 0~ • '5S' EXAMINE l9 14) 
REPLACING All ' • BY O, PERFORM OBO-NUMERIC-TEST THRU 141t 
OSCl-E XI T. H5 
IF CARCl-COOE • 0 27' EXAHl,.E Z8 REPLAC lNG All ' ' BY O, 146 
EXA·MINE ll REPLACING All ' ' BY O, IF l1 IS NOT NUNERIC Jl<t7 
OR Z8 IS NOT NU~ERIC GO TO 80D-EkROR-ROUTINE• 1•8 
IF CAPD-COOE • '29' OR ., '30' OR • '31' OR • 1 32 1 OA. • ']4' 149 
OR • '15' OR • 1 3b' OR • 1 37' OR • 1 )8 1 OR • '39 1 150 
EUHI~E llit8 REPL•Cl"G All ' ' BY Q, EXAMINE Zl REPLACING ll51 
All • • 8Y Q, IF ZI"B IS ~OT NUMERIC 0~ U U NOT -E~IC 152 
GO TO 800-ERPOR-ROUTINE. 151 
•oZ-8RA~CtH ~G. 
IF CARCl-CODE • '22' GO TO •10-SERV-OEPT. 
IF CARO-COOE • '24' GO TO 420-SERV-OEPT, 
IF CARO-COOE • '26' GO TO "30-SERV-DEPT. 
If CARD-t::J;)£ • 1 27' GO TO 'r4G-ADH1N-DEPTe 
If CARD-COOE • '29' GO TO 450-0TH[R-INC. 
If CARD-CODE • '31' CO TO 46Cl-OIHER-EXP, 
IF CUI>-CJOE • '33' GO TO "7()-CASH-BAL. 
IF. CARO-tnOE • '34' GO TO 460-0THER-CR. 
IF CA=>.O-CODE • '36' GO TO 490-0TttfR-CO. 
IF CARI>-CODE • 'ld' GO TO 500-PURCHASES. 
IF CARD-CODE • ·~o• GO TO 510-AC-REC. 
IF CAWD-C~O( • 'lo1' GO TO 5ZD-AC-PAY. 
IF CAOD-CUOE ~OT • 'SS' GO TO 900-ERROR-ROUTINE. 
GO TO 2ND-SET-BUDGETS. 
~10-SERV-OEPT. 
HJVE NA~f TO SERVICE-DEPT-NAME IDEPT-~01. 
HOVE OH-VC-R&Tf TO SERY-DEPT-OH-RATE IDEPT-NOI. 
HOVE OH~UNIT TO SERVICE-U .. IT 1DEPT-~JI. 
~OVf MAX-lJI:ITS-AY&ILA8te TO IIAX-SERVICE-UNITS IDEPT-NOI. 
IF PERIOD-tOOE • 'S' PERFORM lo1Z-SERV-DEPT THRU "lZ-EXITt 
VARYING PERIOD FROM 1 BY 1 UNTIL PERIOD > No-PERIODS 
ELSE PERFORM ,1,-SERY-DEPT THRU "1+-EXITo 
GO TO ltOO-READ-CARDo 
154 
1~5 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
1~2 
163 
IM 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
111 
172 
113 
171t 
175 
176 
177 
178 
119 
180 
181 
IA2 
1113 
220190 "12-SERY-DEPTo 
2201t00 MOVE SAME-AMOUNT TO SERV-DEPT-FC IDEPT-HOo PIRIOOt. 
18 .. 
1~5 
186 
lf7 
188 
U9 
220 .. 10 412-EXITo EXITo 
u ... z.oa AUG 23,1977 
220,40 PERFORM loOD-READ-CARO. 
220.,50 IF CARD-CODE NOT • '21' GO TO 900-ERROR-~OUTINE. 
220 .. 60 HOVE FIXED-COST-DATA TO SERY-DEPT-FC-DATA IDEPT-NOlo 
220470 .. 1 .. -EXIT. EXIT. 
220500 "20-SERV-OEPT. 
220510 MOVE NO-PROO-DEPTS-SERVED TO ND-OEPTS. MOVE l TO Ko 
220520 MOVE DEPT-NO TO DEPTNO. 
220530 
22C540 
2205~0 
220560 
220510 
220580 
"21-SERY-DEPT • 
PERFORM "22-SERV-DEPT THRU "22-EXIT VARYING Z F~QM l IY l 
UNTIL l > 6 OR X > NO-DEPTS. 
IF DEPT < NI>-DEPTS, PERFORN ..00-RUCI-CUD, IF DEPT-NO • 
DEPTNO GO TO "21-SERY-DEPT, ELSE GO TO 900-ERROR-ROUTINio 
GO TO 400-RElD-CARO. 
220600 "22-SERV-DEPT. 
220610 PERFORM lo24-SERY-OEPT THRU "2+-EXIT Vl~YING PERIOD FROM l 
220o20 BY I UNTIL PERIOD > ND-PERIODS. ADO 1 TO Xo 
220640 <t22-EXIT. EXIT. 
220660 
2 20665 
22G&70 
22C6BO 
220690 
22C700 
220710 
22G720 
220750 
220770 
220780 
22C 790 
•H-SERY-DEPT. 
MOVE INTER-DEPT-NO Ill TO OEPTo 
COMPUTE SUB ROUNDED • 
YAR-OH-UNITS-USEO !DEPT, PERioOI I 
REL~T !ONSHIP Ill. 
COMPUTE SERY-UNITS • SUB • MI~SERY-uNIT$ IDEPTio 
4DD SERV-UNITS TD SERVICE-UNITS-USED IOEPT-NOo PEatDDlo 
H4-EXIT. EXIT. 
<t30-SERV-OEPT • 
PERFORM "32-SERV-DEPT THRU 1t32-EXIT 
1 UNTIL PERIOD > ND-PE~IODS. 
GO TO 'tOO-READ-CARD. 
220850 .32-SERV-OEPT. 
22CB55 HOVE 0 TO VOl-OIFF. SUBTRACT l FROM VDL-DIFF. 
220860 PERFORM 413-SERV-DEPT THRU "l]-EXIT VARYING STEP FROM I IY l 
220870 UNTIL VOl-DIFF NOT < 0 OR STEP ) NO-OF-STEPS. 
22C880 IF STEP > NO-OF-STEPS ANO VOL-DIFF < Oo GO TO 
220881 930-ER~OR-ROUTINEo 
220900 "32-EXIT. 
2209"0 "31-SERV-DEPT. 
22C950 COMPUTE VOL-OIFF • HIGH-VOL ISTEPI -
220960 SERVICE-UNITS-USED IDEPT-NDo PEkiDDio 
220970 IF VOL-IIlFF NOT < 0 .WO STEP-COST CST El'l TO 
220980 SERY-OEPT-FC IDIPT-NOo PEaiDOio 
220990 •n-EX IT • 
57 
]1~0 
31<;1 
]192 
3193 
31~4 
]1~5 
3l~b ]1<;7 
3198 
31~9 
3ZCO 
3201 
3202 
3203 
3204 
3205 
3?C6 
3ZC7 
3208 
320'1 
3210 
3211 
3212 
3213 
321~ 
lZIS 
lllb 
3217 
1Z 18 
3219 
3220 
3221 
3l22 
3223 
322~ 
3225 
ll26 
3221 
3228 
3229 
3230 
3231 
Hl2 
3233 
3234 
3235 
3236 
llH 
3238 
323~ 
3HO 
lHl 
)242 
3243 
3244 
JH5 
JZ ... 
Ho'>2,08 AUG 2), 1977 
440-AD~Jlj-OEP T. 221"00 
221010 
121()2 0 
221025 
22 IOJO 
2210~0 
221050 
221060 
221070 
If PE~ l•lo-COOE • 'S' PE~FOR~ HZ-ADMI H-DEPT THRU HZ-EXIT 
YA~YI~G PERIOD FRO~ I BY 1 UNTIL PERI~D) ND-PEatOOSo 
GO TO 400-RfAO-ClROo 
PERFOR~ 400-REAO-CARD, IF CARD-CODE "OT • •za• GO TO 
'100-EfP.CR-RCUTINEo 
PERFORM 444-ADHIN-OEPT THAU 444-EXIT VAaYING rERIOD FROM 1 
ey 1 U'lTIL PHIOO > IWO-PERIOOSo 
GO TO 400-READ-CARD, 
221090 442-&D~IN-DEPT. 
221100 ADD SAME-AMOUNT TO ADKIN-FC IPERIODJ, 
221110 •HZ-EXIT. EXIT. 
221140 444-&0HIN-OEPT, 
121150 • AOO TRACE,6LE-FC IPERIODI TO AOMIN-FC IPERIOOio 
221160 444•EXITo EXIT, 
221250 450-0THER-INC, 
221260 MOVE NO-OIHER-INC TO z. HOVE 1 TO COL, No MOVE 7 TO Yo 
221280 ADO 1 TO Z. MOVE N~HE TO OTHER-INC-NAME Ill. 
2212'10 HOVE Z TO NO-OT~ER-INC. 
2213~0 
221310 
221320 
2213 30 
221340 
211J50 
221360 
Ul-oTHER-I~C. 
PERFDR• ~55-0THER-INC T~RU 455-EXII ~4RYING PERIOD F~aM N BY 
l UNTIL PERIOD • Y OR PERIO~ > NO-PERIOOSo 
IF PERIOD > NO-PE~IODS GO TO 4~2-0THER-CRo 
PERFORM 400-READ-C&RO. IF CARQ-COOE NOT • '30' GO TO 
'IOfr-ERROR-ROUTI NE ElSE MOVE 1 TO COL, MOVE 1 TO No 
HOVE 13 TO Y, GO TO 451-0THER-I"C· 
221380 452-DTHER-CR. 
221Jqo IF CASH-COOE • 'N' GO TO 400-REAO-CARO. 
221400 HOVE NO-OTHEK-CR TO Lo 
221420 400 I TO L. HOVE OTHER•INC-NAME IZI TO OTHER•Ca-NANE ILia 
22142~ NOVE L 10 NQ-UTHER-CR, 
221450 PERFOR~ 457-0THER-tR THRO 457-EXIT V&RYING rERIOO FROM l BY 
221460 U~Til PERIOD> MD-PERIODS, 
221480 GO TO 400-READ•CARO. 
221520 455-CIH~R-INC. 
221530 H'lVE A><UU~T ltOLI TO OTHEil-INC•AMT IZr PERIOD!. 
221540 ADO I 10 COLo 
221550 455-EXIT. EXIT: 
221510 457-DTHEil-tR. 
2215~0 MOVE OTKER-INC-~T cz, PEaiOOI TO OTHER-tR-&MT CLe rERIODio 
ZZ1600 457-EXITo EXIle 
58 
3247 
JZ 48 
324'1 
32 50 
ll ~ l 
J25Z 
253 
2 54 
2 55 
2 56 
2 57 
2 58 
259 
HO 
261 
262 
20 
26~ 
2t5 
Ho 
267 
zu 
H9 
2 10 
211 
272 
273 
71~ 
z 75 
216 
217 
278 
279 
HO 
281 
2 R2 
2 83 
2 84 
2 85 
7eb 
281 
288 
289 
290 
zq1 
2'12 
2~3 
29~ 
295 
2'16 
2H 
298 
299 
100 
)01 
302 
10) 
221750 
221760 
221780 
221190 
221800 
221810 
221820 
221830 
221840 
221850 
221860 
221880 
221890 
221900 
221910 
221'125 
221930 
2219~0 
221960 
AUG 23,1971 
460-DTHER-EXP. 
MOVE NO-OTHER-EXP TO Z. MOVE 1 TO COL,"· MOVE 
ADO 1 TO z, MOVE NAME TO OTHER-EXP-NAME Clio 
MOVE l TO ND-OTHER-EXr. 
~61-DTHER-EXPo 
7 TO Yo 
PERFORM 465-0THER-EXP THRU ~65-EXIT VARYING PERIOO FRO~ N IY 
1 UNTIL PERIOD • Y OR PERIOD >NO-PERIODS. 
IF PFRIOO > ~0-PFRIOOS GO TC 462-CTHEA-tD. 
PERFO~M 400-READ-CARO, IF t&Rfr-COuE NOT • '32' GO TO 
900-ERROR-ROUTINE, ELSE MOVE I TO tOLo MOVE 7 TO No 
HOVE 13 TO Y, GO TO 461-0THER-EXPo 
462-DIHER-CDo 
IF CASH-CJOE • 1 N1 GO TO ~00-REAO~ARO, 
MOVE NO·OTHER•CO TO Lo 
AOO 1 10 L, MOVE OTHEil-EXr-"&M£ Ill TO liTHER-4:D-Nio"l CU. 
MOVE L TO NO-OTHER-tO. 
PERFORM 467-0THER-CO THRU 467-EXIT YARYI"' rERIOO F~ & IY & 
UNTIL PERIOO > No-PERIODS. 
GO TO 400-READ-CAROo 
222010 '65-DTHER-EXP, 
222020 MOVE AMOUNT (COLI TO OTHER-EXP•AMT IZ, PERIOD!. 
222030 ADO 1 TO COL. 
222040 465-EXIT, EXIT. 
222070 467-0THER-CO, 
222080 MOVE OTHER-EXP-AHT llt PERIOOI TO OIHER·CO•AMT ILo PEaiOOia 
222090 467-EXI To EXIT, 
22 2250 
222260 
222765 
222210 
222280 
222290 
222300 
222310 
~7HASH-B4lo 
MOVE BEGI~NING-CASH·BAL&NCE 10 CASH-BALANCE lllo 
COMPUTE END-PERIOD • NO-PERIODS • l• 
IF PERIOD-CODE • •s• PERFORM 475•CASH•6AL THRU 475•EXIT 
VARYING Z FROM 2 BY I UNTIL l >END-PERIOD, ELSE MOVE·& 
TO PERIOD, PERFORM 477-CASH-S~ fHRU 477•EXIT VARYING 
Z FRO~ 2 BY 1 UNTIL Z > END-PERIO~. 
GO TO 400•RE4D-CAR0o 
222330 ~75-tASH-BAL. 
222340 MOVE SAME-AMOUNT TO CASH-BALANCE llle 
222350 475-EXITo EXITo 
222380 477-tASH-IALo 
222)90 MOVE OESIRED-END-CASH-IALANCE IPERIODI TO CASH-IALANCE Clle 
222400 ADD l TO rERlOOe 
222410 ~17-EXIT. EXIT• 
59 
H04 
nos 
HJI> 
HC1 
3108 
3JC9 
1110 
Hll 
H12 
3113 
1314 
H15 
Hl6 
3317 
HIS 
Hl9 
H20 
3321 
3322 
1323 
3324 
1125 
3126 
ll21 
lHB 
3JZ9 
3330 
HH 
lll2 
]])) 
31)4 
Hl5 
3))6 
HH 
]}38 
HJ9 
3340 
lHl 
3342 
3341 }344 
lH5 
3346 
3347 
3148 
1349 
l3SO 
3Hl 
ll~2 
))S) 
])54 
])55 
3356 
))57 
:un 
U59 
:U60 
AUG 2lt19H 
222500 410-QTHER-C~. 
22251? MO~E NG-OTHER-CR TO lo MOVE 1 TO COl, ~. MOVE 7 TO Y, 
222520 ADO I TO NO-OTHEP-CR, ADO 1 TO Lo 
222530 MOVE NAME TO OTHER-CR-NAME ILl. 
122560 
222HO 
2225oo 
222590 
2ZZ63) 
222610 
222620 
222630 
411'-0THER-CR. 
PERFORM 485-0THER-CR THRU 485-EXIT VARYIN~ PERIGO FROM N BY 
U~TIL PERIOD • Y OR PERICO > NO-PERIODS, 
1f PERIOD > ~J-PERIOOS GO TO 400-READ-CARO. 
PERFORM 400-REAO-C4RO, IF CARD-COOE NOT • '35' GO TO 
90D-ERROR-ROUTINE, ELSE MOVE l TO taL, MOVE 7 TO Nt 
MOVE ll TO Y, GO TO 411-0THER-(R, 
GO TO 400~REAO-CAROo 
222690 485-0THER-CR, 
222700 MO~E AMOUNT ICOLI TO OTHER-CR-AMT ILt ,ER1001, 
222710 ADO 1 TO COL. 
222720 485-EXIT. 
222150 490-0THER-CO. 
22276~ ~OVE NO-OTHER-CD TO l. MOVE I TO COL, N, MOVE 1 TO Y, 
222770 ADD 1 TO NO-OTHER-CO. ADD 1 TO lo 
222180 MOVE NAME TO OTHER-CD-NAME Ill, 
222AOO 
222010 
1Z 28 20 
2Zla30 
222a40 
222850 
222860 
222510 
•91-0THER-CO. 
PERFORM 495-0THER-CD THRU 49~-EXIT VARYING PERIOD FRO~ N IY 
UNTIL PERIOD • Y OR PERIOD> P;O-PERIOOS, 
If PERIOO > NJ-PFRIODS GO TO ~00-READ-CARD, 
PERFORM 400-READ-tARD, IF CARD-CODE NOf • '37' GO TO 
900-ERROR-ROUTINEt ELSE MOVE 1 TO COLt HOVE 7 TO Nr 
MOVE 13 TO Yt GO TO 491-DTHER-COo 
GO TO 40D-READ-CARD. 
222960 495-0THER-tD. 
222970 MnVE AMOU~T ICOLI TO OTHER-tD-AHT ILt PERIOOio 
222~8~ ADD 1 TO COLo 
2229~0 495-EXIT, EXIT. 
223000 SOD-PURCHASES. 
223020 PERFORM 210-CLEARING THRU 21D-EXIT, 
223030 
22301t0 
221050 
223060 
22l07D 
502-FACT-OHo 
PERFORM 505-FACT-OH THRU 505-EXIT VARYING PERIOD FROM 1 IY 1 
UNTIL PERIOO ) ND-PERIOOSo 
IF OEPT < Mo-PRD0-0EPTS 1 ADD 1 TO DEPT, GO TO 502-FACT-Oio 
MOVE 1 1'0 DEPT • , 
ZZJOaO 50J-F4C1'-DHo 
60 
1361 
J }62 
no 
1364 
1365 
H66 
3367 
1)68 
3H9 
1370 
3371 
H72 
3373 
3374 
3175 
3376 
3377 
3378 
H79 
3380 
ll81 
3382 
ll83 
1384 
1H5 
JJ86 
3H7 
1388 
lJ89 
1J90 
I 1HI 
3392 
3 }q) 
1J9~ 
JH5 
33~6 
J397 
3398 
H99 
3400 
HOI 
3402 
3403 
3404 
1405 
1406 
3407 
HC8 
3409 
3410 
Hll 
3HZ 
Hll 
H14 
3415 
1416 
:~•n 
223090 
223100 
22 )110 
223120 
223130 
223140 
22 3150 
223160 
2231 70 
22 3180 
223190 
2232 00 
223260 
2ll210 
223280 
223290 
223300 
AUG 2),1917 
PE~FOR~ 506-FACT-DH THRU 506-EXIT VARYING PERIOD FROM 1 BY 
U~Til PeRIOD > ND-PERIOOS. 
If DEPT < NG-SERV-OEPTS, ADD 1 TO DEPT, GO TO 501-FACT-OHo 
IIOVE 1 TO COL, N, HOVE 7 TO Yo 
504-PURCHASES. 
PERfORM 507-PURCHASES THRU 507-EXIT VARYING PERIOD FROM N IY 
I UNTIL PERIOD • T OR PERIOD > NO-PERIODS. 
IF PERIOD> NO-PERIODS CO TO 40D-READ-(ARDo 
PERFOR.~ ~00-READ-CARO, 
IF CARD-CODE NOT • '39' GO TO 900-ERROR-ROUTINEt ELSE MOW£ 
1 TO :Olt MOVE 1 TO Nt MOVE 13 TO Y, GO TO 504-'VACHASESo 
GO TO ~00-R£ AD-CARD, 
505-f AC. T -OH, 
PERFOR~ ~35-0VH1-8UDGET THRU 51.-EXITo 
AIJO TOTAl-OEPT-OH TO FACTORY-OH-EXP C PER IDOl, 
ADO PROD-OEPT-FC IDEPT, PERIOD! TO MFG-FC IPERIODio 
505-EXIT, EXIT, 
223310 506-fACT-OH. 
223320 ADO SERY-DEPT-FC CDEPT, PERIOOI TO FACTORY-OH-EXP IPERIOOie 
223330 ADD SERV-OEPT-FC IDEPT, PERIOD! TO MFG-FC IPERIOOio 
223HO 506-HI T. EXIT •. 
223350 
223360 
22H7J 
22J38D 
22H~O 
223400 
223410 
22Hl5 
22H20 
22H25 
223~)0 
507•PURCHASES. 
PERFORM 508-PURCHASES_THRU 508-EXIT VARYI~G l FROM 1 IY 1 
UNTIL l > 3, 
PERFCRM 509-PURCHASES T~RU 509-EXIT V4RYI'4G FROM 1 IY 1 
UNTIL l > NO-IIRK-FC-ClASSES. 
AOD FACTU~Y-OH-EXP IPERIOOI TO PURCHASES IPERIOOie 
ADO 40MI N-FC I PERIOD I TO PURCHASES CP EAIOQJ, 
ADD AM-PURCHASED IPERIOOI TO PURCHASES IPER100Io 
SUBTRACT AHOUPIT ICDLI FROII PURCHASES IPEIIIOOio 
ADIJ 1 TO COL. 
507-EXIT. EXIT, 
223440 50S-PURCHASES. 
2ZJ'o50 If HRK-VC cz, PER1001 • 0 GO TO 508-.!XITo 
223~60 ADO MRK-VC Clt PERIOOI TO PURCHASES IPERIODI. 
ZZlHO 508-EXIT. EXITo 
223480 509-PUACHASES, 
223490 ADO MRK-FC IZ, PERIOOI TO PURCHASES IPERIODio 
223495 509-EX1To EXIT, 
223500 510-AC.-AEC.o 
223510 PERFORM !ltl5-AC-R£C THRU 515-EXIT VARY IlliG PERillO fROII l IY 1 
223520 UNTIL PERIOD :1> !lo 
ZZJSJO PERFORM 517-AC.-AEC THIIU 517-EXIT VARYING PERIOD fiOM 1 IY I 
w 
N 
N 
61 
HIS 
H19 
3410 
H21 
H11 
Hll 
H24 
3425 
3426 
3427 
3415 
3429 
3430 
·Hll 
HH 
)4)] 
Hl4 
3435 
Hlb 
Hl1 
H!S 
)43~ 
3440 
3441 
HU 
HH 
HH 
1\45 
3Ho 
3H7 
3448 
3449 
llt~O 
)451 
3it~2 
J~!l 
3454 
34~5 
H56 
)457 
H58 
3459 
3460 
Hbl 
3462 
3H3 
H64 
)4f5 
3466 
3~67 
34oa 
3469 
3470 
3471 
3472 
34U 
)4~ 
223540 
223550 
221060 
223670 
223o80 
22 )681 
223&90 
14.42.08 AUG 23 o1977 
UNTIL PfRIOO > NO-PERIODS. 
GO TO 400-RElO-Cl~O. 
515-AC-REC. 
IF CASH-FLO~AEG-8AL IPERIOOI • 0 GO TO SIS-EXIT. 
AOD CASI+-FLOW-BEC-BAl f PER 100 I TO 
AC-REC-COllECTIONS IPE~IDOI. 
SIS-EXIT. 
223710 517-AC-REC. 
223720 COIIPUTE CREOI T-SALES ROUNDED • REVENUES IPE.RIOOI • 
223130 PERCE'lT-CREOU-TR4NS. 
223740 COMPUTe CASH-SALfS IPERIODI • REVENUES IPERIODI 
223750 CAEOIT-SALES. 
2Zl76~ HOVE PE~I DO TO N. 
223710 PE~FORII 518-AC-REC THRU 518-EXIT VARYING l FROM l IY l UNTIL 
223780 Z > NO-CASH-fLDII-PER I ODS. 
12l790 511-EXIT• 
223800 
2Z3810 
22 3820 
223830 
213840 
lZ ]a 50 
224000 
2l4'JO 
u•no 
224030 
l24040 
224050 
518-AC-PEC. 
IF ~ > NQ-PERIOOS GO TO 511-EXIT. 
COMPUTE COlLECTIO~S • CREDIT-SALES • PERCENT-PER-PERIOD 
ADO .COLLECTIONS TO At:-llEt:-COLLECT IONS INI ~ 
ADO I 10 lie 
!HI•EX IT. EX IT. 
520-AC-PAY. 
PEPFO~M 525-AC-PAY THRU. 525-EXIT VARYING PERIOO fROM &Y 
U~Til PERIOD> 5. 
PERFOR~ 527-AC-PAY THRU 527-EXIT VARYING PEiliOO FROM 1 IY 
UNTil PERIOD) ND-PERIOOS. 
GO TO ~00-REAO-CARO, 
224JBO 525-AC-PAY, 
124~90 IF t:ASH-FL0~8EG-8AL IPERIOOI • O, GO TO 525-EXIT. 
224100 AOO CASH-FLOW-8EG-BAL !PER 1001 TO AC-PAY-PYMTS IPERIOO I. 
2Hll0 525-EXIT. EXIT. 
22~130 527•AC-PAY. 
224140 COMPUTF CREDIT-PURCHASES ROU~OEO • PURCHASES IPERIOOI • 
124150 PERCENT-CREDIT-TRANS. 
22~160 CCMPUI~ CASH-PURCHASES IPERIOOI ROUNDED • PURCHASES IPERIODI 
224170 -CREDIT-PURCHASES. 
224180 MOVE PERIOD TO N. 
224190 PERFOR" 528-AC-PAY THRU 528-EXIT VARYING I fROM l IY l ~TIL 
22~200 l > NO-CASH-FLOw-PERIODS• 
224210 527-EXITo EXITo 
224250 521-AC-PAYo 
224260 IF N ) NO-PERIODS GO TO 521-IXITo 
62 
475 
)4 76 
~17 
"18 
\47'9 
480 
4EI 
482 
483 
4.4 
4f5 
486 
~81 
488 
489 
490 
491 
492 
49 J 
H4 
405 
'o96 
4q 
~9A 
499 
500 
501 
~02 
503 
>504 
~OS 
506 
507 
5C8 
509 
~10 
~II 
512 
~13 
514 
515 
516 
517 
~18 
51'1 
~20 
521 
522 
523 
5H 
525 
~26 
527 
528 
529 
530 
Ul 
2Hl70 
224211 
224280 
2l4290 
224300 
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COMPUTE PlYMENTS ROUNDED • CII.£Dif-PUIICIIASES • 
PERCE'lT-PEil·PERIOO Ill• 
ADO PAYME~TS TO lC-PAY-PYMTS CNJ, 
AOU I TO N, 
521-EXIT, fXIT, 
224500 2~0-SET-SUOGETS SECTIO~. 
12451() 
zz~s2o 
224530 
224540 
224550 
22458() 
224&00 
224610 
124&15 
2141>20 
2Z4UO 
224&40 
224650 
224655 
224660 
2H670 
224oBO 
2H&'IO 
224700 
214101 
224110 
225000 
225001 
225002 
22~00] 
225010 
2250~0 
22 5050 
22 5060 
225070 
225080 
225090 
225110 
529-S TART • 
IF OVH-1 • I, PE~FORM 530-0~HI-BUOGET THRU 534-EXIT. 
IF CS-1 • lo PEPFORM 550-CSI-BU:JGET THRU 553-EXIT. 
IF CONT-I • 1 OR CJNI-2 • 1 OR CO~T-3 • 1 OR CONT-5 • I OR 
CONT-6 • lo PERFORM 585-CO~T-BUDGET THRU 587-EXJT. 
IF CONT-I • lo PERFOR~ 590-CO~T1-BUOCET THRU 591-EXIT, 
IF NO·LEV-2-SAlfS-SEGS > 0 l~O CONJ-2 • lo MCYE 'CONT2' TO 
BUDGET, PERFOR.~ 21 a-CLEARING THRU 210-EXIT, PEIIFOIIM 
640-CONT-AUOGET THRU 641-EXIT. 
IF CONT-3 • 1. HOVF 'CONT3' TO RUDCFT, PfRFO~ .. 210-ClEARING 
THRU ZlO·EXJT, PE~Fa•~ 640-CO~T-BUJGET THRU 641-E•JT. 
IF CONT-4 • 1o PERFORM 670-CO>H4-fuDCET T,..U 670-EXJT. 
IF Nll-LEV-2-SAlfS-SEGS > 0 AMl CONT-5 • lo MO~E 't0"'T5' TO 
AUOGETo PERFORM 21Cl-Clf4R-ING TliRU 21Cl-EXITo PEIIFOAM 
b4Cl-CONT-HUDCET fHRI.f Mti-EXIT • 
IF CONT-6 • 1, MOVE •tONT6' TO BUDGET, PERFOR" 210--t~EARING 
THRU 210-EXIT, PERFORM 64Cl-CO~T-8UOGET THRU ~1-EXITo 
If CONT-7 • I PERFORM 700-CO~T7-BUDGET TH~U 701-EXITo 
IF CB-1 • 1 PERFORM 73D-t:81-8UOGET THRU 732-EXITo 
PERFORH 780-!NOEX THRU 780-EXIT, 
GO TO WINO-UP-PROCEDURE. 
5)0-0VHI-BUOGET. 
AOO 1 TO REPRTSo MOVE 'OVH-1' TO SCH-NO IRfPRTSio 
HOVE 'fACTORY OVERHEAD EXPENSE BUDGET• TO KEAD IRE~RTSio 
COMPUTE INDEX-PG IREPRTSJ • PAGE-~0 • 1. 
PERFORM 210-CLEARING THRU 210-EXIT. 
531-GVHI-HEAOING. 
PERFORM 212-HEAOING THRU 212-EXIT, 
110VE ' SCHEDULE OVH-1 ' TO SCHEQUU-~jo-PR INT • 
HOVE • FACTORY OVERHEAD EXPENSE IUIIGET' TO 
~UDGET-~AME-PRINT, 
PERFORM 214-HEAOING THRU Zl~-EXJT, 
531-fXIT. EXIT, 
225130 532-QVHI-BUDGET, 
225140 HOVE 'PRODUCTION DEPARTMENTS&' TO NA"E-PRINT. 
225150 HOVE 2 TO~. PERFORM ZI••REPGRT•LINE. 
225160 HOVE •------ - - ' TO IIAME-PilNTo 
225161 MOVE l TO ~. ~EIIFORM Zl•-REI'ORT-L ~HE. 
6) 
1532 
)5)) 
)5)4 
JSJ5 
)53& 
1531 
3538 
3539 
3540 
) 541 
3542 
)54) 
3544. 
3545 
354& 
3547 
1548 
3549 
3HO 
lS51 
3552 
3553 
3554 
3555 
355& 
35H 
1 ;ss 
)::;')9 
3560 
1561 
1562 
350 
3564 
3565 
3566 
3567 
3568 
3St9 
3570 
35 7l 
35 72 
3573 
357<. 
35 75 
] 5 76 
3577 
3578 
3579 
35ao 
3581 
3582 
3583 
nn 
358S 
-35e6 
3581 
3511 
225180 
22~185 
225190 
225200 
22 5210 
Z2H20 
22~225 
225230 
2 2 52 t.O 
Z2 52 5~ 
225260 
225261 
2 2 52 70 
225280 
225285 
22!290 
225300 
225}10 
225315 
2l5316 
225320 
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IF liNE-COUNT > 46 PE~FOR~ 531-0VHI-HEAOING. 
JF DEPT> NQ-PROO-DEPTS GO TG 534-1VHI-RUOGFT. 
MOVE PRODUCTION-DEPT-~A~E IOEPTI TO NA~E-PRINT. 
PE~FOR~ 535-0VHI-B'JVGET THRU 538-EXIT VARYING PERIOD FROM N 
AY I UNTil PERIOD • Y OR PERIGO> NO-PFRIOO$, 
MOVE 2 TO L, PERFORM 21b-~[PURT-LINE, 
IF LINE-tOUNT • 4, MOVE 0 TO L, PERFO•M 202-DDLlAR-LI~E. 
IF DEPT< "o-PRUD-DEPTS, ADD I TO DEPT, GO TO 
533-0VHI-BUOGET. 
HOVE ' SUBTOTAL' TO TEMP-HOLD. MOVE I TO DOLLAR, 
PERFOR~ 218-TOTAL-LIN,, WRITE PRINT-LINE FROH 
PULING-LI~E ISECI AFTER ADVANCING I liNES. 
MOVE SPACES TO PRINT-LINE, wRITE PRINT-LINE AFTER AOYA~CINU 
2 LI~ES. AOO 5 TO LINE-COUNT, HUVE 0 TO LCo 
PERFORM 2<>-WS-tl EAR TIIP.U 26-EXIT • 
IF LINE-COU"T > 41 PERFORM 531-0VHI-HEADINC. 
HOVE 'SE~VICE DEPART~ENTS:' TO NA•E-PRINT. 
HOVE 2 TO l. PERfOR~ 216-REPORT-LINE. HOVE 1 TO DE,To 
MOVE •------ --------- • 10 NA~E-PRINT, 
HOVE I TO L. PERFORM 216-REPORT-liNE. 
IF PERIOD> NO-PERIODS MOVE 0 TO GRAND-TOTAL. 
225330.53.-0VH1-BUDGET. 
225340 IF liNE-COUNT ) 46 PERFOR~ 531-0VHI-HEAOING, 
225HO MOVE SERVICE-DEPT-NAME IOEPTI TO NAME-PRINT. 
22536J PERFORM 540-0VHI-~UDG(l lHRU 542-EXII VARYING PERIOD FR~ 
22~310 N BY I U~TIL I'ERIOO • Y CR PERIOD > liO-PERIODSo 
225ld0 HOVE 2 TO L. PERFORM 216-REPORT-LINE. 
22~lc~ IF LC • 4, ~OVE 0 TO Lo PERFCRM 202-DCLLAR-LINE. 
225190 IF DEPT C ~U-SERV-DEPTS, AOO I TO DEPT, GO TO 
225400 534-0VIII-BUDGE 1 • 
225410 HOVE ' SUBTOTAL' T!l lfHP-HOLD. HOVE I TO DOLLAR, 
225420 PERFORM 2lB-TnTAL-LINF. ~RITE PRI~T-LINE FROM 
225425 RULING-LINE ISECI AFTER AOVANCI~G I lll'lES. 
22!430 HOVE SPACES TO PPINT-LINE, WRITE PRINT-LINE AFTER ADVA~CING 
225440 2 LI"ES. ADO 5 TO LINE-COUNT. 
225441 PERFOR~ 26-WS-CltAR THRU 2~-EXIT. 
225450 IF LI-~-COUNT > 41 PERFORM 531-0VHI-HEAOING. 
22546? MOVE 'OEDUtT: SEPVICt DEPARTME"T' TO NAHE-PRINTo 
22~410 MOVE 2 TO L. PERFOP~ 216-REPGPT-LINE, 
22~480 HOVE 'OVE<HEAD TRANSFERRED TO' TO NAME-PRINT. 
2254~0 MOVE I TO L. PERFORM 216-REPORT-LINE. 
22S5CO HOVE 'PROOUCP•G uEPART~<MS' TO NAME-PRINT, 
215510 MOVE I TO L. PERfORM 216-REPORT-LINE, 
225520 PERFORM 544-0VHI-~UOGET THRU 544-EXIT YARYII'jG PEIIIOO fROII N 
225525 BY 1 UNTIL PERIOD • Yo OR PERIOD > NO-PERIOOSo 
225;27 HOVE 0 TO L. PERFORM 216-REPORT-LI~E. 
-22 5530 MOVE ' TOTAL FACTORY OVERHEAD' TO T EMP-HDLD. 
22~~40 PERFORM 218-TOTAL-LINE THRU 219-EXIT, 
2255~7 IF PERIOD > NO-PERIODS GO TO Sl+-EXITo ELSE PERfoaM 
225550 215-SECTION-ROUTINEo MOVE l TO DEPTo GO TO 
225~60 531-0VHl-HEADINGo 
225580 53.-EXIT, EXIT, 
225600 535-DVHl•iUOGETo 
64 
589 
. 590 
591 
592 
159) 
594 
~9~ 
596 
5H 
598 
599 
600 
601 
602 
603 
604 
605 
6C6 
607 
6Q8 
6C9 
610 
611 
612 
613 
614 
615 
616 
617 
618 
619 
1·20 
621 
622 
621 
624 
625 
676 
b21 
628 
629 
630 
631 
632 
633 
634 
635 
636 
631 
6)8 
6)9 
6~0 
641 
642 
6~3 
& .... 
6 .. 5 
225610 
225620 
225625 
22~630 
225640 
225650 
225660 
225665 
225670 
225720 
22~130 
a ..... 2.oa AUG 23,1977 
COMPUTE DEPT-VAR-OH ROUNDED • PROD-OE,T•OH-AATE IOE,TI • 
VAR-OH-UNITS-USED IDEPTo PERIOD! • 
536-0VHl-SUOGET. 
tO~PUTE TOTAL-DEPT-OH • 
PROD-OEPT-FC IDEPTo 
536-EXIT. EXIT. 
537-0VHI-BUOGET. 
OEPT-VAR-OH + 
PEIIIOOJ, . 
HOVE TOTAL-OEPT·OH TO AHT-PR !COLI, SUI, 
ADO SUij TO COl-TOTAL ICOLJ, ADD SUI TO COL-GRAND-T~T&L ICOLio 
ADO I TO COl, 
537-EXIJ, EXIT. 
225750 538-0VHI-BUOGET, 
2257<>0 IF PERIOD • NO-PERIODS PERFORM 539-0VH1•1UDGET THRU 5)9•EXlT 
225770 VARYING PEIIIOO FIIOH 1 IY 1 UNTIL PERIOD ) 110-f'EUDDS. 
225780 PERFORH 228-TOTAL-ROUTI~E THRU 221-EXITo 
225790 538-EXIT. EXIT, 
225810 
225d20 
22 5830 
225840 
~39-DVHl-BUOGET. 
PERFORM 535-0YHl-IUOGET THRU 536-EXITo 
ADD TOTAL-OEPT-OH TO ROW-TOTAL, 
539-EXIT. EXIT. 
225860 5"0-DVHI-BUOGET. 
225870 COMPUTE OEPT-VAR-OH ROUNDED • SERY-DEPT-OH-RATE COI,TI • 
22 5880 SERVICE.-UNITS-USEO I DEPT o PER llllllo 
225900 
225910 
225920 
225930 
22 5940 
125950 
225960 
22 5970 
225980 
225990 
226000 
226010 
226020 
226030 
541-0VHl-BUOGET. 
COMPUTE TOTAL-DEPT-OH • 
SERV-OEPT-FC IOEPTo 
HI-EXIT. EXIT. 
5 .. 2-0VHI-BUDGET. 
PERFORM 537-0YHI-BUOGET. 
DEPi-YAR-OH • 
PElt IDOl, 
IF PERIOD • NO-PERIODS PERFORM 5"3-0VHl-BUDGET THAU 543-fXIT 
VARYING PERIOD FROM l BY 1 UNTIL PERIOD ) .a-.ERI30$o 
PERFORM 221-TOTAL-ROUTINE THIIU 221-EXllo 
5"2-EXIT, EXIT. 
5 .. 3-DYHI-BUOGET. 
PERFORM S•O-OYHl•IUOGET THI'.U 54l-£XITo 
ADD TOTAL-OEPT-QH TO RO..TOT&lo 
s•J-exn. Exn. 
226070 5.4-DVHl•IUDGET, 
226075 MOVE 0 TO Sua. 
65 
364b 
3647 
lb48 
3649 
136~0 
3651 
36~2 
3653 
365~ 
·)&55 
')656 
·3ft 57 
]b58 
·3659 
·3660 
·3661 
)6f2 
3b63 
]664 
Hf5 
]666 
3667 
3668 
3669 
3670 
3671 
36 72 
3673 
3t.l~ 
3675 
36 76 
3677 
3678 
3679 
36 fO 
3681 
3682 
3683 
36H 
3b95 
36a6 
36!7 
36BS 
3H9 
36'i0 
3M I 
36<;2 
3693 
]694 
3695 
1696 
3697 
3691 
3699 
3700 
3701 
1702 
226080 
22fCa! 
2261Cl 
226110 
il2612D 
226140 
226150 
226160 
2Z6165 
226170 
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PE~FOR~ 545-0VHl-BUDGET THRU 545-EXIT VlRYI~G DEPT f~OM l 
8Y I UNTIL DEPT> NO-SfRV-OEPTS. 
~OVE COL-uRA~D-TCTAL !COLI TO COL-TOTAL ICOLio 
~OVE F INAl-GRlND-T OTAl TO GRAND-T 0T AL. 
MOVE SUA TO AMT-PR ICOLI. SUBTRACT SUB FROM COL-TOTAL ICOLJ. 
If PERIOJ • NO-PERIODS PERFORM S46-0VH1-&UOGET THRU 5\6-EXIT 
VARYI~G PERIOD FROM 1 BY I UNTIL PERIOD) ND-,ERIODSt 
PERFORM 229-TOJAL-ROUTINE THRU 229-EXIT. 
ADO I TO COL. 
5ioio-EXIT. EXIT. 
2Z618D 5io5-0VH1-8UDGET • 
226181 PERFORM 540-0VHl-BUOGET. ADO OEPT-YAR-OH TO SUio 
226112 545-EXIT. EXIT. 
226190 
226ZJO 
226205 
216210 
226220 
22700() 
227001 
U7002 
2i1~o1 
227010 
227J20 
227a40 
2Z 7J50 
2270&0 
227070 
227080 
227090 
5~6-DV~I-BUOGET. 
MOVE 0 TO SUB. 
PE~FOR" 545-0VHI-BUDGET THRU 545-EXIT VARYIN' DEPT FROM 1 
BY I UNTIL DEPT > NO-SERV-OEPTS. ADO SUB TO ~DW-TOTALo 
5tolo-EXIT. EXIT. 
550-<S 1-BUOGET • 
ADD I TQ .REPRTS. MOVE 'SC-1' TOS-CH-NO IRE,~TSio 
•ovE •tONSTR~INT REPORT' TO HEAD IREPATSI. 
tO~PUTE I~OEX-PG IREPRTSI • PAGE-~ • lo 
PERFOR" 210-CLEARING THRU 210~EXIT 
'MOVE 0 TO STAT. 
551-{; 51-HElOt ~G. 
PERFOR• 212-HEADING THRU 212-EXIT. 
MOVE ' SCHEDULE St-1 ' TO SCHEOULE-~0-PR I~T. 
KOVE tONS TR ... li'H REPORT' TO 8UOGET-NAME-PRINT • 
PERFORM 214-HEAOING THRU 214-EXIT. 
551-EXtT. EXIT. 
227100 552-tSl-BUDGET. 
227110 IF OEPI > NO-PROD-OfPTS MOVE l TO DEPT, GO TO 551-tSI-auDGET. 
221120 IF ~AX-OH-UNITS IOEPTI > -o PE~FORH 555-tS1-8UOGET THRU 
227130 555-EXIT. 
227140 IF CJNSTR~INTS IOEPTI > 0 PERFORM 565-tSl-&UOGET THRU 
227150 565-EXIT VARYI~G l FROM I BY I UNTIL Z ) 
227155 tthSTR41NTS IDEPTJ. 
221160 If DEPT < ND-PROO-DEPTS, AOO 1 TO DEPT, MOVE 0 TO STRTo CO 
.227170 TO 552-CS I-BUDGET • 
227175 MOVE 1 TO OEPTo 
227180 553-{;Sl-BUDGET. 
227190 IF DEPT> ND-SEAV-DEPTS·GO TO 555-tSI-&uDGET. 
227200 IF MAX-SERVICE-UNITS IDEPTI • O, ADD 1 TO Oi'T GO TO 
227210 5Sl-tSl-8UOGET • 
227210 ,ERFORM 575-CS1-BUDGET THRU 575-EXITo 
66 
J1C3 
3704 
J 7C5 
706 
101 
HCS 
709 
710 
711 
712 
71J 
371io 
7 15 
3116 
717 
718 
719 
720 
721 
722 
72] 
724 
725 
726 
H27 
728 
1 zq 
130 
731 
1 ~2 
733 
7l4 
ns 
136 
137 
138 
} 7 :!9 
740 
741 
742 
741 
7H 
745 
746 
747 
748 
749 
7~0 
751 
752 
7B 
754 
755 
751o 
757 
758 
759 
227240 
227260 
227270 
227280 
227290 
AUG 23ol977 
IF DEPT < ND-SERV-OEPTS, ADD I TO DEPT, GO TO 55J-CS1-IUDGETo 
IF PERIOD > NO•PERIODS GO TO 553-EXITo ELSE PERF~M 
215-SECTION-ROUTINEo MOVE 1 TO OEPT, GO TO 
5 51-t 51-HEAD I otG. 
553-EXIT. EXIT. 
227310 555-CSI-BUDGET. 
221320 IF ll NE-COU~l > 41, PEAFOR" 551-CSI-HEADINGo 
221330 MOVE I TO STRT. 
227340 MOVE PRODUCTION-DEPT-NAME IDEPTI TO NAME-PRINT. MOVE Z TO Lo 
227350 PERFORM 216-REPORT-L(Nf. 
22131>0 HOVE VA~-OH-UNIT IOEPTI TO tO'lSTRAINT-PRINT. MOVE 1 TO Lo 
227370 PERFORM 216-REPDRT-LINE. 
221380 MOVE UNITS USED• TO 1>414E-PRINT. 
221390 PERFORM 557-CSl-BUOGET THRU 557-ExiT VARYI~G PERIOD FROM N BY 
227400 I U~TIL PERICO • Y OR PERIOD> '10-PE~IODSo 
227410 MOVE I TO L, PERfORM 211>-REPCRT-liNE. 
227420 1'40VE UNUSED UNITS' TO NAHE-PRI'tTo 
227430 PERFORM 559-CSI-BUOGET THRU 560-EXIT VA~YING PE~IOD FROM N IY 
?27440 1 UNTIL PERIOD • Y OR PERIOD> NO-PERIODS. 
227450 HOVE I TO l, PEPFORM 216-REPORT-Ll~E. 
227460 MOVE CONSTRAINT EXCEEuEO' TO NAME-PAINT • 
227470 PEKFORM 562-CSI-BUDGET THRU 5ol-EXIT VARYING PERIOD FROM N BY 
227480 I U~T IL PERIOD • Y OR PER 100 ) 1110-PERI OOS. 
2274~0 MOVE I TO Lo PERFOR~ 216-AEPCRT-LINE. 
227500 WRITE PRI~T~UNE FRO~ RULING-LINE ISECI AFTH AOVANCIN' 
227501 I LINES. MOVE SPACES TO PRlNT-L IN Eo 
227505 MOVE •--------------• TO NAME-PRINT. MOVE 0 TO Lo 
227506 PERFORM 216-REPORT-LINEo 
227510 555-EXIT. EXIT. 
227520 
227BO 
227540 
227550 
227560 
227HO 
227580 
5H-CSI-BUDGET • 
MOVE VAR-OH-UNITS-USfO IOEPT, PER10DI TO AMT-~R ltOLio 
IF PERIOD • NO-PERIODS PERFORM 558-tSl-SUOGET THRO 551-EXlT 
VAAYI~.G PERIOD FROM 1 BY l UIHlL P£11100 > ND-PERIOOSt 
HOVE ROW-TOTAL TO TOTAL-PRINTo 1'40Vf 0 TO ROY-TOTALo 
ADO 1 TO COL. 
557-HITo EXITo 
227610 558-CSI-SUOGET. 
127620 ADO WAR-OH-uNITs-USEO IOEPT, PERIOOI TO ROW-TOTAL. 
227630 558-EXITo EXIT. 
227650 559-CSI-BUOGET. 
227660 COMPUTE VDL-OIFF • MAX-OH-U~ITS'IOEPTI-
227670 VAR-DH-uNITS-uSEO IDEPTo PEAlOOio 
221690 
227100 
227720 
227730 
227740 
,.o-cn-euoGET. 
If VOL-OIFF >"Oo MOVE VOL-Oiff TO AMT-~R ICOllo 
If PERIOD • NO-PERIODS PERFORM 561-CSl-BUDGET THRU 561-EalT 
VARYING PERIOD f~OH 1 BY 1 UhTlL PfRI~D > HD-PERI005t 
ltOVE ROll-TOTAL TO TOTAL-PRINT t MOVE 0 TO ROW-TOTAL• 
67 
J160 
3761 
3HZ 
3HJ 
31t4 
)765 
3716 
3767 
1768 
3169 
3170 
3711 
3772 
}713 
l114 
3775 
3776 
3117 
3778 
3179 
3180 
3781 
3782 
3783 
3184 
17£5 
37!6 
)181 
37r& 
3H9 
ll90 
3HI 
Hn 
3TH 
379• 
3795 
31'16 
37H 
379! 
3799 
)!CO 
3801 
HOZ 
}B)) 
)ll :lit 
HC5 
]81)6 
]807 
)!J! 
3a09 
3310 
3811 
J81Z 
J8U 
:1114 
JUS 
su• 
AUG 2lo1977 
727750 AOO I TO COL. 
227160 560-fXIT. EXIT. 
227770 561-cSI-BUOGET. 
227780 PE•FnR• 55'1-cSI-BUOGET. 
2271'10 "IF VOL-OIFF > 0 ADO VOL-OIFF TO ROW-TOTAL. 
227800 561-f XIT • EXIT. 
227820 
227830 
227840 
2Z 78 50 
127860 
227870 
227880 
22 75'10 
562-cSI-BUDGET • 
PERFOP~ 559-CS1-BUDGET. 
IF. VOL-OlFF NOT ) 0 MOVE VOL-DIFF TO AMT-PR ICOLI. 
IF PERIOD • NO-PERIODS PERFORM 56l-ts1-BUOGET THRU 56)-EXIT 
VARYI~G PERIOD FROM l BY I UNTIL PERIOD ) No-PERIOOSo 
MOVE ROw-TOUL TO TOTAL-PRINT, MOVE 0 TO llOir-TOTALo 
AOO I TO :at. 
562-EXIT. EXIT. 
227910 563-cSI-BUOGET. 
12.1'110 PERFO~" 559-cS 1-BUOGET. 
22n10 IF VOL-DIFF PlOT > 0 AOO VOL-DIFF TO ROW-TOTAL. 
727940 563-EXIT. EXIT. 
565-t SI-BUOGE T. 
IF LINE-COU'lT > 41 PERFOR~ 551-CS1·HEAOIMG. 
IF STRT NOT s 1 MOVE PRODUCTION-DEPT-NAME IDEPTI TO 
NA~E-PRINTo ~OVE I TO STRT, •ovE 2 TO L, PERFORM 
216-PEPOPT-li~E. 
'lOVE CONSTRAINT-N4ME IDEPT, Zl TO CO~STRAINT-PAINT. IIJVE 
TJ l, PEPFOkM 216-REPORT-LINE. 
MOVE • UNITS USEO" TO N"E-PRINT. 
PERFO~~ 567-CSI-BUOGET T~RU 567-EXIT VARYING PERIOD F~OM N 
BY 1 UNTil PERIOD • Y OR PERIOD> NO-PERIODS. 
~nVE I TO lo PERfQ~~ 216-REPORT-LINE. 
MOVE ' UNU~FO U~IT~' TC ~A•E-PRINT. 
PERF:JR>< 5b9-CSI-BIJOGET THRU 510-f XI T VARVING PERIOD FROM N 
bY I UNTil PEPIOO • Y OR PERIOD > NJ-PERIUDS. 
MOVE I TO lo PEPFOR" 216-REPO~T-LINE. 
'lOVE • CONSTPAINT EXCEEDED' TO NAME-PRINT. 
PERfCR" 572-CSI-BUOGH THRU 57Z-EXI.T VARYING PERIOD FROM N 
BV I U'H!l PfRinD • Y OR P!!~IOD > NO-PERIODS. 
MOVE l TO L. PERFORM 216-REPORT-LINEo 
~RITE PRINT-LINE FROM RULING-Ll·~E ISECI AFTER ADVMICI'oiC 
l LINES. HOVE SPACES TO PRINT-LINEo 
68 
~817 618 
., a 19 
~20 
821 
822 
623 
d24 
825 
H26 
877 
828 
82'1 
830 
8!1 
8J2 
R33 
8 34 
8 35 
a 36 
837 
838 
al'l 
840 
841 
84 2 
64~ 
d44 
845 
A46 
847 
848 
849 
JR~O 
851 
18!2 
d53 
JA'i4 
R55 
lH56 
dH 
858 
Ja59 
1860 
8bl 
862 
86) 
228000 
228010 
2 2 802 J 
228130 
228HO 
2Z~J50 
228J60 
228~70 
22acao 
22; 1~0 
zza 1 oo 
22 8110 
228120 
228130 
228140 
22~ 150-
228160 
1281 70 
22BI;J 
22a 190 
2za191 
228195 
218196 
228200 
MOVE •-------------------------• TO ~AME-PRINT. MOVE 0 TO 
PERFORM 216-REPORT-LINE. 
L. 864 
22a290 
228300 
228310 
UIUO 
ZZIUO 
565-EXIT• EXIT. 
8t5 
3H 66 
867 
868 
SU·•C;$1-BUDGET • 869 
IIOVE CONSTRAINT-UNITS-USED IDEPT, Zt PEillDOI TO AIIT-P~ ICOI.I. 3~70 
If PERIOO • hO-PERIODS, PERF~M 56i-tSl-8UDGET THIU 51>8-EkiT 871 
VAI'IYI'lG PERIOO fROM l IY l UNTil. PERIOD ) ND-PERIODSo 872 
IIOVf ROIII-TOTAL TO TOTAL-PRINTo IIDVE 0 TO ROM-TOTALo Ill 
H.~z.oe 
228340 ADD I TO COL. 
22835D 567-EXIT. EXIT. 
228370 568-tSI-BUDGET • 
228180 ADD CONSTRAINT-UNITS-uSED IDEPT, z, P£111001 TO ROW-TOTAL. 
228390 568-EXIT. EXIT. 
22841D 569-cS1-BUDGET. 
228420 COMPUTE VOL-DIFF • MAX-CONSTit-uHITS COE•T• Zl -
228430 CONSTRAINT-UNITS-uSED IDEPT 0 lt PERIOOJ. 
228440 
22845D 
228460 
2284 70 
128480 
228490 
228500 
570-tSI-8UOGETo 
IF VOL·DIFF >Do MOVE VOL-DIFF TO AMT-Pit !COLI. 
IF PERIOD • NO-PERIODS, PERFORM 571-CSl-tiUDGET THIIU 571-EIIIT 
VARYING PERIOD FROM 1 BY I UNTIL PERIOO -> ND-PEIIIJOS. 
MllVE ROw-TOTAL TO TOTAL-PRINT. IIOVE 0 fO ROM-TOTAI.o 
AOD I TO COL. 
570-EXIT. EXIT. 
228520 S71-cSI-8UDGFT. 
228530 PERFORM 5b9-CS1-BUDGET. 
228540 IF VOL-DIFF > 0 ADD VOL-Oiff TO RCM-TDTAI.. 
zzes50 571-EXIT. EXIT. 
228570 
228580 
228590 
228600 
2U~IO 
228620 
228630 
225640 
572-tSI-BUOGET. 
PERFORM 569-CS1-BUDGEt. 
IF VOL-OIFF NOT ) 0 MOVE VOL-OIFF TO AMT-PR ICOllo 
IF PERIOD • NO-PERIODS PERFORM ~7l-CSI-8UDGET TH~U 573-fXIT 
VARYING PERIOD F~OM I IY I UhTIL PERIOD ) ND-PERIOOSo 
MOVE ~Ow-TOTAL TO TOTAL-P~INT, MOVE 0 TO ROw-TDTAlo 
ADD I TO COL. 
572-fXI T. EXIT. 
228b60 57)-cS1-BUOGEr. 
228670 PERFORM 569-CSl-BuOGETo 
228680 IF VOL-DIFF NOT > 0 ADO IIOL-DIFF TO ~OW-TOTAL. 
2286'10 ~73-EXIT. EXIT. 
228750 
128760 
228 77D 
228780 
728600 
228~10 
228820 
228830 
2288~0 
221850 
.ueuo 
221170 
575-tSI-BUOGET. 
IF LINE-COUNT) ~1, PERFORM 551-CS1-HEADING. 
MOVE SERVICE-DEPT-NAME IUEPTI TO ~AME-PRINT. 
MOVE 2 TO Lt PERFORM 216-~EPORT-L INE. 
MOVE SERVICE-UNIT IDFPTI TO CON5TRliNT-PRI"T• MOVE l TO Lo 
PERfORM 216-~EPORT-LINE. 
MOVE UNITS USEO' TG 1\iAHE-PRINT • 
PERFORM 577-csl-BUOGET THRU 577-EXIT VARYING PERIOD fROM N 
BY l UNTIL PERIOD • Y OR PERIOD> NJ-PERIOOSo 
MOVE l TO l.o PERFORM Zl•-REPCRT-LINEo 
IIOYE t UNUSED UNITS' TO N4HE-PRINTo 
'iRfOIIII 579-cSl-BUOGET TMRU ltG-Eill T VARYIII& PERIGO fROII II 
w 
N 
0"\ 
69 
381~ 
3875 
3816 
3817 
Hl8 
3!19 
38~0 
3881 
H82 
H83 
H84 
HES 
3886 
3881 
3888 
33!9 
3890 
38~1 
3892 
3893 
)8H 
3895 
3896 
Ja'i7 
3898 
3d'i9 
l9CO 
3901 
3902 
3903 
39C4 
)905 
Hv6 
39C7 
)908 
3909 
3910 . 
3Hl 
]912 
3913 
)~H 
391~ 
3916 
Hl7 
3918 
3919 
3920 
3921 
3922 
3923 
392~ 
•3925 
3926 
·3927 
3928 
J9Z9 
)9]0 
228880 
228~90 
228901) 
228~10 
22dq2o 
22B'lJO 
22dHO 
228941 
228945 
228946 
228950 
229030 
2290~0 
229050 
229060 
l29070 
229080 
229C90 
llt.42.08 AUG 23,1977 
8Y I U~TIL PtR10D • Y OR PERIGO> NO-PERIODS. 
MOVE I 10 lo PEAfO~M 216-AEPO~T-l fNE. 
"0VE ' CO~SIAAI~T EXCEEDED• TO ~AIIE-PRif'IT, 
PERF3R• 582-CSI-BUOGET THRU 582-EX!T VARYII'IG PERIOD FROM N 
BY 1 UNTil PFRIOO • Y OR PERIOD> NJ-PERIODS. 
HOVE I TO L. PERFCRH 216-REPORT-LII'IE, 
WRITE P~INT-LINE FROM RULING-LINE CSECI AfTER ADVANCING 
1 LINES, MOVE SPACES TO PRINT-lii'IE. 
M:JVE •-~--------~---• TO NAHE-PRII'ITo MOVED TO L. 
PERFORI! 21·6-REPORT-L IN E. 
S75-£XIT. EXIT. 
571-tSl-BUDCET. 
MOVE SERVICE-UNITS-uSED IOEPTo PERIODI TO AMT-PR CCOLI. 
IF PERIOD • NO-PERIODS PERFOR~ 571-CSI-&UOGET THRU 57M-EXIT 
VARYING PERIOD FROM l BY l UNTIL PE~IOO > NQ-PERIODSo 
HOVE ROw-TOTAL TO TOTAL-PRINT, HOVE 0 TO ROW-TOTALo 
ADD l TO COLo 
577-EX IT • EX IT • 
229110 578-CS1-BUDGET. 
229120 ADD SERVICE-UNITS-USED IOEPT, PERIOOI ~0 ROW-TOTALa 
229130 571-EXIT. EXIT. 
229150 579-tSI-BUDGET. 
229160 COMPUTE VOL-DIFF • MAX-SERVICE-UNITS IDEPTI -
229170 SERVICE-vNITS~usED CDEPT, PERIOOI. 
229180 580-tSl-BUDGET. 
229190 IF VOl-OIFF ) Oo I!OVE VOL-OIFF TO AMT-PR ICDLio 
229200 If PERIOD • NO-PERIODS, PERFCRM 58l-tS1-8UDGET THRU 58'1-EXIT 
229210 VARYING PERIOD FROM 1 BY 1 UNTIL PHIOD > NG-PERIDOS, 
229220 HOVE ROW-TOTAL 10 TOTAL-PRINT, MOVE 0 TO RDW-TOTALo 
229230 ADD I TO COL. 
2292~0 580-EXITo fXITo 
2292~ 511-tSl-!UDGETo 
229Z60 PERFOR~ 579-CSI-BUDGET. 
229270 IF VOl-DIFF > Do ADD VOL-OIFF TO ROw-TOTAL. 
22?280 511-EXITo EXIT• 
22910D SIZ-CSI-8UDGET o 
229310 PERFORM 579-CS1-8UDGETo 
229320 IF VOL-OIFF NOT > 0 HOVE VOL-OIFF TO AMT-PR ICOLio 
22~330 IF PERIOD • NJ-PE~IOOS PERFORM 581-CSI-&UOGET THRU 583-EXIT 
22~3~0 VARYING PERIOD FRON 1 BY 1 UNTIL PERIOD) NQ-PERIOOSo 
2293Sl MOVE ROw-TOTAL TD TOTAL-PRINT, MOVE 0 TO ROw-TOT4lo 
229360 ADD l TO COLo . 
229370 512~XlTo EXlTo 
10 
3931 
H32 
39)3 
1934 
3935 
3936 
H31 
3938 
3939 
3940 
1941 
3942 
l9H 
394t, 
3945 
3946 
H47 
3?48 
19~9 
19~0 
l9H 
3? 52 
3953 
19~4 
1?55 
3'156 
1957 
H58 
3'159 
1960 
3961 
Hbl 
3?0 
J?ft, 
1965 
3966 
1967 
1968 
H69 
1970 
911 
l? 72 
1973 
19 74 
)9 75 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
3981 
ne2 
3983 
398t, 
3'16~ 
3986 
917 
14 ... 2.01 AUG Zlol97l 
229390 583-tSI-BUOGET. 
229400 PERFORM 579-tS1-8UOGET. 
229410 IF VOL-OIFF 'lOT > DADO VOL-DifF TO II.Ow-TOTAL. 
229420 5B3-EXIT. EXIT. 
229~40 585-tONT-BUDGETo 
229450 OPEN INPUT CONTRIBUTION-DATA-FILE. 
229500 S86-tCNT-6UOGET. 
229510 
229520 
229530 
229540 
229550 
22~56D 
229570 
READ CONTRIBUTION-DATA-FILE I~TO DK-WS AT END GO TO 116-IIITo 
IF ~ECORI>-COOE • 'SS' GO TO 586-EXITo 
If RECORO-COOE NOT • 'Pl' GO TO Sib-tONT-BUDGETo 
PERFORM 588-CONT-BUDGET THRU 589-EXIT VARYING PEAIDO 
FROM I BY t UNTIL PERIOD > No-PERIODSe 
GO TO 586-CONT-IIUOGETo -
S86-EXIT. EXIT. 
229575 587-tONT-BUOGET. 
229577 CLOSE CONIRIBUTIO~-OATA-FILEo 
229579 517-EXIT. EXIT. 
229588 588-tONT-BUDGET. 
229620 COMPUTE SUB ROUNDED • DK-PROJECTEQ-SALES IPERIDOI • 
· 229630 PROOUC T-S To-COST I DK-PROOUCT-NOio 
229f 35 
22~640 
229650 
229660 
229680 
229690 
2297DO 
230500 
2305DI 
230502 
230503 
230510 
589-tUNT-RUOGET. 
IF DK-L2-SEG-NO > Oo ADD SUB TO 
l2-PROO-HFG-VC ICK-LZ-SEG-1'10, OK-PRODUCT-NO, 
ADO SUB TO L2-MFG-VC CDK-L2-SEG-NO, PERIODio 
ADD SUR TO l3-NFG-VC IDK-L3-SEG-NOo Pf~IOOio 
AOO SUB TO MFG-VC IPERIOOI. 
589-EXIT. EXIlo 
590-tONTl-BUOGE T. 
PERl DOh 
ADD 1 TO REPRTS. HOVE 'CONT-I' TO SCH-NO III.EPRTSio 
HOVE 'PROJECTED INCOME STATEMENT' TO HEAD III.EPAT5Ia 
COMPUTE INDEX-PG IREPRTSI • PACE-NO • lo 
PERFORI! 210-tlEARING THRU Z1Q-EXIT. 
230530 591-tONTI-IIUOGET. 
230540 
230550 
230560 
230561 
230570 
230610 
230620 
210630 
PERFORM 212-HEAOING THRU 212-EX1To 
NOVE •SCHEDULE CO~T-1' TO SCHEOULE-NQ-PII.INTo 
MOVE • P~OJECTEO I~COHE S UTE KENT' TO 
BUOGfT-NA~E-PRII'ITo 
PERFORI! 21lt-HEADING THRU 2llt-EXITo 
MOVE •SALES' TO NAI!E-PRINT. 
PERFOIUt 595-tONTl-&UOGET TMIIU 595-EXI T VARYING PERIOO I'AOII 
N BY l UNTI.L PERIOD • Y Oil PEIIIOO l> ND•PERIOOSe 
71 
]988 
3989 
]990 
]991 
•]992 
399] 
H94 
39~5 
)996 
·3997 
]998 
3999 
... oco 
4001 
4002 
4003 
4004 
4005 
40(6 
41C7 
40C8 
40(9 
4010 
4011 
4012 
4013 
4014 
4015 
4016 
4017 
4018 
4019 
4020 
4021 
4022 
4'23 
40Z4 
4025 
4n6 
4027 
4028 
4029 
4030 
40H 
4032 
4033 
4034 
4035 
·4036 
4037 
4038 
4039 
4040 
4041 
4042 
404) 
4044 
AUG 23,1977 
230640 MOVE 2 TO L. PEPFOR~ 216-REPORT-LI~E. 
230650 MOVE 0 TO L. PFPfORM 202-0CLLAR-LINE. 
23C651 WRITE PRI~T-LINE FROM RULI~G-LINE ISECI AFTER AOVANCING 
23C652 1 liNES, MOVE SP4CES TO PRINT-LINE. 
23C660 MOVE 'VUIAPLE CCSTS' TO NAHF-PRINT, MOVE I TO lo 'ERFDIUI 
230670 211>-REPOR T-LI'•E. 
23Cb80 MOVE ' PROUUCTIO~' TO tl4ME-PRINT. 
2)(6~0 PERFORM 5H-COIHI-BU<1GET THPU 5n-EXI T VARYING PERIOD FII.DM 
230700 ~ 8Y I U~Til PERIUO • Y 0~ PERIOO >NO-PERIODS. 
Z3C710 MOVE 2 TO L. PERFOR~ 216-REPORT-LI~E. 
23C720 MOVE 0 TO L. PERFO"M 202-UOLLAR-LINE. MOVE 0 TO LC, 
23073d M~VE ' ~4RKETI~G' TO N'ME-PRINT. 
23J735 MOVE I TO Lo PERFORM 216-PEPORT-LINE • 
23C740 PERFORM 601-CO~TI-8UOGET THRU 601-EXIT VARYING Z FROM l IY 1 
230750 U~T IL l > 3. 
23C760 MOVE ' TOTAL VARI4BLE COSTS' TO TEHP-HOLO. 
230770 MQVE I TO DOLLAR, PERFORM 218-TOTAL-LINEo 
23C780 ~OVE 'VARIABLE MARGIN' TO TEMP-HOLD. 
23CT90 PEqFORH 222-GRANO-IOTAL-LINE. 
230791 WRITf PRI~T-ll~E FRO~ R<JllNG-ll~f ISECI AFTER ADVANCING 
23C792 I LINES. HOVE· SPACES TO pqi.~T-li~E. 
2JC800 PERf~qM 26-WS-CLEAR THPU 26-EXIT. 
230~20 HOVE 'FIXED COSTS• TO NAME-PRINT. 
23C830 MOVE 2 TO l. PEOFQRH 216-PEPORT-liNE. HOVE 0 TO lCo 
230840 HOVE ' PRODUCTION' TO ~AME-PRINT. 
230~50 PERFORM 607-CONTI-BU~GET THRU 607-EXIT VARYING PERIOD FII.OM 
23C360 N BY I UIHIL PERIU~ • Y OR PERIOD) NO-PERIODS. 
23Ca70 MQVE 2 TO L. PERFO~M 216-REPr.RT-LINE. 
230~80 MOVE 0 TO L. PERFO'H 202-DOLLAR-LINE. 
Z3Cfl90 "OVE ' MARKETING' TO NAPoii~-PRINT. 
2JC991 MOVE 2 TO L. PERF6RM 216-REPO•T-LINE. 
2309~0 PERFOA~ 611-CONTI-BUDGET THRU 611-EXIT VARYING l F~O~ 1 BY 
23C910 U~TIL l > NO-HRK-FC-CLASSES. 
23J920 MOVE • AOHINISTRATION' TO NAME-PRINT. 
23C9JO PERFCRH 617-CO~T1-BUOGET THRU 617-EXIT VARYING PERIOD FROM 
23C9•0 N RY I UNTIL PFRIOO • Y OR PERIOD> NO-PERIODS. 
23:95J MOVE 2 TO Lo REPFOAM 216-AEPOAT-LINE. 
23C960 IF LC > 1. MCVE • TOT4L FIXEU COSTS' TO TEMP-HOLD, 
130?70 ~JV[ I TO 00Ll4R, P(kFllRM 218-TOUL-LINE. 
210980 HOVE 'l~CO~E 9EfOqE OTHER' TO TEMP-HlLO. 
2lCS90 PE~FOPM 222-GRANO-TOT4L-LINE. 
23Cq95 "OVE FINAL-GRA~O-TOTAL TO GRANO-TOTAL. 
23(996 WRITE PRP<T-li~E F~O~ RULING-LINE ISECI AFTER AOVANCI"'G 
2JC~H I LINES. MOVE SPACES TO P?.INT-LlN~. 
231JOO IF NO-OTHc~-INC > 0 PERFORM 621-CONTI-BUOGET THRU 621-EXIT. 
231010 IF ~0-0THER-EXP > 0 PERFUPM 629-CONTI-BUOGET T~U 629-EXITo 
231020 If NO-OTHER-INC ) 0 OR N~OTHER-EXP > Oo HOVE 
231030 'TAXA~LE NET INCO~E' TO TEMP-HOLD, MOVE 1 TO DOLLAR, 
231040 PEPFORM 218-TOTAL-LINE THRU 219-EXITo 
231041 IF NQ-OTHER-INC • 0 AND NO-OTHER-EXP • 0 PERFORM 219-II.ULING. 
231050 IF PERIOO > NO-PER IOOS GO TO 59l-EXIT, ELSE PERFORM 
2!1060 215-SECTION-ROUTINEo GO TO 59l-tDNTl-8UOGETo 
Zll070 591-EXIT. EXIT. 
231110 59s-tDNT1-BUDGET, 
ZJllZO . MDV! REVENUE$ IPERIDOI TO AMT-P~ ICOLJo SUio 
72 
4045 
4046 
041 
4048 
4049 
•o5o 
4051 
4052 
4053 
054 
055 
056 
057 
4058 
059 
060 
061 
062 
063 
OH 
065 
~66 
067 
OtS 
069 
070 
071 
072 
07] 
074 
075 
076 
077 
018 
·, 019 
080 
t081 
082 
on 
?84 
•oe5 
086 
4087 
4088 
1
.089 
090 
40~1 
4092 
093 
094 
4095 
40'16 
40U 
40~1 
099 
lDD 
lOl 
14. 42. OS AUG 2lo1917 
ADO SUB TO COL-GRAND-TOTAL ICDLio 231130 
231150 
231160 
231110 
231180 
231190 
IF PERIOD • 1<0-PERIOOS PERFORM 596-CiiNTl-BUDGET THII.U 596o-EIIT 
VARYI~G PERIOO FROM l BY l UNTIL PfRIDO ) MO-PERlODSo 
PERFORM 227-IOTAL-ROUTINEo 
ADO I TO COLo 
595-EX IT. EXIT. 
231110 596-tONTI-BUOGET. 
231220 AUO REVENUES IPEAIODI TO ROW-TOTAL. 
231230 596-EXIT. EXIT. 
597-tONTI-BUOGET. 
MOVE MFG-VC IPERIOOI TO AMT-P~ ICOl.lo SU8o 
ADO SUR TO £OL-TOTAL ICOLI. SUBTRACT SUS FII.DN 
COL-GRANO-TOTAL !COLI. 
231250 
231280 
231290 
231300 
231340 
231350 
231360 
231310 
231180 
IF PERIOD • NO-PERIODS PERFOR~ 599-CDNTl-IUDGET THII.U 599-EXIT 
VARYING PERIOD FROM l BY l UNTIL PEII.100 ) NO-PERIODS• 
PERFORM 226-TOUL-ROUT INE •. 
ADO I TO COL. 
597-EXIT. EXIT. 
231470 599-tO~TI-BUOGET. 
231480 ADO MFG-VC IPERIOOI TO ROW-TOTAL. 
231490 59't-FXIT. EXIT. 
231500 
211510 
231520 
231530 
231540 
231550 
231560 
601-tDNTI-RUOGE T. 
IF MRK-VC-OATA IZI • ZEROES, GO TO 60l-EXIT. 
HOVE MRK-VC-NAHE IZI TO SUB-NAME. 
PERFORM 603-CONTI-BUDGET fHRU i>OJ-EXI T VARYING PEII.IOO 
N RY I UNTIL PERIOD • Y OR PERIOD > ND-PEII.IODSo 
MOVE I TO Lo PERFORM 216-REPORT-LI~E. 
601-E XIT • fXI T. 
603-tONT1-BUOGET. 
HOVE ~RK-VC llo PERIOOI TO AMT-PR ICOLio SUB. 
ADD SUB TO COL-TOTAL ICOll. SUBTRACT SUi FltOII 
COL-GRANO-TOTAL ICOLI. 
FROM 
231610 
lll620 
231630 
2316•0 
231670 
231680 
231690 
231700 
231710 
IF PERIOD • NO-PERIODS PERFORM 605-t0NT1-IUOGET THII.U .05-EIIJ 
VARYING PERIOD F~DM l BY 1 UNTIL PER1DO ) NO-PERlOOSo 
PERFORM 2U-TOTAL-II.OUTINE. 
ADO 1 TO COLo 
603-EXIT. EXIT. 
231120 605-tCNTI-iUDGET. 
2ll7l0 AOO MRK-VC IZo PEII.IOOI TO ROw-TOTAL. 
2317~0 605-EXIT. EXIT, 
211750 .07-tONTl-BUDGETo 
2ll760 MOVE MFG-FC IPERIOOI TO AMT-PR ICOLio sue. 
Ul770 AOO SUI TO COL-TOTM. CCOLio SUITII.ACT sua FROit 
w 
N 
00 
n 
4102 
4101 
4104 
4105 
H06 
41C7 
... c. 
4IC9 
4110 
4111 
4112 
4113 
4114 
4115 
4116 
4117 
4118 
4119 
4120 
4121 
4122 
4121 
4124 
4125 
4126 
4127 
4128 
4129 
413~ 
4131 
4132 
41H 
413~ 
4135 
4136 
HJ1 
4138 
41J9 
4HO 
4141 
4142 
4143 
4144 
4145 
4146 
4147 
4148 
4149 
4150 
'!51 
4152 
4153 
4154 
4155 
4156 
•U57 
4151 
AUG Zlo1971 
231780 taL-GR.NO-TOTAl ICOllo ~159 
231810 If PERIOD • NO-PERIODS PERFORM 1>09-CONT1-BUOCET THRU 609-EXIT 160 
2Hil20 VA;(YING PERIOD FROM 1 BY 1 UNTil PEIIIOD >liD-PERIODS, 161 
ZJUJO PERFORM 226-TOUL-ROUTINE. 162 
2lle40 ADO I TO COL, d6J 
211850 607-EXIT. EXIT, •16~ 
231870 609-tO~T1-~UDGETo 
2l!B80 A:>o MFG-FC· IPERIOOI TO ROW-TOTAL. 
231890 609-EXIT. EXIT, 
231910 1>11-tO~T1-8UOGET. 
2J19ZO If I<RK-FC-DAU IZI • ZEROES, GO TO 611-EXIT. 
231930 MOVE MRK-FC-NAME IZI TO SU6-N4HE, 
2Jiq40 PERFOR~ bll-CO~TI-BUOCEI THRU 613-EXIT VlRYI"G PERIOD 
231950 N dY I UNTil ~ERIOO • Y CR PE~IOO >NO-PERIODS. 
2ll9b0 HOVE 1 TO Lo PE~FORH 216-~EPORT-LINE. 
231970 611-fXIT. EXIT. 
231000 613-tONTI-BUOGET, 
232010 MOVE MRK-FC llo PERIODI TO AHT-PR ICOLio SUB. 
232020 ADO SUS TO COL-TOTAL !COLI. SUOTRACT SUB fROM 
232030 COL-GRAND-TOTAL I COL J, 
FIIDII 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
IH 
IH 
116 
117 
178 
I 79 
180 
181 
1ez 
tel 
18~ 
232060 IF PfRIOJ • NO-PERIODS PERFORM 
232070 VARYI'l:; PERIOD FROM 1 8Y 1 
615-CDNTl-BUDCET THRU 6l 5o-EXIT 185 
UNTIL PERIOD ) ND-PERIODSo 186 
2l2Jo0 PERFORM 226-TOTAL-ROUTINE. 
2320~0 ADO I TO COL, 
212100 613-EXIT. EXIT. 
212120 615-tONTI-BUOGET, 
232130 ADO MRK-FC IZ, PERIOOI TO ~OW-TOTAL. 
212140 615-fXIT. EXIT. 
232160 617-tONTI-BUDGET. 
232170 HOVE lOMIN-FC (Pf;(IQDI TO AMT-PR I COL lo SUS. 
232180 ADD SUS TO COL-TOTAL !COLI. SUBTRACT SUB fROM 
232190 COL-GRAND-TOTAl !COLI. 
232220 If PERIOD • NO-PERIODS PERFORM 619-tONTl-OUOGET THRU .19-EXI 
232l10 VARYI~G PERIOD FROM 1 8Y 1 UNTIL PEIIIOD ) ND-PERIOOS, 
232240 PERFO~M ZZ6-TOTAL-ROUT INEo 
232250 ADD 1 TO COLo 
212260 617-EXIT. EXIT. 
232290 619-tD~T1-AUDGETe 
Z3Z3CO ADO ADMIN-FC IPERIODI TO ROW-TOTAL. 
212310 619-fXITe EXIT. 
232320 621-tDNTl-&uDGfT. 
"2l2ll0 MOVE 1 ADOI OTHEII INCOME' TO liAIIE-PR(NTe 
ZJZJ40 PEIIFORII 621-l:ONTl-IUDGU THRU 624-IXIT VARYING PERIOD FIIOII 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
I 9J 
194 
195 
1S6 
197 
1~8 
199 
200 
201 
702 
201 
2C4 
205 
206 
2C7 
2C8 
209 
210 
211 
212 
zn 
214 
215 
1~.42.08 AUG Uol977 
232350 ~ BY I UNTIL PERIOD • Y OR PERIOD ) ND-PEAIODS. 
232360 ~OVE 2 TO L. PERFORM 21,-AEPORT~INE. 
232310 621-EXIT, EXIT. 
232390 6Zl-CONT1-BUDGET • 
232400 MOVE 0 TO SUR, 
2J2410 PERFORM 625-CO~T1-BUOGET THRU 625~EXIT VARYING 1 FROM 1 IY l 
232420 UNTIL Z > "0-0THER-INC. 
232430 624-CONT1-BUDGET. 
23?440 MOVE SUS TO AMT-PR !COLI• 
232450 ADD SUS TO COL-TOTAl ICOLI. ADO SUB TO COL-GRAND-TOTAL CtCI.Je 
232460 IF PERIOD • NO-PERIODS PERFO~M •z7-CD"T1-IUOGET TMAU 627-EXIf 
232470 VARYING PERIOD FRDII 1 8Y 1 UNTIL ·'ERIOD ) IID-PEIII~OSt 
232480 PERFORM 228-TOTAL-AOUTINE THRU. 221-EXITo 
232490 ADO 1 TO COL. -
232500 62\-EXITo EXIT. 
232550 625-tONTl-BUOGfTo 
232560 ADO OTHER-INC-AliT &z, PE~IODI TO sua. 
232510 625-EX1To 
232600 627-tONT1-BUOGETo 
23?610 PERFORM 621•CONT1-8UDG£f. ADD SUa TO IUiii-TOTALo 
'232620 627-fXI T, EXIT. 
232660 629-tONTI-BUDGET. 
232670 HOVE ' DEOUCTI OTHER EXPENSES' TO N•IIE-,~INT. 
232680 PERFORM bJ1-CONTI-8UOGET THRU 632-EXIT VA~YING Pf~IOO fRO" 
23?690 N ·sy l UNTil PERIOD • Y OR PERIOD> NO-PE1tl00So 
232100 MOVE 1 TO L. PERFORM 216-REPORT-LINE. 
232710 629-EXIT. EXIT, 
232750 631-tO~TI-BUDGET. 
232160 MOVE 0 TO SUB. 
232770 PERFORM 633-CONTI-BUOGET THAU 633-EXIT VARYI"' l fACIO 1 IY 1 
232780 UNTIL l > "D-OTHE~-EXP, 
232800 632-tONTl-BUOGET. 
232810 MOVE SUB TO AMT-P~ ICOLio 
23 2ij20 ADO SUB TO COL-TOTAl I COLI. ADD SIJII TO COL-GRAND-TOTAL ltlllle 
232830 If PERIOD • "a-PERIODS PERFORH 634-CONTl-BUDGET THRU .34-EXlT 
232840 VARYING PERIOD FROM 1 IY l ~TIL 'ERIOD ) ND-PEAIODSt 
232850 PE~FORII 2211-TOTAL-IIOUTI"' THRU 221-£XITo 
232 860 ADD 1 TO COL. . 
232870 .32-EXIfe EXIT. 
232190 .33-tONTI-&UDGET. 
212900 SUaTR.tT OTHEII-EXP•AIIT llt I'EAIQOI FROM SUio 
w 
N 
'-0 
4211• 
U17 
'218 
H19 
4121) 
4221 
4222 
42ll 
4224 
4225 
4226 
4227 
4Z2a 
4229 
4230 
42ll 
4132 
4233 
4234 
42lS 
4236 
4237 
4238 
4239 
4240 
4241 
42'.2 
4243 
42H 
4H5 
4H6 
42H 
42411 
4249 
4BO 
42 51 
4252 
42B 
4254 
4255 
425b 
42H 
4258 
4259 
416;) 
4261 
H62 
\20 
42t4 
4Zt5 
"61> 
4ZH 
4268 
Ub9 
4270 
4>171 
UlZ 
AUG Zlol977 
232?10 63l-EXIT. EXIT. •273 
4274 
4275 
232930 6H-t0tHl-BUDGET. 4276 
23294? PEPFOO~ 631-CO~TI-!UDGET. ADD SUR TO ROW~TOTAL. 4277 
232950 614-EXIT. EXIT. 278 
279 
4280 
233000 640-tC~T-BUuGET. 281 
233G01 ADD 1 TO RfPRTS. MOVE I TO SH IREPRTSI. 4202 
2331u2 MOVE 'BUO.GETED C01HRIBUTION STATEMEI<T - 1 TO HEAD IREPRTSio 4283 
Zl3J03 If BUDGET • 'CONTZ' ~OVE 'CONT-2' TOSCH-NO IREPRTSio MOVE l84 
233004 'LEVEL 2 SALES SEG•E~T' 10 SUB-HEAD IREPRTSI. le5 
23JJ05 IF BUDGET • 1 CONT3 1 MOVE •CONI-3' TO SCH-NO IREPRTSio "OVE 286 
2HCC6 'lEVEL 3 SALES SEGMENT' TO SUB-HEAD IREPRTSI. ZH 
233007 IF 8UOGET = 'C0NT5' MOVE •CCNT-5 1 TJ SCH-NO IREPRTSio MOVE 4288 
23JCCa •P~UDUCT AT LEVEL 2 SALES SEGMENT' TO SUB-HEAD IREPRTSI. 289 
113009 If BUOGET s 1 CONT6o 1 MOVE 1 CONI-6' TO SCH-NO IREPRTSI, MOVE 290 
ZHOIO. 'PRODUCT U LEVEL 3 SALES SEG~ENT' TO SU8-HUO lllfPRTSI. 791 
Zllvll COMPUTE tNDEX-PG I~EPRTSI • PAGE-NO + l, zqz 
233020 OPEN INPUT CO>;TRIBUTIO~-DAU-FILE, '293 
23 3050 •H-tO'iT-BUOGf T • 
}94 
Z9S 
.zq6 
233060 READ CO~UIBUTION-DATA-FILE INTO DK-WS AT END GO TO HI-EXIT. •2~7 
23307J If BUDGET • 1 CONI2 1 AND RECORD-CODE • 'LZ' AND 
2l3CBO OK-CONTRIBUTION-DATA NOT • 0 GU TO 643-CONT-BUOGET. 
23ll00 IF BUDGET • 'CONTJ' AND RECORIJ-COOE • 'll' AND 
231110 0~-CONI~I~UTION-DATA NOT* 0 GO TO 643-CONT-BUDGETo 
233130 IF BUUGET • °CONT5' AND RECORD-CODE • 'PZ' AIIID 
233140 D~-CO~T~IBUTIJN-DATA NOT • 0 GO TO 643-CONT-&UDGETo 
2331t0 IF BUJGET • °CONT6' AND RECORD-CODE • 'Pl' AND 
133110 0~-CONTRIBUTIO~-DATA.NOT • 0 GO TO 643-CONT-BUDGETo 
233190 IF RECORD-CODE • 'SS' CLOSE CO•HRIBUTION-DAU-FILEo 
133195 GJ 10 641-FXIT. 
233200 CO TO 641-CC~T-BVOGET. 
233220 b41-EXIT. EXIT. 
23329J 643-tJNT-SUOGET. 
233310 PERFQOM 212-HEAOI~G THRU 212-EXIT. 
233315 MOVE 1 TO L2, ~OVE DK-lZ-NA~E TO LEV2~SEG-NAME-PR. 
233H6 IF DK-L3-SE(;-NO > O, MOVF l TO Llt MOYE DK-LJ-NAME TO 
133317 lEV3-SEG-~AMf-PR. 
233320 If BUOGET • 'CONT2' HOVE 'SCHEDULE CDNT-2' TO 
233330 SC><EDulf-NO-PRINT, ~OYE 1 LEVEL 2 SALES SfG"ENT 1 
ZJ~J~O TO SU~-H~AOING-PRINT. 
23335;) IF BUOGET • 'CONIJ' MOVE •SCHEUULE CONT-3' TO 
ZlllbO SCHEDulE-~10-PRINTo MOVE 1 LEVEL l SALES SEG"ENT' 
233370 TO suq-HEAOit.G-PRINT. 
233Ja0 IF IUOGET • 'CONT5' HOVE I TO u, MOVE 'SCHEDULE CONT-S' TO 
Z33l90 SCHEOULE-NC-PRINT, MOVE PROOUCT-~AME IDK-PROOUCT-~01 T~ 
233400 PROD-NlME-PRo MOVE ' PRODUCT AT LEVEL 2 SALES SEG"£NT' 
231410 TO SU8-HE4DING-PRINT. 
233~20 If BUDGET • 'CONT~' MOVE l TO Uo MOVE •SCHfOULE tONT-6' TO. 
233430 SCHEDULE-NO-PRINT, MOVE PRODUCT-NAME IOK-PROOUCT-NOI TO 
2334~0 PAGD-N4ME-PA, MOVE • PIIDDUCT AT LEVEL J SALES SEGMENT' 
2~8 
2~9 
100 
101 
3 cz 
303 
104 
• 3 05 
lOb 
JC7 
308 
309 
,) 10 
111 
312 
313 
314 
115 
llo 
317 
318 
319 
)20 
321 
322 
'•321 
32. 
325 
326 
327 
328 
U<J 
l334SO 
233460 
213470 
233480 
2H510 
2lJS30 
233HO 
233550 
233560 
233,61 
233562 
2l35 70 
233580 
233590 
233600 
233610 
233610 
233630 
1J364D 
233645 
23 3650 
231660 
23Jt>70 
23 Jb80 
233~90 
133700 
233101 
23H02 
233710 
23 3730 
233740 
ZHAOO 
233805 
2J3q 10 
233820 
23l8l0 
2JH40 
233850 
233R60 
2JJ e 10 
23]880 
233q 10 
233qzo 
2JJ930 
23)940 
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TO SUB-~EhDING-PRINT. 
MOVE 1 BUUGETEO CONTRIBUTION STATE"ENT' TO 
BUOGET-NA~E-PRINI, MOVE 0~-LZ-NA~E TO LEV2-SEG-NAME-PR. 
PERFORM 214-HEADING THRU 214-EXIT. 
"OVf 'SALES• TO ~AME-PRI~T. 
PERFORM 645-CONT-BUOGET THRU 645-fXIT VARYING PERIOD FRCM 
N bY 1 UNT ll PERI:JO • Y 0°. PERIOD> NJ-PERIOOS. 
MOVE 2 TO L. PERFORM 216-REPCRT-liNE. 
MOVE 0 TO L. ~ERFORM 102-DOLL•R-LINE. 
WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM RULING-LINE ISECI AFTEII AOVAIICI~G 
I LINES, MOVE )PACES TO PRINT-LINE, 
MOVE 'VARIABLE COSTS' TO NA~E-PRI~T, MOVf 1 TO Lo PEAFDIIM 
216-REPU~T-LINE. MOVF 0 TO LC. 
MOVE ' PRODUCTION' TO NAME-PRINT. 
PfRFORM 647-CONT-SUDGEI THRU 648-fXIT VARYING PE-100 fiiQN 
N BY 1 UNTIL PERIOD • Y OR PERIOD ) NO-PEIIIOOSo 
MOVE 2 TO L. PEP~ORM 216-REPURT-LINE. 
MOVE 0 TO L. PERFORM 202-0CLLaR-LINE. 
MOVE ' MARKE lii<G' TO NAME-PRINT • 
MOVE 2 TO Lo PERFORM 216-REPORT-LINE. 
PERFORM 651-CONT-SUDGET THRU 651-EXIT VARYING Z FROM & 1¥ l 
UNTIL l > 3. 
HOVE ' TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS' TO TEOIP-t10LOo 
~OVE 1 TO OULLAR. PERFORM 218-TOTAL-LINEo 
MOVF 'VARIABLE MARGIN' TO TEMP-HOLO. 
PERFORM,Z22-GRANO-TOIAL-LINE. 
WRITE PRINT-LINE FRO~ RUlliiG-LlNE ISECI AFTER AOVANCliCG 
1 LINES. HOVE SPACES TO PkiNT-LINE. 
PERFOR~ 26-WS-CLEAR THRU Zb-EXIT, 
MOVE •FIXED COS,TS' TO NA"E-PRINT. 
"DVE 2 TO L. PEOFORM ~16-RFPORI-LINE. 
MOVE • ~lRKEliNG' TO NAME-PRINT. 
MOVE 2 10 Lo PERFORM 216-PF.POKT-LI~E. MOVE 0 TO LC • 
PERFOR~ 657-CONT-BUDGET IHR<J 657-EXIT VARYING l FROM l IY l 
UNTil Z > NO-HRK-FC-CLASSES. 
IF LC ) 1o MOVE ' TOTAl FIXED COSTS' TO IE"P-Hot.D. 
~OVE 1 TO DOLLAR, PERFOR~ 218-TuTAL-liN£. 
IF BUDGET • 'CONIZ' OR BUDGET • 'CONT3' MOVE 
'SEGMENT CONTRIBUTION' TO TEMP-HOLD ELSE MOVE 
'PROOUCT CONI R I BUll ON' T 0 T EMP-HOI.D. 
PERFORM 222-GRAND~TOTAL-LINE. PERFORM 219-RUL1NGo 
"OVE 0 TO U, L2o Ll. 
IF PfRIOD >NO-PERIODS PERFORM 21o-tlEARING THRU ZID-EXITo 
GO TO 641-CONT-BUOGET, ELSE PERFORM 215-SECTION-ROUTINf• 
GO TO b43-CONT-8UDGETo 
234000 645-tONT-BUOGET. 
lHOIO PIOVE OK~PROJ-REVENUES IPER1001 TO AMT-1'- ICOLh SU8o 
234020 ADD SUB TO COL-GRAND-TOTAL ICOLio 
234040 IF PERIOD • Nil-PERIODS PERFORM 646-(0NT-IUOGET THII.U "rEIIIT 
Z3405D VARYING PERillO FRO" l IY 1 UNTU. PBIOO )> 110-PEiliODS, 
2340~0 PERFORM Zl7-TOTAL-ROUTINfo 
234070 ADD l TO COLo 
234010 "5-fXITo EXITo 
w 
w 
0 
4))0 
4131 
43!1 
4333 
4Jl4 
4ll5 
4136 
43J7 
4338 
4JJ9 
4HO 
4Hl 
4HZ 
434) 
4344 
4H5 
4346. 
4H7 
4HB 
4349 
4350 
4351 
4352 
4353 
4354 
4355 
41SI> 
4357 
43S8 
4359 
4360 
4 361 
4362 
4H3 
4H4 
4l65 
43611 
4367 
4)68 
4369 
4310 
4171 
4372 
4313 
4374 
4ll5 
4376 
4371 
4373 
4]79 
4HO 
4331 
or,]82 
4383 
4)14 
or,ns 
4116 
AUG 2lo1971 
234100 646-tO~T-BUDGET. 
234110 ADO DK-PAOJ-,EYENUES IPERIODI TO ROw-TOTAlo 
2H120 646-EXIT. EXIT, 
2H 140 647-tONT-B'JDGET, 
234150 IF BUDGET • 'CONTZ' KOYE L2-KF~VC IDK-LZ-SE~~. PERIDDI 
2H160 ru sue. 
234170 IF !!UOGET • 'CONT3' MOVE L3-HFG-Vt IDK-L3-SEG-N0 0 PERIDOI 
2Hl30 TO SUB. 
2341~0 IF BUDGET • 'CONT5' MOVE 
234100 l2-P~u0-KFG-VC IDK-L2-SEG-NO, DK-PRQDUCT-NOo PERIOD! 
2H210 TO SUB. 
234220 IF 8UDGET • 'CONT6' PERFORM 588-tONT-BUOGETo 
2H230 
234HO 
2HZ 50 
234260 
2H280 
ZHZ'iO 
234100 
ZH310 
234320 
'"''-to~r-auDGET. 
MOVE SUB TO AMT-PR ICOllo 
AOO SUB TO COl-TOTAL ICOLI. SUBTRACT SUB FROM 
COL-GRAND-TOTAl ICOLio 
If PEA 100 • NO-PER IOOS PERFORM 6or,9o-CONT-IIUDGET THitU 649o-E XIT 
VAHI~G PERIOD FROM 1 BV 1 UNTIL PEIUOD ) No-PEIUODSo 
PERFORM 22b-TOTAL-ROUTINE, 
ADO 1 TO COL. 
648-E XIT • EX! T, 
2343~0 649-cONT-BUOGET. 
234150 PFRFORH 647-CONT-BUOGET. 
234lb0 ADD SUB TO ROW-TOTAl, 
234370 649-£XIT. EXIT. 
234390 
2H400 
ZlHlO 
234420 
23~430 
2HHO 
234450 
651-cONT-BUDGET. 
IF DK-HRK-VC-OATA IZI • ZEROES GO TO 651-EXIT. 
HO~E H~K-VC-~AHE Ill TO SUB-NAMEo 
PEQFORM 653-CONT-BUOGET THRU 653-EXIT VARYING PERIOD FRDK 
N BY I ~TIL PERIOD • V OR PERIOD > NO-PERIODS. 
KOVE I TO L. PE~FORM 216-REPORT-LINfo 
651-EXIT, EXIT, 
234500 653-cONT-bUDGET. 
234510 HOVF OK-HRK-VC llo PERIOD) TO AMT-PR ICO~Io SU8o 
214520 ADD SuB TO CCL-TOTAL !COLI, SUBTRACT SUB fROM 
234S30 COL-GRAND-TOTAL ICOLlo 
214560 IF PERIOD • hO-PERIOOS PERFORM 655-cONT-&UO;ET THRU 655-EXIT 
234570 VARYING PEIIIOD FROM 1 IV 1 UNTIL PERlOO ) ND-PUIOOSo 
234580 PERFOR'I 226-TOT AL-ROUT IN Eo 
23~590 ADO I TO tOL. 
234600 653-EXIT, EXIT. 
234620 655-tONT-BUDGET, 
214630 ADO OK~RK-VC llo PERIQDI TO ROW-TOTAL• 
z:t4640 655-EKITo EJU T. 
78 
187 
J 88 
43&9 
390 
191 
392 
39) 
394 
H5 
396 
3~ 7 
H8 
399 
400 
4CI 
402 
~03 
404 
405 
406 
4C7 
4C8 
409 
410 
411 
4 12 
413 
. 414 
H5 
416 
417 
418 
419 
420 
421 
422 
423 
424 
425 
426 
427. 
428 
429 
430 
431 
412 
433 
4)4 
435 
~36 
437 
438 
439 
440 
HI 
442 
4U 
2Hb60 
2 3 4670 
234680 
234690 
234700 
234710 
234711 
234720 
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657-tCI'IT-BUOGET • 
If DK-MRK-FC-OETAIL IZI • ZEROES GO TO 657-EXIT. 
HOVE MRK-FC-NAME Ill 10 SU8-N.I.ME. 
PERFORM 659-tONT-BUOGET THRU 659-EXIT YAIIYING PERIOD FAUN 
N BY 1 UNTIL PERl~D • V OR PERIOD> ~-PERIODS. 
MOVE I TO L. PERFO~N 216-IIEPORT-LINE. 
If lC • I MOVE 0 TO Lo PEIIFORM 202-00LlAR-LINE, 
651-EXIT, EXIT. 
234 750 659o-CONT-BU0Gf T, 
234760 MOVE OK-HRK-fC IZo PERIODI TO A'IT-PR ICOLlo sua, 
234710 .1.00 SUB TO COL-TOTAL I COLI. SU8TR ACT sua FIIOH 
2H7e0 COL-GRAND-TOTAL ICOll, 
234610 IF PERIOD • NO-PERIODS PERFORM 661-tONT-&OOGET THIIU 6•1-EXIT 
234820 VARYING PERIOD FROM 1 8V 1 UNTIL 'EUOD ) liD-PERIODS, 
234830 PE~FORM 226-TOTAL-ROUTINEo 
23~840 AOO 1 TO COLo 
23~850 659-EXIT. EXIT. 
234970 661-tONT-BUDGET. 
234880 AOO 0~-I<RK-FC llo PEAIOOI TO IIOW-TOTALo 
ZH890 661-EXIT, EXIT, 
235000 
215~01 
. 215002 
23500] 
235004 
235005 
235010 
235020 
2350)0 
235040 
Z15050 
235070 
235080 
235090 
135100 
23~110 
235120 
235130 
23~HO 
23 5150 
2BI60 
235.170 
235180 
235185 
Zl5190 
235191 
2UI92 
nnoo 
670-tO~T4-8UDGET. 
ADD I TO REPRTS. MOVE 'CONT-4' TO SC~-NJ I~EPRTSio 
MOVE '~UOGETED CONIRIBUTION STATE~ENT -• TO HEAD (RE,RTSI • 
MOVE 'PRODUCT AT TOT4L ORGANILATICN LEVEL' TO 
SUB-IIEAO !REPRTSJ, "OVE l TO SH IREPRTSlo 
COMPUTE INDEX-PG IREPRTSI • PAGE-~0 • lo 
PERFOR~ 210-CLEARING THRU 210-EXIT. MOVE 1 TO Uo 
PERFORM 672-CONT4-8UOGET THRU 673-EXIT VARYING ,aDO-NO 
FKOM I BY 1 U~TII. PROD-NO ) NQ-PROOo 
IIOVE 0 TO U. 
no-ExiT. rxn. 
672-tONT4-DUDGET, 
PERFORM 212-IIEhOING THRU 212-EliT. 
MOVE 'SCH~DULE CONT-4' TO SCHEOULE-NG-PRINTo 
MOVE PROOUCT-NA~E IPOOO-NOI TO PROD-"fAME-PR, 
IIOVE ' PRGnUCT AT TOTAL ORGANilATICN LEVEL' TO 
SUB-HEADING-PRINT. 
HOVE ' BUOGFTED CO~TRIBUTION STATE!IENT 1 TO 
aUDG~T-NAHE-P~INT, 
PERFORM 214-HEADING TH~U 214-EXIT, 
KOVE 'SAL £5' TO NAME-PRINT • 
PERFORM 675-CONT4-8UOGET THRU 675-EXIT VAIIVING PEIIIOD FRaN 
H 8Y 1 UNTIL PERIOD • Y OR PERIOD> ND-PEIIlOOS. 
KOYE l TO Lo PERFORII 216-REPORT-LINEo 
HOVE 0 TO L• PERFORM 202-DOLLAR-I.lNEo 
WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM RULING-LINE 15EC:I AFTER AOVAIItiii.G 
1 LINESo HOVE SPACES TO PRINT-LINE. 
HOVE 'VARIA~E C:OSTS 1 TO NAIIE-PRINTo NOVE l JO Lo rEAFa.N 
79 
4H4 
HloS 
4446 
4447 
4448 
4449 
4450 
H5l 
4452 
4453 
41o54 
4455 
41o56 
-4~57 
4458 
4459 
44t0 
4461 
4462 
44t) 
41ob4 
44t5 
41o66 
41o67 
4461 
4469 
4470 
4411 
H72 
H73 
4474 
4475 
4476 
,.,, 
4478 
4419 
44!0 
44!1 
4HZ 
Hdl 
44@ .. 
4H5 
44€6 
.. 87 
4481! 
41,89 
4490 
4491 
44'12 
4493 
4494 
4495 
4496 
4497 
4491 
4-1.99 
uoo 
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235110 216-REPORT-LPIE. 
235220 MOVE • PRODUCTION' TO NAKE-PRINT. 
215130 PERFO~M 677-CONT4-BU~GET THRU 678-EXIT YARYI~G PERIOO FROM 
215240 N BY 1 UNTIL PERIOD • Y OR PERIOD> NO-PERIODS. 
2H250 MOVE 2 TO Lo PERFORM 21h-OEPORT-t. I .. E. 
235260 MOVE 0 TO L. PERFORM 202-nOLLAR-LINE. 
215270 KOVE ' ~ARKETJNij' TO NA~F-PRINT. 
235215 KOVE 2 TO L, PEPFJRM 216-REPO~I-LI~E. 
215180 PERFO~~ 681-CONT4-BUOGET THRU 1>81-EXI T VARY lNG l FROII 1 IY 1 
235290 UNTIL l > 3. 
235100 MOVE ' TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS• TO TE~P-HOLD. 
215310 MOV~ l TU DOLLAR. PERFORM 218-TUTAL-LINE. 
235320 MOVE 'VARIABLE.HAOGIN' TO TEMP-HOLD. 
235330 PERFORM ZZZ-GRAIIO-TOUL-LJN!;. 
21~331 WRITE PRINT-liNE FROM RUliNG-LINE ISECI AFTER ADYANCI~~ 
235)32 l LINES. MOVE SPACES TO PRINT-LI~E. 
21~J•O ,ERFO~~ 26-WS-CLfhR THRU 26-EXIT. 
235150 IF PRJ:>-MF<;-FC-DATA (PROU-NOI • ZERO€ S AN(} 
235155 PRD-~~K-FC-DAfl IPRCO-Nlll • lEROESo GO TO 672-EXIT, 
21~!60 ROVE •FIXED COSTS' TO NAME-PRINT, MUVE 2 TO lo 
21~165 PERFORM 216-AfPORT-LINE. MOVE 0 TO LC. 
235110 IF PROO-~FG-FC-OATA IPROO-NOI NOT • ZERJES MOVE 
21 ~183 PRDOUC Tl C'l' TO NAME-PRJ NT, PE RFOR~ 687-CONT4-8UDGET 
215lQ' YARVI~C PERIOD FROM N BY I U~TIL PERIOD • Y OR PERIOD ) 
235•00 NO-PHIOuS, MOVE 2 TO L, PERFORM 211>-REPORT-lllo!Eo 
23~410 MOVE 0 TO Lo PEkFORM 202-00LLAR-LINE. 
235420 IF PRO-MR(-FC-DATA IPROO-NOI NUT • lEROES HOVE 
23~•15 MAR<ETlhG' TO NA•E-PRINT, ~OVE 2 TO Lo PERFOR'I 
235'30 211>-REPORT-LINEo PERFORM 6'11-CONT4-IIUOCET THRU 691-EXIT 
21;440 VARYI~G l FROM l BY l UNTIL l ) NO-MRK-FC-CLASSESo 
215450 IF lC > 3, MOVE ' TOTAl FIXED COSTS' TO TEMP-HOLD, 
2lS451 MOVE I TO DOlLAR, PERFORM 2U-TOUL-LINE, 
2)5470 1>72-t'XIT. EXIT. 
235430 673-tONT4-8UDGET, 
23H~O MOVE •·PRODUCT CONTRIIIUTION' TO TEMP-HOlD. 
235500 PERFORM 222-GRANO-TOTAl-LINE. PERfORM 219-RUliNGo 
215510 IF PERIOD> NO-PERIODS PERFORM 211-CLEARING THRU 211-EXIT 
2155H ~0 TO 613-EXJT ELSE PERFORM ZlS-SECrlON-ROUTI.,Eo GO TO 
215520 &72-CONH-Bl.ClGET • 
235550· ~73-EXIT. EX!r. 
215580 
235590 
215~~0 
235630 
2J5HO 
2351>50 
ZlSiobO 
2)5670 
675-tG~T,-SUDGET, 
MOVE PRODJCT-REVE~UE IPROD-NOo PERIOD! JO AMT-PR ICDLio SUS. 
ADD SU~ TO COL-GRANO-TOTAL ICOLio 
IF PERIOD • NO-PERIODS PERFORM .7.-CDHT4-BUDGET THRU 676-EXIT 
VARYING PERIOD FROM 1 BY l UNTIL PERIOD > NG-PERIOOSo 
PERFCRM 227-TOTAL-ROUTINEo 
ADO l TO COL, 
675-E XI T • EXIT • 
235690 .76-tOHT4-BUDGET. 
2J5700 ADD PROOUCT-REYEHUE lPROD-NOo PEAIOOI TO ROW-TOT~. 
2)5710 676-EXlTo EXIT. 
80 
4501 
4502 
450) 
4504 
4505 
45C6 
4507 
508 
509 
4510 
HI 
4512 
4513 
SH 
4515 
4516 
517 
4518 
519 
520 
o52l 
521 
523 
524 
525 
526 
527 
528 
529 
510 
Bl 
532 
53l 
534 
515 
536 
S37 
538 
539 
540 
541 
HZ 
543 
5~~ 
545 
546 
541 
548 
549 
550 
;51 
552 
Hl 
55<1. 
555 
556 
557 
AUG Zlol917 
235750 677-tONT4-RUOGET. 
235760 COMPUTE SUB ROUNDED • UNIT-SALES IPROD-NOo PERIOOI • 
235770 PRODUCT-STD-CDSJ IP-OD-NOI, 
2157QO 671-tONT4-BUDGETo 
235800 HOVE SUd TO A~T-PR ICOLio 
235Al0 ADD SUR TO COL-TOTAL ICOLI. SUBTRACT SU& FROM 
215620 COL-GRAND-TOTAL ICOllo 
235850 IF PERIOD • NO-PERIODS PERFORM 6T9-COHT4-IUOQET THRU 679-EXlf 
215860 VARYI~G PERIOD FROR l IY l UNTIL 'IRIOO ) NO-PERI00$0 
235870 PERFORM 226-TDTAL-ROUTiNEo 
235880 ADD l TO COL. 
235890 671-fXIT, EXIT, 
235'110 679-tO~T,-BUOGET. 
215920 PERFORM 677-CONT4-IUDGETo 
235930 ADO SUA TO ROW-TOTAL. 
235940 479-EXIf. EXIT. 
2HOOO 
2HOIO 
236020 
236010 
236040 
236050 
236060 
236090 
2HIOO 
236105 
23fll 0 
236120 
236170 
2Jblij0 
236190 
236200 
23~210 
Ul-tOPH4-BWGE T • 
IF PRODUCT-MRK-VC-DAT4 IPA00-~0, ll • ZEROES ~D TO 681-EXIlo 
MOVE MRK-VC-NAME· Ill TO SUS-NAME. 
PERFORM 681-CO~T4-8UDGET THRU 683-EXIT VARYING PERIOD F~N 
N BY l U~TIL PERIOD • Y OR PERIOD ) NO-PERIOOSo 
MOVE l TO lo PERFORM 216-REPORT-LINE. 
6Bl-EXIT. EXIT. 
6U-tOPH4-8UOGE T. 
MOVE PROOlJCT-MRK-YC CPROD-NOo Zo PERl 001 TO AMT-PR lCOUo 
sue. 
ADO SUB TO COL-TOTAL ICOLI. SUBTRACT SUB FROM 
COl-GRAND-TOTAL !COLI, 
IF PERIOO • NO-PERIODS PERFORM 615-CONT4-8UO,ET THRU 6•5-E.IT 
VARYING PERIOD FROM l IY 1 UNTIL PERIOD > NG-PERIODSo 
PERFORM 22.-TDTAL-ROUTINEo 
AOU 1 TO,COL. 
683-E XIT, EXIT, 
236220 6BS-tONT4-8UOGET. 
236230 ADO r~OOUCT-MRK-YC lrROO-NOo z, PERIOOI TO RON-TOTAL. 
236240 685-EKIT. EXIT. 
236250 687-tDNT4-8UDG£To 
236260 ROY£ PROO-MfG-FC IPROD-NO, PERIOD! TO AMT-PR CCDLio SU •• 
236270 ADO SUB TO COL-TOTAL ICDLJ. SUBTRACT SUB FROM 
2}6280 COL-GRAND-TOT4L CCOL I• 
236330 IF PERIOD • NO-PER !ODS PERFORM 689-C:OHT4-.UDGET lHAU 619-IXlf 
2)6340 VARYING PERIOD FROM 1 BY l UNTIL PERIGO ) ~EaiOOSo 
2l6l50 PEAFCIIUt ZZ ... TOTIIL•ROIITINEo 
w 
w 
N 
11 
~558 
~559 
H60 
~561 
~HZ 
HO 
4564 
4565 
~5f6 
4567 
4568 
4569 
4570 
4511 
4572 
457) 
~H~ 
4515 
4576 
4HT 
4578 
4H9 
45!0 
4581 
4582 
45!) 
458~ 
4585 
~5!6 
45e7 
45d8 
~SB9 
45~0 
4591 
4592 
4593 
4594 
4595 
4596 
45Q7 
4598 
4599 
4600 
4601 
4602 
4603 
4604 
H05 
4606 
4607 
46C8 
4609 
4610 
.46.11 
4612 
461) 
4614 
lto.u.oa AUG 2hl971 
236360 ADD l TO COL. 
236370 687-EXI T • EXIT • 
Z36l?O 689-tC~T4-~UUGET. 
23f400 ADO PROO-MFG-FC IPROD-~0, PEAIOOI TO ROW-TOTAL. 
236410 689-EXIT. EXIT. 
23~430 691-t0NT4-BUOGET, 
236HO If PROD-~·~-FC-OlTA CPROD-NO, Zl • ZEROES, GO TO 691-EXlTo 
23f450 HOVE MRK-FC-NAME Cll TO SUB-NAME. 
236460 PERFORM 693-CONT4-BUOGET THRU 693-EXIT VARYING PERIOD fRDH 
236470 N SY I UNTIL .PE~IOO • Y DR PERIOD) NO-PERIODS. 
236480 HOVE I TO lo PERFORM 216-REPORT-LINEo 
2364il IF LC • J, HOVE 0 TO lo PERFORM 202-GOLLAR-LINEo 
236490 691-EXIT. EXIT. 
2J6500 693-tO'IH-RIJOGET. 
23f510 MOVE PROOUCT-HRK-FC CPROO-NO, le PERIOOI TO AMT-PR CCOLit 
236520 SU6. lUD SUB T~ COL-TOTAL ICOLio SUBTRACT SUB FROM 
82 
4615 
4616 
4h11 
618 
634 
635 
1>)6 
236530 COL-GRAI\0-TOTAL (COLI. 
236580 IF PERIO~ • NO-PERIODS PERFORM 
236590 VARYI~G PERIOD FROM 1 BV 1 
4631 
69S-CONn-&UDGET THRU U5-EX IT 6 38 
UNTIL PERIOD > NG-PERlDDS, 39 
236600 PERFORM 226-TOTAL-ROUTINEo 
236610 AOO I TO COlo 
236620 693-EXIT. EXIT. 
216640 695-tONT~-BUOGET. 
236650 ADO PROOUCT-M~K-fC IPROO-NO, z, PERIODI TO ROW-TOTAlo 
236660 695-EXIT. EXIl. 
236750 
2HH5 
236756 
236757 
236758 
236759 
236760 
236790 
236800 
236810 
236820 
236830 
2368~0 
236850 
236860 
236810 
236815 
236816 
;uol90 
2)6900 
700-t0NT7-BUOGET o 
If N0-0 l>tER-1 NC • 0 AND NO-OTHER-EXP • 0 GO TO 701-EXlf o 
ADO l TO REPRTS. ~OVE •CONT-1' TO SCH-NO IREPRTSio 
MOVE '8UUGET OF OTHER INCOME AND OTHER EXPENSES' TO 
HEAD CREPRTSJ. 
COMPUTE I~OcX-PG CREPRTSI • PAGE-NO • 1. 
PERFORM 210-CLEARING THRU 210-EXIT, 
701-tCNT7-BU~GETo 
PERFORM ZIZ-HEAOI ~G TttRU 212-EXIT. 
MOVE •SCHEDULE CO'iT-7' TO SCHEOULE-ND-PRINT. 
MOVE 'BUOvET OF OTHER INCOME AND OTHER EXPENSES' TO 
BUDGf r-,.AHE-PR INT. 
PERFORM 21~-HEAOING THRU 21~EXIT. 
IF NO-OTHER-INC > 0 PERFORM 705-CONT7-BUDGET THRU 705-EXITo 
IF NO-OTHER-EXP ) 0 PERFORM 71~-CONT7-BUOGET THRU 715-EXITo 
IF NO-OTHER-INC > 0 A.'IO NG-OTHE'I-EXP > Oo MOY.E 'NET AKOUNT' 
TO TEMP-HOLO, PERFORM 2Z2-GRAI>O-TOTAL•liHEe PERFORM 
219-RULING. 
IF PERIOD > NO-PERIODS GO TO 701•ElCIT ELSE PERFORM 
Z15-SECTION-IOUT1Nf GO TO 701-tONTT•IUOGETo 
640 
6~1 
642 
643 
644 
645 
46~6 
647 
AUG Zlol977 
236940 701-EXIT, EXIT, 
237060 705-tONT7-BUOGET. 
237090 MOVE 'OTHlR INCOHE' TO NAH£-PRINT. HJVE 2 TO lo PERFO~M 
237100 216-REPORT-LINE. HOVf •---- ---• TO NAHE-PII.IIilTo 
2H102 HOVE l TO Lo PERFORM 216-REPORT-LINE, MOVE 0 TO lt 
237110 PERFQRM 707-CONT7-BUDGET THRU 707-EXIT VARYING l FROM I IY 
237120 UNTIL l > NG-OTHER-INC. 
2]7130 IF LC ) 2, MOVE ' TOTAL OTHER I PiCOME' TO TEMP-~0, 
237140 MOVE I TO DOllAR, PERFO~M 218-TOTAl.-LI'iEo 
237145 IF ND-OTHER-EXP > Q, WRITE PRINT-li~E fkOH RULING-LINE ISEtJ 
2171~6 AFTER ADVANCING 1 LINES, MOVE SPACES TO PRINT-LINE. 
237147 IF NO-OTHER-EXP • Oo PERFORM 219-RULINGo 
231155 PERFORM Z6-WS-CLEAR THRU 26-EXITo 
237160 705-EXITo EXJI, 
237250 707-tO~T7-BUOGET. 
237260 MCYE OTHER-INC-NAME IZI TO NA~E-PRINTo 
237270 PERFORM 709-CONT7-8UDGET THII.U 709-EXIT VARYING PERIOO FIOM 
237280 N BY l UNTIL PERIOD • Y OR PERIOO >NO-PERIODS. 
237290 MOVE 1 TO Lo PERFORM 216-REPORT-LI~E THRU 217-EXIT. 
237291 IF LC • 1o MOVE 0 TO lo PERFORM ZOZ-DCLLAR-LINEo 
237300 701-EXIT. EXIT. 
237)60 
237 310 
237380 
217420 
237430 
231440 
237450 
2lH60 
709-CONTT-BUOGET. 
MOVE OTHER~INC-AMT llo PERIOOI TO AHT-PR ltOLie SU&o 
ADO SUB TO COL-TOTAL CCOLI. ADO SUB T D tOL-GIIANG-TOT AL ltOllo 
IF PERIOD • NO-PERIO~S PERFORM 711-CONT7-8UOOET THII.U 711-(Xlf 
VARYING PERIOD FROM 1 BY I UNTIL PERIGO > NG-PERIODSt 
PERFORM 221-TOTAL-ROUTINE THRU 221-EXITo 
ADO I TO COL. -
709-fXITo fXI To 
23 H TO 7ll-tONT7-BUOGET • 
237480 ADO OTHER-INC-AMT llt PERIOOI TO ROW-TOTAL. 
237490 711-EKIT. EXIT. 
237500 
237510 
231520 
237522 
237530 
237540 
237550 
237560 
231561 
237~70 
ZU510 
715-tONT7-RUOGET. 
MOVE 'OTHER EXPENSES' TO NAME-PRINT. MOVE 3 TO Lt PE~FORM 
216-REPORT-llNEo MOVE •---- ----• TO NAIIE-PRIItiT, 
MOVE l TO Lo PERFORM 216-REPOKT-LINE, MOVE 0 TO LC 
PERFORM 117-CO'IT7-BUOGET THRU 717-EXIT VARYING 1 FROII l AY l 
UNTIL Z > NO-OTHER-EXPo 
IF LC ) z, MOVE t TOTAL OTHER E ~PENSES' TO fEIII'-IIOLDt 
IIOVE 1 TO DOLLAR, PERFORM 211-TOT AL.•L 1Nie 
IF NO-OTHER-INC • O, PERfORM 219-RULI~ 
PERFO~M 26-MS-OLEAR THRU 2.-EXITo 
11'-EKITo EXIT. 
237590 717-GDNT7-&UDGETo 
237600 IIOYE OTHiR•IXI'-MNI Ul TO H'"E-PRINT • 
w 
w 
w 
83 
~672 
46H 
467~ 
~675 
46U. 
4677 
~678-
4679 
~650 
4681 
4'682 
o46BJ 
~6H 
41>85 
14616 
.. 6al 
lo68B 
"-689 
4690 
4691 
46~2 
46H 
4694 
<.695 
<.696 
46n 
4698 
~699 
4700 
4701 
4102 
470) 
470.. 
"OS 
4706 
4707 
4H8 
47C9 
~110 
~111 
io712 
471) 
4714 
4715 
.. 71~ 
4111 
lollS 
411'1 
~720 
4721 
4122 
47Zl 
4724 
•0725 
472• 
Hll 
.u.u 
231610 
2J7620 
2316l5 
231630 
237640 
231660 
Z376 70 
23768J 
237690 
237730 
ZHHO 
237150 
237160 
237770 
AUG 23ol971 
PERFORM 719-CONI7-8UOGET THRU 719-EXIT VARYING PE~IOO 
~ BY 1 UNTil PERIOD • Y OR PERIOD > HO-PERIOOS, 
~OVE I TO l. PERFORM 216-REPORT-LINE, 
IF lC ·• 1, HOVE 0 TO lo PERFORM 202-0CllAR-li~E. 
717-fXIT. EXII. 
719-tO~T7-BUDCET, 
HOVE OT~ER-EXP-AMT IZo PERIOD! TO AHT-PR ICOllo SUB, 
AOD SUB TO COl-TOTAl !COLI. SUBTRACT SUB FR~ 
COL-GRANO-TOTAL I COL I, 
fROII 
If PE~IOD • NO-PERIODS PERFORM 721-COHT7-6UOGET THRU 721-EXIT 
VARYI~G PERIOD FROM 1 BY 1 UNTIL PERIOD·> Ho-PERIOOSt 
PERFORM 226-TOTAl-ROUTIHE. 
ADD 1 TO COl. 
719-fXIT, EXIT. 
2377!0 721-tO~T7-BUOGET. 
237790 ADO OTHER-EXP-AMT IZo PERIOD! TO ROw-TOTAL, 
ZJ7800 7Z1-EXIT. EXIT. 
ZH820 
Zl1821 
217a2Z 
237823 
Z378}0 
237850 
217860 
237070 
23 7880 
2l1B90 
237910 
231920 
217930 
2H9Jl 
231HZ 
237~40 
237.9-'>G 
2)1900 
237970 
Z) 1980 
231.990 
naryoo 
238010 
2JBOZO 
2111010 
2H040 
238045 
2li050 
238051 
UIOSZ 
730-CBL-!VDGET. 
ADO 1 TO REPRTS, MOVE 1 CB-l' TOSCH-NO IRE,RTSio 
MOVE •CASH BUDGET• TO HEAD IREPRTSI, 
CO~PUTE INOEX-PG IREPRTSI • P4GE-r«J + 1. 
PERFORII 210-tlEARING THRU 210-EXIT. 
731-tBl-HEAOING. 
PERFORM 212-HEADI~G THRU 212-FXIT. 
HOVE ' SCHEDULE CB-1 ' TO SCHEDULE-ND-PRI~T. 
MOVE • CASH BUDGET' TO IIUOGET-NAME-,JIINT • 
PERFORM 21~-HEAOING THRU 21~-EXIT, 
732-tBl-BUOGET, 
IIOVE 'BUOGETEO CAS" RECEIPTS' 10 NAME-PRINT, 
MOVE 2 TO lo PERFORM Zl6-REPORI-tiNE. 
MOVE •-------- ---- --------• 10 N4ME-PRINT. "OVE l TO lo 
PERFORM 216-PEPORI-liNE. 
MOVE •CAS4 SALES' 10 NAME-PRINT. 
PERF.ORM 7l~-CB1-BU~GEI THRU 7J5-EXII VARYING PERIOD FROM N 
BY I UNTIL PER 100 • y. OR PERIO~ >NO-PERIODS. 
MOVE 1 10 lo PERFOR• 216-REPORT-LINE, 
MOVE 0 IU lo PERFORM 202-00LLAR-LINE. 
MOVE 'ACTS REC. COLLECTIONS' 10 ~A~E-PRINT. 
PERFORM H9-CBI-BU%ET IHRU 739-EXII v•R.YING PERIOD fROII H 
BY I UNTIL PERIOD • Y OR PERIOD> NO-PERIODS, 
MOVE 1 TO L, PERFORM 216-REPORT-LI~E. 
If NO-DT,.,fR-tR > 0 PERF'OAN 74l-tB1-8VOGET THRU 743-EIIIT 
VARYI~G Z FRO~ 1 BY I U~Til Z >- N~THER-tR. 
IIOVE ' TOTAL C:AS.H II.ECE IPTS' TO TEMP.~HOLDo 
MOVE 1 TO DOLlAR, PERFOII.H 2i8-TOTAL-LIHEo 
IIRITE PRIIIT-LINE FROM !lULING-LINE ISECI AfTER AOVAIICING 
1 LINES. IIOVE SP"ES TO 'RIHT-l.lNE• 
84 
4 7 2'1 
41]0 
413l 
4nz 
41)] 
1]~ 
4735 
47)6 
731 
4738 
739 
140 
HI 
HZ 
743 
14~ 
745 
/46 
147 
HS 
749 
750 
151 
752 
Hl 
754 
755 
151> 
1~1 
758 
759 
760 
761 
762 
Hl 
1M 
765 
766 
767 
768 
169 
770 
Ill 
772 
71) 
114 
71S 
716 
177 
778 
17'1 
780 
781 
HZ 
78J 
78 .. 
lU 
238051 
ZJBC60 
230010 
238080 
23d0~0 
238091 
neon 
238100 
238110 
238120 
Zl8130 
238140 
238150 
238160 
2381 70 
2381"0 
2381 ~0 
238200 
238210 
2lA2ZO 
2381 JO 
23d740 
·238250 
238260 
238210 
Z38280 
238290 
238300 
238101 
Z3830Z 
238103 
ZlBJ04 
238310 
238])0 
Zl8140 
ZHlbO 
238165 
2381 ro 
B8ld0 
218390 
2)8400 
238410 
238415· 
238470 
2384)0 
23 8440 
238450 
23 84 51 
238460 
238470 
238460 
2384'10 
238495 
2l8496 
238520 
231530 
2)8540 
AUG Uol 977 
MOVE 0 TO GRAND-TOTAl. 
PERFORM Z6-WS-CLEAR THRU 26-EXIT, 
If Ll~f-COUNT > 41 PERFOII.M 7ll-CB1-HEAOING. 
'lOVE 0 6!JUGETEO CASH PAYMENTS' TO NA"E-PRINT. 
NOVE 2 TU Lo PEMFOR~ 216-RlPORI-liNE, 
HOVE '-------- ---- --------• TO ~AKE-PRINTo MOVE l TO lo 
PE•FORM 216-REPORT-LINE. 
MOVE •CASH PUII.CHASES' TO NAKE-PRI~T. 
PERFO~M 749-CBl~BUOGET THRU 749-EXIT VARYING PEIIIDO FIIOII N 
BY 1 UNTIL PfRIOO • Y OR PERICO > NO-PERIODS, 
MOVE 1 TO L, PERFOR~ 216-REPOqT-LI~E. 
MOVE 0 10 lo PERFOR~ 202-00LLAII.-L I~E. 
HOVE 'DIRECT LAROR COSTS' TU N4•E-PRINI. 
PERFORM 753-CB1-8UOGET THRU 7Sl-EXIT VARYING PERIOD FADII II 
BY 1 UNTil PERIOD • Y OR PERIOD> ~J-PERIOOS • 
HOVE I TO Lo PFRFOe~ 216-REPORT-li~E. 
HnVE 'ACTS. PAYAUlE PAYME~TS' 16 NAME-PPI~T. 
PERFORM 757-CB1-BUOGET THRU 757-EXII VA~YING PERIOD- FJIDII N 
BY 1 U~rtL P[RIOO • Y OR..PER.IGO > NO-HRIOOS. 
MOVE 1 TO lo PERFORM 216-REPORI-li~E. 
IF NO-OTHER-CO> 0 PERFO~M 761-CBL-BUOGCT THRU 761-fXlT 
VARYING l FROM 1 BY 1 UNIIL l > ND-OTHER-COo 
IF LINE-CUU'H > ~6 PERFORM 731-CBl-HEA01NGo 
MOVE • IUIAL CASH PAYHF~TS' 10 TEM?-HOLO. 
HOVE 1 TO DOLLAR, PER~OR~ 218-TOIAL-LI~E. 
IF liNE-COUNT > ~1 PERFO~• 732-CSl-BUOGET. 
MOVE 'NET CASH FLOW' 10 TEMP-HOLD. 
PERFORM 222-GR.ND-IOTAl-ll'lE. 
MOVE •--- ---- ----'• TO NA.~E-PRINT. HOVE 1 TO L. 
PERFORM 216-PEPO~l-LINE. 
WRITE PRINT-LINE FRO~ RULI~G-li~E ISECI AFTE• ADVANCING 
0 LINES. 'lOVE SPACES TU PRI'll-ll"'f• 
IF N • 1, MOVE 2 TO fND-PfRIOD, flSE MUVE 8 TO END-PERIOD. 
PE~FORM 767-CBI-BUOGET THRU 767-EXII VARYI~G PE~IOO FROM H 
BY 1 UNTIL PfRIOD • Y OR PERICO > NU-PfRIODSo 
MOVE 1 AOD: BEGINNING BALANCE' TO NAME-PRl..,T. 
HOVE 1 10 COL, 
PERFORM 769-CBI-BUOGEI THRU 769-EXIT VARYING ~£~100 FROM II 
HY 1 UNTIL PERIOD • Y OR PERIOD> NO-PERIODS.; 
MOVE 2 TO Lo PERFOPH 216-REPORT-LI..,E. 
MOVE •DFDUCI: ENDING RALANCE' TO NAME-PRIIIT, 
CO~PUTE l • N + 1. COMPUTE X s Y • 1. 
COMPVIE END-PERI~O • NO-PERIOOS + I. 
PERFORM 771-tBl-BUDGEI IHRU 771-EXIT VlRYI~C PERIOD FROM 
Z BY 1 U~TIL PERIOD • X OR PE•IJO > E~O-PERIOO. 
MOVE I TO lo PERFORM Z 16-REPORT-LI"IE. 
WRITE PRI'lT-LINE FRO~ RULING-LINE liECI AFTER ADVANCING 
l LINES. MOVE SPACES TO PRINT-LINE. 
MOVE 'REQUIRED FINANCING' TO NA~E-P~I~T. 
PERFORM 77l-CBI-8UOGET THRU 774-EXIT VARYING PE~IOD FAa- II 
BY 1 UNTil PER 100 • Y OR PERIOD > NO-PEIIIOOSo 
IIOVE Z TO L, PERfORM 216-REPORT-LINE. 
WRITE PRI~T-LINE fROH RULIN~-LI~E ISECI AFTER ADYAN(IHG 
0 LINES. MOVE SPACES TO PRINT-LIIIEo PERfORH 219-1\ULlNG. 
If PERIOD > HO-PEIIlODS GO TO 73Z~I!Xtr ElU PERFGM 
2&5-SEC:TIO~-ROUTINEo GO TO 7J1-ti1-KEAOlNG. 
732-EXlTo EXIT, 
85 
4 7!6 
4H7 
47!5 
4789 
4 7~0 
4791 
4 792 
... 793 
4794 
47~5 
47~6 
4797 
4198 
4H9 
4800 
... 801 
48C2 
4803 
4804 
"'805 
4806 
48C7 
4808 
48 C9 
4810 
4811 
4812 
481] 
4814 
4815 
... 816 
.. 817 
4818 
4819 
4820 
4821 
4~12 
4821 
4824 
4825 
4826 
4~11 
4828 
4829 
48 lO 
48~1 
48]2 
48 '!J 
48~ 
4835 
4dl6 
4837 
4831 
4839 
4840 
4141 
414.2 
AUG 23,1971 86 
239250 
23'176D 
2392 70 
Zl928a 
239290 
239300 
239310 
239320 
735-<91-BUOGE T, ~~~; 
KOVE CASH-SALES IPER 1001 TO A~T-PR I COLI, SUllo 4B~b 
ADO SUB Tn COl-TOTAl I COli, ADD SUR T 0 COl-GRAND-TOTAl. ICOli,'48H 
IF PERICD • NO-PERIODS PERFORM 737-C&l-BUDCET THRU 737-EXIT 8~8 
VARYING PERIOD FI\OM I BY l UNTIL PEl\ IOD ) NQ-,EitiODSo 9~9 
PERFO~M 228-TOTAL-ROUTINE THRU 228-EXIT, •850 
ADO l TO COLo o85l 
735-EXIT, EXIT. 852 
2393 .. 0 737-<BI-BUOGfTo 
239350 ADD CASH-SALES IPERIOOI TO ROW-TOTAL, 
239160 737-EXIT, EXIT. 
239380 
23939D 
219400 
239 .. 10 
239420 
23941D 
219440 
219450 
739-(BI-BUOGE T, 
MOVE AC-REC-COLL.ECTIONS IPE~IOOI TO AMT-PA ltOLio SUS. 
ADO SUR TO COL-TOTAL I COLI. ADO SUB T 0 COL-IiUND-TOTAI. I COL 1. 
IF PERIOD • NO-PERIODS PERFDRH 741-CB1-BUDGET THRU 741-EXIT 
VARYitlC PERIOD FROH I BY 1 U~TIL PERIOD) NQ-PEitiOOS, 
PERFORM 228-TOTAL-ROUTINE THRU 228-EXIT, 
ADO 1 TO COL. 
739-EXIT, EXIT. 
239470 741-tBt-euooeT. 
21~~80 ADD lC-REC-COLLECTIONS CPERIODI TO ROw-TOTAL, 
239490 741-EXIT, EXIT. 
239~00 
ll951 0 
239520 
239530 
23S540 
239550 
239560 
219570 
239580 
239590 
239600 
2 ]';61 0 
239620 
239610 
2396 .. 0 
743-<61-8UOGET, 
MOVE OTHER-CP-NAKE IZI TO NlME~PRI~T. 
PERFORM 745-t81-BUOGET THRU 745-EXIT VARYING PERIOD FROM N 
BY 1 UNTIL PERIOD • Y OR PERICO > NO-PERIODS. 
~OVE 1 TO Lo PERFORM 216-REPORT-liNE. 
If LINE-COUNT > 46 PERFORM 731~CB1-HEADINC, 
743-EXIT. EXIT. 
745-CB I-BUDGET, 
HOVE OTHE~-CR-AMT llo PER·IOOI TO A>IT-PR ICOllo SUS, 
ADO SUB TO COl-TOTAL I COLI, AOD SUB T 0 COL-GR.,.D-TOTAL CCQl.J, 
IF P~RIOD • NO-PERIODS PERFORM 747-CB1-8UDCET THRU 747-EXIT 
VAPYitlG PERIOD FROM I &Y 1 UNTIL PERIOD) NO-'EIIIDDSo 
PERFOR~ 228-TOTAL-ItDUTINE THRU .228-EXITo 
ADD 1 TO COLo 
745-EXIT. EXIT, 
239660 747-tB1-8UO~ET. 
219670 ADD DTHER-CR-AAT llo 'ERIODI TO RGW-TOTA4o 
.239680 747-fXIT. EXIT. 
.Zlt700 749-C&l-BUDGETo 
853 
854 
855 
851.> 
asr 
8~8 
859 
860 
861 
862 
Btl 
Bf4 
865 
816 
867 
868 
819 
810 
RH 
8 72 
813 
i 74 
s 75 
876 
b17 
8 78 
d 79 
88D 
181 
882 
88) 
884 
H5 
886 
887 
888 
J89 
890 
891 
892 
d93 
894 
8~5 
896 
897 
au 
1199 
239110 
239720 
219725 
2H130 
239140 
239750 
239760 
239170 
AUG 23o1971 
KOVE CASt!-PURCHlSES IPERIODI TO AMT-PR IC:JLio SU8o 
ADO SUB TO COl-TOTAL ICOLI. SUBTRACT SU& FROH 
c·ol-GRlt.O-TOTAL !COLI. 
IF PERIOD • NO-PERIODS PERFORH 751-t&l-BUDGET THAU T5l-EXIT 
VARYING PERIOD FROM 1 BY l UNTIL 'fR10D ) NQ-P£Rl00So 
PERFORM 226-TOTAL-ROUTIMfo 
ADD 1 TO COL. 
749-EXIT. EXIT. 
239790 751-CB1-RUOGET. 
23~800 AOD CASH-PURCHASES CPERIODI TO ROw-TOTAL. 
23'1810 751-EXITo EXIT. 
23~830 753-tBI-BUDCET, 
239840 HOVE DIRECT-LABOR-COSTS IPERIODI TO AHT-PR ICOLio SU8o 
239850 ADO SUS TO COL-TOTAL C COL J,- SUBTRACT SUB F~OH 
239855 COl-GRAND-TOTAL ICOLio 
239860 IF PERIOO • NQ-PERIOOS PERFORM 755-Cil-BUDGET THitU TS5-EXIT 
2H870 VARYit;G PERIOD FROH l BY 1 UICTIL 'fRIOO ) NG-,EitllOS. 
23~880 PERFORM 226-TOTAL-ROUTINEo 
239R90 AOO I TO COlo 
239900 753-EXIT. EXIT, 
239920 755-t81-BUDCET, 
239930 ADO DIREC T-LABOR-<OSTS CPERIODI TO ROw-TOTAL. 
239940 755-EXIT. EXIT. 
239960 
239HO 
21'>900 
239985 
239990 
240000 
240010 
240020 
2 .. 0030 
757-<81-BUDCET, 
MOVE AC-PAY-PYMTS IPERIOOI TO AMT-PR ICOLio SU8o 
ADO SUB TO COL-TOTAL I COLI. SUBTRACT SUB· FROM 
COl-C~ANO-TOTAl ICOLio 
IF PERIOD • NO-PERIODS PERFORM 759-C81-BUDGET THRU 759-EXlT 
VARYING PERIOD FROH 1 BY l UNTIL PEitlOD ) No-PERilDS. 
PERFORM 226-TOTAL-ROUTINE. 
ADD I TO COL, 
757-EXIT. EXIT. 
2400SO 759-tBI-BUDGET, 
2 .. 0060 ADD AC-PAY-PYMTS IPEI\IODI TO ROW-TOTAL, 
24D070 759-EX1To EXIT. 
240090 
240100 
240110 
24012D 
240130 
240140 
240150 
71>1-tBl-BUDGET • 
1f LINE-COUNT > 46 PERFORH 731-CB1-HEADINGo 
MOVE OTHER-CD-NAME Ill TO NAME-PI\INTo 
PERFORM 71>3-tBl-IUDGET THRU 76)-E X1 T VARYING PERIOD F-,011 II 
~y l UNTIL PE~IOD • Y OR PEitlDD ) ND-PERIOOSo 
MOVE 1 TO Lo PERFOAA 21.-REPOitT-LINEo 
761-EXITo EXITo 
140110 l·~ll-8U0Gifo 
17 
4900 
.. 9 01 
.,nz 
4903 
4904 
4905 
49Cb 
49(7 
49C8 
4909 
4910 
4911 
4912 
4913 
4914 
4915 
4916 
4917 
4918 
4919 
4920 
H21 
4922 
491) 
4924 
io925 
4921> 
4927 
4928 
4929 
49)0 
4911 
4932 
4933 
HH 
49)5 
4936 
4131 
4938 
4939 
4940 
4941 
4942 
io9H 
4944 
49.S 
49io6 
4947 
4'148 
4949 
4950 
4951 
4952 
4953 
4954 
4955 
4956 
240180 
240190 
HCI~5 
240200 
240210 
240220 
240230 
24C2io0 
14.42.08 lUG 23,1977 
~OVE OTHER-CO-l~T IZ, PERIOD) TO AHT-PR ltOLio SU&o 
ADD SUB TO COL-TOTAL CCOllo SU8TRltT SUB fROM 
CC_L-GRAI.O-TOTAL CCCLI • 
IF PERIOD • NO-PERIODS PERFORM 765-CBl-BUDGET THRU 765-EXIT 
VARYI~G PERIOD fRO~ 1 BY 1 UNTIL PERIOD) ND-,ERIDDSo 
PERFORM 226-TOTAL-ROUTINE. 
ADO 1 TO COL. 
763-EX IT • EX IT. 
88 
957 
49 58 
95? 
4~60 
49bl 
49t2 
4963 
~64 
965 
4966 
240250 765-(81-AUOGET. 967 
49f8 
4969 
4970 
240260 AOD OTHER-CD-AHT IZ, PERIOOI TO ROW-TOTAL. 
240270 765-EXIT. EXIT. 
240290 
240330 
24CHO 
240320 
24Ql30 
240340 
240350 
240360 
240380 
240390 
240400 
240410 
240420 
240440 
24Cl'o50 
240460 
240470 
2404 eo 
240490 
2~0500 
2~0510 
H0511 
2~0510 
240521 
HC5l3 
24CH5 
HC527 
240530 
24CHO 
240550 
240602 
24060] 
24C604 
240605 
767-(81-Btr.>GET. 
971 
't(J72 
973 
49H 
FINANCING IPERIODio 4975 
tO~PUTE CASH-OIFF • COL-TOTAL ltOLl • CASH-BALANCE IPERIODI 
-CASH-BALANCE IEND-PERIOOI. 
IF CASH-OIFF < O, HOVE CASH-OIFF TO 
IF CASH-OIFF "OT < Oo ADO CASH-DIFF 
CASH-BALANCE IEND-PERIOOJ. 
ADO 1 TO COL. ADO 1 TO END-PERIOD. 
767-EXIT. EXIT. 
769-(81-BUOGET. 
TO 49 76 
4977 
4978 
4979 
49f0 
4981 
49 ~2 
HOVE CASH-BALANCE IPERIODI TO A~T-PR ICOLI. 
IF PERIOD • NO-PERIODS HOVE CASH-BALANCE Cll 
ADD I TO COL. 
4983 
TO TOTAL-,RlNT. 4" 84 
4985 
769-EXIT. EXIT. 
711-cBt-AUOGET. 
HOVE CAS>t-BALANCE IPERIOOI TO A~T-PR ICOLio 
IF PERIOJ • NO-PERIODS HOVE CASH-BALANCE IEN~'ERIODI TO 
TOTAL-PRINT. 
ADO I TO COL. 
711-EXIT. exiT. 
17l-CB1-8UOCET. 
IF FINANCI~G IPERIOOI • O, HOVE ' NIL ' TO 
RULING ISEC, COL), ADD 1 TO CCl., CO TO 77l-EXITo 
MO~E FINANCING IPERiODI- TO AHT-PR ICOLI. 
~OVE • S • TO RULING ISEC, COLI. 
ADO 1 TO COL. 
173-EXIT_. EXIT. 
174-<at-BUOGET. 
IF PERIOD • NO-PERIODS PERFOR~ 775-t&l-BUDGET TNRU 77S-EXIT 
VARYING PERIOD FRDH -1 BY 1- UNTIL PERIOD > ND-'ERIODS, 
MOVE ROw-TOTAL TO TOTAL-PRINT. 
IF PERIOD ) ND-PERIODS AND ROW-TOTAL ) O, HOVE 
S ·' TO TOT At-RULE-PR I SEC lo 
If 'ERIOO ) NO-'ERIOOS ANO ROw-TOTAL • o, MOVE 
0 NIL ' TO TOTAL-RULE-PR ISECia 
49l!6 
'187 
9 88 
9f9 
990 9n 
992 
993 
994 
'195 
996 
9H 
t'l99 
999 
oco 
001 
102 
5103 
004 
5005 
5.J06 
007 
008 
50C9 
5010 
011 
012 
oa 
14.42.01 AUG Uol971 
240606 774-EXIT. EXIT. 
240607 775-CBl-dUOGETo 
240608 ADO FINANCING I PElt IDOl TO ROW-TOTAL. 
2~0610 775-EXIT. EXIT. 
240610 
240630 
'240640 
240650 
240600 
240670 
240680 
240690 
2~C700 
240710 
21oC720 
24C130 
2407 50 
240160 
240765 
240710 
24C780 
24C790 
2401~5 
24CROO 
240900 
241000 
H1010 
241015 
241020 
241030 
241040 
Hl050 
241060 
2410 70 
241080 
241090 
241100 
241110 
Hll20 
241130 
241160 
241170 
241180 
21oll<10 
241195 
241200 
241210 
780-1 NOEX • 
PERFOR~ 782-INOEX-wEAD THRU 782-EXIT. 
PERFORM 785-INOEX THRU 786-EXIT VARYING N FROM 1 IY 1 UNflL 
N > REPRTS. 
780-EXIT. EXIT. 
712-INDEX-HEAO. 
MOVE SPACES TO BUOGET-NAHE-PRINT. 
HOVE ' .REPORT INDEX' TO IJUDGET-fiiAHE-,RIIIf • 
WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM HEAOIN~-LINE-Z AFTER ADVANCING 
TO-TOP-OF-PAGE. HOVE SPACES TO PRINT-LINE. SCH-LifiiEa 
MOVE '1ST REPORT OF SET' TO SCH-PC. 
WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM SCti-LINE AFTER ADVANCING S LINES. 
HOVE SPACES TO PRINT-LI~E, SCH-LI~. 
MOVE ' SCHEDULE' TO SCHNO, 
HOVE ' APPEARS ON' TO SCH-PG. 
WRITE PRI~T-LINE FROM SCH-LINE AFTER AOVA"CING 1 LINES. 
HOVE SPACES TO PRINT-LINE, SCH-LINE. 
HOVE ' NUMBER' TO SCHNO, 
MOVE • REPORT SET' TO 
SCH-T I TLE-PR, HOVE ' PAGE f' TO SCH-,G. 
WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM SCH-LINE AFTER ADVANCING 1 Ll~So 
HOVE SPACES TO PRINT-LINE, SCH-LINE. 
HOVE ' ----------• TO SCHNO, 
HOVE •-----------------• TO 
SCH-PGt MOVE •-----------------------• 
TO SCti-TI TLE-PR. 
WRITE PRINT-LINE fROM SCH-LINE AFTER ADVANCING 1 LINES. 
HOVE SPACES TO PRINT-LINE, SCH-LINfo 
HOVE 0 TO LINE-COUNT. 
712-EX IT • EX IT • 
785-INOEX. 
HOVE SCH-NO INI TO SCH-NO-PR. HOVE HEAD INI TO SCH-TlTLE-,Ro 
IF SH INI • Oo HOVE 2 TO Lo GO TO 786-INOEX. 
WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM SCH-LINE AFTER ADVANCING 2 LlfiiES. 
HOVE SPACES TO PRINT-LINE, SCH-LINE. ADO 2 TO LINE-COUNTo 
HOVE SUB-HEAD INI TO SCH-TITLE-PR. MOVE l TO Lo 
786-INDEX. 
HOVE INOEX-PG INI TO StH-PG-NOo 
WRITE PKINT-LINE FROM SCH-LINE AfTER ADvANCING L LINES. 
HOVE SPAtES TO PRifiiT-LINEo SCH-LINEo ADD L TO LINE-toUNTe 
If N • REPRTS GO TO 716-EXIfo 
If LlliE-tOUHT ) 48 PERFORM 112-INDEX-IttAD T .. U 712-EXITo 
716-IXIT. UlTo 
w 
w 
0\ 
89 
15014 
1~01 ~ 
15016 
15011 
ISOl! 
15019 
ISOZO 
15021 
1~022 
1502) 
·~02~ 
ISCZS 
15()16 
.sn21 
1~028 
1502'1 
1'5030 
50J1 
OS032 
5013 
•503/o 
50~~ 
5036 
SOH 
SOH 
5039 
50/oO 
5041 
SO~l 
~043 
50/olo 
5045 
50to6 
50H 
SOloS 
50~9 
50~0 
~051 
5052 
SJ53 
SO~It 
5055 
5056 
5051 
5058 
5059 
5060 
5061 
5062 
5063 
. so~ 
AUG 2Jol977 
800010 800-fRRoq-RO.JfiNE, 
800020 'lOVE 'CHfCK FOR NOI;-NUHERIC DATA II' TO F, 
800J30 MOVE SALES-OETlll-CARO TO ClRD-PRlf';T. 
100040 WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM ERROR-HESSAGE AFTER AOVAN,ING 
100050 TQ-TOP-OF-PAGE. GO TO WIND-UP-PROCEDURE. 
8C0060 
800080 
8CC090 
800100 
800105 
810-fRROR-ROUTI NE, 
MOVE 'RE~UIRE lEVEL Z SALES SEGHENTSI I• TO Fo 
MOVE FIXED-COST-OETAil-CARO TO ClRD-PRIIITo 
WRITE PRI~T-L1NE FRO'I ERROR-MESSAGE AfTER ADVANCING 
TO-TOP-OF-PACE. GO TO W1ND-UP-PROCEOUREo 
900010 900-ERRO>.-AOUT l!IE • 
900020 HOVE SAlES-DETAIL-CARD TO CARO-PRIIITo 
90C030 WRITE PRl~T-liNE FROM ERROR-MESSAGE AFTER AOVAN,ING 
900035 TO-TOP-OF-PAGE. GO TO WINo-UP-PROCEDURE. 
900040 
900050 
90C060 
900070 
9ocoao 
910-EA~OR-ROUI !PIE. 
MOVE ' Ol'l SIZE ERROR II' TO Fo 
MOVE AEOUIRED-RM-CARO TO CARD-PRINT. 
WRITE PRl~T-LINE FROM ERROR-MESSAGE AFTER ADVANCING 
TO-TOP-Of-PACE. GO TO WIND-UP-PROCEDURE. 
900090 920-ERROR-RCUTINE, 
900100 HOVE PRr.ouCTIDI'l-DEPT-NAHE IPROD-DEPT-NOI TO 
900110 DEPT-N4~~-PR, 
900120 MOVE SEMI-FC-~0 TO STfP-COST-NO-PRo 
900130 wRITE PRINT-liNE FROH STEP-COST-ERROR AFTER ADVANCIN; 
900135 2 LINES. 
9COlloO GO TO •lND-UP-PROCEOURE. 
900150 930-ERROR-POUTINE. 
900160 
900170 
900180 
~CCI90 
900200 
MOVE SERVICE-DEPT-NAME IOEPT-NOl TO DEPT-NAMe-PRo 
MOVE 0 TO STEP-COS 1-NO-PRo 
WAITE PRl~T-L lNE FAO'I STEP-COST-EIIROII AfTU. AOYANCINIO 
Z LINES. 
GO TO WIND-UP-PROCEDuRE. 
9CO<I<OII WIND-liP-PROCEDURE, 
90~10 CLOSE 8UDGET-DATA-FILEt 
900420 BUDGET-PRINTOOT-FILEo 
900430 CONTRI&UTION-OATA-FILEo 
90~0 STOP RUN • 
w 
w 
"'-! 
APPENDIX C 
EXAMPLE BUDGET SCHEDULES 
338 
SCHfOt;LE 
NUMBER REPO~T SET 
SC-1 STA~ARO COST SH~ET 
$0•1 SALES 8UOGET- UNITS OF PRODUCT 
S0-2 SA~fS OUDGET - SALES REVENUE DOLLARS 
SO•J ~ALES OVOGET • SALES REVENUE OOL~ARS 
LEVEL 2 SALES SEGH~NT 
$0•4 SALES OUOGET - SALES REVENU~ COLLARS 
LEVEL 3 SA~ES SEGMENT 
rRD-1 PROCUCTION OUOCET ~ SUMMARY 
REI'OP.T lNOI:X 
1ST ~EPOH OF SI:T 
APPEA~S ON 
PAGE J 
------------· 
4 
6 
PRD-2 PRODUCTION OUOC~T • DETAILED CALCULATIONS 
10 
12 
14 
1.7 HAT-1 MATERIALS OUOGET- UNIT REQUIREMENTS 
HAT-2 MATERIALS OUDGET -
COST OF MATERIALS USED IN PRODUCTION 
MAT•J RAW MATERIALS PURCHASE OUDGET-
UNIT REOUIR~HENTS 
XAT-4 RAW HATERAILS PURCHASE OUDCET -
COST OF MATERIALS PURCHASED 
XAT-5 RAW MAT~RIALS PURCHASE BUDGET • 
DETAILED CALCULATIONS 
LAO-l DIRECT LAOQR OUOCET -
LAOCR HOURS REQUIRED 
LAC-Z DIRECT ~AOOR COST DUOGET 
OVH•l FAC TO!\Y OVERHEAD EXPENSE DUOCET 
SC-1 CONSTRAINT R~PORT 
CCNT-l PROJECTED INCO~E STATEH~NT 
CCNT-2. OUOC(T~O CONtRIOUTION STATEMENT-
LEVEL 2 SALES StGMENT 
19 
21 
23 
25 
33 
35 
37 
39 
41 
SCH£CULE 
riUMGER 
CONT•l 
CONT•'t 
CCNT-S 
CONT-6 
CONT-7 
CB•l 
REPORT SET 
OUDGET£0 CCNTRlOUTtDN STATEMENT • 
LEVEl 3 SALES SEGMENT 
nuoCETEO CONTRIOUTION STATEMENT • 
PROCUCT AT TOTA~ ORCANlLATION LEVEL 
rnJO((TEO CO~TRIBUTION STATEMENT • 
PROCUCT AT LEV~l 2 SALES SEGMENT 
BUOCETEO CONTRIDUTIOW STATEMENT • 
PROCUCT AT LEVEL 3 ~ALES SEGMENT 
AEPOR.T INDEX 
1ST R.EPCRT OF SET 
APPEARS ON 
PACE II 
69 
07 
GUOCET OF OTHER INCOME ANO OTHER EXPENSES 127 
1Z9 CASr 6UOGET 
DATE PREPARED: 3/06177 
PRODUCT: REO 
MACHINERY DEPARTMENT 
WOOD 
lABOR 
OVERHEAD 
DEPARTMENT TOTAl 
GRINDING DEPART~ENT 
KIT 
LABOR 
OVERHEAD 
DEP AR THEI'H TO TAL 
ASSEMBLY DEPARTMENT 
CARTGN 
.Cll PAPER 
STYROFOAM 
LABOR 
OVERHEAD 
DEPARTMENT TOTAL 
TOTAL PRODL~T COST 
SCHE OULE SC-1 
HYPOTHET lCAL CORPORATION 
STANDARD COST SHEET 
REPORT PAGE 
PAGE 1 
1 
QUANTITY UNIT COST MATERIALS LABOR OVERHEAD TOTAL 
4.000 s 
z.ooo 
a.ooo 
1.000 s 
3.000 
3.000 
1.000 s 
s.ooo 
4.000 
s.ooo 
5.000 
z.ooo 
s.ooo 
.500 
1.500 
4.000 
1.000 
3 .ooo 
1.000 
1.000 
3.000 
1.700 
s 8. 0000 
$ 8.0000 
$ 1.5000 
$ 1. 500 0 
s 3.0000 
5 .oooo 
4.0000 
s 12.0000 
$ 
s 
$ 
10.0000 
$ 4.0000 
s 10.0000 $ 4.0000 s zz.oooo 
12.0000 . 
$ 3.0000 
$ 12.0000 $ 3.0000 s 16.!>000 
15 .oooo 
s 8.5000 
$ 15.0000 $ a. 5ooo $ 35.5000 
$ 21.5000 s 37.0000 s 15.5000 s 74.0000 
••a••••••• •••••••••• •••••••••• •••••--••• 
DATE PREPARED: 
RED 
BLUE 
GREEN 
PRODUCT 
DATE PREPARED: 
PRODUCT 
RED 
BLUE 
GREEN 
3/06177 
3/06177 
SCHEDULE SB-1 
HYPOT~ETICAL CORPORATION 
SALES BUDGET 
UNITS OF PRODUCT 
JAN. 1977 FEB. 1977 MARCH 1977 APRIL 1977 MAY 
3,200 3,300 3,000 2o9SO 
90D 1,000 950 750 
5,325 5,200 5,100 5,400 
SCHEDULE SB-l 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION 
SALES BUDGET 
UNITS OF PRODUCT 
REPORT PAGE 1 
1977 JUNE 1977 
3,300 3oft00 
800 900 
5,350 5,005 
REPORT PAGE z 
JULY 1977 AUG. 1977 SEPT. 1977 OCT • 1977 NOV. 1977 DEC. 1977 
PAGE 
PAGE 5 
TOTAL 
4 0 300 4 0 700 3,400 3o280 4oB85 5,200 4fto915 
1,200 lo400 lo300 900 1,000 1,200 12,300 
6 0 600 6 0 200 5 1 300 6,900 6olt00 fto930 67,710 
DATE PREPARED: 
PRODUCT 
REO 
BLUE 
GREEN 
TOTAL 
OAT E PREPARED: 
REO 
BLUE 
GREEN 
PRODUCT 
TOTAl 
3/06177 
3/06177 
JAN. 1977 
---------
$ 384 ,ooo 
81,000 
532,500 
----------
$ 997,500 
............ 
JULY 1977 
--------
$ 516.000 
108,000 
660,000 
-------$1,284,000 
aaaaaaaaas 
SCHEDULE SB-2 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION 
SALES BUDGET 
SALES REVENUE DOLLARS 
FEB. 1977 MARCH 1977 APRIL 197 7 
-------- ------- --------
$ 396.000 $ 360.000 s 354,000 
90,000 85,500 67 r500 
520,000 510,000 540,000 
----------
-------
---------$1,006,000 $ 955,500 $ 961,500 
••••••a:=-•• .......... 
·········-
SCHEDULE S 8-2 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION 
SALES BUDGET 
SALES REVENUE DOLLARS 
AUG. 1977 SEPT. 1977 OCT. 1977 
-------
--------- ---------
s 564,000 $ 408,000 s 393,600 
126,000 117,000 81o000 
620,000 530,000 690,000 
-------- ------- ---------$1,310,000 $1,055,000 S1, 164,600 
...•...•.. ••:a••••••• ............ 
REPORT PAGE 1 
MAY 1977 
$ 396,000 
72.000 
535,000 
$1,003,000 
.......... 
JUNE 1977 
$ 408,000 
81,000 
500,500 
$ 9B9t500 
••••a••••• 
REPORT PAGE 2 
NOV. 1977 oEC. 1977 
---------
----------
$ 586,200 s 624,000 
90,000 108. 00() 
640,000 493 ,ooo 
--------- ---------Sl ,316,200 $1,225 ,ooo 
. ..•...... ......•... 
PAGE 6 
PAGE 1 
TOTAL 
-------------
s 5,389,800 
1t107,000 
6r711oJOO 
----------
s 13t267r800 
············· 
DATE PREPARED: 3/06/77 
LEVEL Z SALES SEG~ENT 
EASTERN TERRITORY 
WESTERN TERRITORY 
SOUTHERN TERRITORY 
TOTAL SALES 
DATE PREPARED: 3/06/77 
LEVEL Z SALES SEGMENT 
EASTERN TERRITORY 
WESTERN TERRITORY 
SOUTHERN TERRITORY 
TOTAL SALES 
JAN. 1977 
---------
$ 38 3,000 
198,000 
416,500 
--------$ 997,500 
........... 
JULY 1977 
----------
$ 686,000 
280,000 
318,000 
--------
$1 ,2 Bit ,000 
.•••...... 
SCHEDULE SS-3 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION 
SALES BUDGET 
SALES REVENUE DOLLARS 
FEB. 1977 MARCH 1977 APRIL 1977 
------- ---------
----------
$ 387,000 $ 338,750 $ 353,750 
198,000 198,000 198 ,ooo 
421,000 418,750 lt09, 750 
------- -------- -------Slt006,000 $ 955,500 $ 961,500 
--········ 
.......... .......... 
SCHEDULE SB-3 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION 
SALES BUDGET 
SALES REVENUE DOLLARS 
AUG. 1977 SEPT, 1977 OCT. 1977 
----------
--------
---------
$ 705,000 $ 505,000 $ 546,400 
247,500 263,500 351. 650 
357,500 286,500 266' 550 
----------
---------
---------$1,310,000 $1,055,000 $1,164,600 
.......... .......... 
········-· 
PAGE 8 
REPORT PAGE 1 
MAY 1977 JUNE 1977 
---------- ----------
$ 393,000 $ 375,000 
19 a, ooo 198,000 
412,000 41(>,500 
---------- ----------$1,003,000 $ 989,500 
.......... .•...•.... 
PAGE 9 
REPORT PAGE 2 
NOV. 1977 DEC, 1977 TOTAL 
---------- ---------
--------
$ 724,200 $ 625,400 $ 6, 022.500 
232,250 201 ,650 2,7&4,750 
359,750 397,750 lto480,550 
---------
-------- ---------$1, 316 .• 200 $1,225,000 $ 13o267,800 
•...•..... . .......... . ............. 
DATE PREPARED: 3/06177 
LEVEL 3 SALES SEG~ENT 
SAM SNEAD 
LAWRENCE IOELK 
LEVEL 2 TOTAL 
W( LLY MAYS 
GARY GUMBO 
LEVEl 2 TOTAL 
J(M JONFS 
PAUl HARVEY 
O. J. SIMPSON 
LEVEl 2 TOTAL 
TOTAl SALES 
JAN. 1977 
--------
$ 272oOOC 
111,000 
----------s 383,000 
--------
99,000 
99,000 
----------s 198,000 
----------
142,000 
108,000 
166,500 
-------
s 416,500 
-------
$ 997,500 
•a••••••::aa 
SCHE OULE SB-4 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION 
SALES BUDGET 
SALES REVENUE DOLLARS 
FEB. 1971 MARCH 1971 APRIL 1977 
----------
----·-----
---------
s 280,000 s 183,500 s 213,500 
107,000 155,250 140,250 
---------
--------- --------
' 
387,000 s 338,750 s 353 '750 
-------- -------- --------
70,500 103,250 121,400 
127,500 94,750 76,600 
---------- --------- ----------s 198,000 
' 
198,000 
' 
198 ,ooo 
-------- --------- --------
145,000 138,000 119,400 
98,000 160,000 110,400 
178,000 120 '750 179,950 
----------
--------
---------
s 421,000 
' 
418,750 s 409,750 
------- --------
---------S1,006,000 
' 
955,500 s 961,500 
aaa.a•••••• .......... .......... 
PAGE 10 
REPORT PAGE 1 
MAY 1977 JUNE 1971 
--------
---------
s 292,000 s 254,000 
101,000 121 .ooo 
--------- ---------s 393,000 •S 375,000 
--------- ---------
86,250 123,850 
111o 750 74,150 
--------
---------
' 
198,000 s 198,000 
-------- --------
140,200 117,400 
115, BOO 131,000 
156,000 168 o100 
---------- ----------
' 
412,000 s 416,500 
--------- ----------Slo003, 000 
' 
989,500 
.......... .......... 
OAT E PREPARED: 3/06/77 
LEVEL 3 SALES SEG~ENT 
SAM SNEAD 
LAWRENCE WELK 
LEVEL 2 TOTAL 
WILLY MAYS 
GARY GUMBO 
LEVEL 2 TOTAL 
JIH JONES 
PAUL H.ARVEY 
o. Jo SIHPSON 
LEVEL 2 TOTAL 
TOTAL SALES 
JULY 1977 
----------
$ 544,000 
142,000 
--------
$ 686,000 
---------
136,000 
144,000 
--------
s 280,000 
---------
121.500 
97,500 
99,000 
---------
s 318,000 
----------$l .284,000 
s.aa••••a2a 
SCHE OUL E S B-4 
HYPOTHET !CAL COIIPORATION 
SALES BUDGET 
SALES REVENUE DOLLARS 
AUG. 1977 SEPT. 1977 OCT. 1977 
----------
------- -------
s 560,000 s 367,000 $ 421' 000 
145,000 138,000 119,400 
--------- ---------- ----------$ 705,000 $ 505,000 $ 546,400 
------- -------- ----------
107 '000 135,250 180' 250 
140,500 128,250 171,400 
--------- ---------- ---------
$ 247,500 $ 263,500 $ 351,650 
------- --------
---------
108' 000 9 5 '750 129,950 
122.000 96,000 60 ,ooo 
127,500 9 4, 750 7& ,600 
----------
---------
----------
s 357,500 $ 286,500 s 266,550 
---------
-------- -------$1,310,000 $1,055,000 $1,164,600 
.......... ........... . •........ 
PAGE 11 
REPORT PAGE 2 
NOV. 1977 DEC • 1977 TOTAL 
--------- ----------
_____ ...; _______ 
s 584,000 $ 508,000 $ 4,485,000 
140,200 117,400 1o537,500 
-------- -------- --------
s 724,200 $ 625,400 $ 6,022.500 
------- -------- ----------
131,000 78,000 1,371,750 
101,250 123,850 1o393o000 
--------- ----------
----------
$ 232,250 $ 201,850 s 2, 764,750 
---------
----------
----------
141,000 168' 100 1,566,300 
107,000 155,500 1,361,200 
111.750 7tt,150 1,553,050 
-------
---------- -----------$ 359,750 $ 397,750 $ 4 olt80r550 
------- -------- -----------$1,316,200 Sl, 225 .ooo s 13 o267o800 
. •........ . ......... 
··-·-......... 
DATE PREPARED: 3/06177 
PRODUCT 
RED 
BLUE 
GREEN 
OAT E PREPARED: 3/06177 
PRODUCT 
RED 
BlUE 
GREEN 
SCHEDULE PRB-1 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION 
PRODUCTION BUDGET 
SUMMARY REPORT PAGE 1 
JAN. 1977 FEB. 1977 MARCH 1977 APRIL 1977 MAY 1977 JUNE 1977 
3,400 3,500 3,200 3,150 3,500 ),600 
lolOO 1,200 lol50 950 1,000 lolOO 
5 1 825 5,400 5,300 5,600 5,550 5e205 
SCHEDULE PRB-1 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION 
PRODUCTION BUDGET 
SUMMARY REPORT PAGE 2 
JULY 1977 AUG. 1977 SEPT. 1977 OCT. 1917 NOV. 1977 DEC. 1917 
4,500 4o900 3,600 3,480 5,085 5,400 
loo!tOO lt600 1o500 ltlOO 1,200 1,400 
6,800 5,500 7,100 6e600 5,130 
PAGE 12 
PAGE 13 
TOTAl 
47,315 
14,700 
70eltl0 
DATE PREPARED: 3/06/77 
PRODUCT: R.ED 
JAN, 1977 
------------------------
------
PROJECT ED-SALES 3,200 
AOD ENDING INVEf'ITORY 1' 200 
----------TOTAL UNITS REQUIRED 4, 400 
LESS BEG. l NV!: NTORY 1,000 
--------
PLAt;NEO PRODUCT ION 3,400 
•••.:•aa:.aa 
PROOLC T: REO 
JULY 1977 
-------------------
---------
PROJECTEO-SALF S 4, 300 
ADO ENDING l NV E f\TORY 2,400 
---------TOTAL UNITS REQI.IRED 6,700 
LESS BEG. INVENTORY 2.200 
---------PLANNED PRODUCT ION 4,500 
•••••a••.a• 
SCHEDULE PR!l-2 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATIO~ 
PRODUCTION BUDGET 
DETAILED CALCULATIONS 
FEB. 1977 MARCH 1917 APRIL 197 7 
--------
----------
----------
3,300 3,000 2,950 
1o400 1,600 1. 800 
------- --------
---------4,700 4,600 4,750 
1 ,zoo lr40D 1. 600 ___ .;.. ______ 
---------
--------3,500 3,200 3 '150 
•••••z•••• •••••••• c. . .....•... 
AUG. 1977 SEPT. 1977 OCT. 1977 
------- ---------
----------
4,700 3,400 3,260 
2,600 2,800 3 '000 
---------
--------
---------7,300 6,200 6,280 
2,400 2o600 z,aoo 
------ --------- --------4,900 3,600 3 'lt8 0 
·······~·~- ........... ........... 
PAGE lit 
REPORT PAGE 1 
MAY 1977 JUNE 1977 
---------
--------
3,300 3,400 
2,000 2.200 
-------
----------5,300 5,600 
lrBOO z.ooo 
--------
----------3,500 3,600 
........... ••••••••a• 
NOV. 1977 DEC. 1977 TOTAL 
---------- ----------
----------
4, 88 5 5,200 44,915 
3,200 3r't00 3,400 
--------- ----------
-----------
8,085 8,600 48,315 
3,000 3,200 lt 000 
--------
----------
------------
5,065 5,400 lt7,3l5 
•.•....... ............ . ............ 
PAGE 17 
SCHEDULE HAT-1 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION 
MATERIALS BUDGET 
OAT£ PREPARED: 3/06/77 UNIT REQUIREMENTS REPORT PAGE 1 
RAW I'! AT ERIAL JAN. 1977 FEB. 1977 MARCH 1977 APRIL 197 7 MAY 1977 JUNE 1977 
---------------- ----- -------- ------- ------- --------
---------
WOOD 
COSTING UNIT: FOOT 15,800 16,400 15,100 14.500 16,000 16,600 
KIT 
COSTING UNIT: KIT 3,400 3,500 3,200 3,150 3,500 3,600 
CARTON 
COST lNG UNIT: PIECE 3,400 3,500 3,200 3, 150 3,500 3,600 
OIL PAP"ER 
COSTIII.G UNIT: FOOT 19,750 20,500 1Bo875 18' 12 5 20,000 20,750 
STYROFOAM 
COSTING UNIT: SO. FT. 13,600 14.000 12,800 12' 600 14,000 l'tt400 
BAMBOO 
COST lNG UN IT: FOOT 6,600 7,200 6o900 5,700 6,000 6o600 
DELUXE KIT 
COSTING UNIT: PIECE 1,100 1o200 1.150 950 1,000 1,100 
STEEL 
COSTING UNIT: LB. 29' 125 27,000 26,500 28.000 27.750 2oo025 
DATE PREPARED: 3/06177 
RAW MATERIAL JULY 1977 
--------------- --------
ldlOD 
COST lNG UNIT: FOOT 20,800 
KIT 
COSTING UNIT: KIT 4,500 
CARTCN 
COSTING UNIT: PIECE 4,500 
OIL PAPER 
COSTING UNIT: FOOT 26,000 
STYROF(lAH 
COSTING UNIT: SQ.F T • 18,000 
8AMROO 
COSTING UNIT: FOCT 8,400 
DELUXE KIT 
COSTING UNIT: PIECE 1, ltOO 
STEEL 
COSTING UNITI LB. 31t,OOO 
SCHE!> ULE MAT-1 
HYPO THET I CAL CORPORATION 
MATERIALS BUDGET 
UNIT REQUIREMENTS 
AUG. 1977 SEPT. 1977 OCT. 1977 
------- -------- ------
22,800 17,400 16' 120 
4,900 3,600 3, 480 
4,900 3,600 3elt80 
28,500 21,750 20,150 
19,600 14olt00 13.920 
9,600 9,000 6, 600 
1,600 1,500 1o100 
32,000 27,500 35 o500 
REPORT PAGE 
NOV. 1977 DE::. 1977 
------- ------
22,740 24,400 
5,085 5 ,,. 00 
5,085 5,400 
28,425 30,500 
20,340 21,600 
7, 200 8,400 
lo200 1,400 
33,000 25,650 
PAGE 18 
2 
TOTAL 
-----------
218,660 
47,315 
lt7,3l5 
273,325 
189,260 
88,200 
14,700 
352,050 
w 
\.Jl 
0 
PAGE 19 
SCHEDULE MAT-2 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPOilATION 
IUTEillAL S BUDGET 
DATE P'llEPARED: 3/06177 COST OF MATERIALS USED IN PRODUCTION REPORT PAGE 1 
RAW MATERIAL JAN. 1977 FEB. 1977 MARCH 1977 APRIL 1977 MAY 1977 J~E 1977 
--------------- ------ ------- --------
---------
-------- -------
wooc 
$2.000 PER FOCT $ llo600 $ 32o800 s 30,200 $ 29,000 $ 32,000 $ 33 .zoo 
KIT 
51.500 PER KIT 5,100 5,250 4,800 •• 725 5o250 5o't00 
CARTON 
$3.000 PER PIECE 10.200 10,500 9o600 9o450 10,500 10,800 
Cl L PAPER 
st.ooo PER FOOT 19,750 20.500 18,875 18 o12 5 20,000 20.750 
STYROFCAM 
Sl. 000 PER SO.FT. 13,600 llorOOO 12.800 12,600 HoOOO 14r400 
BAMBOO 
s.l75 PER FCCT ltl55 1o260 1.208 998 1r050 1rl55 
DELUXE KIT 
S6.550 PER PIECE 7.205 7,860 7,533 6. 223 6,550 7.205 
STEEL 
$6.000 PER LB. 174,750 162.000 159,000 168 ,ooo 166,500 156, 150 
-------- --------
---------
-------- -------- ------
TOTAL s 263,360 $ 254,170 $ 21t4o016 $ 249o121 $ 255,850 $ 249' 060 
....••.... .•..•..... . ......... . •........ 
··-······· ·-······· 
PAGE 20 
SCHEDULe HAT-2. 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION 
HATER IAL S BUDGET 
DATE 'REPAREO: 3/06177 COST OF MATERIALS USED IN PRODUCTION REPORT PAGE 2 
RAW MATERUL JULY 1977 AUG. 1977 SEPT. 1977 OCT • 1977 NOVo 1977 oec. 1971 TOTAL 
----------------- ------- ------- ------- -------- --------
---------
-------
wooc 
S2.000 PER FCCT s ~1.600 s lt5,600 s 31t,BOO s 32 o240 s lt5 o480 s lt8oBOO s lt37o320 
KIT 
$1.500 PER KIT 6,750 7o350 5olt00 5o220 7o628 SolDO 70.973 
CARTON 
$3.000 PER P 1 ece 13,500 14,700 10,800 10olt40 15,255 16,200 11t1o91t5 
OIL PAPER 
Sl. 000 PER FOOT 26,000 28,500 21 '750 20.150 28olt25 30,500 273,325 
STYROFCAM 
Sl.COO PER SQ.FT. 18.000 19.600 lito ltOO l3o920 20,340 2lo600 189,260 
IUM!OO 
S.l75 PER FOCT 1,470 1o6BO 1o575 1o155 1o260 lolt70 15o•U6 
DELLXE KIT 
S6 .550 PER PIECE 9o170 10,1t80 9, 825 7 ,205 7,860 9,170 96o286 
STEEL 
16.000 PER l8o 204,000 192,000 165,000 213,000 198,000 153,900 2, 112.300 
--------- ---------
-------- -------- ------- ------- --------
TOTAL s 320,490 s 319,910 s 263,550 s 303.330 s 324o21t8 s 289,740 s lo336o81t5 
.......... ....•..... 
··-······ 
.......... .......... •.•..•.... ............. 
PAGE 21 
SCHEDULE MAT-3 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION 
RAW HAHR IALS PURCHASE BUDGET 
DATE PREPARED: 3/06/77 UNIT REQUIREMENTS REPORT PAGE 1 
RAW MATERIAL JAN. 1977 FEB. 1977 M4RCH 1977 APRIL 1977 MAY 1977 JUNE 1977 
---------------- -------- ------- ------- -------- -------
WOOD 
PURCHASIIIG UNIT: YARD 5,267 5.~67 5,033 • o833 5o333 5,533 
KlT 
PURCHASING UNIT: KIT 3,400 3,500 3,200 3 o150 :h500 3o600 
CARTON 
PURCt<AS lNG UNIT: ooz. 283 292 267 263 292 300 
Cll PAPER 
PURCHASIIIG UNIT: YARD 6o583 6,833 6o292 6o042 6,667 6,911 
STYROFOAM 
PURCHASIIIG UNIT: SO. YO. 1o5ll 1,556 1,422 1o400 lo556 lo600 
BAMBOO 
PURCHASIIIG UN IT: YARD 2. 200 2,400 2.300 1,900 2,000 2,200 
DELLXE KIT 
PURCHASING UNIT: PIECE 1,100 lo200 lo150 950 1,000 lolOO 
STEEL 
PURCHASING UNIT: LB. 29,225 27,500 27,000 28. 500 28,250 26,525 
PAGE 22 
SCHEDULE MAT-3 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION 
RAW MATERIALS PURCHASE BUDGET 
DATE 'IIEPAREO: 3/06/17 UNIT REQUIREMENTS REPORT PAGE 2 
II.AW MATERIAL .IULY 1977 AUG. 1977 SEPT • 1977 OCT. 1977 NOV. 1977 DEC. 1917 TOTAL 
-------------- -------- ------- ------ ----- ------ ------ ---------
11000 
PURCHASING UNIT: YARD 6,933 7o600 5,aoo 5, 37 3 7,580 8 t 133 72,885 
KIT 
PURCHASihG UNIT: KIT 4,500 4o900 3o600 3,480 5,085 5o400 47o315 
CARTON 
PURCHASING UNIT: ooz. 375 408 300 290 424 It 50 3o91t4 
OIL PAPER 
PURCHASING UNIT: YARD 8,667 9,500 7o250 b ,111 9olt75 10.167 91,110 
STVROFCAM 
PURCHASING UNIT: SQ. YD. 2o000 2o178 1,600 1o 51t 7 2o260 2,400 21,030 
1!A1'80C 
PURCHASI 1\G UNIT: YARD 2o800 3o200 3o000 2o200 2olt00 2,800 29olt00 
DELUXE KIT 
PURCHASING UNIT: PIECE lo400 1,600 1, 500 1,100 1 ,zoo loltOO lit,700 
STEEL 
PURCHASING UNIT: LB. 34,500 32,500 za,ooo 36 ,ooo 33,500 26,150 357oUO 
PAGE 23 
SCHEDULE MAT-It 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORAl I ON 
RAW MATERIALS PURCHASE BUDGET 
OAT£ PRE~AREO: 3/06/77 COST OF MATERIALS ,URCHASED REPORT PAGE 1 
RAW MATERIAL JAN. 1977 FEB. 1977 MARCH 1977 APRIL 1977 MAY 1977 JUNE 1917 
----.----------- ----- ----- --------- ------- -------- --------
WOOD 
S6.000 PER. VAliD 31.602 32,802 30.198 28,998 31,998 33 tl98 
KIT 
Sl.500 PER KIT 5,100 5,250 4e800 4. 725 5e250 5e400 
CARTON 
$36.000 PER ooz. 10,188 10.512 9e612 9,468 10,512 10,800 
OIL PAPER 
$3. ooc PER VAllO 19.749 20,499 18,876 18.12 6 20,001 20.751 
STYROFOAM 
S9.000 PER so.vo. 13,599 llt,004 12.798 12e600 llt,OO't l't ,.r,oo 
BAMBOO 
s.~2o PER YARD 1tl't't le2't8 1el96 988 leO'tO lel4't 
OELI.JXE KIT 
S6.550 PER PIECE 7,205 7,860 7e533 6. 223 6e550 7,205 
STEEL 
S6.000 PER LB. 175,350 165,000 l6Ze000 111.000 169,500 159 t150 
----------
------- --------
----------
-------
----------TOT4L s 263,937 s 257,175 s 247,013 s 252,128 s 258,855 s 252,0't8 
.......... 
··-······· 
•......... . ••...•... aaaaaaaaaa .......... 
PAGE 24 
SCHE OUL E NAT-It 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORAl ION 
RAW MATERIALS PURCHASE BUDGET 
DATE 'II.EPAREO: 3/06177 COST OF MATERIALS PURCHASED II.EI"ORT PAGE 2 
RAW MATER lAL JULY 1977 AUG. 1977 SEPT. 1917 OtT. 1977 NOV. 1977 oEc. 1977 TOTAL 
------------------------
--------- ----------
--------- ---------
------- -------- --------
WOOD 
S6.000 PER YARD lo1, 598 45,600 34,800 32 '238 lt5 .480 48,798 437,310 
KIT 
Sl. 500 PER KIT 6,750 7,350 5o400 5o220 7,628 8o100 70,972 
CARTCN 
$36.000 PER DOZ. Uo500 llto688 10.800 10o4lt0 15.264 16t200 141,984 
CIL PAPER 
S3.000 PER YAPD 26,001 28,500 21.750 20,151 28,425 30,501 273,330 
STYROFOAM 
$9.000 PER SQ .YD. 18,000 19,602 11oo400 13,923 20,340 Zlo600 189,270 
IIAMBOO 
S.520 PER YARD 1o456 1o664 1,560 1,144 1oZio8 1,456 15,288 
DELUXE KIT 
S6. 550 PER PIECE 9,170 10,480 9,825 7, 205 7. 860 9' 170 96o281t 
STEEL 
$6.000 PER Lll. 207,000 195,000 168,000 216,000 201,000 156,900 z, l't5,900 
--------- -------- -------- -------··-
--------- ---------- ------------TOTAL s 323,475 $ 322,884 $ 266,535 s 306,321 s 327t21o5 $ 292,725 $ 3,370,341 
.......... ......•.•. 
··-······ 
.......... . .....•... .......•.• 
-·······-··· 
,, 
DATE PREPARED: 3/06177 
RAW MATERIAL 
STEEL 
UNITS REQUIRED 
ADD ENDING INVENTORY 
TOTAL UNITS REQUIRED 
LESS BEG. INVENTORY 
UNITS T 0 BE PURCHASED 
COST OF RAW MATERIALS 
$6.000 PER LB. 
RAW MATERIAL 
--------------------
STEfl 
\:NITS llEOUIREO 
ADO ENDING INVENTORY 
TOTAL UNITS REQUIREO 
LESS BEG. INVENTORY 
UNITS TO BE PURCHASED 
COST OF RAW MATERIALS 
u.ooo PER LB. 
JAN. 1977 
---------
29,125 
1,000 
--------
30, 12 5 
900 
----------29,225 
aa:aaaaa~:z• 
$ 175,350 
••s:aaaaaaa 
JULY 1977 
---------
3~.000 
~.ooo 
--------
38,000 
3,500 
--------
34,500 
aa-za:zazaa 
$ 201,000 
.......... 
SCHEOUl E MA T-5 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION 
RAW MATERIALS PURCHASE BUDGET 
DETAILED CALCULATIONS 
FEB. 1977 MARCH 1977 APRIL 1977 
---------- ---------
----------
27,000 26,500 2!1 '000 
1.500 2,000 2' 500 
-------- --------
---------28,500 28,500 30,500 
1,000 1,500 2' 000 
-------- -------- --------
27,500 27,000 28.500 
.......... .......... •......••. 
$ 165,000 $ 162' 000 $ 171,000 
........... .......... ........... 
AUG. 1977 SEPT. 1977 OCT. 1977 
------- --------
----------
32,000 27,500 35 '500 
4,500 5,000 5,500 
-------- --~------ ---------36,500 32,500 41,000 
~.ooo 4,500 5,000 
---------
-------- --------
32,500 28,000 36o 000 
asa.aaa.:aaaa aaaaazz::aaa aaaaazazas 
s 195,000 s 168,000 s 216,000 
........... 
·········· 
...•.....• 
PAGE 32 
REPORT PAGE 1 
~AY 1977 JUNE 1977 
-------- --------
27,750 26.025 
3,000 3,500 
--------- ---------30,750 29,525 
2.500 3,000 
-------- --------
28,250 26,525 
.......... . •..••.... 
$ 169,500 $ 159.150 
.......... 
·········-
NOV. 1977 DEC. 197"7 TOTAL 
---------
-------- ------------
33,000 25,650 352,050 
6,000 6,500 6, 500 
-------- -------- ---------
39,000 32 ,150 358,550 
5,500 6,000 900 
------- -------- -----------
33,500 26o150 357,650 
aaasc.aa•z• •••a•••••• aaaaaaaaaaaaa 
s 201.000 s 156,900 s 2.1~5,900 
. .......... ••........ ............. 
DATE PREPARED: 3/06177 
OEP AR TMENT 
MACHINERY DEPARTMENT 
GRINDING DEPARTMENT 
ASSEMBLY DEPARTMENT 
TOTAL 
DATE PREPARED: 3/06/77 
OEPAR THE NT 
~ACHINERY DEPARTMENT 
GRINDING DEPARTMENT 
ASSEMBLY DEPARTMENT 
TOTAL 
JAN. 1977 
--------
27,850 
l3o775 
19,200 
--------
60,825 
....••.... 
JULY . 1977 
------
33,950 
18,050 
25,300 
--------
77,300 
·········-
SCHEDULE LAB-1 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPOAATION 
DIRECT LABOR BUDGET 
lABOR HOURS REQUIRED 
FEB. 1917 MARCH 1977 APRIL 1917 
-------- --------
----------
27.100 26,038 26.188 
14,400 13o338 12 '538 
19,900 18,300 17,650 
-------- -------- -------
61,400 57,676 56,376 
.....•..•. .......... ..••...... 
SCHEDULE LAB-1 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION 
DIRECT LABOR BUDGET 
LABOR HOURS REQUIRED 
AUG. 1977 SEPT • 1977 OCT. 1971 
-------
--------- ----------
34,200 28,575 31,835 
19,900 15.675 14o015 
27.700 21,000 19,600 
--------- ---------- ----------81,800 65,250 65,450 
.......... 
··-······· 
.......... 
PAGE 3) 
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MAY 1977 JUNE 1977 
-------- -------
26,900 26,390 
13,750 14,375 
19.500 20,200 
------ -------
60,150 60,9o5 
. ......... . .......•. 
PAGE 34 
REPORT PAGE 2 
NOV. 1977 DEC. 1977 TOTAL 
--------
---------
---------
33,870 30,740 353,636 
19.155 20,750 189 '7 21 
21o825 29' 800 265,975 
------- -------- ---------80,,850 81,290 809.332 
. .•.....•. •...•.•... 
········-··· 
OAT E PREPARED: 3/06177 
DEPARTMENT 
~ACHINERY DEPARTME~T 
GRINDING DEPARTMENT 
ASSEMBLY DEPARTMENT 
TOTAL 
DATE PREPARED: 3/06177 
DEPARTMENT 
MACHINERY DEPARTMENT 
GRINDING DEPARTMENT 
ASSEMBLY DEPARTMENT 
TOTAL 
JAN. 1977 
--------
$ 139,250 
55,100 
57,600 
------
$ 251,950 
.......... 
JULY 1977 
$ 169,750 
72,200 
75,900 
s 317,850 
-•••••••a 
SCHEDULE LAB-2 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION 
DIRECT LAlOR COST BUDGET 
FEB. 1917 MARCH 1977 APRIL 1977 
--------
---------
----------
$ 135,500 $ 130,190 $ 130,940 
57,600 53,352 50,152 
59,700 54,900 52,950 
------- -------
---------$ 252,800 $ 238,1tit2 $ 23<1t,O<It2 
•......•.. .......... 
···-······ 
SCHEDULE LAB-2 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION 
DIRECT LABOR COST BUDGET 
AUG. 1977 
$ 171,000 
79,600 
83,100 
s 333,700 
SEPT. 1977 
$ 11t2,875 
62,700 
6 3, 000 
$ 268,575 
.......... - -···-······· 
OCT. 1977 
$ 159,175 
56,060 
58,800 
$ 274,035 
REPORT PAGE 1 
MAY 1977 JUNE 1977 
-------
----------
$ 134,500 $ 131 ,950 
55,000 57,500 
58,500 60,600 
-------- -------
s 21t8,000 s 250,050 
.......... ...•...••. 
REPORT PAGE 2 
NOV. 1977 DEC. 1977 
$ 169,350 $ 153,700 
76,620 83,000 
83,1t75 89,400 
S 329o<itlt5 $ 326,100 
·····-··· 
.•..•..... 
PAGE 35 
PAGE 36 
TOTAL 
s 1r768r180 
758. 88<1t 
797,925 
s 3,324,989 
··-········· 
w 
IJl 
0..0 
DATE PREPARED: 3/06/77 
PROCUCTION DEPARTMENTS: 
MACH(NERY DEPARTHEIIT 
GRlNCING DEPARTMENT 
ASSEMBLY DEPARTMENT 
SUBTOTAL 
SER~ICE DEPARTMENTS: 
VP OF PRODUCTlON 
PLANT MANAGER 
PURCHASING DEPT. 
POWER AND HEAT 
MAINTENANCE DEPT. 
SUBTOTAL 
DEDUCT: SERVICE DEPARTMENT 
OVERHEAD TRANSFERRED TO 
JAN. 1917 
48.625 
16,975 
33,965 
--------
s 99,565 
-------
2,000 
1,000 
2,500 
18,713 
33,559 
----------
s 57.772 
---------
PRODUCING OEPARTMEIITS 39,172 
TOTAL FACTORY O~ERHEAD S ll8ol65 
SCHEOUL E OVH-1 
HYPOTHETICAL C.ORI"ORAT JON 
FACTORY OVERHEAD EXPENSE BUDGET 
FEB. 1977 MARCH 1977 APRIL 1977 
47,300 45,400 45,900 
17,600 16,538 15 '738 
35,155 32,435 31 '33 0 
---------
------ -------
s 100,055 s 94,373 s 92,968 
---- -------
2,000 2,000 z,ooo 
1,000 1o000 1,000 
2,500 2,500 2,500 
18o580 18,390 18,440 
33,671 31 '739 31,347 
-------- ---------
----------s 57,751 s 55,629 s 55,287 
------
---------
----------
39,151 37,029 36,687 
$ 118,655 $ 112,973 s 111' 568 
.......... ..•......• 
REPORT PAGE 
MAY 1977 JUNE 1977 
47,250 46,325 
16,950 17o575 
34,475 35,665 
-------- --------
s 9a,o75 s 99,565 
------- --------
2,000 2,000 
1 ,ooo 1.ooo 
2,500 2,500 
18,575 18.,483 
33,286 33,538 
------- -----
s 57,361 s 57t521 
------ ------
38,7o1 38,921 
$ 117.275 s ·118.165 
•..•...... . ...••.... 
PAGE 37 
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0 
DATE PREPARED: 3106/71 
PROCUCTlCN DEPARTMENTS: 
MACHlNERY DEPARTMENT 
GRlNDlNG DEPARTMENT 
ASSEMBLY DEPARTMENT 
SUBTOTAL 
SERVlCE CEPARTHENTS: 
VP OF PRODUCTlON 
PLAI\T MANAGER 
PURCHASli\G DEPT. 
POWER AND I'EAT 
MAlNTENANCE DEPT. 
SUBTOTAL 
DEDUCT: SERVlCE DE PART ME NT 
OVERHEAD TRANSFERRED TO 
PROCUClNG CEPAPTMEI\TS 
TOTAL FACTORY O~ERHEAD 
JULY 1977 
59,"100 
22,250 
44,335 
--------
s 125,685 
-----
2.000 
1,000 
2,500 
19,760 
42,092 
-------
s 6 7' 352 
------
48,752 
s 11tlt, 285 
······-·· 
SCHeDULE OVH-1 
HYPOTHETlCAL CORPORATlON 
FACTORY OVERHEAD EXPENSE BUDGET 
AUG. 1977 SEPT. 1977 OCT • 1917 
59, 500 lt9olt00 55 •. 320 
21t,100 19,875 17,215 
lt8,415 37,025 31t' 645 
------- -------- --------
s 132 I 015 s 106,300 s 107' 180 
------- -------- -------
2,000 2.000 2,000 
1,000 1,000 1 ,ooo 
2,500 2o500 2. 500 
19,800 18,790 19,362 
lt4, 111 35,358 3bo212 
------ -------- --------
s 69,411 s 59,61t8 s 61 '094 
------ ------- -----
50,871 41,048 42' lt91t 
s 150,615 S 121to900 s 125,780 
........... 
--······ 
. ........ . 
PAGE 38 
REPORT PAGE 2 
NOV. 1977 DEC. 1977 TOTAL 
59,61t0 54,350 618 .no 
23,355 24,950 233,121 
4 8,628 51,985 ltb8,058 
-------- -------- -------
s 131,623 s 131,285 s 1o319,289 
------- -------- -------
2,000 2,000 24,000 
1,000 1,000 12,000 
2,500 2,500 30,000 
19,614 19,285 228,012 
'o4, 206 lt3,961 'olt3 ,1/oO 
------- -------- ----------
$ 69,520 s 66,71t6 s 737.152 
------- ------- ---------
50,920 50 ol4.6 513,952 
s 150,223 s 11t9,885 s 1t51t2tlt89 
-···-··· 
........... 
··-····-··· 
DATE ,REPAREO: 3/06177 
JAN. 1977 
--------------
---------
I'ACIHNERY OEf'ARTMEIIT 
HACH-HRS 
UNITS USED 94.250 
UNI.SED UNITS 
CGNSTRAINT E )CEEDEO 19.25o-
------------------ --------
CLH 
UNITS USED 27,850 
UNLSED UN! TS 
CONSTRAINT EXCEEDED 7.85o-
---------------- -----
GR lND lNG DEPARTMENT 
DLH 
UNITS l.SED 13,775 
~LSED UNITS 
CChSTRAINT EXCEEDED 3,715-
------------------ -------
•SSEMBLY DEPARTMENT 
DLH 
~ITS USED 19.200 
UNlJSEO UNITS 10,800 
CCNSTRAINT E )CEEDED 
----------------- -------
POWER AND HEAT 
ICW .HR. 
UNITS USED 13.425 
UN I. SED UNITS 36,575 
CCNSTRAINT E)ICEEDED 
------------- --------
MAINTENANCE DEPT. 
I'Aif\.I<R. 
UNITS USED ,.,63 7 
~USED UNITS 35,363 
CONSTRAINT EXCEEDED 
-------- -----
SCHEDULE SC-1 
HVPOTHfT ICAL CORPOAATION 
CONSTRAINT REPORT 
FE8. 1977 MARCH 1'177 APRIL 1977 
----- . ------- ------
91,600 87,800 88,800 
16,bOO- 12,800- ll,8oo-
---------
--------
----------
27,100 26,038 2b ,188 
7,10Q- 6,038- 6. 188-
-------- -------- ------
14,400 13,338 12,538 
4,1tOO- 3,338- 2. 538-
------ ------- -------
19,900 18,300 11,650 
10,100 u. 700 12.350 
------- ------- ------
13,160 12.780 12.880 
36,840 37,220 37,120 
-------- -------- --------
4,653 
'"· 3 7 7 '"· 321 35,3io7 35,623 35,679 
------ ----- ----
REPORT PAGE 1 
MAY 1977 JUNE 1977 
------- --------
91,500 89,b50 
lb. 50o- l4o65Q-
------ ------
26,900 2b,390 
6t90Q- 6, 39Q-
---.-- -------
13,750 l'tt375 
3o75Q- ,,375-
------- --------
19,500 20,200 
10,500 9,800 
------- --------
13.150 12.965 
36,850 37,035 
------- -----
4,598 ,. • 6 31o 
35, lt02 35,366 
------ ------
PAGE 39 
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PAGE 40 
SCHEDULE SC-1 
HYPOTHETICAL CORI'ORATION 
CONSTIUINT REPORT 
DATE I'REPAREO: 3/06177 REI'ORT PAGE z 
JULY 1977 AUG. 1977 SEPT. 1971 OCT. 1977 NOV. 1977 DEC. 1977 TOTAL 
------------------------
------- ------- ------- ------ -------
---------
------·--
IIACHINERY CE.PARTHEIIT 
MACH-HRS 
UNITS USED 115. zoo 116. ooo 95,800 107,640 116.280 105,700 1o 200,220 
UNlSED UNITS 
CCI\oSTRAINT E >CEEDED 40o20D- ltt,ooo- 20,800- 32. 61tQ- "1, 28o- 30, 70D- 3oo,z2o-
--------------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ------ ------- ---------CLH 
UNITS USED 33,950 34,200 28,575 31,835 33,870 30,740 353,636 
LNlSED UNITS 
CONSTRAINT EXCEEDED 13,95Q- llt.zoo- 8,575- 11.835- 13o87D- 10o71tD- 113,636-
-------------------------
-------
---------
-------- -------- ------- ----- --------
GRINDING DEPARTMENT 
ClH 
UNITS USED 18,050 19,900 15,675 11to015 19,155 20.750 189,721 
UNUSED UN ITS 
CCt.STRAINT EXCEEDED 8,o5o- 9,90D- 5,675- lt,Ol5- 9ol55- 10,750- 69,721-
------------------
---------
------- --------
---------
------- ------- -------
ASSEMBlY DEPARTMENT 
DLH 
UN ITS USED 25.300 27.700 21 ,ooo 19,600 27,825 29,800 265,975 
UNUSED UNITS lt.700 2,300 9,000 10,400 2o175 200 94,025 
CCNS TRAII'.T E ,CEEDED 
---------------
---------
------- ------ ------- ------ -------- --------
POWER AND HEAT 
KW.HR. 
UNITS USED 15,520 15.600 13,580 14o761t 15,628 11to570 168,022 
UNUSED UNITS 31tolt80 31tolt00 36,420 35,236 31t,372 35olt30 lt31o978 
CCNSTRAlNT EXCEEDED 
-------------- ----- -------- -------- -------- ------ --------
MAINTENANCE DEPT. 
f'AIN .... P. 
liN ITS USED 5,856 6ol5l Ito 89ft 5,016 6,158 6o123 6lolt20 
UNUSED UNITS 31to.llt4 33,81t7 35,106 31to981t 33o81t2 33,877 418,580 
COI\oSTRAINT EXCEEDED 
------ -----· ---- -------- --- -------
w 
0' 
w 
DATE PREPARED: 3/06/77 
SALES 
VARIABLE COSTS 
PRODUCTION 
I'ARKETIIIG 
TRANSPORTATION 
COMMISSIONS 
TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS 
VARIABLE MARGIN 
FIXED COSTS 
PROCUCT ION 
MARKETING 
ADHIIIIISTRAT ICI\I 
PRCMCTIQI\I 
RENT 
AD,.INISTRATIOI\I 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
INCOME BEFORE OTHER 
ADD: OTHER INCOME 
DEDUCT: OTHER EXPENSES 
TAXABLE NET INCOME 
JAN. 1977 
$ 997,500 
s 557.050 
19,950 
49.875 
--------
s 626,87S 
-------$ 370o.62S 
------
s 24,625 
16,900 
25,400 
8,300 
7,100 
--------
s 82,325 
------
s 288,300 
------
100 
so-
-------
s 288,350 
•••••s•••• 
SCHEDULE CONT-1 
HYPOTHETICAL CORP.ORATION 
'ROJECTED INCOME STATEMENT 
FEB. 1977 MARCH 1977 APRIL 1977 
$1,006,000 $ 955,500 $ 96 l '500 
$ 564,200 $ 534,000 $ 533,300 
20,120 19' 110 19' 230 
S0,300 47,777 48,076 
------ --------
----------s 634,620 s 600,887 $ 600,606 
------- --------
---------$ 371,380 $ 351oo&13 $ 360,894 
------
---------
--------
$ 24,625 $ 2io,62S s 24,62S 
16,900 16,900 16,900 
25,600 25,800 26,000 
8,300 8,300 6. 300 
7,100 7.100 7.100 
---------
-------
---------$ 82,S25 s 82,725 s 8Z,92S 
------- --------
----------
s 288,8S5 $ 271,8116 s 277,9b9 
-------- ---- .... -- ------
100 100 100 
so- 50"- 50"-
------ ---- -----
s 288,905 s 271,938 s 278,019 
.........• .......... .......... 
PAGE U 
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HAY 1971 JUNE 1977 
n,oo3,ooo s 989,500 
$ 559,700 $ 555,850 
20,060 19' 790 
S0,1S1 lo9,476 
------- -------
s 629,911 $ 625,116 
-------- ------
s 373,089 s 361oo384 
------ ------
s 24.62S s 24o62S 
16,900 16,900 
26.200 26,400 
8o300 8,300 
7,100 7' 100 
--------- ----------s 83,125 s 83,325 
-------- --------
s 289,964 s 281,059 
-------- --------
100 100 
so- 50-
------- --------
s 290,014 s 281,109 
. ..•...... . ......... 
OAT E PREPARED: 3/06177 
SALES 
VAAUBLE CCSTS 
PRODUCTION 
f'~PKETIP.G 
TRANSPORTATION 
COMMISSIONS 
TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS 
VAR IA8LE MARGIN 
FIXED COSTS 
PRGCUCT ION 
MARKETING 
AOMINISTRAT lor.! 
PRCMOTICN 
RENT 
ADMINISTRATION 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
INCOME BEFORE OTHER 
ADD: OTHER INCOME 
DEDUCT: OTHER EXPENSES 
TAXA&LE NET INCOME 
JULY 1917 
$1,264.000 
$ 720,200 
2 5,660 
64,200 
------
s 610,060 
------
s lt73,920 
------
s 25,625 
16,900 
26,600 
8o300 
7,100 
--------
s 84,52 5 
------
$ 389,395 
-----
100 
sa-
$ 389,"olt5 
.........• 
SCHEDULE CONT-1 
HV,OTHETICAL CORPORATION 
PROJECTED INCOME STATEMENT 
AUG. 1917 SEPT. 1977 OCT. 1977 
S1t310,000 S1,055o000 $1,164,600 
s 741,600 s 594,600 s 641,720 
26,200 21.100 23' 29 2 
65,500 52,752 58,231 
--------
--------- ----------s 833,500 $ 666,452 s 723.243 
-------- --------
---------s "o76o500 $ 386,548 s 441,357 
----- -------
---------
s 25,625 s 25,625 s 24 '62 5 
16.900 16,900 16.900 
26,600 27,000 27,200 
8,300 8,300 8. 300 
7,100 7,100 7' 100 
-------- --------
----------s 84,725 s 84,925 s 84., 125 
-------- -------- --------
$ 391,175 $ 301,623 $ 357,232 
------ ------- --------
100 100 100 
5Q- so- so-
------ -------- -------
s 391,825 $ 301,673' s 357o282 
•••...•... . ......... 
-·····-·· 
PAGE U 
REPORT PAGE 2 
NOV. 1977 DEC. 1917 TOTAL 
S1 ,316,200 Slt225o000 S 13o267o800 
s 741,490 s 703,300 $ 7olt47,210 
26,324 24o500 265,356 
65,8ll 61.251 663, 400' 
-------- -------- ---------
s 833,625 $ 789,051 $ 8,375,966 
------ ----- --------
s 482,575 s "o35,949 s 4,891,834 
------ ------ --------
s 2 5,625 s 25,625 s 300,500 
16,900 16,900 202.600 
2 7. 400 27,600 318,000 
8,300 8,300 99,600 
1,100 7,100 85,200 
---------- --------- -----------s 8 5,325 $ 85,525 s 5,897,934 
------- -------- --------
s 397,250 s 350,424 s 3,885,734 
---------
-------- --------
100 100 1.200 
5Q- sa- 600-
------- -------- --------
s 397,300 s 350o't74 s 3,886,334 
. •....•... 
····-···· ·······--··· 
DATE PREPARED: 3/06177 
SCHEDUlE CONT-2 
HYPOTHETICAl CORPORATION 
BUDGETED CONTRIBUTION STATEMENT 
LEVEl 2 SAlES SEGMENT 
LEVEL 2 SALES SEGMENTI EASTERN TERRITORY 
SALES 
VARIABLE COSTS 
PRCDUCT ION 
MARKETI'-G 
TRANSPORTAl ICN 
COMMISSICNS 
TCTAL V~RIABLE COSTS 
VARIABLE MARGIN 
FIXED COSTS 
MARKETING 
ADM IN ISTRAT I ON 
PRCMOTION 
RENT 
TOTAL FIXEO COSTS 
SEGMENT CONTRIBUTION 
JAN. 1977 
$ 383,000 
$ 219,250 
7,660 
19.150 
----------$ 246,060 
--------
$ L36,940 
---------
s 1o500 
4t600 
2,000 
--· ----
$ 8,100 
s 128,840 
....•....• 
FEB. 1977 
$ 387,000 
$ 223,400 
7,740 
19,350 
---------$ 250,490 
-------
s 136,510 
-------
s 1t500 
4,800 
2t000 
------
$ 8,300 
------
$ 128,210 
...•...... 
MARCH 1977 · APRIL 1971 
$ 338,150 $ 353,750 
$ 194,700 $ 200 '000 
6, 775 7. 075 
16,938 17,688 
--------- ---------s 218,413 s 224.763 
-------- -------
s 120.337 s 128,987 
------- -------
s 1,500 s 1.500 
5,000 5' 200 
2,000 2,000 
---------
----------s 8,500 s 8,700 
-------- ---------
$ u 1,837 $ 120,287 
........... ........•. 
REPORT PAGE 
HAY 1977 JUNE 1977 
$ 393,000 $ 375,000 
$ 221to900 $ 218,050 
7,860 7,500 
19,650 18,750 
------- --------
s 252,1t10 s 21t4o300 
------- -------
s 140,590 $ 130.700 
------ -------
$ 1,500 s 1,500 
5,o~ooo 5,600 
2,000 2,000 
------- --------
$ 8,900 $ 9,100 
------ ------
$ 131,690 $ 121,600 
-···-··· 
.......... 
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DATE PREPARED: 3/06177 
SCHEDULE CONT-2 
HYPOTHETICAL COR,ORATION 
BUDGETED CONTRIBUTION STATEMENT 
LEVEL 2 SALES SEGMENT 
LEVEL 2 SALES SEGMENT: EASTERN TERRITORY 
SALES 
VARIABLE CCSTS 
PRODUCTION 
~ARKE Tl J>.G 
TRANSPORTAl ICJ\1 
COI'MISSIONS 
TOT~L V'RIABLE COSTS 
VARIABLE MARGIN 
FIXED COSTS 
I'ARKE Tl J>.G 
AOMINISTRATICN 
PRC MQTI ON 
RENT 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
SEG~ENT COJ>.TRIBUTICN 
JULY 1977 
s 6B6.000 
s 387,100 
13,720 
34,300 
----------
s 435,120 
--------
$ 250,880 
---------
$ 1. 500 
5,800 
2,000 
--------
s 9,300 
------
s 241,580 
........... 
AUG. 1977 
s 705,000 
s 403,800 
14.100 
35,250 
-------
s 453,150 
---------$ 251,850 
------
s 1,500 
6,000 
2,000 
--------
s 9,500 
---------s 242,350 
•........• 
SEPT. 1977 OCT. 1977 
s 505,000 s 546,40.0 
s 287,600 s 299.080 
10.100 10,928 
25.250 21,320 
------ -------
s 322,950 s 337,328 
-------
---------s 182,050 s 209,07 2 
-------
---------
$ 1,500 $ 1, 500 
6,200 6,400 
2,000 2,000 
---------
--------
$ 9,700 s 9,900 
-------- -------
s 172,350 s 199,172 
.......... .......... 
PAGE .,_. 
REPORT PAGE 2 
NOV. 1977 DEC. 1977 TOTAL 
s 724.200 s 625.400 s 6. 022.500 
s 410,340 s 365,130 s 3,'o33,350 
14,484 12.508 120.450 
36,210 31 .z 70 301.126 
-------- --------
------------$ 461,034 $ 408,908 s 3,854,926 
--------
---------
--------
s 263 o166 s 216,492 $ 2.167,574 
-------
---------- ----------
s 1,500 s 1,500 s 18,000 
6,600 6,800 68,400 
2,000 z,ooo 24,000 
------
---------
---------
s 10,100 s 10,300 s 2o277o974 
------ ------- --------
s 253,066 s 206,192 s 2.057,174 
. ......... . .......•• 
--··--··· 
DATE ,.REPAREO: 3/06177 
SCHEDULE CONT-3 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION 
BUDGETED CONTRIBUTION STATEMENT 
LEVEL 3 SALES SEGMENT 
LEVEL Z SALrS SEGMENT: EASTERN TERRITORY 
LEVEL 3 SALES SEGMENT: SAM SNEAD 
SALES 
VARIABLE CCSTS 
PROOUC T ICN 
IIAIII<ET IIIG 
TRA!ISPORTATICN 
COMHISSIO"'S 
TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS 
VARIABLE MARGIN 
FIXEO COSTS 
P!ARI<ETIIIG 
PRCfiCTION 
SEGIIENT CCNTRIBUTICN 
JAN. 1977 
$ 272,000 
$ 154,500 
5,440 
1 J, 600 
--------
$ 173,540 
-------
$ 98.460 
------
1e600 
96,860 
.......... 
FEB. 1977 
$ 280,000 
$ 162 '800 
5,600 
14,000 
----------$ 182,400 
-------
$ 97,600 
--------
1. 800 
$ 95,800 
MARCH 1977 APRIL 1977 
$ 183.500 $ 213,500 
$ 105.400 $ 116' 000 
3,670 4.270 
9,175 10,675 
----------
----------$ 118,245 $ 130' 945 
--------
---------$ 65,255 $ 82,555 
--------
----------
z.ooo 2,200 
63,255 80.355 
--······ 
.......... 
PAGE ~9 
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HAY 1977 JUNE 1977 
$ 292,000 $ 254 .ooo 
$ 165,800 $ 151.100 
5,840 5,080 
14,600 12.700 
-------- --------
s 186,240 $ 168,880 
------- -------
$ 105,760 $ 85.120 
------- -------
2,400 2,600 
$ 103,360 $ 82.520 
·····-··· 
.......... 
DATE PREPARED: 3/06/77 
SCHEOI..\.E CONT-3 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION 
BUDGETED CONTRIBUTION STATEMENT 
LEVEL 3 SALES SEGMENT 
LEVEL 2 SALES SEGME.NT: EASTERN TERRITORY 
LEVEL 3 SALES SE,MENTl SAM SNEAD 
SALES 
VARIABLE COSTS 
PRIJCUCTION 
MARKETING 
TRANSPORT AT I CN 
CO,..I"!SSICNS 
TOTAL VIRIABLE COSTS 
VARIABlE l'lARGIN 
FIXED CCSTS 
MARKETlt.G 
PROMOTION 
SEGMENT CONTRIBUTION 
JULY 1977 
s 544.000 
s 309,000 
10,880 
27.200 
-------
s 347,080 
--------
s 196,920 
-------
s z,aoo 
$ 194,120 
AUG. 1977 
s 560,000 
s 325,600 
11' 200 
28,000 
---------
s 364,800 
--------
s 195,200 
-----
s 3,000 
s 192,200 
•••••••a•~ - •••••••••• 
SEPT. 1977 OCT. 1977 
s 367,000 s 427.000 
s 210,800 s 232 ,ooo 
7,340 8 ,540 
18,350 21,350 
--------
----------
s 236,490 s 261.890 
---------
-----
$ 130,510 s 165,110 
----- --------
s 3,200 s 3' 400 
s 127,310 $ 161.710 
.......... .......... 
PAGE 50 
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NOV. 197, DEC. 1977 TOTAL 
s 584,000 $ 508,000 $ 
s 331,600 $ 302 .zoo $ 2t566,800 
11,680 10' 160 89,700 
29,200 25.400 224.250 
-------
----------
----------
s 372,480 s 337,760 s 2o860,750 
--------
---------
---------
s 211.520 S· 170.240 s 1o604o250 
-------- -------- --------
s 3,600 s 3,800 s 32,400 
s 207,920 $ 166,440 s 1,571,850 
.......••• 
····-···· ··-··-····· 
OAT E PREPARED: 3/06177 
PIIOOU:T: REO 
SAlES 
VARIABLE COSTS 
PRCOUCTION 
HARKEUNG . 
TRANSPORTAl ICN 
COMMISSIONS 
TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS 
VAIIIABlE MARGIN 
FIXED COSTS 
MARKETING 
FRCHOT ION 
PRODUCT CONTRIBUTION 
JAN. 1977 
$ 384,000 
$ 236,800 
7,680 
19 .zoo 
----------$ Zblo680 
--------
$ 120,320 
--------
$ 3,200 
$ 117.120 
.•......... 
SCHEDULE CONT-4 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION 
BUDGETED CONTRIBUTION STATEMENT 
PRODUCT AT TOTAL ORGANIZATION LEVEL 
FEB. 1977 MARCH 1977 APRIL 1977 
$ 396,000 $ 360,000 $ 354,000 
$ 244,200 $ 222,000 $ 218,300 
7,920 7,200 7. 080 
19,800 18,000 17,700 
----------
-------- -------
$ 271,920 $ 247,200 $ 243,080 
--------
---------
------
$ 124,080 $ 112,800 $ 110,92 0 
-------- ------ -------
s 3,400 $ 3,600 $ 3,800 
$ 120,680 s 109,200 $ 107,120 
. ........ . .......... 
REPORT PAGE 
MAY 1977 JUNE 1977 
$ 396,000 $ 408,000 
$ 244,200 $ 251.600 
7.920 8, 1b0 
19,800 20,400 
------- ------
$ 271,920 $ 280o1b0 
------ -------
$ 124,080 $ 127,840 
------- -------
$ 4,000 $ ... zoo 
$ 120,080 $ 123,61t0 
........... . ........ . 
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OAT E PREPARED: l/Ob/17 
PRODUCT: RED 
________ _... __ 
SALES 
VARIABLE COSTS 
PROOUC TIGN 
I'ARKETihG 
TRANSPORTAl[ CN 
COMMISSIONS 
TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS 
VARIABLE MARGIN 
FIXED COSTS 
I'ARKETING 
PRCMCTION 
PRODUCT CCNTRIBUTICN 
JULY 1977 
S 5lbo000 
$ 318,200 
1 o, 320 
25,800 
--------
$ 351t,320 
------
$ 161,680 
-------
lt,400 
S l57o280 
............ 
SCHEDULE CONT -It 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION 
BUDGETED CONTRIBUTION STATEMENT 
PRODUCT AT TOTAL ORGANIZATION LEVEL 
AUG. 1977 SEPT. 1971 ocr. 1977 
S 561t,OOO $ 408,000 S 393 ,bOO 
$ 347,800 $ 251.600 $ 21t2, 720 
11,280 8 .• 160 7. 87 2 
2 8,200 20,400 19,680 
--------- --------- ----------$ 387,280 s 280,160 $ 270,272 
------- ------- -------
$ 176,720 s 127o81t0 $ 123,328 
---------
------- -------
$ 4,600 $ 4,800 s 5,000 
s 172.120 s 123,040 $ 118,328 
.•.••....• ........... .......... 
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REPORT PAGE 2 
NOV. 1977 DEC. 1977 TOTAL 
$ 586,200 S 621t,OOO $ 5,3891800 
$ 361,490 $ 381t I 800 s 3 I 323 0 710 
u, 724 12,460 107.796 
29,310 31,200 Zb9,1t90 
------- ------- --------
s lt02,524 s 428,480 s 3,700,996 
------- -------
_._._ ______
$ 183,67b $ 195,520 s 1,688,801t 
------ ----- --------
s 5,200 $ 5 ·'* 00 $ 5lob00 
$ 178,476 s 190,120 $ 11637,204 
.......... . ...•...... 
--········· 
SCHEDULE CONT-5 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION 
BUDGETED CONTRIBUTION STATEMENT 
DATE PREPARED: 3/06/71 PRODUCT AT LEVEL 2 SALES SEGMENT 
LEVEL 2 SALES SEGMENT: EASTERN TERRITORY 
PRODUCT: RED 
SALES 
VARIABLE COSTS 
PROCUCT ION 
MARKETlNG 
TRANSPORT AT ION 
COI'MISSICNS 
TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS 
VARIABLE MARGIN 
FIXED COSTS 
MARKE Tl 1\G 
PROMOTION 
PRODUCT CONTRIBUTION 
JAN. 1977 
s 180,000 
s 111,000 
3,600 
9,000 
-------
$ 123.600 
--------
$ 56.400 
----
s 600 
s 55,800 
••a••••••• 
FEB. 1977 
s 192,000 
s 118.400 
3,840 
9,600 
-------
$ 131,840 
--------
s 60,160 
-------
s 800 
59,360 
........... 
MARCH 1977 APRIL 1977 
s 156,000 s 150,000 
s 96,200 s 92.50 0 
3.120 3 .ooo 
7,800 7,500 
--------
---------s 107,120 $ 103,000 
------- -------
s 48,880 s lt7 ,ooo 
---------
-------
s 1,000 s 1. 200 
s lt7,8BO s lt5 ,800 
•••••••••a •••....... 
REPORT PAGE 
MAY 1977 JUNE 1977 
s 192,000 s 204,000 
$ 118.400 s 125e800 
3,840 ~o,oao 
9,600 10.200 
--------
----------$ 131.840 s 140,080 
-------- --------
s 60.160 s 63,920 
------- -------
s s 1,600 
$ 58,760 62,320 
. ........ . 
·-······· 
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OAT E PREPARED: 3/06/77 
SCHEDULE CONT -5 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION 
BUDGETED CONTRIBUTION STATEMENT 
PRODUCT AT LEVEL 2 SALES SEGMENT 
LEVEL 2 SALES SEGMENT: EASTERN TERRITORY 
PRODUCT: REO 
SALES 
VARIABLE CCSTS 
,ROOUCTIGN 
IIARI<ETII'-G 
TRAil SPOR TAT I CN 
COMMISSIONS 
TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS 
VARIABLE I'ARGIN 
fillED COSTS 
MARKETING 
PRCMCTION 
PRODUCT CGNTRIBUTICN 
JULY 1977 
s 288,000 
$ 177,600 
s, 760 
1 "· 400 
s 197,760 
s 90.240 
s 1,800 
$ 88,41t0 
........... 
AUG. 1917 
$ 324.000 
s 199,800 
6o480 
16,200 
s 222,480 
$ 101,520 
s 2o000 
s 99,520 
........... 
SEPT. 1977 
$ 198,000 
s 122.100 
3,960 
9.900 
s 135,9&0 
$ 62,0it0 
$ 2,200 
s 59,840 
-········ 
ocr. 1977 
$ 170 ,400 
s 105,080 
3,408 
8. 520 
$ 117.008 
$ 53.392 
s 2olt00 
s 50,992 
.......... 
REPORT PAGE 2 
NOV. 1971 
s 349,200 
s 215,340 
6,984 
17,460 
$ 239,784 
$ 109,1t16 
DEC. 1977 
s 359,400 
$ 221,630 
7 ol88 
17,970 
s 21t&,7aa 
$ 112,612 
-------· ------
$ 2o60(i s 2.aoo 
s 106,816 s 109,812 
.......... .....••••. 
s 
s 
s 
s 
$ 
s 
PAGE 70 
TOTAL 
2,763,000 
1o 703o850 
55,260 
138.150 
1o897,260 
665,7">0 
20,400 
8ilt5,340 
··--··-····· 
DATE PREPARED: 3/06177 
LEVEL 2 SALES SEGMENT: EASTERN TERRITORY 
LEVEL 3 SALES SEGMENT: SAH SNEAD 
PRODUCT: RED 
SCHEDULE CDNT-6 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION 
BUDGETED CONTRIBUTION STATEMENT 
PRODUCT AT LEVEL 3 SALES SEGMENT 
JAN. 1977 FEB. 1977 HARCH 1977 APRIL 1977 
SALES 
VARIABLE COSTS 
PRODUCTION 
I'ARI<ET IIIG 
TRANSPORTATICN 
COMMISSIONS 
TOTAL ~ARIABLE COSTS 
VARIABLE MARGIN 
FIXED COSTS 
IIARKETING 
PRCI'CTION 
PRODUCT CCNTRIBUTICN 
s 120.000 
s 
$ 
s 
s 
s 
74,000 
2,400 
6,000 
82o400 
37,600 
200 
37.400 
•••••asaaa 
s 144,000 
$ 
$ 
s 
s 
s 
88,800 
2,880 
7,200 
98,680 
45ol20 
400 
44,720 
$ 
$ 
$ 
s 
s 
s 
72,000 
44,400 
lo440 
3,600 
49,440 
22.560 
600 
21.960 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
60 ,ooo 
37,000 
lo200 
3o000 
41.200 
18.800 
800 
18 ,ooo 
.......... 
REPORT PAGE 1 
HAY 1977 
$ 144,000 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
88o800 
z,8ao 
7,200 
98,880 
45,120 
1,000 
$ 44o120 
·····-··· 
JUNE 1977 
$ 168,000 
$ 103,600 
3,360 
8,400 
$ 115,360 
$ 52 o640 
$ 1o200 
$ 51,440 
...•...•.• 
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DATE PREPARED: 3/06177 
SCHEDULE CONT-6 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION 
BUDGETED CONTRIBUTION STATEMENT 
PRODUCT AT LEVEL 3 SALES SEGMENT 
LEVEL 2 SALES SEGMENT: EASTERN TERRITORY 
LEVEL 3 SALES SEGMENT: SAH SNEAD 
PRODUCTI REO 
SALES 
VARIABLE COSTS 
PRODUCTION 
I'ARI<ETII\G 
TRAN SPOR TAT I CN 
COMMISSIONS 
TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS 
VAR fAblE HARGI N 
FIXED COSTS 
MARKET lNG 
PRCMOTICN 
PRODUCT CCNTRI8UTICN 
JULY 1917 
$ 240,000 
$ 148,000 
4,800 
12,000 
---------s 164,800 
-------
s 75.200 
--------
1o400 
$ 73,800 
..•....... 
AUG. 1977 SEPT. 1977 OCT. 1977 
$ 288,000 $ 144,000 $ 120 ,ooo 
s 177,600 $ aa,aoo $ 74.000 
5,760 2.aao 2o400 
14,400 7.200 ",ooo 
---------
---------
--------
s 197,760 s 98,880 $ liz, 400 
-------- -------- ------
$ 90,240 $ 45rl20 $ 37.600 
------ ------- ------
$ 1.600 s 1r800 s 2 ,ooo 
s 88,640 $ lt3o320 s 35,600 
•.••.....• 
··-······ 
....•...•• 
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REPORT PAGE 2 
NOV. 1977 DEC. 1977 TOTAL 
$ 288 ,ooo s 336,000 $ 2t124.000 
$ 177i600 . s 207,200 s 1t309,800 
5,760 6,720 42,1t80 
14,400 16.800 106,200 
------- ------ ---------
$ 197,760 $ 230,720 $ 1, 458,480 
-------- ------- --------
s 90,240 s 105,280 s 665,520 
----- ------- -------
s 2o200 $ 2,400 s 15.600 
s 88,040 $ 102,880 s 649,920 
-···-··· 
..•..•..•. .......•..... 
DATE PREPARED! 3/06177 
-----------------
OTI'ER INCOME 
DIVIDEf\0 INCOME 
CTHER EXPENSES 
INTEREST EXPENSE 
NET AMOUNT 
DATE PREPAREOI 
OTt<ER INCOME 
OIYIOEI\0 lf.ICOHE 
CTHER EXPENSES 
INTEREST EXPENSE 
t;Ei AMOUNT 
3/06177 
PAGE 127 
SCHEDIA.E CONT-7 
HYPOTHETICAl CORPORATION 
BUDGET OF OTHER INCOME AND OTHER EXPENSES 
REPORT PAGE 1 
JAN. 1977 FEB. 1977 KARCH 1977 APRIL" 1917 HAY 1977 JUNE 1917 
s 100 s 100 s 100 
' 
100 100 100 
s so 50 s 50 s 50 ·S so s 50 
50 s 50 s 50 s 50 s 50 s 50 
•........• •........• .......... .......... .......... . ........ . 
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SCHEDUlE CON T-7 
HYPOTHETICAl CORPORATION 
BUDGET OF OTHER INCOME AND OTHER EXPENSES 
REPORT PAGE 2 
JULY 1917 AUG. 1977 SEPT. 1977 ocr. 1977 NOV. 1977 DEC. 1977 TOTAl 
s 100 s 100 s 100 s 100 s 100 s 100 s lt200 
--------- -----
s 50 s 50 s 50 s so s so s 50 s 600 
s 50 50 so s so s 50 s so s 600 
.....•.••• .......•.. . ......••• . ........ . ••......•• . ........ . 
.---········· 
DATE PREPARED: 3/06/77 
BUDGETED CASH·RECEIPTS 
CASH SALES 
ACTS REC. COLLECTICNS 
DIVIDEND INCOME 
BANK LOAN 
TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS 
BUDGETED CASH PAYMENTS 
CASt' PURC .. ASES 
DIRECT LABOR COSTS 
ACTS. PAYABLE PAYMENTS 
INTEREST E~PENSE 
MORTGAGE PAYMENT 
TOTAL CASH PAYMENTS 
NET CASH FLOW 
ADO: BEGINNING BALANCE 
.DEDUCT: ENDING BAL.NCE 
REQUIRED FINANCING 
JAN. 1977 
$ 199,500 
399, 500 
100 
--------
$ 599.100 
-------
s 50,263 
251,950 
362.791 
50 
200,000 
-------
s 865o051t 
--------
$ 265,954-
--------
5o000 
7.000 
------
s 267,954 
·-··••:.:••• 
SCHEDULE CB-1 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION 
CASH BUOGET 
FEB. 1977 MARCH 1977 APRIL 1977 
$ 201.200 $ 191,100 $ 192,300 
642,000 743,440 758 '580 
100 100 100 
500 
-------- -------- -------
$ 81t3,800 $ 931to640 $ 950,980 
------ -------- -------
$ 49,715 s 4 7. 797 s 48 o230 
252.800 238,1tlt2 231t,Oit2 
448,821 lt33,628 433,293 
50 50 50 
----------
--------
---------s 751,386 $ 719,917 s 715.61 5 
-------- --------- -------
s 92,1tllt s 214,723 s 235,365 
-------- ------- ---------
7,000 99,1tl4 311t.137 
99,1tl4 314.137 549,502 
--------
---------
NIL NIL NIL 
..•...•... .••.••.... 
······--· 
PAGE 129 
REPORT PAGE 1 
MAY 1'177 JUNE 1971 
$ 200,600 $ 197,900 
770,764 771to832 
100 100 
------- -----
s 971,464 s 972 ,832 
------ -------
s lt9, 7Bit s 49.118 
21t8o000 250,050 
lt45o260 41t3,260 
50 50 
------- --------
s 743, 091t $ 71t2 olt 78 
------- --------
s 228;370 $ 230,35/o 
-------- -------
549,502 777,872 
777,872 lo008o226 
------ -----
NIL NIL 
--···-··· ····-···· 
DATE PREPARED: 3/06/77 
!UCGETEO CASH-RECEIPTS 
CASH SALES 
ACTS REC. COLLECTICNS 
DIVIDEND INCOME 
SAP.K LCAN 
TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS 
BUDGETED CASH PAYMENTS 
CASH PURCHASES 
DIRECT LABOR COSTS 
ACTS. PAYABLE PAYMENTS 
INTEREST E,PENSE 
MORTGAGE PAYMENT 
TOTAL CASH PAYMENTS 
NET CASH FlOW 
ADO: BEGINNING BALANCE 
DEDUCT: EhOING BALINCE 
REQUIRED FINANCING 
JULY 1917 
s 256,800 
894r51o 
100 
-------
Slo151r416 
-----
$ 60,954 
317,850 
527.281 
50 
-------
$ 906,135 
--------
$ 245,281 
-----
i,oos,226 
1,253,507 
------
NIL 
·····--·· 
SCHEDULE CB-1 
HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION 
CASH BUDGET 
REPORT PAGE 
AUG. 1917 SEPT. 1917 OCT. 1917 NOV. 1977 DEC. 1971 
s 262.000 s 211 ,ooo s 232,920 s 263,240 s 245,000 
974,972 914,228 907,056 964r024 970,960 
100 100 100 100 100 
-------
--------- ----------
----- -------
Slr237t072 Sl r125r328 Slr140 r076 Slr227r364 Slr216r060 
------- -------- ------- ----- -------
$ 61r730 $ 51o759 s 5o, 612 s 62,230 s 58,126 
333,700 268,575 274.03 5 329,445 326ol00 
554, 172 483,776 500,776 549o960 530,523 
50 50 50 50 50 
-------- --------
----------
------- ------
$ 949,652 $ 804.160 $ 831,473 s 941r6B5 s 914,799 
--------
---------
-------- ------- ------
$ 287,420 $ 321.168 $ 308.603 $ 285,679 $ 301,261 
-------- ------- -------- -------- -------
lo253o507 1r540,927 1r 862 o 095 2rl70r698 2r456,377 
lr540o927 lr862r095 2 t 170,698 2 rlr56r377 2r757o638 
------ ------ ------ ------
NIL NIL NIL NIL NIL 
.......... . •.....••. . .•....... 
---······ 
. •.•...... 
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2 
TOTAL 
s 2,653,560 
9r7l4r872 
1r200 
500 
--------
$ 12.370,132 
--------
s 646,318 
3o324o989 
5, 713,541 
600 
200,000 
---------
$ 9r885r448 
---------
$ 2,484,684 
--------
5r000 
2,757,638 
--------
$ 267,95.ft 
··-··--··· 
w 
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00 
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